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ABSTRACT 

ADULT EDUCATION AND MODERNITY IN THE ARAB REPUBLIC OF roYPT- A COMPARATIVE 

STUDY OF ADULT EDUCATION POLICY IN THE ARAB REPUBLIC OF EGYPT AND ENGLAND 

By Saeed G. Soliman 
'!'he present study is an attempt to apply Holmes' "Problem approach tI 

to the staggering modernity stride in the Arab Republic of Egypt since 
1952. Throughout the whole period, various documents have been keen 

on expressing the leaders' zeal for the establishment of a modern 

state both politically and economically. However, the outcome has 

been disappointing. An inapt adult base in terms of unmodified 
internalised attitudes and inadequate skills, has made the reali~at1on 

ot modernity proposals ditficult. With the possible contribution ot 
adult education in mind, the study assumes that if Egypt is to modernize, 
an adult education policy that penetrates the Egyptian adult masses 

is a pressing demand tor Egypt's future. 
Part one deals with 'Problem statement' through which the background 

ot the problem is given in terms ot 'rising expectations' versus 

'growing frustration' 1n-many countries ot the underdeveloped world 

since the mid-twentieth century. The part reviews as well the 

inconsistency as clear in the Egyptian case, raises the hypothesis 
and explains the method tollowed throughout the study. 

Part two deals with 'Problem 1ntel1ectualisation' atter Holmes' 

'Change-No-Change' methodot analysis. 'Change' is il1ustrated by 

modernity proposals in post-1952 documents in comparison with those 

before 1952. 'No-Change', on the other hand, is represented in the 

unmodified atUtudes ot the adult masses,and skill inadequacy that 

have stood in the way ot real1~ing the above proposals. 

Part three deals with the 'Proposed Policy Solution' which is reacbed 

through the identification ot 'modernity' 10 various schools, the ideal 

typical modern society and man; together with the investigation ot 

the possible contribution of adult education to modernity in so tar 

as attitudes and skills ot its clientele are concerned. 

Part tour deals with the 'Contextual Analysis' in which the adult 

education policies in post-1944 England, and post-I952 Egypt are 

analysed. The socio-economic differences between the two countries 

are well recogni~ed;but two major policy trends torm the basis ot 

cultural borrowing, namely the integration ot adult education into 

the national system ot education)and partnership between providing agencies. 

Part tive deals with the 'Workabil1ty of the Solution'. It takes 
"~I'&.(".~' 

some salient Lot Egypt's institutional, normative and environmental 

conditions as base tor judging possible success in the adoption and 
implementation ot the recommended p01icy. 
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PROBLEM STATEMENT 
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The ctarting point of a 'problem' in Holmes' approach is 

expressive of a 'confused situation' that an investigator sees as 

such from his own experience, background of knowledge or from his 

awareness of educational debate. It is possible that the problem 

of an investigator's choice may have a broader or even universal 

scope which touches upon countries other than his own. The starting 

point acquires its special relevance in the 'Problem approach' in so 

far as it gives a certain perspective to the problem under 

consideration, and whether it is socio-economic, educational, or 

otherwise. 

Part one of the present study includes one chapter (chapter one) 

in WhiCh~sdisPlayed the backgrou~d of the problem as one common 

among men y countries of the underdeveloped world strue;Gling for. 

modernity since the middle of the present century, but ~ith a great 

deal of frustration. Egypt, as one of these, is suffering from 

a stagsering stride notwithstanding the detailed and carefully 

worded plans included in its various political documents. The 

chapter suggests that the Egyptian adult masses, who are s:till 

'pre-modern' in terms of their attitudes and skills, loom large 

among other impediments to the realization of moder~ity proposals. 

The chapter intuitively takes adult educatio~ ttat penetrates 

the greatest numbers of such masses to be capable of making them 

more apt for the realization of such proposals. The chapter 

displays, as well, the method followed throughout the study, which 

is Holmes' 'Problem approach'. 
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Introduction 

Following the end of V!orld War II, the achievement of 

'modern state' has more than ever before become the passionate 

preoccupation of the millions throughout the underdeveloped 

world. The expectation explosion after six years of 

sufferance by a great many countries involved in War served 

to deepen the feeling of discontent with what had already 

been accepted before War as status quo. Change in the 

aspirations of peoples and governments alike as reaction to 

the destruction caused by War was, indeed, dramatic. 

Moreover, the struggle against imperialism in many 

parts of the world gained momentum in the two decades 

after the end of War. So high was the tide of independence 

that between I945 and I968 more than sixty states got their 

independence.'!) This was not without significance to the 

cause 0 f modernity. Hillions 0 f individuals in Africa, 

Asia and Latin America were put face to face with their 

destiny and with aspirations for a greater share in the 

life and goods of modern world.(2) Government, in most cases, 

has been placed in the hands of nationalist leaders, and many 

of the native experts hurriedly replaced foreigners in key 

posts that required knowledge and experience. But, awareness 

of the unfavourable conditions amidst which they were left 

'" to stuggle for modernity was governed by sentimental rather 

than rational thinking. Feeling of national dignity was 

the new impetus that their nationalist leaders succeeded 
to arouse. Acceptance of backwardness or underdevelopment 
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as destiny was shaken when the great dream of independence 

eventually came true. The lucid account given by Abern~thy 

is worth quoting: 

"The belief has spread that poverty and weakness are not 

tolerable, facts of life but intolerable liabilities, and 

that through conscious effort, man can realise more fully 
(itO'\.-

thanAbefore his own potentialities and those of his 
environment ... (3) 

But the expectations which are easily aroused can only 

with great difficulty be turned into reality. The 1950's~ 

which was a decade of growing expectations for the under-

de~eloped world, soon eclipsed before a decade had passed. 

Many such countries,which embarked on modernization schemes 

after gaining their independence,failed to put their high 

expectations into sound practice and hence, many were led 

to disapPOintment, though at varying grades. If the I950's 

was the decade of rising expectation, the I960's was rightly 

seen by Rogers as a decade of , growing frustration f .(4) 

, .'. How the rising expectations turned into frustration 

is a complicated matter in which a great many interrelated 

and interdependent factors are involved,which we are not 

concerned with in the present study except from one angle. 

The problem with many of these countries is not whether to 

modernize, simply because they have detailed proposals for 

modernity which are eloquently worded in various political 

documents, constitutions, programmes of political action 

and speeches of leaders. The gap between what is proposed 
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and what is actually attained points out to defects in the 

human factor. 'Han' in such countries is inapt whether in 

his internalised attitudes or his skills in carrying out 

the proposals included in various documents. In simple words, 

'pre-modern man' in such countries is given the respoDsibility 

of building 'modern' state and hence, these countries fall 

short of fulfilling one essential condition for the realiZation 

of modernity which can easily be deduced from the following 

statement by Ink~es and Smith: 

II a nation is not modern unless its people are modern 11(5) 
••• 

",0"""'" 
Only when~man in such countries is available in terms of 

his attitudes and skill~ that it is possible to see modernity 

proposals realized. 

The necessity of having individuals with favourable 

internalised attitudes as a condition for modernity reali~tion 

is no exaggeration. The united Nations strongly advocates t~At: 

"Within the range of the possible, attitudes are usually 

the decisive factor. Whether initial community progress 

can be maintained and the needed institutional machinery 

firmly established will be apt to depend on attitudes. n (6) 

Such decisiveness of attitudes is what eminent educatio~sts, 

sociologists and economists have put before the eyes of the 

aspiring countries. There is, as Holmes states, ~a limit 

beyond which institutional change cannot proceed without 

creating severe problems unless appropiate attitude 

modifications Occur fairly rapidly in the relevant sectors 

ot the normative pattern."(?) Palmer, holds a view similar 
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to Holmes' asserting that "changes in institutions and 

techniques will not solve the problems of development unless 

they are accompanied by radical changes in beliefs and 

behaviour. n(8) Recent empirical stUdies support the view$" 

of both Holmes and Palmer, and even go further. In their 

'Becoming Modern', I~es and Smith studie~ individual 

development in six underdeveloped countries, and one 

conclusion· which they came to was that: 

"nation building and institution building are only empty 

exercises unless the attitudes and capacities of the 

people keep pace with other forms of development. n (9) 

The above argument serves to support the notion thnt 

'modernity' or 'backwardness' is, in the first place, 
• thAlli 

attributed to the people themselves rather~to physical 

and other factors. While not ignoring the economic factor, 

Adam Curle, with his long experience with such peoples, 

came to associate underdevelopment with the people themselves. 

To him, some countries are underdeveloped: 

"because most of their people are underdeveloped, and 

when people are underd~veloped, national institutions 

acquire a form which impedes progress and growth of 
egaliterian pOlicies.,,(lO) 

Stating that the people are 'underdeveloped' is echoed in 

the term 'tradition· bound' which is used by Palmer and Stern. CII ) 

They use it to indicate that only a small segment of the 

people is modern in its orientation. Enchantment with 

tradition 'regardless of the modernizing aspirations of 
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their leaders' stands behind the failure of the efforts 

to accomplish modernity.(I2) Recognition of the link 

between underdevelopment and the people themselves is 

encouragement enough to accept Lerner's outlook at 

underdeveloped countries as those in which the 'moderns' 

are few and the ttraditionals' many, or in other words, 

a few only in those countries are committed to change both 

in their values and their needs. It is seen rather as an 

association between the degree of a society's modernity, 

and the number of 'moderns' among its individuals, for, 

"The more persons who are 'going modern' in any country, 

the higher is the overall performance on the indices of 

modernity.,,(I3) 

Building on the above views, a society is generally 

regarded as traditional if ways of behaviour among a great 

many of its individuals continue with little change from 

generation to generation regardless of the aspirational, 

institutional and other changes brought about around them.(I4) 

When traditionalism is prevalent, the behaviour of the majority 

of the masses does not accord with the requirements of chanee, 

and the society 1s generally governed by custom. 

Other features of traditionality are generally shown in 

both lapathyl and 'lack of consciousness' among the individuals 

of the change around. The former refers to the degree to which 

they are aware of the changes and ready to respond favouraUly 

tc them. They show little 'empathy', or to use Lerner's terms 
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they have little readiness to place themselves in the roles 

of others. (15) On the other hand, without adequate 

consciousness, the positive attitudes ot the individuals 

towards change are hardly found and modernity realization 

is hampered as Berger has found: 

-The people caught in the thores of transformation may not 

be aware of the degree of the change going around them and, 

therefore may fail to work toward change in the other 
traditional sectors of their social life •••• ,,(16) 

But, the possible harm of having so many individuals 

with traditional or unmodified attitudes exceeds mere apathy 

or unawareness of change .• The traditional elements in a 

society may be a source of both active and passive resistance 

to change. In their old state, they are committed by a limited 

perception of alternatives and rigorous sticking to traditional 

loyalties and status-structures, or by self-interest, to blind 

preservation of existing values and institutions. Accordingly, 

the new proposals for modernity as wel~ as the institutions 

founded in accordance with such proposals may fall without 

being given a fair chance to be tested. Hence, the efforts 

for the accomplishement of political or economic ~tems, 

however faithful, may be impeded. An individual v:ho is deviant 

in respect to his values, is a threat to the social group 

by implying a low valuation on the things which the group 

holds high, and a high valuation on the things which the 

group holds low or in negative regard. In the absence of 
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a real. proximate reference group large enough to sustain hi's 

convictions, he will. be unable to exercise influence within 

the society or take over action to change it.(I?) 

In addition to the above, the prevalence of the traditional 

and unmodi~ied attitudes represen~ heavy burden on the 

stride of modernity in that an extra effort is needed to 

modify the antecedent values of the people 'favourably with the 

new goals. Such effort may be exerted at the expense of the 

modernization process itself. Apter, for example, denies 

that the traditionalist systems do not change, yet the problem 

as he views it,is rather with innovation which is extra-s~mic 

has to be modified within the social system and liruted with 

antecedent values.(IS) 

But the internalised attitudes, however great their 

impact on modernity might be, do not explain the whole matter. 

It is argued that advanced or 'modern' economy needs 

individuals with skills be they literate workers, technicians 

or scientists 'if it is to maintain its efficiency.' (19) 

Complex technical. occupations on which modern economy is based 

necessitate that 'man' has realized a certain degree of skill. 

Such occupations, as Radwan believes, 'cannot be acquired 

haphazardly by any individual. Because of their complicated 

natur~and the informational background involved, they 

necessitate certain aptitudes and capacities.' (20) 
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To develop these capacities is essential, yet difficult to 

come by. On the one hand, the matter is broader than mere 

vocational training but rather a matter of discovering and 

developing cpacities. On the other hand, the development of 

capacities does not function in vacuum or in seclusion, 

but rather in accordance with broad policies whether 

economic or otherwise. 

The special attention given to the development of 

capacities was not without relevance to the cause of 

modernity. Modern economy, which until the middle of the 

twentieth century was associated in the first place with 

capital and secondly to labour,beginrto witness reverse 
(2I) (22) have in priority as Young, Harbison and Ibrahim, 

advocated in the case of Egypt. The United Nations has c.Lc;o 

come to reconsider its thoughts in"a similar way. The 
, 

proposals of action of the United Nations' Development 
~ 

Decade put the new trend in clear-cut words: 

"Economic growth in the advanced countries appears to 

be attributable in larger part than was previously 

supposed to human skills rather than to capital. 

l1oreover, the widening of man's horizons through education 

and training, and the lifting of his vitality through 

better health, are only essential pre-conditions for 

development, they are among its major objectives •••••• 

\Vhile at the beginning of the last decade the problem of 

developing couritries was viewed essentially as a problem 

of producing wealth, by the end of the decade it became 

widely acknowledged that the crucial factor was not production 

but rather the capacity to produce, which is inherent in 
people~(23) 
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The above argument serves to throw light on the 

puzzle of 'rising expectations' versus 'growing frustration' 

in the underdeveloped countries struggling for modernity. 

The key is to be attempted inlman', whose attitudes are 

still unmodified and his skills inadequate for the reali~ation 

of modernity. The lesson they have eventually come to learn 

is that the proposed aspirations in whatever sphere remain 

unattainable in the world of reality unless the individuals 

are oriented for modernity in terms of their attitudes and 

skills. Only when this twofold task is adequately fulfilled 

it is likely that their people are capable of shouldering 

the responsibilities of modernity, similar to what Lerner 

calls 'the prevalence of the modern group' .(24) Failure 

to get this task fulfilled simply means that the bright 

aspirations for modernity are undertaken by inapt 

individuals. A problem is at hand represented in the 

gap or conflict between, on the one hand, 'high 

aspirations for modernity', and on the other, 'low 

internalised attitudes' and 'inadequate skills'. The 

outcome is stagnation rather than modernity. 

The latter is especially the case with the Arab Republic 

ot Egypt since 1952. 
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The Problem 

A new regime started in Egypt in I952 with the cause 

of modernity on the top among the national goals to which 

the revolution leaders have eversince dedicated themselves. 

A quarter of a century of such dedication has shown itselt 

in the various political documents as well as in the many 

speeches giwen by the leaders themselves. Throughout all 

this period, the aspirations tor modernity were not always 

the same in specifity or clarity, for they ran along 

distinguishable chronological stages in the lives of the 

governing leaders themselves, first as young military 

officers equipped with no theoretical guideline, as Nasser 

its leader admitted, exeBpt the six major principles 

announced on the eve of the revolution. (25) With experience 

in rule, revolutionary documents expressed the maturity 

gained. In 1962, the 'National Charter' was issaed after 

a unanimous approval on the part of the whole popular 

powers. The rev01utionary theory that the Charter dealt 

with in detail was on~e more ascertained in the 'Permanent 

Constitution' (1971) as well in other documents only with 

slight changes in the last few years. 

The revolutionary regime brought ~~th it different 

proposals for modernity from what had been before,in 

matters of politics and economy. The two major proposals 

that the I923 Constitution fostered, and which continued 
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without change until I952, related with the accomplishment 

of complete national independence and the establishment of 

a democratic rule approved by the people after a long period 

of suspension. 

The country had been under the British occupation 

since I88~ and only ga~ed its independence with four 

reservations in February I922.(26) This 'partial' 

independence was seen as violation to Egyptian sovereignty 

over its territories, and was thus recognized in various 

documents and manifestoes of political parties as an 

urgent goal to be accomplished. The I936 Treaty with Great 

Britain served very little to abate the nationalist feeling. 

To have a constitutional democratic rule was the seeom 

goal that the popular revolution of I9I9 presented to the 

masses. The first Egyptian constitution in the country's 

modern history was promulgated in I923. However, the 

democratic principles brought forth by the Constitution, 

reflecting the socio-economic conditions, cared little 

for the 'ignorant, sick and poor masses'. 

As a grant from the King~27) the democratic principles 

included in the Constitution had to accord with his will in 

the first place. By the Constitution text, two fifths of the 

Senate members were to be appointed by him as the head of 

the executive authority. Besides, he had a strong suspensory 

veto and the right to prorog~cthe Parliament and adjourn it 
for a month. (28) 
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It is true that the Constitution recognized the 

formation of political parties giving them due political 

heaviness. Yet, amidst the country's conditiops in the 

pre-revolution era, the ,whole authority was placed in the 

hands of a handful of feudalists and capitalists supported 

by the king. Common people were reluctant to participate 

in the democratic tayades that were created in accordance 

with the Constitution;and the democratic experiment 

remained futile until the mid-century. 

Economic proposals before the 1952 revolution we~ 

as well confused and vague. Concentration of both wealth 

and political power in the hands of a few feudalists and 

capitalists, who accounted for 5% of the whole pOlulation(29) 

served to shape the economic goals a',';ay from the interests 

of the broad masses. The image of an agrarian economy was 

thought to be the most fitting. HeanwhileJtwo attempts to 

introduce industry were made, the first of which was 

carried out amidst the 'Egyptianiz.ation l-1ovement' (30) in 

the early 1920's. The second took place in the 1930's and 

was carried out throughout and after the Second World War. 

Both attempts emerged mostly out of the desire to benefit 

by the international climate in the world around rather 

than out of a carefully wO.i!ked out plan to diversify economy 

and launch it in the direction of modernity. Private 

enterprise with some direct, though limited, government 
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intervention was encouraged to serve the interests of 

rich capitalists.(3I ) With the prevalence of the above 

economic trends, the utmost that could be aspired for was 

the attainment of a decent standard of living for the people, 

the vast majority of whom lived in rural areas Mostly at 

subsiste'.nce level 1.n the vast estates of the feudal lords. (32) 

With 1952, the revolution flared up bringing with it 

a clear change in the aspirations for modernity both in the 

political and economic realms. Six major principles were 

announced on the eve of the revolution as a guide for 

the national stride.(33) Though broad and vague, these 

marked a shift in the aspirations that the new leaders 

found worthy of struggle. They included, beside the 

establishment of a 'sound democratic system', other goals 

such as the accomplishment of complete national independence, 

the ending of feudalism, the elimination of monopoly and the 

domination of capital, the establishment of social justice 

and the building of a powerful national army.(34) 

The concept given to 'sound' democracy in the 

post-revolution documents differs from that given before 

mainly in matters of 'participation' and 'representation' 

of the broad masses in the political affairs of the country. 

Political democracy was identified by Nasser as the one form 

capable of achieving compromise between 'the inherent value of 

the individual, whatever his social or economic status, and 

the community at large. While political democracy appreCiates 
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the active participation of the long deprived masses, it 

offers,in the meantime, protection for the interests of 

the whole community from the domination of feudalism and 

capitalism that had turned the pre-revolution democratic 

experiment into
P

o.dictatordh1p of reactionaries'.(5) In the 

National Charter (1962), the aspired for democracy was given 

six basic features, namely the rejection of the domination 

of one class, the inseparability of social and political 

democracy, the adoption of co-operation between all the 

powers of working population, the encouragement of trade 

unions for workers and co-operative societies for farmers, 

and freedom of criticism and self-criticism. 

The socialist style of the 'one-party system' was 

adopted since the liquidation of all political parties 

in January I953. Whether in the 'National Union' (I957-I96~ 

or in the 'Arab Socialist Union' established since 1962, 

the alliance of the whole popular powers within one 

political organiZation was strictly adhered to. However, 

with the faults that arose in application, a radical change 

in the concept ot 'political democracy' was witnessed 

since the mid-1970's when political parties were once more 

allowed. 

In the economic realm, industrialization is taken in 

various revolutionary documents to signify modernity, a tr.md 

which Shils found to be common among the 'new states'. (36) 
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The National Charter justifies the high regard given to 

industrialization on the grounds that it is capable of 

reali~ing the aspirations of the economic and social 

development as well as enlarging the production base in 

a revolutionary and decisive manner and in a short time.(37) 

However, conceiving modern economy as one based on various 

industrialization schemes does not mean, in various documents 

of the post-I952 era, dropping agriculture from account 

or even underevaluating its role in an originally agricultural 

country like Egypt. Horizontal and vertical agricultural 

expansion was stated as necessary for the modern econouic 

system.(38) To these is added the belief in planning 

both short-and long-termed, comprehensive and sector-wise.(39) 

A fourth trend is associated with the effective role that 

the state has to undertake in order to ensure that the 

economy is directed the way that serves the set gOals.(40) 

However, when the bright aspirations for modernity 

are put aside, actuality shows very modest accomplishment 

~hich is hardly comparable to aspirations, what Rejwan 

identified as 'the gap between the lofty ideals of the 

Egyptian revolution and the grim, age-old realities of 

contemporary Egyptian society and culture , .(4I) 
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Political documents were honest enough to admit various 

failures. The October Working Paper (I974) did not hesitate 

to condemn the democratic line since I952 as deviation from 

sound democracy. In clear words the Paper states: 

" we must honestly concede that political freedom has not 

run the course the people wanted. Centres of Power and 

other bodies rather imposed their custody on the masses 

and several restrictions and measures ensued. This went 
to the extent of diverting measures of social conversion ... ,,(42) 

The political organi~ations,initiated by the revolution,failed 

one after the other. 'The Liberation Ralley' (1953-1956) 

gave place to the 'National Union' (1957-1961) which soon 

proved to be ineffective in mobi1i%ing the masses or 

infiltrating the reactionary elements. The 'Arab Socialist Union' 

came into being in 1962 but its failures were such that 
;""'IQH 

President Sarlat had to announce/its'futility as a political 

organioz,:ltion. (43) The alternative solution since 1976 

has been the establishment of various political parties. 

, 
If the Egyptian experiment since 1952 has not been so 

successful, Egyptian 'man' is brought in the focus. Active 

participation was encouraged but'never adequately responded 

to by the masseS. Criticism and self-critisisrn were 

allowed by the National Charter (1962) as necessary for 

enriching the democratic experiment.(44) All guarantees 

for the practice of freedo~ were repeatedly ascertained by 
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(45) 
the government since the early 1970'6- Yet,~e easily stirred 

masses were moved by extremists to commit acts of violence 

under the veil at freedom. The heavy losses of January 1977 

induced the government to condemn the misuse of democratic 

atmosphere. (46) 

In economy, the standard of living is very low, and· is 

found to be even lower than all the other Arab states with 

the exception of the Sudan and the two Yemeni Republlcs.(47) 

Per capita production, as EI-Ghannam found (I975) is very 

modest when compared to other countries.(48) Planning is 

carried on with some success. Yet, the economic crisis 

since the early 1970's could not be predicted in due time. 

Industrialization, which is seen by the October Working Paper 

as 'Egypt's future,(49) was given a great push in the 1960's 

but has slowed down its tempo in the 1970's due to various 

socio-economic conditions.(50) 

Apart from Egyptian documents, failure is pointed out 

by prominent figures like Lerner, Apter, Wilber and 

Szychiowicz. The last of these figures was given to lament 

that: 

"Twenty y.ears have elapsed since the revolution, and many 

aspects of the Egyptian life have still not undergone the 
transformation that was anticipated by most observers.,,(5D 

Failure to accomplish the aspirations for modernity is 

attributed to the Egyptian individual who makes it 'the main 
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job of the government to prevent the population that has 

tasted modernization, but cannot quite cope with it from 

slipping back.' (52) The above analysis by Apter seems 

to be echoed by Wilber who, as well, throws the responsibility 

on the Egyptian masses who are passive and apathetic. (53) 

He seems to favour attitude change as a solution for such 

dilemma: 

"The recent Egyptian aspirations are of a degree and kind 

that v .. lll require, If they are to be achieved, the 

transformation of the traditionally passive masses into 

a source of active political, economic and military 
strength.,,(54) 

To the present study, the above argument seems 
it 

plausible in so far aStattributes the staggering modernity 

in Egypt to defects in 'man' who is still pre-modern 

in terms of attitudes and skills. 

The Egyptian masses still have passive attitudes toward 

partiCipation in political action.(55) Reluctance of many 

among them to share actively in government severely 

diminishes their role, particularly in the countryside, to 

mere 'recepients to government edicts'. (56) Th.t passive 

and apathetic attitudes among the masses toward the 

examination of the political and other decisions, impedes 

the process of sound decision-making.which is based on 

a variety of initiative views raised by those \'rho are 

concerned.(57) Another phase of passive attitudes is shown 
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in the use of the masses to their ballot rieht which was 

weak until it was made compulsory since 1957.(58) 

The adult masses, particularly in the countryside, 

show unwillingness to cope with the authorities which 

blows up bridges of mutual confidence that the government 

tries to build for the benefit of the peasants themselves. 

The family and the clan, not the state, are still the most 

important social units and therefore elicit the deepest 

lOyalties.(59) To this is added the apathetic attitudes 

among many adults toward the service of society as might 

be indicated in the weak spirit of public service. A still 

dominant feature of the character of the 'Fahlawi' among 

the Egyptian ~sses is the indifference to the problems 

of society. (60) 

In economy, the internalised attitudes of the adult 

masses are no better than the ones previously mentioned 

in politics. While industrialization represents the major 

J phase of modernity in the economic perspective, the attitu,es 
, , 

of the adult masses toward work, especially manual work, 

are still undesirable. To the majority, it is disgraceful 
,,,, ... 

and~shakes the image of the individual before others.(6I) 

In the meantime, clerical and white-collar jobs are given 

exaggerated social ranking whatever the salary or chances 

of employment and promotion. This is .illustrated by the 

reluctance on the part of many youth to join technical 
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and vocational schools and centres, pressing hard to 

join liberal education. Consequently, a great surplus 

of the graduates of the theoretical studies, whether on 

the secondary or higher education level, is suffered from. 

In the meantime, the country suffers from an acute 

shortage in skilled and semi-sl~lled workers for industry 

which threatens the industrialization schemes and is 

expected to aggravate until 1985.(62) 

Whatever high is the place given to science and 

scientific thinking in the Permanent ConJitution (I97I)~63) 
the National Charter (I962)(64) and the October Working 

Paper (I974)~65) fatalistic attitudes still prevail among 

a great many among the adult masses urging them to see the 

will of God as a sufficient explanation for all matters of 

life. The h~an effort is, subsequently, minimi~ed with 

whatever bearing on productiVity.(66) Other than in ~roduction, 

the fatalistic attitudes among the masses paralyse the 

enthusiastic efforts made by the go~ernment to check the 

population explosion that the Charter regards as 'the greatest 

obstacle that faces the Egyptian people.' (67) With all the 

efforts made in birth control and family planning, the rate 

of natural increase has dropped only from 23.~~ in I953 

to 22.6% in I973.(68) 

Attitudes toward time, punctuality and perfection among 

Egyptian masses still do not accord with the ideals of modernity. 
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Considerable degree of leniency characteri~es the 

behaviour of the rural masses. Individuals, particularly 

thoses flocking to towns from rural areas in search for 

better employment of living chances, are not adequately 

adjusted to the requirements of the new conditions. 

The need for haste or punctuality has always been 

disregarded in the country life, but has to be replaced 

by more favourable attitudes to production. 

In matters of skill, the majority of the Egyptian 

adult population fall short of satisfying the requirements 

of modernity. With the prevalence of illiteracy, the 

promotion of their skills becomes a difficult task. The 
t~.t 

Five-year plan (1978-1982) recogni~esJthe high illiteracy 

rate 'means the incapability to cause comprehensive and 

deep cultural changes as well as the inability to rise 

to the level of 'modern' society. (69) The main obstacle 

is represented in the inability of the trainees to 

understand the necessary instructions. Heavy industriali-

zation schemes are,thus,undertaken by a workforce, most 

of which are'{6k1lled and illiterate. 

Quantitatively, shortage in semi-skilled labour 

is estimated, by the Institute of Kational Planning, at 

500.000 in I975, and this affects the execution of various 

industrialization schemes. . Likewise,in the category 

of skilled and assistant technicians the shoratge amounts 
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to 267.000 in the same year. The dilemma of skill in 
is 

EgyptLcomplete when unskilled labour is taken into 

consideration. Paradoxically, the acute shortage in 

the above mentioned categories: coincides with a much 

greater surplus in the third category of the unskilled 

labour exceeding I.OI9.000 in the same year.(70) 

When stated in specific terms, the problem of the 

present study runs as follows: 

The aspirations proposed by various documents in Egypt 

since I952 for the reali2ation of modernity in the 

political and economic realms hit with many barriers. 

Among these must be regarded the unfavourable geographical 

and physical resource conditions with over 96~$ of land 

barren desert,and the difficulty of horizontal and 

vertical expansion of agriculture due to access to water 

for irrigation. Besides, one must have in mind the population 

explosion, the incapability of the country's education to respond 

to the requirements of modernity, the inherited heavy burden 

of backwardness and instability that has accumulated 

throughout long periods of foreign domination, to mention 

a few. However, the prevailing inter~lised attitudes among 

a great many of the Egyptian adult masses and their 

inadequate skill loom large among impediments. 

Some adjustment in the attitudes of the masses has 

actually bee~ttained, and some attempts to raise skill of 

the adult masses have been succeful.(7I) Yet, the elenent 
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of timing, which Holmes highly regards in so far as the 

response to change is concerned, is still lacking in the 

Egyptian case. The rate of change in the modification of 

the anti-modern attitudes, and the promotion of skills 

of the masses is slower than the change in modernity 

proposals. ~bile change in the latter is quick and vigorous, 

change in the former, if any, is out of proportion with 

what modernity reali~ation reQUires.(72) 

Relevance of Adult Education 

Recognition that the inaptness of 'man' is a major 

constraint before the r~ali~ation of modernity proposals 

signifies, in an indirect way, that education is involved. 

To deal with the quality of 'man' is, to deal with his 

education and absorption capacity f~ knowledge, skill 

and experience. The challenge of modernity, in this sense, 

turns to be an educational challenge that necessitates the 

provision of good-quality education to as many individuals 

as possible. The whole argument runs in line with the 

ever grOwing belief since the 1960's in education as the 

'key that unlocks the doors to modernization' .(73)From 

this argument may be deduced the relevance of adult education 

as recently expressed by Rogers and Groombridge 'that a 

country which is backward in adult education will be 

backward absolutely.' (74) Yet, in specifity that scientific 

research requires, such a stateme~t is likely to be 
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().~ 
ibroad general1~ation unless the nature of such relation 

is elaborated. 

It has to be admitted that data on the relation between 

'modernization' and 'education'is still inadequate. One cause 

for this is that the concept of 'modern' state has not yet 

got universal agreement.(75) Until recentl1,terms like 

'modernity' and 'modernization' are admitted by scholars 

to be vague and that standard definition is, accordingly, 

non-existent.(76) Szyliowicz admits the existence of 

semantic difficulties. Though he admits that education 

contributes dire~tly to modernization, the complaint is 

rather that "no adequate body of. theory is yet available to 

permit the testing of specific hypotheses with data from 

the ~liddle East". (77) 

However, lack of theories that specify the role of 

education does not conceal the responsibility of invest-

igators to deduce such role from what it has been capable 

of. doing. 

Taking adult education as specific case, the 

underdeveloped countries of the present time are invited 

to learn from the great social movements of the west 

represented by the Industrial Revolution, the Renaissance" 

and other similar upheavals. Adult education, in whatever 

form, stood as noticeable driving force behind the 

accomplishment of social change. Such great movements, 

it is stated, 'were all founded on the ability of the 

adult mind to learn and change.' (78) 
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In Scandinavia, adult education movements have done 

a great deal to consolidate the chosen social order, 

western democracy based on social justice. The folk high 

schools with their more conservative and nationalistic 

orientation associated themselves with groups having a 

conservative philosophy. Meanwhile, the Workers' Institutes 

became closely related to the political and economic 

branches of the rising labour movement. Social democracy 

with its great emphasis upon social justice and the welfare 

State became the dominant political ideology in the 

Scandinavian countries.(?9) 

other than the lessons of history, the association 

between the education. of adults and social change is 

ascertained in studies by such Scholars from the 

underdeveloped countries, as Roy Prosser(80) in so far 

as such education increases the absprptive capacity of 

the masses to social change.(8r) Adequate adult education 

provision, to Prosser's way of thinking, narrows the gap 

between what is supposed and what the masses actually 

undertake. Colels argument of the contribution of adult 

education to the processes of national development is 

made in accordance with two propositions: the first 

associated with the improvement of human resources, and 

the second links improvement with the total mental 
(82) 

development, not merely the acquisition of vocational skill.s. 
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The twofold mission of adult education carries within it 

differentiation between the materialistic task, that is 

the satisfaction of the needs for skills in certain numbers;~~~ 

the human development that transcends mere vocational 

aspects. The matter is, hence, related with individual 

orientation as it is with materialistic advance, the 

former being condition for the fulfilment of the latter. 

The twofold task of education is also ascertained by 

Korten and Korten (1972) when studying the problems of 

modernization in Ethiopia. They see education as capable of 

at least two critical contributions to the modernization of 

the individual. 'The first is the developnent of the relevant 

skills and the second is the development of modern 

motivational and attitudinal orientations.' (83) 

What Prosser, Cole, the Kortens and many others claim 

must be taken only with caution. 'I'/hat one means by 'adult 

education' may, quite possibly, be different from the others. 

1 Giving a common definitionof the term 'adult education' is 
I 

one of the difficul/ties of the present study. 

Limitation of the Scope of Investigation 

'Adult education' has hardly got, until present, a 

universal agreement on the international level as to what 

it actually is, the tasks expected of it, policies of 

provision or content of programmes. Concept difficulty 
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is admitted both on the international and local levels. 

The report of the 'First International Conference on the 

Comparative Study of Adult Education' (Boston, I968) 

admitted the lack of international agreement in terms of 

defining adult education.(84) Though a recommended 

definition was adopted by the 'Third International Conference 

on Adult Edueation' (Tokyo, I972) as: 

"a process whereby perscns who no longer attend school on 

a regular and full-time basis (unless full-time programmes 

are especially designed for adults) undertake sequential 

and organized activities with a conscious intention of 

bringing about changes in information, knowledge, understanding 

or skill, appreciation and attitudes; or for the purpose ~f 
identifying and solving personal or community problems,,,(85) 

the 'Final Report' had still to express an urgent need 'for 

more and better documentation and for internationally 

comparable statistics.' (86) As for the terms used by the 

Conference delegates, they were 4ambiguous and unclear, •••• 

•• an international dictionary of adult education was badly 

required.' (87) 

On the local level, i.e. the level of individual countries, 

adult education has not got universal concept within national 

systems of education comparable to what 'formal education', 

for example, has got.(88) Egyptian educationists and policy-

makers have not yet reached a clear concept of the term 

on which a comprehensive strategy might be built.(89) 
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In England, the case is evidently better, but not 

without vagueness. Lowe (1970), critici~es lack of taxonomy 

for describing the education of adults in England and Wales, 

and laments that "If only we knew exactly which forms of 

education and what scale of provision are currently being 

provided, then at least we would have a firm base from which 

to plan developruent. n (90) 

When educationists within one country are not so much 

in agreement about what adult education actually is, 

difficulties arise before comparatists who touch upon adult 

education in their studies. The difficulties are lucidly 

described by Lowe: 

"Confusion stil~ reigns about the meaning of adu~t educatio.:... 

both within each country and in international exchanges 

of ideas and information. What appear to be more or less 

simi1ar phenomena are described by a perplexing welter of 

names such as Fundamental Education, Social Education, 

l1ass Education, Continuing Education, Life-long Learning 
and Education Ponulaire*(9I) 

Investigators who undertake comparative stUdies on adult education, 

are left to choose from. the '"elter' of definitions given. 

However, it is possible to distinguish two broad types of 

adult education: 

(a) Random adult education that comes randomly as a result 

of the wide-range contact that the adults have with the 

environment, be it a political organization, a religious 

meeting, a sporting club, ••• etc. Such scope is broad 

enough to include what Bergevin lists as IListening to 

* italicised in the original 
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radio, watching television, reading, talking to people, 

p1anting flowers, going to concerts, playing bridge or 

pool, and everything else an adult does, is adult education 

of one kind or another.,,(92 ) 

(b) Organized adult education which comes intentionally, 

i.e as a conscious effort by certain agents to change 

human behaviour, knowledge, skills, •• etc. It is easy 

to distinguish the organi'Z.ed type ot adult education on th.e 

basis that, whether in its dissemination, programmes or 

other practices, it is subject to planning towards goals 

it attempts to achieve. 

For the present study, the second type suegests a 

more practicable treatment. Within organized adult education, 

one cannot fail to find a minimum common ground for 

comparison it one sticks to adult education of formal 

nature which is provided through funds or financial support 

out of rates and taxes for that purpose. 

The present study is after policies not institutions, 

though the organic relation between poliCies and institutions 

is not disregarded. The warning that Coombs addresses to 

those who undertake ('-omparative studies on adult education 

in 'advanced' and 'underdeveloped' countries is taken into 

account.(93) The due consideration to differences that 

Coombs preaches is as well shared by Holmes whose 'Problem 

approach' is followed in the study. The key to such consid-

eration is the function of the English case in the method 
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followed. Concentration is, in the first place,on the 

Egyptian case as the core of the present study. Adult 

education policy in England since I944 is put under 

focus mainly to see in what way it might enrich the 

Egyptian experiment. 'Comparing what is comparable', which 

the 'Problem approach' highly regards~~4) is committed to. 

~~t is more~is that whatever might be the trends of 

policy that are recommended for the Egyptian case, they 

are subject to careful examination in the light of Egypt's 

initial conditions. 

Hypothesis 

The reali~ation of modernity proposals depends on 

the availability of 'apt' man whose abilities and 

attitudes are shaped mainly through education. The 

logical examination of the hypothesis suggests that if 

the relation between modernity and education is true 

both in the positive and negative states, it is then 

true that in education we find a clue for the rise or 

decline on the indices of modernity. If we accept that 

modernity is associated with man's attitudes and skills, 

and if these are, in turn, associated with the kind of 

education provided to him, then change in education 

yields change in man. Hence, education becomes a basic 

factor for encouraging or impeding the realization of 

modernity proposals. 
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Given that the inavailability of apt man in Egypt 

is a big hindrance for the reali~ation of modernity, 

and that adult education in Egypt is such that the 

majority of the masses have remained incapable of 

assm1lating and implementing modernity proposals, then 

the fundamental reform of adult education policy to meet 

such requirements represents a main factor for bridging 

the gap between what is proposed and what is attained, 

and subsequently for the real1~ation of modernity. 

Methods of Inquiry 

The study follows Holmes' 'Problem approach' as its 

major framework. The inconsistency between the expressed 

wishes for modernity whether in the political or economic 

realm since I952, and the policy of adult education that 

has been incapable of extending the service to penetrate 

the majority of adult masses, is identified as a problem 

in accordance with Holmes' approach. Holmes recognizes 

the rise ot a problem if norms, values, attitudes, etc ••• 

on the one hand, and social institutions on the other, 

plus the physical enVironment, show signs of inconsistancies. 

In case any of the above elements does not change (within 

a particular social.order) at the same time as others, 

inconsistancies arise which are the outcome between and/or 

within 'non-material culture' (norms, values, laws, •• etc) 

and, 'material culture' (social institutions) and 'economic 
I 

institut1ons t .(95) Hence, the previously stated lag in 
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the case of Egypt forms one example of inconsistency 

that needs be cleared up. The way in which the problem 

is dealt with until it reaches a solution (perplexity 

resolved) takes into consideration the characteristics 

of the followed approach and its suggested steps. 

What distinguishes the 'problem approach' from other 

approaches in 'Comparative Education' falls in two points: 

(a) The resort to the scientific method of thinking in all 

its reco~ended steps and which are ultimately directed to 

educational reform. The selection of a problem for study, 

its intellect~alisationJ identification of initial conditions 

under which the solution might work, and the prediction of 

outcomes, are all, as Togores states 'well interrelated and 

grounded on theoretical bases,.(96) 

(b) Commitment to • prediction' which, however difficult for 

investigators, is seen as the key to more recent thinking 

in Comparative Education. ~~le the possibility of explaining 

the differences in terms of existing school systems is not 

denied by Holmes, yet it is made clear that: 

itA more difficult and yet more rewarding study Vlould be 

one which attempted to predict and compare cross-culturally 
the educational consequences of a reform ••• ".(97) 

The 'problem' in the Holmsian sense has to run through 

two distinctive stages: selection and analysis. Selection 

as has also been recommended in various methodologies, 
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depends upon the investigator, whose experience, knowledge 

and awareness of current educational debate direct his 

attention to a confused situation or 'problem' whether in 

his o~n culture or of international significance. stopping 

at mere statement of the p~oblem, and hurrying prematurely 

to examineits solution may cripple further steps of the study. 

'Problem statement' ~equires further analysis in which Bolmes 

recommends that the data relevant to the problem to be solved, 

and out of which the problem becomes clearly formulated, 

has to be included in what he terms: 'Proble~ Intellecutalisation' 
(98) 

or 'Analysis'. 

Next to intellectualisation, the policy solution is to 

be attempted through analysis and specification of context. 

In the present study, as has been mentioned before, the 

solution centres round the possible contribution of adult 

education to the realization of modernity. Comparable 

aspects of adult education policy in England since the end 

of r.orld War II presents an example which has its relevance 

to the Egyptian case. 

However, the predicted solution in the 'problem approach' 

represents only one link in a series of stages each leading 

naturally to the next. There are four such stages: 

(a) The 'intuitive' stage in which the solution springs 

spontaneously from the rather vague presentation included 

in the introduction, and which is inspired by the hypothesis 

or solution formation. 
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(b) The stage in which the solution ceases to be a mere 

possibility and turns into 'tested probability'. Such 

a stage requires a theoretical basis in the light of which 

the proposed policy solution might be analysed. In case of 

the present study, 'modernity' has to be defined and identified 

in various schools of thought, followed by an analysis of 

the possible contribution of adult education to modernity. 

Following this, analysis and specification of context is 

made possible, and the investigator eventually comes to 

recommend a solution to be attempted for the proble~ tackled. 

(c) The stage of 'i~plemented solution'. is recommended 

to build on sound 'cultural borrowing', that is by taking 

the initial conditions under which the solution would work 

into the investigator's consideration. To see whether the 

lines that have characterized adult education policy in 

England since I944 would work in Egypt,necessitates an 

analysis of the predicted difficulties of adoting these line~ 

of policy as well as the difficulties involved in implementataion. 

(d) The fourth stage which completes the above three, 

is to anticipate the 'outcomes' of the solution, a step 

which Holmes admits to be difficult, yet completes the 

rungs of a long chain. Educational reform based on scientific 

thinking is eventually made possible. 
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Having stated a problem in a rather brief and vague manner, a researchpr 

following the 'Problem approach' has to go deeper. Holmes agrees with 

Dewey on the necessity of analysing or 'intellectuali',lng' it, i.e. 

turning what has so far been stated as a 'confused situation' into a 

a 'problem' with specific dimensions. This is made through an analysis 

of the data relevant to the problem. Besides helping the clearer 

formulation of the nature of the confused situation, intellectualisation 

'sharpens the foci' of a researcher on specific aspects and relations 

to which his attention in later stages of his study ~ill be directed. 

How this 'intellectualisation' is reached, has to do with the 

concpetion of 'inconsistency' that Holmes envisages between any and/or 

the normative, institutional and environmental realms. Such inconsistency 

may be gu~ded by reflection on the three major explosions that the 

world has witnessed, especially since the mid-twentieth century, namely 

explosion of population, of expe"ctations and of knowledge. V/hen these 

are not met by proportionate change in any educational, social or 

economic aspect, an inconsistency arises which needs detailed analysis. 

In the present study, the aspirations for modernity in Egypt since 

I952 have far exceeded the availability of an adult 'modern' base 

on whom the reali~ation of proposals largely depends. In this line, the 

argument is made in capters 2, 3 and 4 which form t~~s part. 

Chapter 2 deals with the 'change' aspect showing ho~': the modernity 

proposals in Egypt have changed since I9.52. 'Uo-change' is dealt 

with through an an31ysis of the two areaS that have, more than others, 

crippled the reali~ation of proposals, namely the unmodified 

attitudes of the Egyptian adult masses, and skill inadequacy. Both 

are dealt with in chapters 3 and 4 respectively. 
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Chapter Two 

Change: Modernity Proposals Before and Atter 1952 
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Vfuen modernity proposals in the Arab Republic of Egypt 

are dealt with, 1952 is taken as a transitionalist date that 

seperates two distinguishable epochs: the pre- and the post-

revolutionary. However, a further limitation has still to be 

made as regards the initiation of the pre-1952 era. This date 

is suggested to be I923 which, similar to 1952, stands as an 

important landmark in Egypt's modern history. By that date, 

Egypt had resumed its constitution~l democratic life as 

a partially independent country, after a long period of suspension 

since 1883. The 1923 Constitution remained the main document 

that unfolded the aspired for norms until the mid-century. 

Except for an entrim period between October 1930 and December 

1935, when a substitute constitution more favour.:lble to the 

Royal authority was imposed, writers agree to take it as the 

main document regulating Ebyptian life and expressing the 

peoposals that the country was aspiring for until the 

Constitution was cancelled in December I952.(I) 

The setting fror.1 which the pre-revolution modernity proposals 
s'Orang 

A. The Political Setting 

With the British Occupation of Egypt in 1882, the country's 

position aB an independent state within the Ottoman Empire was 

violently shaken. Soon after, the constitution that 
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had been iri action until then, was cancelled in line with 

Lord Doverein's sugeestions of 1883.(2) In place of the 

old democratic. setting, Doverein's 'Organic Law' (I883) 

provided for representative institutions, provincial 

councils, Legislative committee .. Q",d Genera.l Assembly. However, 

these were 'purely consultative and had no influence on 

policy,.(3) Feeling that the new setting that emerged was 

imposed rather than chosen bv 
.J 

free vrill, helped as well 

to shap~ the national objectives at the end of the nineteenth 

and the beginning of the "twentieth centuries. Led by the 

'National Party' and its leader l~ustafa Kamel, the country 

had its political aspirations centred round two proposals: 

il'dependence, and constitutional democratic rule which, 

however ununderstandable to the illiterate masses, were 

agreed upon as the national goals worth of struggle. 

With the resignation of Lord Cromer in 1908, the British 

showed more understanding to the national goals. In_stead of 

allowing a complete constitutional life at one dose, Sir Eldon 

Ghorest, Cromer's successor, tended to broaden the scope of 

tasks undertaken by the 'Provincial Councils'. Thes~DuncilS 

were granted more independence and elasticity in practising 

their tasks. Furthermore, he cancelled the 'Consultative 

Committee' and the 'General Assembly' that had so far existed 

and issued a law according to which more importance was 
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attached to the 'Legislative Committee'. The attempt, however, 

did not appeal to the mas~eG who were successfully mobili>z.ed 

by the 'Nati~nal Party'. The 'Legislative Co~mittec', even 

with a broader scope of tasks, was basically consultative 

in most matters. It had not the right of iritiating 

legislations or censorship. What was more important from the 

point of view of Professor Rateb is that the Cabinet of 

}linisters was not responsible before it. (4) The first elections 

for this 'Legislative CO!"jJ:.ittee' were made in 1913, and its 

elected members met for the first time in January 1914. 

They practised their tasks for approximatcl:y' . five months 

only, at the end of which the. 'Committee' ~as suspended 

due to the conditions of the First World War and the 

declaration of Egypt as a 'British Protectorate'. 

The outbreak of the World War (1914-I9I9) served to 

indicate the strategic importance of Ezyp!'and its Canal 

to the British interests. On the opposite side, the incidents 

of the War gave rise to another matter which proved more 

influential on the development of the political aspirations 

until 1952. Encouraged by President Wilson's pronouncement' 

of the principles of self-~termination (I917), the Egyptian 

leaders began tn press harde~ for the attainmant of political 

independence and for ~ePdrate representation at the 'Peace 

Conference'. By late 19I8, al-Wafd al-}~sri (The Egyptian 
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Delegation) emerged under the leadership of Sa'fid Zaehloul, 

as a broadly based nationalist p.Olitical oreanh.ation \':hich 

held a very high standing in Eeyp~ian politics as the ~oot 

powerful of all Egyptian parties until the liquidation of 

all parties in I953. 

The unrest that prevailed the country due to the fnilnre 

of the nationalist leaders to eeta hearing at Paris, induced 

the British Government to send a special mission headed by 

Lord }lilner in I922 to explore the probable solutions. The 

mission proposed the renunciation of the Protectorate, the' 

declaration of Egypt as an independent country, and the ccnvcrr!ion 

of an alliance treaty between Egy~t ant Britain to ensure the 

respect of the British and fo!'eign interesto. However, 

the negotiations failed. Soon after, the Lloyd George Government 

gave the famous' '28th February I922 Declaration', accordinc tc 

whicn Egypt was proclaimed an 'independent sovereien' but, 

with four reservations left subject to further neGotiations 

and \';hich included: security of the British Empire Communications 

through Egypt, defence of Egypt by Brttain against all forms 

of foreign aggression, protection of foreign interest~ and 
~dpqM..,..",.(J 

protection of Id.norities in Egypt, and the ~ . of any 

decision of the status of the Sudan until further agreement.(5) 

Feeling that the 'Declaration' was announced only on 

one part, and that it did not give the 'complete' independence 
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the leaders had aspired to accomplish,drove the matter of 

the accomplishment of complete political independence 

at the top of the goals that all the political parties 

until 1952 worked to accomplish. 

B. The Economic Setting 

The First World War witnessed the. concolidation of the 

'laissez- faire' economic policy in Egypt accordinc to v:hich 

the state abdicated from -the commanding position it had held 

over economy euring the reign of Nohammed Ali (1805-1849). 

To O'Brien, it retreated further from interference with 

production than any time since 1800.(6) Its co~mercial policy 

was characterized by free trade and no restriction was put 

on capital movement across the frontiers. Until·the early 1920's 

she had not eot a central bank or attention forms on the 

money supply. 

The economy until 1920 was predominantly agricultural 

and even more, with specialization in the cultivation of 

one crop 'cotton', the size of which increased from 
Cl.I1ta.rs 

3,100,OOOjln 1879 to 7,700,000 in 1918, i.e. it more than 

doubled in less than forty years.(?) Thus, the total area 

cultivated with cotton alone rose from II.5%· of the 

cultivable land in 1882 to about 22.5% in 191~.(8) 
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With the continuation of such a policy, the agricultural 

sector remained dominantly the biggest and the balance 
:t.y9Cl7. 

with other economic sectors was lost.(2.3 millions 

representing 70.3% of the whole manpower were engaged in 

agricultural production. By 1917, the number amounted to 

about four mll1ions (9) who represented 68~o~ (10) 

Industry, as will later be indicated, was stagnant 

throughout the first two de-crades of the 20th century, with 

even a tendency of decline in the number of its absorbantc 

as indicated in table 3. 

Table2 •1 

Percentage Distribution of Labour force by Economic Activity 
{II) 

1897-1927 

Years 1897 
1

1907 1917 1927 

Agriculture 68.0 70.0 68.5 67.0 

Ind'Jstry 11.5 111.5 11.5 10.6 

Transportation 
8.0 7.6 and commerce 10.0 

! 
12.5 

Services 12.5 10.9 I 10.0 1 9.9 

Total 100.0 1100.0 100.0 I 100.0 

Rather than supporting iadustry, the economic policy of 

I 

that time gave priority in public expenditure to the eXec'Jticn 
~ 

of schemes that,thDught more relevant to the country's 
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econo~c growth.(12) Almost all attention was ~iven to 

irrigation, drainage and other sectors related to agriculture. 

The Aswan Dam was built in 1902, heightened in 1907 and 1910, 

Zefta Barrage was established in 1901 and 1902, Asciut 

Barrage in 1902, and 1sna Barrage between 1905 and 1903.(13) 

Such was the attention given at that time to agriculture 

that an American scholar could only describe it as an 

laericultural revolution l .(I4) 

As for industry, no measures were taken to encouraee 

and protect it until World War I. The 8% tax imposed in 

1901 by the government on all cotton manufactures led only 

to the depression of the existing industries.(I5) A system of 

loans and other facilities was not available. Industrial 

schools were inadeqfiate both quantitatively and qualitatively 

for the satisfaction of the industrial expansion with the 

trained manpower required.(IG) 

Egyptian investors, on the other hand, \'/ere reluctant 

to invest their money in industry. Investment in industry 

a~idst the country's unstable socio-economic conditions 

represented a greater risk than investment in property or 

(I7) 
other sect!:rs. 

Absence of protection for industry under the 'open-door' 

policy that the government followed served to deal heavy blows 

to the existing industries of the day. Only a few companies 
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survived under the topen-door' policy, and even this few 

suffered greatly during the crisis of I907. Between 

I907 and I9I4, 26 companies v:ith a paid-up capital of LE. 

2,25I,000 or 26.8~~ of the total industrial capital were 

liquidated. CI8) 

The social setting of that time had an influence 

that cannot be ignored. The emergence of a powerful class 

of large landowners that grew under the system ot 

lanownership was a characteristic of the Egyptian economy 

throughout the nineteenth and during the early decades of 

the twentieth centuries.(I9) With ,the majority of the 

labour force living on agriculture, the distribution of 

ownership beuame relevant. Such a distribution, by the end 

of the I9th century, was clearly uneven, but was accravating 

more in the earlier decades of the 20th century. In I896, th0 

nu!:ber 0 f larGe landO'.vners C \':ho possessed over 50 feddans) 

amounted to I2,475 or i% only of the total landowners the 

number of whom \'las I,I53,749. The3e rich landowners 

possessed 2,366,602 feddans or 45.3% of the total agricultur.1.l 

land area out of 5,289,277 feddans. At the other 

end' • 87.2% of the lando~ners possessed less than 5 feddaLs 

E:.S.ch,v:ith a total area of 1,264,034 feddans or 24.5%. In I9I4 

and I9I8, th e largerlandoy;ners possessed 43.9% and 42. q~ 

of the total land respectively while they represented no more 

than o,8~; and 0,7~; of the tot.:tl number of o\';ners res!Jectively.(20) 
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In tr.e two de~ades that preceded the rise of t~ 

1~.52 Revolution, the rural population erew fro~ 10,579,000 

in 1929 to 13,700,000 in 1950 meanwhile the number of 

landless famili"Gs as a precentaee of the total rural families 

grew from 24% to 44%. The number of lanholding f~milies 

declined. from 1207 to 997 during the same period. This 

explains the agg;ravation to which social injustice has 

sunk in the middle of the 20th century as indicated in table ~ • .%. 

TableZ·2 

(2I) 
Number of landless families in rural E~y~t before the Revolution· 

(in thousands) 

Agricult. Rural No. of No. of l-r£.od 
Landless families 

rural landholdinr an less as a percent~ 
cer.sus Yr. Pop. familier: of total rural families familief families 

1929 10.579 2116 1207 508 2lt% , 

1939 II.664 2333 993 887 36;~ 

1950 13.700 3740 997 12I7 44% 

The population growth since the outset of the 20th century 

added to the grindlng effect of the uneven distribution of 

landownership making the gap between the rich aI:d the poor 

even wider. The per-capita share of cultivated land declined 

from 0.53 feddans in I897 to 0.39 in 1927, a drop of about 27t~ 

over a period of 30 years. As for the per capita of the cropped 
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land, it dropped from 0.71 feddans to 0.48 durine the same 

period, a drop of about 32%.(22) 

One more effect of the uneven land distribution, was 

concenned with class stratification which, in turn, had its 

effect on the ongoing political and economic affairs durine 

that period. The large landowners, whatever the ethn~c and 

social differences aDong them, formed on the whole, a 

distinguished coherent class: the 'agrarian bourgeoisie'. 

Their material status enabled them, amidst the unstable 

conditions of the day,to be most influential in all spheres 

of the Egyptian life. They came to occupy the top of the social 

hierarchy and hence, political authority forming a clas~ th3t 

looked down upon the wide masses of landless and poor peasants 

who lived alr.1ost ~t subsistence. With tin:e, both political 

and economic policies were easily directed the way that 

protected their interests. To ~abro and Rad~an, their privile~ed 

position: 

t'enabled them to dominate the country's political instituticrns. 

They were referred to as "representatives of real interests" 

in the country. Successive governments made sure that their 

economic policies were primarily designed to protect and 

promote those "real interests". (23) 
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Modernity Proposals I923-1952 

General Norms 

From the above preconditions emereed the aspirations 

that the leaders in the pre-revolution era hoped to see 

realized. Such aspirations found expression in the I923 

Conctitution as well as in other political documents. All 

these aspirations were mainly drawn from the goals of the 

I9I9 outburst led by Salad Zaghloul, and which can be put 

under four ~ broad ones: 

I. The acco~plishment of co~plete n~tional sovereienty by 

ending the remaining phases of foreiGn occupation 

particularly the 'four reservations included in the 28th 

February I922 Declaration. 

2. The abolition of 'fJreig~ Capitulations' (24) so th~t 

a fair chance might be given to Egypti~n citizens to 

share in the fields of ind~strial and commercial activity. 

3. The establishment of a democratic constitutional rule 

in which the people share in the affairs of the country 

through their representatives. 

4. To have a more firm presence of the state whether in 

politics or in economy in a way that might put some 

limi tation on the tyranny 0 f ·the claSs or: i'eudal'ists 
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and rich capitalists. This r:as envisaeect as a necessary step 

if the rising middle class" . and espcially its 

intellectual elements,were to participate in the rule and 
(25) 

in the issuance of the political, economic and social legislations. 

As for the economic realm, the aspirations were mainly 

concerned with the reform of the iI:lbalance in the economic 

structure that the incidents of the World War I had served 

to show. Industry had to be given a place side by side with 

the do~inant agricultural. sector. 

Talat Harb, together ~ith a croup of nation~list econo~icts 

raised the call for a more sound Egyptian econo~y to nerve 

the interests of the whole EGyptian nation and limit the 

excessive role played by the foreieners. Their call wos thp 

seed of what came to be the 'egYJltianisation' and the 

'diversification' of the EbYPtian econo~y. The first, aimed 

at encouraging the Ecyptians by all means to take hold of 

their econo~y through limiting the excessive role undertaken 

by foreigners and which flourished under the system of 

'Capitulations'. The second trend was fired by the report 

of the 'Agriculture and Industry Committee' (19I7) to which 

further reference will be made. The Committee suCbested a 

new policy for ind~strialization in Egypt capable of protectinG 

the country from the harms of complete dependence on cotton 
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cultivation with the incessant shakes it cnused to the 

Egyptian economy due to the fluctuations of cotton prices 

in world ~arkets which Egypt had no control of. 

Proposed No~s in the Political ReaL~ 

The Constitution 

The 192.3 Constitution, prepared by a ~roup of thirty 

distinguiched characters appointed by the King soon after 

the declaration of the country's 'partial' independence, 

was to express the national aspirations that the 1919 

outburst fostered. Yet, of no less im~ortance is thnt the 

Constitution was presented as a 'erant' from the King 4S 

he exprecsed in the Royal Decree on April 19, 192.3. Thuc, 
r the Constitution spre:.ng, not fro~ the p,ulDr \';ill that 

watchec over the respect of its text, but fro~ the ~ill of 

the King who granted it and had the richt to stop it.(26) 

LeGislature 

The norms of the democratic rule as regards legislature, 

politica~ parties,the executive,judiciary and others were 

included in the texts of the 192.3 Constitution. 

According to the Constitution, the legislative authority 

was to be undertaken by the King in collaboration with the 

Parliament. (27) The two-chamber ParliaI!!ent for /Vo:b.bles 
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and Senates was instituted by direct universal suffrace 

except for two fifths of the Senate ~embers to be appointed 

by the King (article 73). Parliament members were to 

represrnt the whole nation, and the executive authority 

had no obligatory rights to i~pose upon them (article 91). 

All provinces and governorates were to elect their 

representatives on equal footing in accordance with the 

number o! population. One Senate member was to be elected 

fo~ every governorate or. province with 90,000 to I80,000 

(30,000 to 60,000 in the case of notablen). S=~ll covernorates 

with a population less than 90,000 were to elect their 

senate members unless they are added to another governorate 

or province (article 75). 

Parliament members were to be elected periodically. 

}lembership was limited by ten years for the Senates and 

five years for the Notables (articles 79 and 86 respectively). 

Half the appointed Senators and half the elected have to 

be replct.ced each five years. However, the Senator, whose 

membership has ended got the right far another period 

(article 79).· , 

Political Parties 

'Political Parties' which had even existed before the 

promulgation of the I923 Constitution, were allowed in 
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compliance with articles 12, 14 and 2I of the Constitution. 

They were allowed to undertru{e their role' as one of the 

three forces that dominated the political Bcene until 

I952: the King, the political parties and the British 

authorities. 

The Executive 

The tExecutive Authority' accordin~ to the text of the 

Constitution ~as left heavily to the discrete of the 

King (article 29). It wa~ the responsibility of the Kine 

to appoint and retire officials in accordance with the 

law (article 44). The l-1inisters were no excep.tion, their 

appointment and retirement Vias affirmed in article 49 as the 

Kine's right. 

However, the King's executive authority was not left 

absolute by the Constitution. The upperhand of the executive 

authority was, according to the text, supposed to be the 

Cabinet's (article 57). Articles 48 and 61 showed how the 

authority was to be delegated from the King to the Cabinet 

with the latter as the body responsible before the Chamber 

of Notables in all the matters concerned with the public 

policy of the state. 

Hence~ the problem tended to be not with the texts of the 

Constitution itself as it was wit~he defective application 

of these te:ts in the political life of the country. 
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JudiciarY 

Judiciary was independent by the text of the Conctitution. 

No authoruty had the right to interfere in the vfork of 

judces (article I22). Judges were to enjoy immunity abainct 

dism!ssal from their posts or transference except as orcani2ed 

by law (article 125). 

Individual liberty, equality, ownership, belief, worship 

and opinion were recoeni'Z.ed by lav: (articles 2-22). The 

Egyptian individuals had the richt of assembly but with 

some stated restrictions as precautions for the ~~inte~ance 

of cocial system (article 20). 

Proposed Norme in the Eco~omic Realm 

In his analysis of the Egyptian economy, Professor 

Saeed ad~its that the period that preceded the outbre~ 

of the 1952 Revolution had no clear stable line. 'There 

were no dra\~'ll goals that the govenmen ts vforked to reali-z.c 

in EgYPt •• (28) But, a review of the aspirations expresced 

by such nationalist political leaders ae Mustafa Kamel 

and NoharrJIled Farid, or economists as Talat Harb, shows that 

th~re were,at least, four broad goals in the economic realm 

during the three decades that preceded the I952 Revol~tion: 

(I) Encouraging Egyptian industry to expand,protecting it 

from unfair competitions. Thus, the dominantly acrarian 
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economy that depended almost completely until that time, 

on cotton cultivation would be diversified. The violent 

shakes caused by the fluctuation in the cotton prices i~ 

world markets would more likely be avoided if ECypt had 

other sectors to depend on apart fro~ acriculture. 

(2) A fairer distribution of v:ealth for the benefit of 

the suffering cassese This objective \'las initially r?ised 

by the ~asses that participated in the I9I9 outburst, 

but was accepted with caution and even with resentment 

on the part of the ruling classes. It should be noted that 

the ninisters and the political party leadern alike v:ere 

mostly wealthy landowners who had naturally no sympathy 

for such claims but could not show such feelings explicitly. 

(3) A more effective role to be played by the state in 

directing the Egyptian econo~y in accord~nce with the 

national interests. Runnir.g in the same line with this coal 

VIas to have the economy organi't-ed in accordanc e \':1 th stable 

r~les. The economy should be subject to some 'planning' 

so that the country might avoid t~e previous economic 

relapses represented in the foreign debt that started 

in the I860's and was ever with the country since then, 

and until it was ended in I943.(29) 

(4) Putting some limit on the ever expanding role undertruten 

by foreign capitalists in Egyptian economy. The 'Capitulatior.s 

System' under which such role was consolidated had to give 

to a Ilore fitting formula that regards the country's int~ests. place 
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Cli ma t e for th e Shift in Mod crn·ty Pronnsa l s 

The mid-twentieth century came over Egypt \':hile tho c en era l 

cli a te was pr epar ed for SOMe ne :1 modern ' ty proposals to work for . 

Rather tha n from th e ecstasy of succ ess , the need for chonce R ~ro C 

from t he bitterness of failure. The three pr ec eding de ca des hDc'! 

vri tnes sed cl ear deterioration i n the country ' 6 condi tio .s in 

almost a ll r eal~s . 

Politi c a lly, the atte~pt a t a modern poli tical sys t em tha t 

had s t arted since the promulgati on of the I923 Constitution, 

prov ed s10·:: and ineffecti ve. The deT- ocr t i c institutions ,four-dod 

in a=co r dan c e ~ith the Con s titutional text,c ould not t ou ch th e 

lives and aspira tion s of the r.1 acs~s , and henc e f ail ed to motiv -= t n 

them t o participate activel y . Th e Cn s t i t u ti on itself ~~s s t opped 

f or over five year s , and it s t ext wac viola ted s everal t i~ e s by 

t he ruli .g cl asses . The proclanation of ~ar tial la~s moet of t hn 

time be t ween 1937 and 1952 served more t o create on anti- de~ o c ra t~ 

cl i Eate tha t led to inst abili ty. It was thup tha t Gt e for~': a r 

t o~ard the ac co~plishm ent of '. oliticaJ D e~ocra cy' r em ~ i n 0 ~ 
lNoAti 

unfulfilled~the outbreak of t h e I952 Revolution . 

On the oth er hand, th e Egy:pti.'ln econo::.y could not be l a uncheu 

in the direction of no dernitv. The country r eo a ined do~i ~n n tlJ 

Gricultural despite the two attenpts at industria li za tion . The 

experience 'lith th e t wo fiv e- yea r plans i:1 the I 930' s and 1940' s 

was not enc ouraging . A clea r r ole for th e State i n econ omy was 

actual ~ y started , b t had t o ke ep avay fro~ the interes ts of 

the f eudalis t s and capi t alists who ~er e c os t influ en tial. 

Ho~ev er , some four el ement s had spe Cia l rDle in th 0 shi ft 

in modernity proposals: 
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I. Th f> e;';'le rc; e:1 c e a f a n Er;yp tian cultural Il! OV '2!' nt 

In th e 1930's and 1940' s , Egypt \'Ii tnes ~c d the r el ative 

'" . f~rLsh o f an intellectu~l movemen t a t t he hand~ o f ~0rne 

EgypL.an t hinkers ,'!ho s e \'orks serv ed to s pr ead , a. , ong th o 

indiv ' dua l s of the mi d l le a s well as the poor cl ~ ss es, some 

roeres sile outlooks . Ne~ terms s uch as ' progr ess iveness', 

' so cia l ju=ti c e ', 'equa l ity of op ortu ~ ities' a nd ' political 

d erc ocracy' be gan t o be heard. Furthermore , a bra ve .. a ve of 

cri tici.~ o f t he socia l ills from which th e s ociety 91 ffer ed, 

\'fas l e d by uch e.:1i nent fi Gure s a s T~·.': fik el-HaY: i :'1 , Tah-:-\ 

Huss ai n , Ahr." d Hu s sein a n d oJ .a ny oth er s . Tn\'l fik el -H~:i~ 

(30) 
r.ri:icize ti. t!: e futi lity and :;ho'::iness of th e d e :,('c a t i c :.: ys t c !' . 

Ta~a Hussei n objectively nna lysed t:h e ECy:pti·q Jj c:11 t u re i '1 

the l iGht of othe r cultures c oncentrEtting Of, the . , e ceG~it:;· of 

de s ertins ~he t r a di t io a l outlook~ tha t ha d c r eat ed a ~id c r;a p 

be t ':een t e E;;yp t i a n s oc i ety and th e r::od er. on e .. , of. the V!e s t. (31 ) 

A~ad Hussei _ prea ched Go cia l jus tic e and th e ne c essity to ha ve 

r 3.di ca l ch a'1ge in the so ci a l s truc ture and r el a tions in the 
(32) 

Egy~ tinT! so ci ety . The wr itings of the above fi s ur e s 

le ft on the Eg) tia~ society ~ha t th e writi~gs of Rouss ea: , 

t1~ th h' d . F . Monti6~ue , Volta i re and 0 .ers aa one 1n ra ~ c c 1n s o fnr ns 

the pre?ar a tion of a new cli~ate [or change i~ c oncern ed. 

2. The c u~inati on of cla s s s truggle 

The odd division th nt cha r a cterized the Er;yp ti a n society 

in the fi r st hnlf of the t we ntieth c entury had a drivinG force 

on the shift i n modernity _ ro posal~ since th e e a r ly 1950 ' s . 
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According to I S3awi, the Ee;yptia n society VIas clas::: i fi ed i nto 

laJldowners , bourg eoisie, urba n petty bourgeoi s ie, to\'n wcrkr.J e:1 

and peasantry.(33) Nevertheless , t wo distinct class es enc ompas. od 

the majority of the population. At the top of th e socia l sc ale, 

there was the very rich and infl uential class repr es ented by 

almost five per cent(34) of the v/hole populati on, a nd whose 

individua l s were strong enough to safeguard their inherited r i eht s 

and re-inforce them day after da y. The second encoopass ed the 

vast ma jority of th e popu l ation: farmers, fa r m l a bou r ers and 

workm en, et c. whose social, e.conomic and cultura l conditions 

i mpos ed on th em to be placed on the other ey.tr e~e . Th eir i nfluenc e 

on the ongoi ng affairs of the country v:as , on th e ',',ho l e , ver y 

limi ted. There wa s a s 'Iell a middle cla ss, or a s it i t was 

s ometimes ca lled 'the cla s s of bOurg eOiSi e',(35 th i Ch was ~ost J y 

for~ ed of o f fi cia l s : do ctor s , engineers, l a~yers a nd offic er s 

rr: ost of whom we re s on s of the poor class who were lucky enoll eh 

to get so i -ort of educa tion. The ma jority of t hi s cl;)' s G v:er e , 

neverthel ess , tortured between th eir beloncinGDcss to th poor 

cla s s an d t heir wild a s pirations to join th e rich o!J.e. Wha tev er 

wa s thei r number, they were too weak to be able to destroy the 

exploita tion a nd monopoly exercised by the upper class or to 

t · t· (36) purify th e adrninistra lon from ccrrup 10D. A~id s t such a 

division cl a ss strug[,~ : emerged and aggr ava ted in th e nre-revoluti on , -
era. 

3. Futil i ty of the Democratic Fayades 

Despite the institutional establishments brouGht forth 
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in accord~nce with the I923 Constitution includine the Parliament, 

political parties, judiciary, press, ••• etc., the s~irit of 

genuine democracy ~':as lackinc. 

Forgery of the viill of the poor masses V!aS practised on 

a larze Rcale. w~~t~er in the countryside or in the towns, 

l)easants and 1'!orkclCn ,':ere nomin3lly free to choose their 

rcpresntatives and rractise their political riehts, but, in fact, 

were fAr from dotnC so. The prevatli!lg iJJiterncy amone the vast 

majority of them was a big impediment. Besides, there was pressure 

t rracised on the part of the influential classes, feudnlists, 

capito.1ists Dnd the lIke to forge their will, or at least, direct 

it the way th3t served the l~tter's interests, to quote an Ecyptinn 

Dcholar: 
n Fcudalists robbed the pe~sants of their political rights 
takine the advantage of their affiliation to them. Hence, 
freedO:l was ;ractised only by feudalists. Lil ... ewise, monopolists 
and capitalists robbed the political riehts of indu~trial 
~'/orkers in the presence of the trade UniO

C
'1s that \'lere merely 

toys in the hands of such capitalists." 37) 

P.'lrlia!:lent members cared, if any, very little for the interests 

of the peonle ~hom they claimed to represent. 'Their presence', 

says Issawi,' makes i teelf felt at election times. Other:'risc, 

they tend to leave the pepsants alone t .(38) 

Amidst the sho'::iness 0 f the democra tic fa~::.des, th e country 

lost a good chance of having a sound popular orcani'ZR.tion to 
"-

encompass and lead the popular s)uge1e. The political parties 

could do EO, had they tended to eive the poor casses a lair 

chance of me~b~rship side by side with the feudalists and 
capitalists. The tendency to ignore the masses led the political 
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parties more a nd ~or e into alliance ~ith the KinG, the fo reiGn 

powers an d t he feud nlists. Thus was forreed a s t a t e tha t Nas ry er 

descri~ed as : 

"a lil:1i t ed company for theft a nd robbery in \':hi ch the 
people had no share".t.39) 

AL'lidst the sho\':iness and fulility of th e d e ~ :l cr atic f y::lde::; 

in tho pre-I952 Egypt, the country f ell into a s t a te of 

politi ca l ins tabili ty fe l t mos t in th e period t ~ ~ t foll o~ed 

t . e end of ':!orld War II. O!'l e cl ear indica t or of uc h Jn s t t:'..bi l i ty 

~as the nu~ber of new cabi nets for med, some o f ~hich la~ t rl onl y 
(40) 

for a fe : reeks, others even for d~ y~ . An oth er indica tor 

is t h e a ct s of violence particula r l y the aS2aci~3 ti o n of 

poli t i c a l lea ders n:c:one v.rbom Prin e Hini.-. t cr:r, Nini sters a nd party 

chi e f s . Such a move r each ed zeni th in the mid I 940 ' s nnd 

continued until the outbr eak. of th e Revo lution . Dc; ]-;.mc j::"o.n ' s 

s t ud y on the politica l developr.'! cn t 0 f Ee;;'i? t a. s er t s t ho. t: 

/( Th e period from 1 945 to 1952 ca n bes t be d e ~crib ed a .s O !1 C 

of ~ ro tracted violenc e where, due to progressive decreas e 
i n t raditional-legal legitima cy, ther e ~a s increnSing 
r elianc e on force a s a means of control. The chain of 
political assasinations by Ikhvan and the Green Shirt s 
:':ere a n u!l.1'J istakable sign of deepenine crisis . The onl y 
ins titution tha t ha d not been directly involved in the 
c onflict before 1 948 \'las the milita ry esta bli s hment!' C4I) 

4. Th e Aggrava tion of Social Injustic e 

The wide distincti ons be t ween th e rich a nd the poor clas s es 

r:h ich have alr ~ady been ment ioned earlier in t, .is cha p t e r (42), 

c ontinued an d wa s even ag8r a v:::ttcd until th e mi d- tV/ent i ctt c cnt llry . 
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Lando~ner~hip as one indicator of incoMe distribution ~8y 

fi t with an ,agricult'.lral country like Egypt. Of the ovmers 

of the a~ricultural lar:d in Et:;ypt, only 0,4~~ owned 3~,2% 

of the cultivable area :'ihile the remaining 99,6;':' o~med 

(43) 65.e% F'.lrthermorc, while 72% of the total populrtticn 

at I:1id-century o\':ned 13.1% of the land, sixty iniivin:.w.lc 
(44) 

only o'.'med an avera.ge 0 f 4545,2 feddans ench. It 1.':0.[; 

c~unted th~t the average land holdings for the atove ccnticncd 
while 

O,4~~ Vias 171,3 feddans each,~96% of the ov.rners ros~cs8ed only 

thp third of the total cultivable area with a~ averace of 

0,8 feddans each.(45)Table 2.3 indicate& ths distribution 

of laniowncrship in 1950. 

Tnble 2.3 
5 

Distribution of landownership in E0ypt in 1950(46) 

Bracket L::mdowners Area Averaee individua 
000 0\';1'1ed o',mership 

Less than 5 2600,2 2104,1 0,8 

5 - 10 80,0 53I,0 6,6' 

10-20 45,1 626,7 13,6 

20-30 31,f 313,1 22,9 

30-50 9,4 351,6 37,6 

50 and over 11,9 2036,2 171,3 

Total 2760,8 5962,7 2,2 
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Taking £hares as another indicator sho',vs that 4,I~~ of the 

share holders O'.';ned 1; 8,6% 0 f the total ::hare value, and 

that 2,2;~ of the share holders, \':hose number did not exceed 

twenty six individuals,had an averace share possession of 

(47) 
LE 976,384 each. . 

The cap bet\':een rich and poor becar.:e wider year after 

year by the low rate of development in the National Income 

ae well as the Hational Production corn~arcd to the r~pidly 

risinG r:::.te of population Gro':;th. Fro::: 1933 to 1950, the avcraee 

annui'll growth rate in !rational Production did not cy.cec,1 

(48) , 
2, 5~~' arld tho average annual crowth ra to in the Na tior:a.l 

Inccme was only I,5%, \',hile the average a.·mual cro'.':th r~.tc. 

in population was I,9%. (49) This \':or8ened the economic conditions 

of the poor masses much more than it di1 to the rich clnsses. 

The rate of increase in the are<l und~r cultiv:::.tion throuchout 
(50) 

the first hal f 0 f the twentiet:' aentury averccd 0, 5:~ annuall y, 

which, atidst the high pOP'lJ ati on Gro;';th !'ate that fnr exceedci 

that rate,dealt a heavy blow to the per-capita share of la~d 

as has already been mentioned (51 ) acd affected the stand:::.rd of 

living a f the masses e;reatly. Besides, there ,,:as the oeteriC'ra ti'"C' 

productivity of the Eeyptian soil which was felt in the I940's. 

Out of six million feddans under cultivation, there 'was about 

2qi of poor land, the productivity of which was affected by a 
(52) 

number of factors, alinity, alkalinity ••• etc.' 
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From the above clir.late flared up the 1952 Revolution 

\':i th an enthusiastic desire to make up for lonG llndcrdevclop-

~ent and accomplish modernity in ECypt both politically nnd 

economically. The analysis of chanGe in modernity proposals 

and institutions throughout the twenty five years of 

revolutionary neeime need be made in accordance with the 

three distinctive stages already nent~oned in chapter orce. (53) 

The first of the three is often defined as the 'three ye~~s 
(54) 

transition period~, 'while.some, espcially economists, sec it 

ratber a four-year period until 1956.(55) DurinG this period, 

attention was almost wholly directed the eaininc of recoenition 

for the new rule both on the ho~e and the foreicn fronts. 

H3.ving no set of detailed proGra"!'lmes of action, the 1caders 

could only present six ~ajor principles or coals on the eve 

of the Revolution: 

- The eradication of imperialisr.l and its aGents. 

-The extinction of feudalisn. 

- The eradication of monopolies, as ~ell as the control of 

capitalistic influence over the system of government. 

- the establishment of a str~ng arny. 

- The accomplishment of social justice. 

- The establishment of a sound democratic life. (56) 

The second covers the period from 1956 to 1961. It started 

with the pro~ultation of the I956 constitution in place of 

the old one which the new leaders had stopped since December I952 
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The provision of the 1956 Cons titution remained a lmo s t 

unchanged throughout the period eventhough the country 

entered an experiment of unity with Syria un der th e 

'united Arab Republic' (1958-1961). During the unity, a new 

cons titution was promulgat ed in 1958 but was almos t a c opy 

of the 1956 Constitution. 

The third covers the period fro~ 1961 to the pr esent da y, 

an d is characterized by th e iss ue of th e ' Na t i onal Cha rt er' 

in 1962 a nd which has eversicnc e r e~a in ed th e ma j or co~rc e 

of in~ iration for a ll subsequent document s inc luding the 

1964 Consti tution, th e 30th March Decla r a tion (I968 ), the 

Per manent Consti tuti on (1971) and th e Oc t ober 'forki ng Paper ( 974). 

l'ioderni ty Proposal s Sinc e 19; '::' 

a) 1952-1956 

I. Political Realm 

The revoluti ona ry proposal s r ais ed on th e eve of t he 

Revolution, genera l and vague as th ey \"ere , ca r ried wi th i n 

them the determina tion to adopt a di f fere nt l ine from t ha t 

of th e pre-revolation era. The order o f t he goa l s to be 

soueht shows that the freedom of th e cour. try was eiv en 

priori ty over the free dor.! 0 f th e i ndividual. Wi t hout the 

a tta inr.lent of th e first, the second wou l d onl y r emain 
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an unr 8ali~cd dream. 

The conc ep tion of th e new lea der s as re[ Rr rls 

' .sound democracy' was, in the fir s t period , fa r fro~ 

compliance ,-lith the 'mod ern' democratic "' ystern as indic a t ed .. 
by Shils. Ho~ev er, the critici sm of th e r evolutionary 

conc ep tion of 'pliti ca l democra cy' has to t ake into 

oons i der a ti on t he ma ny cha llenges tha t vt ere cnc o'w t cre d 

du ri~ g th e period. 

stopping the I923 Cons titution rnean~hil e A .subs t i t ute 

vIas !:ot at hand meant the r e sort to emergency t, ensure G 

in the form o f cOr:l rnands f rom th e 'Rev olu tion Co!:om"nd 

Council' in colla boration ~ith th e Ca binet ~ f ~ini s t er s . 

Hen c e , th e country reIT'o. i ned \'I i thou t c on s ti t u ti on tL'1t?_l 1956 . 

Beisdes , t h e sho~iness of the poljti ca l pa r ti e s in t he pre-revol -

ution period served to direct t h e conc eption of roliti c ~ l 

par t i es to a line that defies the norms of ' poli tica l 

de~o cracy'. The seeds of the 'one-party sys tem' could be 

tra c ed to the ea rly period of t he Revolution. 

Pa rtici pation i n public affairs ~as sugges t ed to be 

through the 'Libera tion Rally' (I953)the purpose of wbi ch was : 

'.'totprepare thet"DeODle to. part'Ji· cipate O!l a oational scale 
1n ne new po~ 1ca1 part1es t at ~e ho ned to c{ea te 
be feTe the third anniversary 0 f the Revoluti on'. ·57) 

The above decla r " tion by t he head of th e Revolut ion Co~man d 

• Shils' views on 'Political development in the new states' 
will be elaborated in detail in chapter 5 of the study-
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Council shows tha t the i dea of differ ent p ol i tic a l par ties 

~aD not a ltogeth er di ~ c arde d until t ha t ti~ e. The ~roer m~ c 

of the 'Liber a t ion Rully' wa s to cover el even t asks : 

I. Complete and unconditiona l withdrawal of British troops 

from the Nile Va lley. 

2. Self-determina tion of t he Sudan. 

3. The a spira tions of the people will be expres s ed i n 

a new consti tution. 

4. The ' ~elfar e s t a te' through D s oc ial s yst e~ in ~hich a I 

citizens ,'rill be entitled to pr ot ect ion as.J. i r. s t une,uploy::: en t, 

i llness a~d old age. 

5. An economic s yst em designed to encoura g e " f :=. ir dis tri bution 

of wealth, full exploita tion of natura l a nd huma n r es ourc es , 

and the max:l:.mum investment of n ew capital. 

6. A political system in which all citizens s ha ll be equ al 

before the law and in which freedom of speech, ass embl y, pr ee-s , 

a nd religion shall be gura nteed v!i t hin th e li~i t s 0 f th e l ?, \', . 

7. An educationa l s yst em desi~n e d to develop a sense of 

social responsibility by impress ing youth with i t s du ti e " 

and rights. 

8. Friendly rela tions with all Ara b sta tes. 

9. A regiona l pact des igned to increase th e i nflue nc e of the 

Arab League. 

10 • .!friendly rela ti ons wi th all frie ndly power s . 

. (58) 
II. Firm a dherence to the prinCiples of th e Uni t ed .f8.t lons . 
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The above principles,on which the first political organization 

initiated by the revolution was to function,accord with 

the ideals of political modernity, particularly the sixth 

which gave special regard to the equality of all before the 

law, and the gurantee given for free press, speech and assembly. 

However, one major difference should be taken into account 

when comparing the 'Liberation RaIley' with subsequent 

revolutionary organizations as the 'National Union (1957-196II) 

or the 'Arab Socialist Union' (1962-1978), is that the 'Liberation 

RaIley' was not meant to be a political party but rather, as 

Nasser meant it to be, "a body that would organize the 

people's forces and overhaul the social setup. The Liberation 

RaIley is the school where the people will be taught how to 

elect their representatives prOperly.,,(59) 

Policy formulation was almost totally laid in the hands 

of the new leaders jointly with Cabinet of Hinisters, and both 

called for the assistance of newly established councils such 
, , 

as The Permanent Council for National Production (1952) ,;,[hich 

was an independent body attached to the Cabinet Office and 
f 

presided over by the Prime l!inister, or the Council For PubJlc 

Services (1953~. 

_ fJo substitute was suggested in place of the 

cancelled 1923 Constitution except a brief one made by the 

Revolution Command Council in 1953 but which placed almost all 

authority in their hands. Policy adoption remained largely in 

the hands of the new leaders and Cabinet members. Hence, it is 

hard to trace modern political democracy proposals in the first 

years of the revolution. 
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2. Economic Realm 

Whether the Revolution leaders have got, since the outbreak 

of their movement in I952 an 'economic ideology' other than 

the redistribution of land ownership, is a controversial issue. 

Mabro, an economist who lived in Egypt far a period, suggests 

that the revolution leaders 'had from the beginning other 

objectives' of nhich he gives mention to economic diversification 
. (60) 

and the consolidation of stJe's role in economic affairs. 

In contrast with Mabro's vie .. , another econo~ist, O'Brien, 

favours th e view that the n~w leaders 'tiere ~'li thout an economic 

ideology at th3 outset of their revolutionary regime.(6I) 

The writer of the present study is more inclined to accept 

O'Brien's view which seems to be supported by the economic 

analysis made by some Egyptian econorr;ists, togethe r \":i th the 

words of the revolution leaders themselves. Amin, an e~inent 

Egyptian scholar, raises a vie~ similar to that of O'Brien 

affirming 'the relatively modest and traditional characte= 

of the economic goals of that period. ,(62) Reflection on 

the six major goals announced on the eve of the Revolution 

indicates how they hardly go beyond the general statements 

of opposing feudalism, preventing monopoly and capitalism 

from dominating the state, and the recognition of the need 

for ~ocial justice.(63) The words of Nasser himself in I963 

support our view: 
"We had the courage, at the beginning of the revolution, to declar-e 
that we had no theory, although we did have clearly de{ineg error. 
principles. We declared that we would proceed! by tria" (64) , 
to construct a theory, we proceeded thus for 0 years. 
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I n the l nws i s sued in th e f irs t f our yea r s o f the r e vol u ti on 

i t is possibJe to find clues of t he ~orma tiv c t ren ds in the 

eco nomi c r ertl m. Hany of th e se tr end~ , i t i s a dmit ted , h:l d 

thei r origin, in some form or oth er, i n the pre-revo lu t ion 

era . However, t hree s ali e,_ t t ,rend s Cf:3. n b e po::'n t ed out: 

(I ) Tha t th e distribution o f ]an do,'::ler s_ ip un t i l t he mid- t-:!e nt ie t. h 

c ent '..l ry ,,'/a s u n f a ir ,::md hen c a , sh o;. ld giv E:' plau e t o a f a ir er 

for ::! of di s tribu t iO:l . S'..lch a t rcn d could easi lj' be e _e~pl.ifie d 

by t e La ','.' of La ncfR e f or D. 

( 2 ) Tha t ' a g r a :-ia n econo!!!y ' i s n o ! ~ or e f i tt i n5 by i. t e l f fo r 

c Ol.:nt ry '.'Ii t,l a high rate 0 f op l a t':' on g r o·:: t h like BC),-p t 

an d i n \'!hieh land reclamation i s s evereJ. j" l ir.d. t ed by '" ce e e2 

t o r:a t er. 

(3) Tha t e f f ect i ve econo~ic p l Dnnine s h ould be a tt e~pt ed 

t o a void th e pre-revolu t i o_. econo:?lic s hak es . 

Th e c oncern \',i th th e acc ompli sh~er.t o f ct fai~ er rl i stributio~ 

of landownership i n an agr i cultura :!. cour.-: r y lik e E5 :'.rp t ha s 

exis ted in th e dec a d e s that p r ec e de d t he I 952 Revo l u tion . 

The nor:n \,ias there, bu t t he influ e nc e of th e f e oal c api t a l 

lords wa s stiong enough to keep the a t a tu s go . Two c oncrete 

proposal s for l a nd reform wer e turned do~n. A l a w wa r pro~uleated 

i n I 946 acc ording to which tracts a unt ing to thr ee thousand 

f eddan s wer e to b e di stribu~ed a~ong l a ndl e s s p eas ~nt s i n t he 

Gha rbia Provinc e b etwe en I946-I 949 . H0':: e \"c r, the very 10\'/ 
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fin ancial stRt~ls th e Egyptian peasant ~ had rea ch d '::o.S the 

Greates t i~pediment. Th e governmen t t end ency to sell i t s l a nd 

to landless pc,"lsan t s pr ov ed f .;> '1] ur e a G, Go.ys B.<>..e r , ' th e s J,. ::l.ll 

peasants could not t ake advantage o f the offer, mn i nly be ca use 

. ,(65) 
of the very hiGh i mmedi a t e pR~en t requlred • 

The fir s t Law of La nd Refor m issued by t he Revoluti o 

came ou t only forty da ys a f ter i t s ou tbrea,k , fix ':!1'" a t~,., o hundr ed 

fcddans on persona l ow:!er s hip \':i th .::.n0th er 100 f d ' lru:::::; t o chi dren 

peG.s a :1.t s . fl.s fa r as th e fi r s t L T ;; is conc er n ed , th e big l a::d o ... :ner c 

h~d t he r ight o f full c o~rcnsa ti on of the di tri~ut ~d l~ nd 

a s ':;ell as s upplemen t a r y cha rges , a nd the debt c p. !'y- i e d. 3% int cr eG t .. 

Btl t, land r e- Clis t ri ' uti on had in t nc .. i n_s 0 f th e r C'Iolu tion 

l ea der s I:iO re than th e f i nctn ci £1,l .. e<:,ri::g . It \'.' :). 8 t al. en by t hc !:, .'3 <' 

t l t 1 ' • ." t ' '. t h "' t . . t 1e means 0 a C .. 1leve SO ClOl. ... J Uc. l c e I n .. E "-'syp vl.::.n SOC le y . 

In this sense , ProfesGor Sae ed rej ect s t he d eli~it~ tion ~ f th e 

siGni fic an c e of l ctnd rc for~ t o th e Mcre r c dis t ributi on of land. 

To him, i t is : 

~ ~ore genera l and ~ ore comprehen~iv e . It is a ~reat so cia l 
libera t ion ~ovement f rom th e sh~tles o f f eu ~? li s~ . It is 
a me ans for th~ , ~ e~liz a tion o f equa l socirt l &nd political 
opportunities'. (6'6) 

In addi t ion , the new leaders meant by t he lai': to affce t the dirce tion 

of the inves t men t mo vement in F.Cj~t t h a t ~ao C 0nc entra te~ he avily 

on agri cu ltur al l and in the last de ca d es be fo ~ c th e r cvol ltion . 

By the new law, i t TIas hoped tha t th e tide f or i nves tm Rnt s in 

i ndus try would find a f a voura ble cli m teo 
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Henc e, t he 1952 La~ of La nd Re form and the subs equ ent one s 

were a fter s~x goals: 

I. Liberation of the agricultural society f rom t he dorr.in~ t i on 

of a small clas s feud a liGts who s t ood as well, as a s yr.1bol 0 f 

pol~ tical and econor:d c explo;, t a ti on . 

2. Lessening th e disti nction s bet ween vari o'..ls cla s s e s and henc e , 

t he r ealiza tion o f social peace . 

3. U~lifti ng agricultu r e and r aising th e l evel o f ~rod ~c tion. 

I~. Finding a !!lore suitable f ormu l a f or th e r el ,')t io~ be t ':!e e!} 

l andJ or ds and t enants. 

5. 1 ~~rovl c£ th e ca ~ditions o f agric lltur .1 ~orke~ s by s e c ~ rlns 

6. Di r ec t i !Jg inves t~":m t <: r. d c··; :oloyr.} en t t o nc;': s ec t -:- r s ot her 

thar- in the posse ssio!} of acricultural l and. (67) 

IL'1otho r ma j or co nc ern i n t he f i r s t f our yea r s 0 f the Rev olu tior, 

ViaS t .. e a cccr::rrl i ,sh:.Jent of a qui c" up15. ft o f t h e exis tir.G in;lq s tri E';; 

or p-: or e speci f i c al ly , t g:"vi Ii£; p r i va t e inves t or s e70':'y T- c>s :-: i ble 

incen tive to pla c e t heir savin~3 ','li t h manu fa c tul'ing r-:",)",:-:-.:: ,.( 68 ) 

This t r end ha s r eq uir ed o f the r evolu t i o nQr y l e·ders . t o i sue, 

at the ou t s et of th eir r egi~ e, SCDe l aw8 which may bc t ak en 

as r everse t o t he movement o f tegyptiani 7.. -tion t t ha t had been 

started by Taln. t Harb in I he 1920· s . La\'! Ho 156 o f I ~53 

ga ve t he ri gh t of possess~ns 5I per c e~ t o f t he sh ~r eG o f j o~nt 

s tock compani es to foreitn~s whil e i t ha d be en only 49 pe r c ent 

i n Law No 147 of 1947. Further!!lore, u t!der th e new l a\'! , i t \"a s 

made p oss~ble that the s ha re issue be open to p:lbli c subscription 

regardless of na tional~ ty if the r equi r ed pr oportion was not 
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(69) 
utili'Z ed by native citizens v:i thin a ~onth. ' L3 t er on, l .::tws 

No 26 and 475 gA v e the foreign capi tal more chanc es and bet t er 

fa ci l i tie s t ha n be fore. 

The protection of Eg~tia.n industry ~':as I!!a de clear t hrcuCh 

a nu mber of legislations. I n August I 952 , the I per c en t '.mi for r.J 

ad valor em duty of f932 ~a s r aised t o 8 per cen t. As for ma chinery, 
they 

fue l and i mportant raw ma terial s f or indus t rYi\"::er c r .::t ted le ss 

or ev er .. exempt ed fro~l this levy. The <l ddit '.o;-"aJ. ad v.<:! l or er.t d'.:t ;f 

':!2. G "'xt enri ed i n I 952 ar:d I 95'" to c over a wi der se t o f ' t e:::s t:-:" n 

t hose i ncl uded in the 1949 decre e UL tiJ. , a s Ha br o nd RaG. ','i[m stnte: 

' the r ,_. tes increa sed t o almost prohibi ti ve level s on cer t atr; 

(70) 
luxury el emen t s '. 

A clear t endency f or ~ore ef f ecti ve ec onomi c ~l a~ni ;-" c h~d 

i t s origi n i n the earli es t pho. e n f t le rev o lutio~a r7 r cgi~ e . 

Ac ::: " rdi ng t o decre e No 2I3 of 1952 , pl anning vias t o be under take"') 

by an independent body that lo oks after the reali~ation of th e 

following goals: 

la) To study the develop~ ent of agriculture, electri city, co~merce, 

transport and industry, and to examine the means of internal and 

external finance available t o these, projects. 

(bt To prepare an integrated program of national economic development 

plan to be carried over three years; pending the completion of 

the plan, the Council may present wt::ll couct::ivcu. projects for 

i mmediate execution. 

le ,) . TQ re.p~F'aJl.i'Le, qomesti c al?-rkets, promote export s , and attract 

both foreign and local capita~.(7I) 
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The need, however, arose to crea te some s ort of co-ordina tion 

and balance between the institutions of 'Servi ces' and those 

of 'Production '. Such a trend was th e drive behind th e promulgati on 

of La\,1 No 493 of I953 for the establishment of ano ther c ouncil 

to undertake the realization of the following goals: 

a) To study the po l icies and put th e plans for the educa tion, 

construction, a nd social affairs coordina t ing between th em 

in a way that leads to social dev elop~ ent. 

b) To help i n assess ing and pro~ o ting the public service s offcr e ~ 

by th e Stat e as regard s th e l evel of their de s i gn , their 

organiza ti on and orienta t i on i n a wo_y tha t ens ures th e 

peopl e ' s active r esponses and participa t i on i n s ocia l a c t ivity. 

c) To follow-up the execution of va r ious sch e:nes a s \,:el 1 as 

und ertru~ing s pecific s tudies and r 2 ~ earch es . 

d ) To s tu dy th e wor~ of volu nt a ry org~njz ati onr ~i thi n th e 

Council ' s s cope 0 f i 11 tcr es t \'!i th the Ri m 0 f c oo r di n::! tin; : he:'r 
(72) 

effort s a nd ens uring the utmos t poss ible ef f ecti v en ess . 

A third cycle in the trend \'! a ~ t aken i ~ H.-:t rc h 1955 by th e issue 
of I 955 

o f La ',- No ILl-I f or t he establiEh!'!le nt o f th e ' !,;a t iO.Jt l Pl an!ling 

Coxmittee t to dr i ve th e caus e o f econo~ic planning a s t ep fu r t ~ er. 

Whether the norms behind th e economi c pl a nning tr end ~erc 

(73 ) 
succes sfully institutiona lized, or proved ab~rtiv e; th e 

w-(I\&.. ~ 

quickness by which ne-,'{ l a ·.'!s,(to r e:pla c e or eri en t th e exist i ng 

ones,and the succes s ive cha nges in t he econo~ic re~lm i , the 

f i rst yc - r s of the r evOlu ti on fo r med a di fficulty fo r ec onomis t J 

to tra c e a cl ear lin e in the economic d ev e l ~p~ en t un t il I 95 6. 
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b) 1956-1961 

I. Political Realm 

A constitution was drafted by the new leaders in 1956, 

and was accepted by popular referendum in June 1956. It 

asserted the trends involved in the six major goals for 

the revolutionary stride which were announced on the eve of 

the revolution. Besides, it introduced some new trends 

directed on the whole, to take the establishment of an 

Egyptian welfare state within the context of Islamic and 

nationalist ideals. The 1956 Constitution, to s~me thinkers, is a 

"synthesis of reformist ideas in the direction of a wel·fare 

state, with Islamic and nationalist concepts.,,(74) 

With the settlement of the cause of complete national 

independence through the treaty convened with Great Britain 

in 1954, internal affairs were concentrated upon and were 

given due attention as might easily be deduced fro~ the 

Constitution text. Its preamble stated the political aims 

or proposals in the form of 'contract' betweer the people 

themselves. In this, it stands as different from the 1923 

Constitution which was given to the Egyptian people as a 

'grant' by royal will. The first introducing words of the 

1956 Constitution run as follows: 

"We, the people of Egypt 
inspired by the lesson of the past, and armed with the strong 
determination of the present to lay dov;n the broad landmarks 
of a future free from fear, from want and free from subjugation; 

i sitive effort able to master all our capabilities for a mass ve po 
toward building a welfare society wAlerein \'iill be assured ••• (75) 
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Then the above introduction was followed by the six major 

goals for the revo1utionay stride. 

The 1956 Constitution declared in its articles that 

Egypt is a sovereign, independent democratic Arab Republic 

Vlhose people are part of the Arab nation. The Republican 

system was strongly affirmed as the basis of the country's 

political structure. Continuation of the Republican regime 

was taken, in the Constitution text, as political necessity. 

It accords with the democratic logic and sovereignty of the 

people that were violated under the l'~onarchy. (76) 

However, with the corruption of the old political parties 

in the pre-revolutionary era in ~ind, the formula of divergent 

political parties was rejected. The Constitution preached 

instead, the one-political organization for the ,,;hole nation 

within which they might express and practis~their political 

views and activities. According to article no. 192: 

"The citizens form a 'National Union' to work for the 
rea1i'Z ation of the goals for the fulfilment of \';hich 
the Revolution has. broken out and to urge the sound 
structure of the nation politically, socially and 
econo:nica11y." (77) 

Seen against the model of political modern system after the 

Western type, this formula is less in accordance with ~odernity 

than in the pre-revolution era. Whatever might be stated. 

in justification, it proved to be more harmful to political 

democracy than beneficial. Under this one mould dominated 

by the State, passivity and showiness in political action 
~vJJ 

were more than ever/on the part of the masses.(78) 
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The 'Presidential' system oC government was adopted 

vdth the President of the Republic undertaking the 

greatest share in the responcibility of rule. President 

was made the head of the Cabinet as well. 

The Constitution recognized the three authorities: 

the legislative, the executive and the judiciary, and a 

line of differentiation between the three was drawn. 

Co-operation between the lrgislative and the executive 

was arranged, and the authority of the Parliament 

members was ascertained as regards the right to question 

l!inisters and prevent trust from them. (79) On the other 

hand, judiciary was recogni'Zed as independent, as has been 

the case with the 1923 Constitution, and the judges 

were stated as i~~une against any har~s due to the tasks 

they undertruce.(80) 

Individual freedom was given a heavy weight in the 

1956 Constitution. In part 2 (articles 30-63), the 

public rights and obligations of individuals were dealt 

with and can be classified under the following major 

trends: 

I. That all Egyptians are equal in their rights and duties 

without any discrimination on the baBis of race, language, 

religion or belief. (article 30) 

2. Freedom of worship, expression, sCientifiC research, the 
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press and peacable a ss e~l bly i s gurnn t ce d ~ '/i i hin the limi ts 

allowed by law. ( articles 43-46) 

3. For the first ttme in the !:lodern hi s tor y 0 f Egypt , ':: ODl'e n 

were gi ven t he same fran chise ri ght s as men • 
. 

4 . Edu cation as a rieht to all :sgypti a ns (a rticle L~9 ). 

5. The right of employment i s a c or.l!n itlJient o f th e sta t e t oward s 

Egyptian individu~ls ( a rtic le 52 ). 
6. The right to unionization was secured. (article 55). 

Se en aga inst th e ideal typi ca l moderni t y (that ITill be 

elaborated in ch~ 5), it is c~ear t ha t t he I 956 CODati t uti on 

r epr ese:::t ed a cha nge to"!a rd s s ound ' plJ l i t l c .1. 1 de ... ocrac y '. 

The a f firna tion of t he prir.ci~le of equalt~Ij 

gi v e r due a t t ention i n p olitic ~ l mod p. rnity , 

whi ch .sh ·~ S 

is evi dent . 

Fre edo::1 fo r indivi dua l s t o expr ess t homs olv GS 

by a l l means Via S suran t eed . Recognition of universities and the pres s 

~free inst i tuti ons f or publ i c opinion accor dl ~ith t he t d ~ I E 
(82 ) 

of ty}:i co. l rr odern i ty. ?'!or p impor t ant s ti 1..1 i s t h c e r a t 

of fr anchise to \'/ 0 ::1 en , \':hi ch ::'lust be t a!'\. en a s indi c 3. t or of 

th e zeal for activ part i ci pation in politic s by 0.11 

individuo. ls witt .no r ega rd to sex. One more conso li d~ ti ng 

step to the t rend toward widening the franchise ba s e i s clear 

in the Lm'; No 73 for I 956 which broUGht down the a be of a n 

EbJ~tian elector into eighteen years a fter i t had been 

25 and 2I for Sena t es and No t a bles re s pec t i vely in th e 1923 

Con s titution. (83) 
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The 1956 Constitution introd',lced more democratic 

trends than ~he ones that prevailed even in the fi~t 

years of the revolution, and according to which many 

key administrstive posts were a privilege for free 

officers of the first and second line. The principle 

of prefering men of trust (ahl al-thika) to men of 

experience (ahl al-khibra) was shaken, but not ended, 

by the 1956 Constitution. On the one hand, elections 

were performed on an expanded franchise basis. 

Provis1.onal councils that were initiated in thE. first 

years of the revolution under the supervision of the 

Revolution Com~and Council, as the Presidential Council, 

and the Executive Coucils, were to give place to a 

relatively more constitutional syste~ to operate. 

2. Ecomomic Realm 

A climate more favourable to change in economic proposals 

was found in Egypt by 1956. The new leaders, by that time, 

had accomplished a complete national independence that many 

former governments had failed to do. BeSides, the dispute over 

leadership was settled and the legitimacy of the new rer,ime 

was ascertained. Anti- revolutionary elements were removed 

or driven underground. 

From the text of the I956 Constitution, it is possible to 

point out three major trends in the economic realm: 

I. That the state should practise more control in econoffiic affairs, 

a trend that has remained eversince. Government share in develonment 
rose accordingly from about 28 million pounds in 1952, to 34 in-
1953, 53 in 1954 then to 66 in 1956 but with vigorous rise 
since then amounting to 2400 millions' in the 1970' s. (8.4) 
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2 . That th e di versifica ti on o f econ ony through indu~trinli za t i on 

- wha tever the difficulties enc ountere d i n th e fir s t fou r ye~r s 

of the revolution- should be vi go rou sly pushed mea nwhile 

horizontal and vertic a l agricultura l expans i on s hould no t c ease . 

3. PlanniD~ is necessary, and it sho'.l ld be 'cc~prehen sive ' 

s ide by s ide Vii th the previous s ector- wi se }lla np.L .G. 

The 1956 Constit ution gave a c] e Ol r indi c :, t or 0 f \111 ' : t ro::'e 

the pr i va te economi c a cti vity s hould :play i n. :':,8 n a t~ c :-: ,~ l C C 0 :1 0~,:y . 

I n t .e fir s t plac e , pr i va t e ac t i vity an~ pr~v ~ t e o v~er G hip 

r O c o ~ f'-i "" ed ("r-l- '; cl p "; ) "/h- t ' C' "' .. o1"C : ""_ .. 't' l' V'lt r> ': ct i\" -":.-; ';;81" e _ ..,. . .... .... 0.1. v-'- _ ./ . ,. -A _ '" 1.1 - •• • v 

~as givD~ 6urantees t o r e~ain, 'fre e fro~ s t a t e intcrf cr ~~ c c ' 

«rticle 0 ). Ho vever, accordi ~ G to th 0 sa~o a r tic l e , 8nre 

r ul es ~ cr e pu t expressi~e a t e~de~ c y t o ~~ r d ' c cnt rol ] e~ 

c ~pit Jictic ec onomy '. In ord er f or thG ~rj .vat c ~ ctivlty to 

en j oy t !': a t fr eedon , th e CC!' s t ::Lhlti 'J !1 st E'.t e d t ~- t i t ~' ~ ~ .:n; ] cJ L ..... ~ 

' ~rej udice publi c interes t s c r enda ngpr th e rG o?l e ' ~ G~c l tity , 

or i nfri!1ge up on their freedo::1 or c11 eni ty ' , ar t icl !? S). I ~ t l,is 

'::,q , the Cor- s t i t ution c Rl1ed f or ," hat rf.icht be ca l l ed Cl 

r ec onciliat i on between priva t e a nd p~~ l ' c e C 0~ G~i c a c t ivi ty 

'in th ... \,lay tha t e!"lsur es soci a l ai~l s B!'] d p~l bJi c v:el f a r p. '(Arti c} c 10). 

The pr e s ence of t he s t a te in ra G~ la t in~ t t e econc~ i c 

a f fai r s , ~hich ~ s in the fir st o f the r cvolu t~onRry per i ods 

hi dden ~ehind the a r rar ... n- ement s th .:l t ',':e r c desi cr:ed to .::t t t r 'lct 
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bo h fo reign and Po ;) t lonQl capl tQ l i s t s t o i~v e:.> t in ~nd 1 ) ::;try , 

s horre s ome chanc;e in t he s e cond pe r iod . St 'l t e inter f eren ce 

be came c! cQr er, and leGitimately justifi ed in tho count ry ' :.> 

con s t itution . The trend tow:.l,rr'l sta t e Guidance j.n ec onor.:y V,ras 

even clea r er i n t he f ield o f i ndus try. The tr en d was ju~ t i fi e d 

by t he Minis t er of Indu s try in I957 on th e gr ol nd::; t hat : 

" I f capi t al i s t s vt ere Ie ft fr ee t o inv es t th eir C il, l. i t !3. 1 in 
the i ndu3 tries they liked, or were a bl e t o det/ er mi ne 
L a }11a c e , volu~n e and obj ect of t heir pr oj r; ct , ir', t hr; 
mruner they desi r ed without control or s upcrvl~~o~ or 
[il.::! danc e f r on: th e Govern.."!len t, \'.' h O :3 (> t .:-1;: '~, t o see tha t 
t h ey avoi d ways l c .:tdint; to ri sks and to rro t ec t th e~ ': fro !:!1 
t ho consequen ces o f ba d inv cs t~ en t, gr ea t har~ ~ ould 
be f 311 the public welfa re. It hns been obs erved th n t t ht ~ 
a b~ nlute liber ty ~ s t oft en l e~d ~ t o the e~l ~tenc c o f 
indu <:: tria l proj e ct s D') t neened in c)":lY ·: ~I ".; f ::;r t h " n''l. t i o .. a l 
ec ':nomy". (85) 

Th e call tha t the sta t e phou l c.l hD. ve l'1 or ,'· rol ·? to nl'-.t y 

i n E[5y::-·J..ian ec o. j O~.;y s '!1r ir.g .s , ir. the 1956 Const! t~ t i. o;-; , fr o::J 

t~e r c s:on~i bili t y of the s t at e to~nrd t~ a ltv l .. u c o : ~~ tl ~ ~s 

o f all i t s su bj ects . Acc or dir.c t o nrt i cJ e 17: 

" The st a t e endeavour s to secure a de c ent li vi~G ~tnn ~ Q~d ~~r 
every sitizen, ~·ii th the ni::i of providi:;C food , (86)<:; i. .C, 
h ea l th, cul t ural a nd s ocial ser\r:i ,c es fn r a ll". 

It WD.S a cc ep ted t ha t t he na tura l r esourc es nho tld be subject 

to firm c ontrol on the part of t he sta t e . The C ~ n stitutio~ 

text left no shad o~ of doubt t hat: 

"Na tural resources , wh eth er subterre,n e~rt or in t erri toria l 
wa t er s , a re the property of the s t~ t e which it ad~i nis t ers 
taki ne i nto acc ou:lt the eY.i [e ncies o f na t ionn. l v: e[',lth and 
na t i ona l econo:::lY." (ar ticle 26) 
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Eco no:n ic diversi fic a ti on throu eh i ndus t rializtJ ti nn C.:1.ined 

~ore a cceptance in the second period of r evolutio~ ary dev el ope en t 

in c omparison with the first. A clea r t endency to el eva. t.e i ndup t ry 

within a national industrial proeramme was embar ked upon in 1956/57 

with five objectives to be a ttained: 

I. To a ccelera te the rate of growth in the na tiona l econo~y throuGh 

the industria liza tion schemes to be carried out particula rly 

the heavy industries. The above plan was thoueht of a s a 
( 87) 

' prclimina ry step for quick industriali za tion in the future '. 

2. To increas e th e na tional income t hr ough a n incrc s c i n the 

inves t ment in indu s try. The anticipa t ed ne t increase in i nc o~ c 

as a result of th e execution of th e pl a n was 80 ~illion pounds . 

The share of indus try in th e na t iona l in c o~ e 13 t o r ise fr o~ 

II% to 1 9;~ by the end of the fiv e years . 

3 . Th e increase of the cha nc es of ernploY:7lcn t a b!3 or _, tion . I t "' ~ S: 

estima t ed t ha t t he plan would a llow a toto. l ir. cr n:t se of 

500 .000 enrloyer s . 

Lt . Narrowing th e gul f in inc 01:1 e a nd \'!co.l th. The i ncr s .; Be 0 f 

individue l incoI!1e espe cia lly for th e ':Iar king a nn t h e ~n:d c.: l c 

class wa s assume rt to h e l~ in creating the socia l ist soc iety 

" t"" 1 d' .. t · t" (88) t ha t al ms a mlnlmu~ c aSSl u lnc lons • . 

The spec': a l a ttenti on Given to in 'luGt ry cou l d al so be d.e d."Jced 

fro~ leei sla t ions . Law No 21 of I958 

t he organiz3.tion and cnc ou r 3. c;em cnt 0 f in d'Ll Gtry.~.J. s. issu ed i. ni -:" 1.: 11 y 
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to di r ect the industrial activi ty in th e country n cc ordi ~~ to 

t he: r u les th a t might f il l the g ap s in th e> pr r ; v iou ~; i ndu:.:;t r i .'l l iza i; i cn 

a t t e:r:pt s , and to a l low th e u t ':l o s t porGiblc b ene fit f or th e; r; 3 t ion3 1 

e COn0ID J" f roT:: the limi t ed dev e l-opli~ ent r e Gou rc es . The es t Rblj.shrlent, 

0.1 t e r D. ti on or ch anGe 0 f purpoGes 0 f t h e i n nuGtri .'J.l firr:!!] h :J n to 
(89) 

be liC An s ed cy the Hinis tr·y of 1 n~ u f; try . Th e r·:ir.istr~r o f 

I njust r y ~as a l loITed by l aw , to 6!v e all kin ds o f te chni c a l, 

fi nancia l and t r aini ng cd.d fo r th o en c()"'.l:::- n. c er:e nt of i!"1(lu s :r' j-. 

Al l inforl:~ n. tion .::bo"Jt the indu c t:::-i ;:; l firm::; '::28 t:) b e pr · :; onte :1 

t o th e r:ini str,Y of Inc:..:.ctry • . 

As f or' pla~nine , the s uccess of the trc~d i L t he fi r s t 

revoluticn3ry phas e -j' d6 s d by th ~ nur:: bcr of pro j ect s th~t could 

be execut ed- r ais ed ~or e t he va lu e o f pl~~ninG 1 . the eyeR o f 

t ~9 l ead e rG . La~ No 78 of 1 957 ~n5 i G=u e d ir to ' ucinc for th : 

f i r sL t imc.i n th e Egypil'\.an econo:: ::r the ' l ()~r:- r·.l,n6 n t ~ ()!1::11re~ ens.l\'" e 

planning throu6h th e ' Supr e~ Council for Nati~n~ l Pl ~~~i~= ' 

a nd th e ' Ta tiona l PlanninG Co:::mi t ": ce '. (90) The fi~s t, rm s -:' c b e 

c oncerned r!1. th de f ininb th e econor. ·~c an d f j oci3.1 , ~ oal~ f t l: c' S t :1 t n 
I 

Th e second \'las concern ed \'lith the Fr epor3ti ol: of t he g ener:s l })l ::' n 

for ec on o~ic and socia l dcvcl cp~ eDt bas e d on th e Gtud i es it pcrforns 

a nd th e pr o j e ct s ; ,res ented to i t by v :t r ious r.linis t r ies eGf'8 ci :t lly 

~ith r eca rd to the follo~ing: 

I. Si z e and kind of t ~e fina ncial, ma t eri~ l a nd hu~s n rc r o~ :::-c es 

:l v3ila bl e . 
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2. Ways of utili'Z.ine these resources in production, 

investment, private and public consumption. 

3. Systems of finance in both the private and public 

sectors. 

4. Special systems related with the provision of foreign 

currency. 

5. Programmes and projects of development ir. all economic 

and social sectors. 

6. Programmes of technical and vocational training. 

7. Organizing the co-ordination between the economic and 

executive bodies, whether public or private.(9I) 

With this wide range of tasks that were attached to 

the 'Supreme Council for National Planning' and the 

'National Planning Committee', there was but little need 

for the two previous councils for planning previously 

established in the first revolutionay phase (I952-1956) 

namely, the 'Permanent Council for National Production' 

(P.C.R.P.) and the 'Permanent Council of Services' 

(P.C.S.) ":hich were abolished with the issue of the 

above law (No 78 of I957). 
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c. I96I until present 

I. Political Realm 

The mc- jar l andmark in the period is t he pr or:ulg,",l. ti on 

o f t he ' Na t i ona l Charter' in I96 2 nft er t he unani~ous 

a r.; pr oval on the part of the ' Na tional COf1 ere ss o f Popular 

Power s '. It draY/s a clea rer di ffere nt ia t ine line [rof'l th e 

pre-revoluti on 'political democracy' than do cs t hc I956 

Cor.s titution. By 1962 , the Revolution lea ders had 'tlec or.-: e more 

co. tu r e \'li th ten years 0 f eX}> eri enc e in ru l e • So cl e9,r and 

spe ci f i e i s th e li ne dra\'In by th e 'Cha rt er' tho. t"i t pr e sc:G ts 

t he ba s e on which a ll subs equent do cu rn e~ t s e ~?e ci~lly th e 

' pe r :nanen t CO:l s ti tution ' (T9'f.) a nd t he 'Oct ::ber \'lor lti nc 

Pa~er' (I974) built. 

It is tru e tha t poli t i cal de:nocrac y was r e~arded in t h n 

do c ~~ ent s o f both the pr e- and po s t- rev~lu ti o~ eras a s t he 

ub:os t t he coun try could aspir e t o r each . Bu t th s di f fcr er.c r 

s t ems fr om t : o ma tters ~hi ch have th eir ~l d e- s c a l e repcr c us~i oli 

i n the demo cra tic applica tion , n~ely t he pa rticipa t ion of 

t he masses in the poli tica l affairs o f t h e sta t e and the wa y 

they a r e r epres ented. 

While the Egyptian mass es were evi dently neG l ec t ed in 

th e pre-I952 de~ocracy as a refl ection of th e d om i~ tion of 

t he feudalists a nd ca pita l i sts allied with t he King, the pla ce 

of t he mass es in the 'na tional Chart er' is r.lUch hi Gher. 'The 

va lue of the true revoluti on lies', as t he Chart er s t a te s , 

'in t he degree of its popul arity, i n th e exte~ t t o which 



i t i s an expr es s ion of th e vas t mDs~es , in the extent to 

whi ch i t rno bilises t heir forc cs to build t he fu ture, 

and also in the extent t o whi ch it ena bles t hese m~GSCS to 

i mpose their TIill on life ,~92) 

Th e philosophical basi s on which the democ r a t i c perc ep t ion 

in th e 'C k rter' Vias fou nded, linJ{ s 'revolution ' a!1d 

' progressiv eness ' with 'active participa t ion ' a nd ' sound 

r epresent a tion' o f th e whol e people in th e r ule . From this 

angle , t he nerce ption of democracy is mnde a cause o f li f e 

f or t he ne','! reGim e to a cc omplish r a th er t han a mat t er o f 

' gr an ted ' rights to th e lonG deprLv ed mas s eG. T~e 'Ch ~ rt~r' 

s t a tes tha t: 

"A revolution i s na t urally a popu l a r a nd progre s:::>1 ve ::l c ti on. 
It is t he action of t he wh ole pe o]Jl e l:1 us tering their st ren[;t1. 
in a d termined attemp~ to remove a l l obstacles and barrier s 
s tan dinc in the way of life t hey conc eive as des irable . I t is 
a l so a a jump a cross the ec onomi c a nd s ocia l un d e~d evel () n",:ent) 
~ith th e inten tion of making up for wha t ~a s lo s t 8!1d o f r ealising 
the great aspirations whi ch form par t o f \'.'ha t the people ";2-n t 
for th e future generations. 

Th e revolutionary action, therefore, would r.ot be poss ible 
unless i t possessed these two a ttributes: 

I. popularity 
2. progressiveness 

A revolution is not the work of one individua l, other wi se it 
would be merely a subjective and despera t e action a gainst 
a whole society. Nor is a reVolution the work of one group, 
otherwi se it would be a mere clash between thin group and 
the majority of the population.JI _~93) 
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In later documents, the ideals of politica l moderni ty 

in the minds of the leaders is s hown revolving round t he 

t wo cores previously mentioned: 'active participa tion' 

and 'sound representation' especially in so f a r a e the ma sses 

are concerned. Democra cy came at las t to mean the ass ertion 

o f the people's sovereignty, the pla cing of all powers to 

serve t heir ends. Such a trend is made clear in the tP er~ , nen t 

Constitution ' vhich sta te s t ha t s over eignty i s so l ely f or 

t he pe~ple ~h o a r e t h e s ourc e of a l l po~ er. Whil e the peopl e 
(94) 

pr actise i t, the y pr acti l3e a nd sa f eGuar d th e na t iona l unity. 

T TI O ma j or principles govern t he conc ep t of poJi t i ca l 

de~ ocracy in the 'Ch~rter ' as well a s in s ubsequ ent doc ' ~ents : 

I. Tha t poli tic a l democracy canno t be seper a t ed fro~ socia l 

de, oerncy. 

2.Tha t no l i ticaJ de!"2ocra cy ca!1not exis t und er th e d O"":i r: ""', t i r")'"' 

of anyone cla s s . (95) 

The disr egar d of 's ocia l demo cra cy' in t he I O.?3 Co .... ,...L.; t ·· .L.J..· ~ -~ J - _ ~ w _ _ w ~_ , 

as has already been nentioned, ha d far r ea chi nG e f fect:.; C"', 

the pr e-revolution democra t i c experiment. Econo;:; i c as ·,'.' e l l 

a s po _i tical power. 'lar5ely sank in th c hc-t ncl.s o f .:In allianc e 

beb.' een th e capit a lists, the f eudaJ i e ts and th e Kin g · .. :hile 

the cass es had no ro l e to do except to wa tch the s trugGle over 

po~er. Such a lesson was learnt by the lea der s of th e 

Re volution a s is clearly express ed in the tCh~ r t er'. 

A citizen could not be imag i ned 3 5 fr ee to vot e unless he 
enj o~s three curantees: 
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( a ) He s hould be free fro m. exploi t a tion i n ,J,ll f or ms . 

(b) He should ha ve a n equal oppor t unity for a so od shor e 

in th e national wealth. 

(c) He s hould be free of all anxi e ti es t ha t under Qine t he 

security of hi s future. (96) 

Such gurantees were t houGht of TIith th e 2 i ~ o f 

pro tec tint; th e po or ma s co s ' from fu tur e possl bi l i t ies 0 f 

f or ging t heir i'iill a s was t he cas e be for e I 952 . Fr om t hi ..., 

angle t ','/o guid elines \'fe r e s t a t ed by the 'Cha r ter ' a nd ':I e r e 

as sured i n subsequ en t d oc l.l.z~en t s par ti cul .:'. r ly t ho ' lJerma.n on '" 

Cons titution ' and t he 'Oct ober WO~tins Paper': 

I. Tha t t !1 e mass es of peasant s a.nd ·:: ork ·, .o~ 3hould Get a t 

l east half o f t he s eo t s in t he poli t i cal a nd .L. O !I" J. f'~ c:rr " . ~ .. ~.Z · 1.t -

ions a t al l l evel s in cl ldjng t he ' N ~ tional A sso~bly ', on 

sround s t hat they repr8se~ t tho ~a j : rity o f the peopl e . 

I, peasant '::as oper a t ionally de f ined a s t he ind::"vidu:l. l ':!hc , 

incl uding his i~mediat e fa.~ily, dees no t D ~n ~o r e th n t pn 

fe ddan s of land. He mus t be living ir. rur::l. l or ccfn d his only 

s ource of income should be fro~ t he produ ct ion o f h js 

agricultura l l a nd. A wor~er i s on e ~ho is cn ca t ed in ei t her 

i ndus try, agricul t ure or servic e s with his only i ncome from 

his salary. He cannot belone to a profes s ionrt l organiza tion 

and is not a graduate of a university, a higher inditute 
(97) 

or a military academy. 
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2. That the way in which sound representation of the popular 

masses might be accomplished, is for the political 

organization to betbased on free and direct election.,(98) 

The 1964 Constitution 

The principles that were initiated in the National 

Charter, were affirmed in the 1964 Constitution. A clearer 

differentiation of authorities was fostered by the new 

Constitution. Policy drafts whether by the Executive or 

other bodies, have to gain the consent of two-thirds majority 

of the National Assembly. Balance in power between the 

President of Republic and representatives of the people 

(National Assembly members) was maintained. In case President 

opposes one law passed by the National Assembly, it is 

automatically promulgated if the Assembly passes it another 

time by a two-thirds majority. Confidence could also be 

drawn from the Government by the National Assembly. In case 

the President dissolves the National Assembly, he must call 

for new elections at a J:laxir.1U::t of t\':o months. 

In '~olicy implementation', the Cabinet of Hinisters, 
~ '. ~ 

headed by;Prime l·!inister is entrusted with undertaking 

policies at the national level. Concentration of many 

economic and political activities within state control 

remained unchanged. 

With the 1964 Constitution, it can be said that 

representatives of the people gained greater responsibilities 
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which later documents secured. The chance of active 

participation was, in the meantime, made open for all 

Egyptians with no regard to sex, race, religion, social 

status, economic conditions •• , etc. However, it must be 

taken as a different cause ":hether the Eljyptian masses 

benefited by the new chances open for their active 

participation. 

The A.S.U. as the one political organi2ation 

The .A.S.U. statute (1962) proposed that there be 

a "social vanguard which ~eads the people, expresses their 

will, directs national action and undertakes effective control 

of the progress of such action •• ,,(99) The formula.1\·;hich \'I:::'::; 

unanimously accepted by the peopleJwas the establishment of 

the 'Arab Socialist Union' (A.S.U.) as the one comprehensive 

political structure that encompasses all categories of the 

popular powers. The goals attached to it were: 

I. The realization of sound democracy by the people and for the 

peopl~so that the revolution might be 'byt tho people in its 

stvle, and 'for' the people in its aims and p~rposes. 

2. The realiZation of the socialist revolution ~hich is the 

revolution of the working people. 

3. Driving the probabilities of progress in a revolutionary 

way for the benefit of the masses. 

4. Protecting the securities stated in the National Charter.(IOO) 
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The proposed organization of the A.S.U. w~s designed to 

cover the whole country geographically as well as categorically. 

From the twenty-five governorates (muhafazat), down to districts 

or major towns (marakez) further down still to cover the ~ajor 

villages (qura), in each of the last category were formed 

'basic units' (lijan asasiyia). Twenty members for each basic .. 

unit were elected by all citizens registered in the electoral 

lists for public election. From among the elected twenty, the 

secretary and assistant secretary were to be forwarded up to 

the Imarkaz' level. Similarly, town or district secretaries 

were entitled to join the next level (the governorate level). 

The proposed hierarchy is shown in the following chart. 
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Ch3.rt 2.I 

. (101) 
The Arab Socialist union Organi~ation Structure (1970) 

Cha I rm:'lnl 
[xocut I va COlfyn I ttoe 
10 mombors 

r 
I 

NatIonal I 
ASU Central 

Leval Commltteo 
1'i0 ",,,,,,bors 

t 
I 

National ASU Congress 
(I) All members of the Governorato Congresses 
en so ",embers of ttl/) s[1odal olf"ctlon suporvlslon (:orrmittt'o 

25 Governorato Governorato Executlvo Officers 

Governorate Congresses --+ Commlttoo 
--0+ 

(I) Parly Secretary 

Level Delegatos from of 20 . (2) Assistant 
each 01 s tr It:t Secrotarles 

210 District IJlstrlct [xecutlvo Officers 

District Congressos 1--+ Comm I ttoo 
I--~ 

(I) Pilrty Secretllry 

Level Delegates from of 20 (2) Two Ar.slstant 
elleh O;,slc Unit !ior:rotnrles 

. 

7,564 Oaslc UnIts O.)slc UnIt Party 5ecrol.HY 
Viliaye All active members -- .. Comml Hoes 1--+ 
Level of the ASU 10 momllcrs 

po r cornm I t toe 

Formal Election ... 
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The proposed goals and structure of the A.S.U. were 

not sound when put into practice. The gravest of the defects 

were related with its failure to mobili~e the masses and 

showiness which prevailed among its members, as was reported 

by Mayfield (I97I).(102) President Sadat recognized these 

defects and severely condemned the rise of 'Power Centres' 

(Marakez al-Quwa) who turned the political organi~ation into 

a futile tool under which respect for law and for individual 

freedom were relaxed.(103) Rectification of the 1952 revolution 

was started in 1971. The Permanent Constitution (I971) 

strongly emphasized the rights and freedom of individuals 

declaring the illigitimacy of any arrest, violation of 

privacy or any sort of restriction of personal freedom unless 

by judicial order.( 104) 

The one-party system was subject to examination on a 

large scale since 1974 on the part of the government, the 

National Assembly members, and a great m~ny intellectuals. 

The outcome was a condemnation of the A.S.U. as the one 

political organiLation. A new trend in favour of the Western 

model of parliamentary system gained many adherents. Since 1976, 

political parties have been allowed, but it is too early to 

pass judgement on the new experiment. 
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2. Economic Realm 

Two major trends have been emphasi~ed in the National 

Charter (1962), the 30th March Declaration (1968), the 

Permanent Constitution (1971) and the October Workine Paper 

(1974), namely the necessity of scientific culture for 

Egyptian society, and 'social equality' among its individuals. 

With these two major trends,the thoughts about modern economy 

in Egypt since the early 1960's are concerned. 

On the one hand, backwardness was linked in the nationo.l 

Charter with the absence of scientific spirit.(I05) On the 

other hand, 'Arab Socialism· was suegested as a formula, not 

copied from the Marxist or Western teachings, but originating 

from the Arab Islamic heritage.(I06) 

'Arab Socialism' was to aim at the realiozatlon of both 

political and social freedom for individuals and their protection 

from explOitation and anxieties. This was suggested to foster 

the .inherent rights (al-huquq al-tabeyah) which are put in five: 

I. The right to life (al-hayah), and the preservation of healtr.. 

2. The right to freedom (al-hurriyah), human freedom, civic 

freedom, social freedom, and moral freedom. 

3. The right to education and knowledge (al-ilm), which is of 

higher value than piety. 

4. The right to.dignity (al-karameh), i.e. to have the right 

to enjoy an honoured position in society. 

5. The right to own property (al-tamalluk) with labour as means 

of acquiring property and place in societY.(I07) 
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Th e doc t rines of ' Ar a b Socialism' wer e put i n a series 

of leGi s l a t i ons a ll desiGn ed to e. s ure the abov e ' inh er cn t r j Cht 3 ' 

a nd prevent a l l fo rms of expoli t a t ion t o be pr ~ c t i G cd aG~in~ t 

th e po or cla sses : 

a . Law No II I a nd l I2 of 1961 f or t h o distr i bution of t h o pro f i t-

o f co :npanies a lloca. t ing 2;1';6 f or th e Yiorl\. er s a nd of flcia ls , a T: 

t he 75% t ha t remains for share hol c crs . 

b. Law 10 113 o f I9fI pu t tine a maXimllL'! lirn i t o f IJE 5 .00 0 a n r: u·'1IJy 

f or t~ e he~d o f a bc~ r. d of directors . 

c . Law rTo 11 4 0 f I96! t ha t th e i":orl~er .:; ho· ld ... c r c::,r e 8C. torl i. . 

boa.r ds of di rectors by t '.'.'o ou t o f t!i e s ev e., . One of tl e triO j s 

t o be e1 c t e d 3 5 r epr esenta t i ve o f ~ ork er c an~ t he 

r epr o s e~t D. ti v e of t he offici a ls . 

d . Let"! 1:0 1 15 o f 1 961 0 i enti. 8 s t '3 CP t ::l.): 3.tio !~ I): . nco .. C' i!: t h ~' 
-:-; e t 

highe s t c ~ t cc o~ie s t o r e ch 9~ : o f th0 1t c t · · ~ i nc ome n CA GO 

i t excc sd e. L~ 10 . 000 . 

e . L .:: No 117 of 1 961 f or tl e na t i::mali2. a t ~cn o f Til o fir ,:] :;. 

i nc l ud i!!b all th e h:Hll~s a nd ins '.lrR:".ce c Qr.:;n n::l. J f::: . 

f. La ':! '-; 0 lI9 o f I 95I t ha t li ! :1 i t e~ th e:; i nc i vi cual ro ~s e :-~~). i::1 

159 c O~ ~ ~ ::1 i e G ~ith a ma ximum of L3 10 .000 . Th e eXC ~3 C Ch lU l d be 

t ~t en a s th e State ' s pos s esGi on . 

g . Lau No 1I8 of I 961 th t the ' Fublic Sec tor ' s hould s h ~r c i n 

91 c lJtlpanl e:J \'li th a s ha r e t ha t i s no t le ss t h:m 50;:' o f the C E- ni l a l • 

h . La w ... 10 12 0 of I 9GI for t he orbC. n:'7;, t i o!! o f c ottnn export fir r.1 s . 

; La\" 1'! ::l 127 of 1 96I t o brine th e r:;axi!::~w o f 1 -' n do '." ::1 er ~h ill to .... . 

100 red dnn ~ . La \'! I ~9 ex em~t e d t he : c as~nt 6 ~h n ben e f i t ed by t~ c 
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.La\! of La:1cl Re form o f h al! t ho in:::: to. l'11oni.. s nn d i r, t crc' c;; t s ill.lG 

j. La':: No I 33 of I 96I limiting th e \'.' o rl~ h ou rs )l oY I I ? h 0u r s 

we ekly as a ~aximum . 

Th e a bov e l a u s issued muinly in 1 960 ~ ~d I 961 r 0pr a s cn t 
(r08 ) 

v:ha t e co nomis ts o ft en r eg:\rc1 as the ' s oc i:t.l i::: t r c v GJllt i 0:1 '. 

The :at i ona l Char ter c a : e ou t in 1062 t o l a y th e s o ci ~ l i . s t 

trends on soUd Ground o f lcgi i; irr:-1. cy by :1. ffi1·~ t . S f ; v r; r·.\les 

on ~hi c h ~odern e c u:1om y i n ECyp t s hou l d bn ba =od : 

( ) ) Th e rca I e p r a c ti se fuI ] control O\1'e1' tr .:::. . c ': !~ ~ :: ''':' .:: th~ 

' Publ i c Sector'. ~ pl a c e was , nev erthelc=s : ~eF t f~ ~ ~riv~ t e 

c api t a l thoug~ ~ith i n a c e rt ~in limi t as t he Chnrt e r Gt ~ te 8 : 

" Thoubh it is incumbent up on !"lri va t e C D pi t a l to p Ci. r ti c j.pa t e in 
th e e x!)ort tra d e , t heR Publi c Sector TllU~t have t }le r:l ~ .l.~ . 8 h o. 1'c 
i n th a t f i eld t o p re,}ude al l p o csil:>le f!, ,'l~ldu lcn cy". (109) 

(4) I n fi!:an c e , n I l ba nk s s hould be within t h e fr:~.~e ·,'/o ri c of 

publ i c own 2 r~hip . Capi t a l' s r ole is n n a t i cn~ l o~ c th ~ t ~ust ~ o t 

be left to sp e cula tion a n d adv entur e . 1 n Gu 1' ~n c p c o~?n. i e s s~ o~ ld 
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as we ll be publi c o ~n c r~hip . 

(5) A cle3r dis t i nction sh ou l d be ~o ,e b e t~c cn t~ o ~in d c o f ~ri v ·' tc 

o":ne r s hip : tl e cxploi ti"!3 ond th e nO!: - 0xp1 I) i ti c;; . (110) 

Th r:> pri~ c ipJ e s of ' Ar a b ,s_ c ::'.::t l isnl ' v:e r e D.l so i nclu de d i n o~ e ''' '1. y 

or oth~ r, in l a t e r revolut i on a ry do cume n t .s ~uc h a :.: t }-l 8 ' 30 1-::: r ch 

Decl ::J. r a t i o!1 ' (I9 68), t he ' Permanen t CO!1s ti t ut i o l1 t (197 1) ::. nd t .. r. 

'Octo ber .'/ork i nG P .<) per' (I 971~ ) despi te r. n ir: Cl' GI18i e t c~ c1 _ n c:; 

t o' .rd~ Ii 'tern Ii s inG ec ono:-:J Y \ i tnes s cd ::;inc P. t h'J e ·· r l y I ,]70 ' s 

a s wi l l l a t er b e icdi c a t ed . 

The tr eD d to'.'!D. d corr.preh er s ivc planning \'I'1.S c"'.:1t i.ml e( :l~J 

cve:! consel i a t e by th e s ocia li s t Ii. e drn:::r.. i n t ; C ll ~' r t '? r 

~h i ch r eea rd s tha t: 

" efficient s oc i 'l ::U .. st _,l an.1i g is t h e [} !' :> n t c , f : J" t la ~Oll" :i 
expl oi t :J. t ion of <J. ct-..;. a l l y e xi s tinG reG01~r C e 3 , "'l r th 0 .";(" ":h i r. n r C' 
l a t eJ"l. t r p:) tentia l. At t h 0 Sarl e ti !:.c ) i. : ' .. 8 .'1 ,:t r a. tO t) f e r 
tho c o!: t il"ue (~ dis t:-i bu t i0, f f~.l1;da:.!entn 1. s c r vi ce s . It i s 
a l s o a ru r c ntee for r a i in~ t~e s t a n dRr . of ~errl cc~ ~l~ ~~~ y 
no ':: o f fe re • It i s i,;:.lrClC! t cc f or extendin g t ho s e se r v tc c;:) 
t o t he are~ ~ ~hich ha d fal l e~ vi cti~ t o ~ cc li G e rcc a ~ ~ 
i ne f fi c i e nc y .... " (In) 

"l'he fi~ s t f i ve - y ear plan for t he y ea r s I 9EO-I 965 ~_ . .:l :pnr t 0 f 

a broa d IC>- ye .... r plan(th e sec o nd :p."3.rt of '.':·hich \ as seu erely 

ha.!'"Jdi c 2 Y)ped by the 1967 War) aiIr.ed high a t ", he a chicve:-n€· n t o f 

thr e e ~ain goa l s : 

I. to double the na t iona l in c ome over te~ yea r s , 

2 . to a c hieve larger eEluali ty 0 f oppor~uni ty, a s ':.' ell a s a f ,'l irer 

di t r ibu tion o f inc ome a r: d p ro perty, a nd 

3. to expa n e:;] l OYr.Jent OPl.lortu ni ties . (112) 
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The t endency to~ a~d a ~or ~ I l b e r a l e co no~i c c y s t em i. 

flC;Jl' t si r~c e t he e r"rly 1970's v;;:; s dic t-.a t en b y G01118 un fa v01 r '"t tlc 

socio-economj.c c on~itio n G ~;a r t ; cu l <lrly s i nc e t he 1967 defeO-t. 

Pre s i den t 3adat who Guc c e e ded NaGser a ft er t h e l a t ter' s de a t h 

i n Sept ember I970, hi ghly fav our s ':;h a t C rmA t rJ be t e r r.: e d 

' Econ omi c Ouv erture' ( a l-j_n fit a h A.l-ikti sadi ) :'!hi c h r.cans 

L.e libera.liGa t ion r/h ~ t ev er t h e c ontra di c tj_0:1p' '.':i t! _ th e f o r r.:c t' 

r evolut iona ry experi enc e miGh t ri 3 e . Fxpres3ing Sa 3 t' ~ v l e ~ 

on th ' s c onc e r n , Ah.l!lad , in a reccL t OEeD s tudy rm th n ' . b ~ or :p ti ·.J" 

Ca J?a ci t:l o f the Ezyp t i"n Ec ono~y' (976) s t ates t ~ Fl t c 11c h ,l! 

r ea liti es : any r eGult i ng c ontr~di ctions bei~L ac ~ cptod a ~ 

c r en t ive a !1 d t or _ or :'es s , p 2r :::9. !le:1 t e l e l:': C!1t r o f El ne';: 

(I13) 
libe r a li scd inEt it'..lti o.l·:ll f r ame'.':ork '. As f ,"tr ::.J. .--: t Lo J e '" t rC':-}i 

'::o ::-ld a n s h ou d no t c o . f i ne h '?~ p. ] f t o 0 j e b . Oc . 

E~ypt, ~ e ~ n~hi le all f 3cilj.t ie_ a " d assura~ ce ~ o f ;r n t e ct ~ : . 

ne a in t nEl tio a Jiz .. ti on a r 8 Gi v en . A::.one t h e six :: "! jor t "'. ::;i:~ 

Ge t by t he Presid ent o f t he Re?:: bli c t o th o I 97'::> C · ~ bi::0.t or r:i!:i3t e r ., 

Y;'2 r e : 

"to c or r y ou t t he CfoFen- c1o or " po l i cy u nd t o ~rovi de t ::-~; s t r- nd 
f a cil iti es for a l l ; to spare t h e Feop l e th e br u n t o f t h e 

Vlorld ' s h i gh cos t of l i vi ng s. nd to p r ovide o n Ac c ept:'.bJ c 
s t a nda r d of living f o r a ll p e mple; an~ t o ma in t~i n the 
r e spec tability of 1 0.\': , th e ir:vi ol a biJ i ty of publi c f u ds 
a nd t r. e int egri ty of plblic serv i c es ." (II4) 
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The trend towar~ a mor c Gerious ou tl ook a t science on d i t c 

nec cs 2i ty in bui l ding ' modern' F.gypt, '::0.3 pr ' 'J ch c ri i ll t h0 

Na tion ::'.. l Cha rt er on a ccount of t he cou ;Jtry' s und c:rd v c.: l lJpJn p. nt 

and its l a geing behind in s cience and i t c appli ca t ion. It 

i dentified a wide gulf betr:een the country a.nd tl ll; '.'! o!'Jcl 

s cien t i f i c progress , a nd ca l l ed for a h ard ~r trial t o cn tch up 

~ith t~c revol u ti on of s ci enc e or , a t le~ G t , na rrow t h ~ cul f 

t ha t ~o s nd~i tt ed to be wid eninG . Th~~ , th e re ~ort to ~~~cn c c 

r.'o.:3 cY~r es::;ed i:1. t he Nat iona l C!l1:tr ter DS ~\ . j !~ evi t· · t Ic :'0 2 u ti on : 

II 
Our ability t o !!las t e r th e va ri ou s b :lnch e.., o f sd.onc e i s tl"=; 
only way le ft f or u s t o c o~pe~sa tc f or und crdG v el opMent. 
I f the n:;!. ti onD.l s t ruggl e r ~ a c hes ou r adV."'.nc c( "c;~C' c ,~ , , ~ ~ 

',:ould hav e a gr ea ter opportuni ty f or pr oc r e.3s j i t "'ou d 
make t he f or mer u f derdevelcprn e~t s ee~ a n advant~~c , f er ) + h f ~ 
b v c o~~ari5a n ttc ne~ achi ev ement ~c~ ] d appea r s:c c t~ c uJ ar . 
If t1:. 0 na tions on r:ho:n uncl.C rd eV 810p~l en t \" ,1.', i lc:"lo::c> rl , cOHl e 
no':: r.w __ kc a s t DT t s UP:!J cr ted bj' .:'.dvC'nc ed s cienc e , they ~' : ('u ] cJ '1- . 0 

a t a starting po i nt, supe=j n~ t o tha t froD whi ch oth er 
8. ,, --j :A CJ c cd De.t ions be Gan ." (II5) 

~i th this vie~ a t t~ e role of scienc e , t he N~ ti a n2 l C h~ rtor 

c c~ e s t o the c onclusi on tha t ' Th e ~a j o r e cono~ i c an~ G o c i ~ l 

~ ro bl e= s co n fro n t in[ our people , a t ~r esp n t, ~us t b e r e::olv e~ 

on a scienti fic 't-3.sis'. '(II6) Thus , th o n Q\'! ou tl ook D.t 3c i e;} cc 

waG delin e a t ed by a utiliteria n view t~rir g s c i enc e ns A m ea~ 2 

of so lving pressing econonic and other proble~ s , r oth cr t han 

' sci ene e for seienc e' s s ake'. Ho \',ev er, i t wa s env isa Ged t h :". t 

only at a l a t er sta ee o f t he country' s dcvel o~m cnt t ha t th o 

l a t te r trend Mieht be a~plicJble t'J ECYp t. Th P. No. ti ana l 

Charter a r C'..1es, in thi s r espect, t h:::. t: 
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"science for it s own sake is a responsibility which our 
national potentiality cannot shoulder. Therefore, science 
for society should be the motto of the cultural revolution 
at the present stage. The achievement of the objectives of 
the national struggle will enable us at a further stage of 
our development, to make a positive contribution to the 
world in the domain of. science for its own sake •••••• 
We cannot waste a moment before enterine the atomic age. 
We lagged behind in the age of steam and the age of electricity. 
This underdevelopment, although arbitrarily imposed by 
imperialism, has and still is costing us a great deal. We 
are noVi required, at the dawn of the atomic age, to jOin those 
who have embarked on this age." (117) 

A close look at the proposals included in the various 

documents convince any observer that Egypt has a deep desire 

to build a 'modern' state, and that the objective estimation 

of requirements is not lacking. Egypt's greatest dilemma 

is in turning rosy dreams' into fact. If 1952 is taken as 

a turning point in its 'rising expectations' for modernity, 

the 1960's and the 1970's are illustrative of its 'growine 

frustration'. 'Man' in Egypt is still the weakest rung in 

the chain leading to the reali~ation of modernity. Hence, 

the October Working Paper (1974) was right to call that 

Egyptian man has to be adapted to modern age of science 

and technology if 'modern state' is to be a fact.(II8) 

While the Five-year Plan (1978-1982) is honest in admitting 

Egypt's failure to establish a sound economic reforn that 

a modern state requires, it ~as careful to diagnose the 

cause of malady and the way to recover. The striking 

conclusion to which it came is that: "the starting point 

must be Egyptian manll. (119) 
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No-Change: (I) Unmodified Attitudes of the Adult Masses 
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The response of Egyptian adult masses to modernity 

proposals included in such revo1ution documents as 

the National Charter (I962), the Permanent Constitution 

(I971) and the October Working Paper (1974) gives clue to 

the staggering stride of modernity since 1952. Analysis of 

the unmodified attitudes of the masses as constraint to 

modernity proposals, is the major task of the present chapter. 

However, one should not underestimate the bright aspects of 

behaviour and attitude among Egyptian masses, which 

scholars like Galal (I966)~I) Ewais (I970),(2) and 

Refae (i97I)(3) have cared to analyse. Nor is it fair to 

deny that some success i'n attitude modification among 

limited sectors of the population has been reached in the 

last quarter of a century. But objective thinking indicates 

that such modification has been inadequate. Adult masses 

have remained inapt in their internalised attitudes to 

undertake the reali~ation of modernity proposals. 

As early as I957, Nasser, leader of the revolution, had 

to admit before the National Assembly, that contrary to 

expectations, the intended transformation advocated by 

the revolution was not an easy task, being conditioned 

by success to transform Egyptian 'man', a task he saw as 

very difficult: 
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" ••• the most important, the n • .Jst difficult, the most 

crucia1 of .our problems is to create in this part of 

the world a dynamic and watchfu1 nation and that human 

beings are the raw material from which a nation is made •••• 

To build factories is easy, to build hospitals and schools 

is possible, but to build a nation of men is hard and 
difficult task.,,(4) 

Four years later, he had to repeat in a more explicit way 

that the values and mores of the society have not undergone 

the necessary change required for transformation. In an 

address to the nation in October, 1961, he lamented that: 

"The legacy inherited by the Revolution was dark and 

cumbersome, both in the. machinery of government and its 

conditions, and in the sphere of class stratification 

and its rules ••• We have to embark on a full-scale 

operation aimed at a reformation of the values and mores 
of society.n(5) 

Awareness of the problem, did not mean the ability to 

deal successfully with it. Unmodified attitudes, W{e 

passivity, was found to be prevalent not only among the 

ignorant rural masses, but, to Haykal's surprise among the 

educated as well. He cared to exp .... lain how the question was 

not one of political loyalty to the revolution, but 

participation in it and interaction with it.(6) Passivity 

of the intellectuals has left the masses without the 

vanguard to lead the way before them: 

"The collaboration of the intellectuals with the revolution

ary drive after July 23, 1952 is not the ultimate aim. The 

natural and inevitable role for the intellectuals to play 
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was not "merely to collaborate with the Revolution"; it 

should have been "to interact with it, to adopt its cause, 

to take it in, to give it ••• its national ideology, to 

distill from their conciences and their knowledge its 

revolutionary doctrine, i.e. its road to the radical basic 
change in the structure of Egyptian society."(?) 

Failure to modify the attitudes or the masses in line 

with the preached proposals resulted in a serious handicap. 

population explosion could not be checked as the masses 

have not responded adequately to family planning programmes. 

Apathy, irrationality, passivity and familism remained as 

prevalent as ever. At the high level of responsibility, it 

was admitted that Egyptian masses have attitudes which 

contrasted with the basic values of the socialist transformation. 

The director or the Arab Socialist Union Institute specified 

fatalism, absence or faith in science and its findings, 

apathy, refusal to submit to the requirements of 

organi'Z.ed work; and the rejection of any planning or 

regulation of life. 

In the following part of the chapter the unmodified 

attitudes of the adult masses as constraint to modernity 

are put in the socio-economic context. 

(a) Attitudes toward partiCipation in political action 

Attempts to build sound democracy, as one of the six 

major goals announced on the outbreak of the revolution 
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required that the masses should, by all means, be attracted 

to participate actively in political action. Such participatjon 

could not be secured meQ~while the old political parties of 

the pre-revolution era remained the centre of political 

heaviness. Their failure to respond to the directions to 

rectify their organisational structure led to the liquidation 

of all parties in January 1953. In the meantime, there were 

other steps to elicinate all obstacles before the reali~ation 

of political modernity. Corrupt monarchy was to leave its 

position to Republican regime in June 1953. Accomplishment 

of complete national independence of British rule, was 

a third battle fought at' the same time. Amidst these, it 

was supposed that the masses should back the cause of 

political modernity by active involvement. However, passivity 

remained as before the revolution, and Nasser lamented in 

1955 that: 

"Many people ••• stood to one side as mere spectators, 

observing our revolution, as though they had nothing to 

do with it. They only waited for the result of a strug~le 

between two opposing forces, neither of which concerned 

them. Sometimes 1 resent this. Sometimes 1 demand of myself 

and my comrades: why don't they come out of their hiding 

places to speak/~d to act'l,~(8) 

Alliance of the whole popular powers within one political 

organization was adopted as a policy aimed at political 

integration. There was a series of such organiZations 

starting with the Liberation RaIley 'Hayat al-Tahrir' (1953), 
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followed by the National Union tal-1ttihad al-Qumi' (1957), 

then the Arab Socialist Union tal-1ttihad al-Ishtiraki 

aI-Arabi' (1962). 

Enthusiasm of the leaders to mobilize the masses, and to 

teach thea "how to elect their representatives properly,,(9) 

through membership of the Liberation RaIley was, 

quantitatively, a considerable success, what Professor Halpern 

described as 'the mobili7ation of millions in a few weeks •• (10) 

But, the attitudes of the masses involved was the decisive 

factor. Jeane and Si~one Lacouture, who happened to be in 

Egypt during that time, were led to the belief that the great 

numbers who flocked to have their names registered on the lists 

sought membership, not as a means to share actively in political 

action, but 'merely in order to obtain support and protection: (II) 

Vfuat the country needed for the enrichemsnt of the cause of 
'l\.ot 

political democracy was!the showy task of registration. The 

need was urgent to extend political action to the whole 

population and penetrate the rural masses. Such showiness 

yielded more harm than benefit for it gave false optimistic 

indication of political involvement. 

In the same way, the attitudes of the masses toward 

active participation were behind the failure of the'National 
I 

Union. In its structure, it was led by nominated well chosen 

cadre who was to interact with the elected committees on the 

basic-unit-level. Rpresentatives by election filled 29.000 

positions in its hierarchy. However, active involvement on 
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the part of the elected local leaders was not up to the 

standard. To Zartman, political action was characterized 

by showinESS and futility.(I2) With the absence of modified 

attitudes towards political action, the whole matter was 

blurred. Giving elected peasants in the rural areas the 

responsibility of leading political action in the community 

was double-edged weapon. Reluctant to take action on their 

own, whether because of the prevalent illiteracy or lack of 

enthusiasm, the basic units turned into miniature of 

government offices always waiting for instructions. The 

diletu:la, as one Cairo magazine found, "as a matter of 

attitudes of the elected· members of the basic units toward 

involvement in political action, for 8 •• all they wanted was 

to be regarded as government officials, and after they had 

been elected, they still looked to the government for 

instructions.,,(I3) Passivity of the masses was behind the 

failure of the second of the revolution's political 

organization as l-lansfield, (I4) Baer, (15) and Zartman, (16) 

tend to believe. The writer agrees with Mansfield that 

'The National Union never gained the confidence or interest 

of the mass of the people during the five years of its 

legal existence.,(I7) 

Such lack of interest on the part of the masses, besides 

crippling the effectiveness of the National Union, gave an 

easy access to anti-revolutionary elements to penetrate its 

activities and subvert it from within. Nasser admitted this 
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as a grave mistake: 

" .. - we committed a grave mistake •••• Vie formed the National 
.. s 

Union to act/a frame encircling the conflict between classes ••• 

Reactionary elements which infilterated into the National 

Union managed to paralyse its revolutionary effectiveness 
p 

consequently, the most important thing today is the pqular 

reorganization of the National Union to change it into a 
revolutionary organ in the hands of the national people ••• 

th .. 

•••• 

The National Union should be opened for/labourers; the farm~; 

the intellectuals; the owners whose property is not based on 

exploitation; to the officers and soldiers who represented 
the vanguard on July 23_,,(I8) 

The mistakes of the 'National Union'seemed to be in mind 

when the revolution established the ~rab Socialist Union'in 

1962. Insistance to reach the masses by all means, and in 

whatever place was the slogan. The basic units were formed 

in villages, workshops, companies, schools, Ninistries, 

professional syndicates, even in small residential suburbs. 

Furthermore, farmers and labourers were allowed a minimum 

half of the seats in all units and at all levels up to 

the National Council.(19) 

The new trends were nominally applied, but in practice 

passive participation of the masses was, but Slightly changed. 

In the 30th l-larch Declaration (1968), Nasser was inclined to 

imagine that the continuation of passive attitudes was likely 

to result of occupying all leading positions in the A.S.U. 

by nomination which seemed to block the way upward from the 

basic unit'~01ence, the organiz.ation, o.! the whole setting 
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from base to top by election was thought of as a fitting 

solution for the activation of political participation. 

Even after this reorgani~ation, masses lacked enth~siasm 

toward political action. With time, Nasser~diagnosis proved 

false, for the experiment was actually staggering from the 

passive attitudes on the part of the masses themselves together 

with the failure to recruit efficient and committed cadres to 

keep democratic interaction alive. 

With the persistence of passivity and showiness in 

political action, the A.S.U has lost any inflUence on the 

masses. The whole political sturcture in the country was 

to be re-examined in the I970's. The one-party political 

system was declared to be "sound in theory; in pra_ctice 

it is bad_,,(21) From the unsuccessful democratic experi~ent 

emerged an attempt since 1976 to allow divergent political 

parties, but an assesment of the new experiment has not been 

made so far. The vicious circle is expected to continue 

unless the masses have better attitudes toward participation 

in political action. 

(b) Attitudes toward scientific thinking 

'Rationality activism', which characterizes modern 

man are still not prevalent among Egyptian ~asses at large. 

Non-scientific attitudes and blind sticking to unfounded 

beliefs are suffered from. With the exceptio~f the industrial 

sector, the tools used by the majori~y are still traditional 
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and primitive.(22) Non-scientific modes of thinking are 

admittied to be prevalent at large and even among some 

sectors of the educated elites. Severe attack on these 

has been launched by an Egyptian scholar who was bold 

enough to argue that: 

"methods of thinking in our country are bacl:ward . 

to the extent that scientific thinking is lacking 

even in universities which are supposed to initiate such 

outlooks ••• As an out,eome of the absence of the scientific 

method, our mode of thinking is undisciplined, unplanned 

and unsettledfogether with incapability to discriminate. 

We still give importance to appearance rather than to 

coherence, and our behaviour is dominated by sentimental 

upheavals. With absence. of scientific means, our thinking 

is characteri~ed by adherence to metaphYSics, reliance or. 
luck, rope-dancing and indifference, and hence, fatalisrr..,,~23) 

The above view deviates from sound scientific analysis. 

It resorts to undesirable generali~ation with a great deal 

of exaggeration. However, to take the argument as applicable 

to the rural masses, seems plausible especially in the 

light of the prevalence of fatalistic attitudes among the 

vast majority of them. 

Taking 'fatalism' in the Rogerian sense as "the degree 

to which an individual perceives a lack of' ability to centrel 

his future,,,(24) calls fer the recognition of three 

subdimensions of fatalism: 

(a) supernatural i~fluence indicated by belief in theological 

and magical explanation of h~an behaviour, 
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(b) situational fatalism indicated by the belief in 

limited opportunities for improvement of conditions, and 

(c) project negativism or apathy toward development 

activity which is due to past failures.(25) 

In his classification, Rogers was focusing on Columbian 

peasants on whom he performed his study in the mid-1960's. 

However, applied to the Egyptian rural masses, Rogers' 

classification proves the prevalence of fatalism. 

Belief in the 'supernatural' is still a dominant 

characteristic of the Egypti~n masses. Peasants believe 

in the existence of the 'jinn' whom they imagine as 

"a society of unpredictable, capricious and tyrannical 

spirits who live under the earth, yet who in large measure 

provoke and stimulate the forces of nature that would do 

one harm.,,(26) Association is made by them between 

these supernatural creatures and the ununderstandable 

misfortunes that befall them and which they fail to predict 

as in the case of floods, storms, •• etc. Absence of 

scientific explanation reinforces the non-scientific attitudes. 

More than the jinn, there is the prevalent belief in 

malevolent creatures known as the 'aqran', spirits double 

of each peasant. This ghostly twin as perceived by Egyptian 

peasants "is born and dies ~~th its earthly fellow and tends 

to have the same characteristics. Jealousy is one of the 

salient features or these barren spirits and their 
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supposedly incessant efforts to harm or entice away the 

children of these living doubles causes the fellahin endless 

anxiety and worry.,,(27) 

Egyptian peasant has a clear tendency to resort to 

religion and holy books, sometimes moderately, but often 

vdth some exaggeration. His incessant fear of the future 

is linked or intermingled with supernatural powers. "His only 

hope", states Hayfield, "is to appease God by prayer or by 

seeking to bribe his spirits (jinn) that may well have caused 

this disaster in his life. Thus, continual prayer, combined 

with magic and the plac~ting of evil or unfriendly spirits, 

is the major way of obtaining heip.,,(28) 

The extent to which superstitutious thinking is 

prevalent among Egyptian people was a subject of empirical 

study by Ibrahim and Hansour (I962)~29) Their sample 

included 2I02 individuals representing sectors that varied 

according to education, class, place of residence, and sex. 

The statistical analysis of the findings ascertained the 

prevalence of superstitious thinking along the three 

dimensions dealt with in the stud7: the class dimension, 

the rural-urban dimension and the sex dimension. The 

correlation coefficient of the prevalence or" supersitions 

in the sectors included in the study as regards the three 

above-mentioned dimensions are indicated in the following 

table: 
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Table 3-.I 

Correlation coefficient between degrees of prevalence of (0) 
supersitions in the sectors as regards the three dimensions 3 

Sectors between which the degree of 

DimensioI correlation of superstltionprevalence iCorrelation 
was calculated coefficient 

. 

Hid. class town male Low class town male ,84 
n " " feme " " " Fe 1'1 • ,95 

Class .rid. class rural male " class rural male ,88 
" II II fern. " " " feme ,9I 

lid class rural male Hid class town male ,86 
Rural- II It It fern. II II " fern. ,93 
urban ,",ow " " male Low " II male ,89 

II II II feme II " " feme ,95 

lid class town male Hid class town fer: • ,86 
II II rural II " " rural " ,82 

Sex J.oow " town " Low " town II ,9I 
" It rural It " " rural " ,89 

h 
The figures of the above table Sow the compliance of 

t supersition prevalence in the three dimensions. The 

conclusio~ reached is that despite the variation in the 

eight sectors in terms of their individuals' belief in 

supersitions, they agree, to a great extent, in the type 

of superstitions that prevail in them.(3I) The prevalent 

supersitions were related with omens, keeping healthy, 

status of women, giving birth, pregnancy and marriage. 

Ewais (I970), made another study in which he attempted 
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to rind out the change in the features of the Egyptian 

society from 1952 to 1959. He regarded addressing holy 

saints by complaint messages sent to their tombs a 

phenomenon worth of study to see the extent of the 

prevalence of non-sc~htific thinking. After examining 163 

messages sent to the tomb of Imam el-Shafae (one eminent 

Muslim saint who died 1150 years ago), he classified them 

in three categories as follows: 

(a) Of the messages, 71 (48.5%) were addressed to Imam, of 

which 51 messages were addressed to Imam in person. 

(b) 46 messages (31.5%) were addressed to the tomb of Imau. 

(c) 29 messages (20",-0) were addressed to the religious bodies 

:in charge of Imam's mosque.(32 ) The conclusion to which 

Ewais came was, that such types of irratio!ial thought 
J 

paralyse the efforts made by authorities to so~e the people's 

problems and watch over their-interests. hore important still 

is the strong control prdctised by the dead over the 

present generation of adults. They face their life with a 

naive intellectual mode, a non-scientific one.(33) 

The resort to saints' tombs for healing instead to 

going to physicians, among the least educated masses, is 

another sign of irrationality. Ewais was struck to discQver 

that certain tombs have got reputation of healing specific 

maladies.(34) This runs in line with a saying adhered to 

by the masses: "Ask a man of experience rather than a 

physian". Hence, the resort to a tomb of a holy man 

or to a man of experience, no matter his degree of learning 
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may be a reflection .ofthe attitudes of the least educated 

to scientific thinking. Mayfield's comment is worth quoting: 

"In such a fantastic world, the magician and medicine man 

playa large part. They are in fact the only allies known 
to the fellah who can counteract the force of the unseen 
spirits, including the occult malignity or evil eye 
('ain a1-hasud) of his fellows.,,(35) 

The way the uneducated masses conquer the unknown 

is highly irrational. Sorne thinkers, like Amin, (36) put 

it under the Egyptian's belie! in luck. Various forms of 

astrology are found. Some dally papers even present a 

readable article under'your luck today'. There is no great harm 

if such an article is read by the least educated and for fun. 

Unfortunately, this is not always the case. In a study made 

on the attitudes of such readers, ~vais (1970) found that 

75% of the employees in one government office were regular 

readers of it. Some of them read it just for fUn, others as 

a good omen, a third group to compare what is predicted with 

what actually befalls. Some even believe. that what they 

read ueually comes true. The classification made covered a 

wide range of ages between 17 and 55 years of age, 

63% of whom were under thirty. !-1ales represented 78%, 

Muslims represented 82%, unmarried represented 5a;~. As for 

their educational standards, 9~~ were holders of intermediate 

certificates, and 10% were university graduates. (37) 
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Fatalism among the Egyptian masses in rural areas 

blurrs the cause-etfect relationships. They believe that 

life, death and growth are matters which an individual has 

no influence upon. This. leads to apathy as regards the 

problems encountered. While sutfering greatly from a 
tv) 

deteriorating standard of l1ving~reflected on his food, 

clothing~ accomodation, health, •• etc., he looks with 

apathy at the untiring attempts to convince him of the value 

ot family' planning. In Namek's analysis: 

"He knows that nature is irrisistible. It is God's desire 

that he will have many ~ffspring, whose number increases 
with time. By no means should he stand against such a 
mighty desire.,,(38) 

His firm belie! is that when a baby is born, food, clothins 

and all other necessities are sent from God. The matter then 

does not demand the slightest bother on his part. Accordingly, 

all efforts lbat the gover~ent make to check population 

have been futile. Issawi asserts this by quoting what a 

doctor in charge of one village social centre told him that: 

"the number of peasants who consulted him on means of having 

more children was, if anything, larger than that of those who 

wished to limit their number.,,(39) 

One explanation to the population growth dilemma in Egypt 

associates it with exaggerated involvement in religion. Since 

the mid-20th century, many religious pronouncements by ulama 

(learned men of religion) have affirmed that birth control 
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is in no contradiction with the tenets of Islam. These 

pronouncements, however, did not in the least solve the problem 

for, it is a matter of internalised attitudes. Hence, as 

Professor Baer argues, religious pronouncements are of only 

limited influence for, "belief has decisive social significance.~40) 

(c) Attitudes toward work, precision and time 

Attitudes of Egyptian individuals toward work in general, 

and particularly'manual'work are still unfavourable to the 

reali~ation of modernity. Reluctance to work is shown by 

an eminent Egyptian thinker and previous l-anister of Social 

Affairs.(4I) He analyses the present economic crisis in Egypt 

in the light of these anti-modern attitudes. The general path 

of an Egyptian youth is to learn at school with the ~ain 

view of getting an official post in one of the government 

• (42) officep'where there is no work to be done'. Work, to many 

of the Egyptian youth, as Hussein argues, has become a disgrace 

which the uneducated only have to endure.(43) It is possible 

to reject Hussein's argument on account of being exaggeration 

given in the absence of scientific researches on the pOint. 

However, his long experience with the youth as a Minister 

of Social Affairs and chief of the 'Socialist Party' before 

the revolution of I952 induces to take his analysis seriously. 

, , 
As for manual work, parents are reluctant to send their 
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children to technical schools and vocational centres, on 

which the future of industriali~ation depends. Shortage 

1~killed labour is aggravating day after day, as 

will be elaborated late~~4) So difficult is the dilemma 

that an Egyp~,ian writer raises the cry: 

"If we are embarking on a great industrial and economic 

movement, from where ~an we get the labour power to fill 

the vacancies in various projects? How can we attract our 

students to study at technical schools and institutions?,,(45) 

\Vbat is more revealing of the persistence of these unfavourable 

attitudes, is the }!inistr of Education's complaint in August 

1976 that the low passin~ rate of the G.S.C. exam is due 

to the great numbers of students from technical schools who 

sit for the exam more times in the hope of catching with 

a chance to join the university instead of carrying on with 

their technical and vocational studies.(46) 

The report of the }!inisterial Committee for Labour Power 

(1966) suggested a plan for the provision of manpower in 

Egypt more fitting for the quick industrial expansion. 

Assuming that Egypt's needs for skilled workers and technicians 

1s far greater than its needs for clerks and go~ernment 

officials until 1985, the report recommended that 80% of 

the Preparatory Certificate holders should be directed to 

technical education, and that only the remaining 20% should be 

encouraged to join the academic secondary education.(47) 
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Such recommendations could not actually be put into 

practice due to irresistible pressure in the direction of 

academic education at the expense of vocational and 

technical education. Labour power estimates for I980 

show an estimated shortage in skilled labour amounting to 

759.000 and a surplus in clerical posts reaching 160.000.(48) 

Taking the present and anticipated shortage in skilled 

labour from the perspective of imbalance between general and 

technical secondary education shows that the problem, i~ 

one of its aspects, is one of norms.One cause for the 

failure to carry out the .11inisterial Report's recommendations 

is, to Professor Labib , due to reluctance of preparatory 

school graduates to tread the path of vocational or 

technical education.(49) Such attitudes explain why the 

progress attained since the revolution in expandinz 

technical education has been'evolutionary' rather than 

'revolutionary' despite what reports recommend. 

The attitudes of the new entrants to the field of 

industry who flock from rural areas to industrial tOYins 

are found to impede the expansion of industry. Quoting \':h~t 

Nasser had bitterly commented that 'Our factories are filled 

with peasants', Palmer and Stern specified the case of Egypt 

as regards the need to modify the attitudes of such new entrants 

into the diSCiplined precision, punctuality and fadory 
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orientation.(50) It is much doubted that Egypt could 

accomplish such a task in the two decades that had elapsed 

since it embarked on wide-scale industriali2ation. 

A low degree of precision has been observed among 

workers in general, or what Ewais put as the preference 

of quantity at the cost of quality.(5I) Causes to such 

a state are varied~ 

On one hand, this runs in accordance with the prevalent 

traditions that favour outer appearance of matters 

-as illustrated by quantity- much more than they do with 

the coherence of matter~ -as illustrated by quality. The 

behaviour of many is still governed by such sayings as: 

- The bigger the pile, the less the mockery of the enemies. 

- To a lover, an onion is a shee~. 

-Better receive me warmly than provide me with lunch.(52) 

Ar interpretation to the undesirable attitude towards 
thr 

precision is given by/same sociologist who argues that 

Egypt started the process of trana~fOrmation in the early 

1950's,which is much later than other 

much below that from which many other 

_ .. 
countries,/from a point 

countries started.(53) 

It seems that the severe struggle with time in order to 

catch up with others,and the national feeling,flred by 

the rev~lution leaders,that Egypt can ·compensate underaev3lop~mt in 
(54) 

short time·, have driven such a defect further steps. Amidst 

the zeal to reassure identity, supremacy has to be shown, 

if not in quality, be it through quantity. 
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On the other hand, attitudes of the masses still 

reflect the agricultural type of life that has been with 

Egypt since time immemorial. Execution of wide-scale 

industrialization schemes hit ~~th the attitudes toward 

time and punctuality. The strict regard of time and 

punctuality that modern industrialization sche~es require 

are only met by leniency. Time is still measured not, by 

minutes and seconds, as is the case with industrially 

advanced countries, b~t rather in terms of the four 

segments of the day between the five prayers or a good 

}~uslim. An individual's time 1s still arranged as 'tomorrow', 

'in the afternoon', 'after sunset', 'in the evening', or 

'be fore noon'. 

Complementary to the above defect is that the Egyptian 

masses live in the past and present more than they live in 

the future. Hence, the difference bet~ ... een the Egyptian 

ma~ses and those of the more advanced countries of the West, 

lies in that, for the Egyptians, the present turns into 

past at the vert~oment the individual is conscious of it. 

So, the future becomes present at every second of life. 

The case on the other side is different. While people of 

advanced cotrntries think of the present or the future, 

they make precise account of both. In accordance with their 

more favourable modes of rational thinking, they try to predict 

the future so that when it co=es, they are not ta~en by 
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surprise, for they are always ready for it. (55) 

(d) Familism 

strength of the attitudes toward family and clan 

among the Egyptian masses, has been reported in various 

studies.(56) With time, familism has lest butvery little 

of its strength. Two studies, in the 1930's and the 1950's 

are taken by Baer to show the persistence of familistic 

attitudes.(57) The former study was made by an anthropolo~ist 

on one Egyptian village and one salient conclusion was: 

"the family is the soc~al unit; over it the only 

meaningful unit is the community of believers, all 

differences of origin, nation and race disappear in this 
unit.,,(58) 

The second study, carried out in Alexandria indicated that 

familism still perSisted. It found that the greatest degree 

of individual partiCipation whether in the formal groups 

or the unorgani~ed ones, was mainly based on religion 

and kinship.(59) _ These two stUdies supported by 

Baer, run in line with a third performed in the 1960's. 

Helaika~60) performed an empirical study in 1963 and 1958 

in which he found from the comparison of results, that the 

change away from the tight grip of familism in Egypt is 

'low in rate,.(61) 
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In Melaikats findings, groups in Egyptian villages are 

formed mostly, on family basis. Although he found no 

contradiction between loyalty to family and loyalty to 

local community and the society at large, he distinguished 

between loyalty to family and the strict support to it, 

what he called excessive involvement in family relations 

tal-asabeya al-ailiya) which forms constraint before 

successful team work.(62) 

The still existent familistic attitudes among the 

Egyptian masses is illustrated by the prevalent sayings 

quoted in every day speech, and which generally favour 

the sp9/~ial consideration given to clans and family members. 

Of these sayings: 

- 1-1y brother and myself stand against my cousin, both my 

cousin and myself stand against the stranger. 

- Relatives are more worthy of favour than others.(63) 

With the persistence of familistic attitudes, :proposals 

often hit , when executed, with ascription. The governor 

of one of Egypt's provinces lamented in I967 that: 

... the'social (and political)relationships in the tt 

village have not changed in proportion with the 

revolutionary activities taken by the Committee of 
Liquidation of Feudalism." (64) 

(e) Apathy 

If the awareness of the problems of the society arounQ 

1s a preliminary step that preceeds active involvement 
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in solving them, apathy that st11~ prevails among Egyptian 

rural masses explains the inability to carry out social 

promotion schemes successfully. Over I3% of the respondents 

to l1elaika's study, mentioned above, admitted (whether 

in the first stage of the study in 1958, or the second in I963) 

that they did not know the most difficult problem that 

faced their vil~ge. Though it might be argued that such 

a percentage is not high, Melaika took it a good indicator 

that more effort should be made to increase , among the m~s, 

an awareness of their problems and motivate them to respond 

actively to solve them.(65) The following table classifies 

the responses that J.Ielai.ka got for the question he addressed 

to individuals of the group he studied: 

Which, in your opinion, is the most imnortant problem in 

your village '1 

Table 3 .2 
... 

Response classification to }1elaika's ql9stion about the most 
(66) 

important problem in Egyptian village 

Percentage of responses 
Response --

1958 1963 

I do not know I3.88 13.09 
Ecano~c problems 26.I8 13.09 
Agricultural Problems 21.8 28.I4 
Inadequate infrastructure 19.42 27.75 
Inadequate services 15.85 16.64 
InadeqUate institutions for 
team work 2.76 I.I9 
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Another phase of apathy is shown in the reluctance of 

many to participate in public service when a problem is 

at hand, or when they are asked to share in solving it. 

The 'Fahlawi' character (the rope-dancer) is still prevalent 

among the masses both with its positive and negative aspects. 

or the negative ones that impede the realization of modernity, 

is the indifference to public service. In the above study 

by Melaika, it was reported that whenever the villagers were 

invited to participate in collective work for the benefit 

of the whole village, the response was often apology 

due to shortness of time, or exhaustion after day's work. 

Melaika could only accept these execuses as indicators of 

apathy to participation in public service.(67) He built 

his argument on the length of leisure time which often 

formed a problem to many of them as how to spend it.(68) 

He ascertained their apathetic attitudes through askir.z 

about their activities after work as is shown in the 

following table: 

Table 3.3 

Egyptian villagers' activities in leisure time (69) 

Number of respondents 
Type or reponse 1958 1963 

~£!~g nothing at my leisure 66 87 
Sitting with my family 44 42 
Sitting with friends and 
neighbburs & other prople " 49 
Doing some work to raise 
my family's standard -- 3 
Public service and collectivE 
work I 4 

I 
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The above responses which Melaika got (155 tor 1958 and 

185 for 1963) aroused his tears trom two angles in which 

the individuals prove to be far below the standard required 

by the ambitious aspirations ot the Egyptian society. On the 

one hand, there was the growing trend to spend the whole ot 

the leisure time .doina nothing, or just taking rest. On the 

other, he condemned the very weak desire among them to discuss 

matters ot public interest. 

stranger still, according to the same study, that such 

'apathy' among villagers coincided with their severe complaints 

trom the village's modest sbare in various aspects ot reform 

which make of it not so good as a place to live in. Over 

40% ot the responses that Melaika got for 1958 and 1963 

were expressive ot such resentment in one way or other as is 

shown in the tollowing table: 

Table 3.4 

Content with the village as a place to live in (70) 

Type of resppnse 
Percentage 

I958 I963 

The village is a good place to live in 56,55 56,9I 

The village needs many reforms before it' 
turns into a good place for living 32,28 33,33 

The village is unfit for living in 10,66 8,44 

Once more, the paradox is interpreted in the light of the 

prevalent • Fahlawi', character that induces an individual 'to dispose 

ot any work or responsibility by giving it to someone else and 
claiming the affair is outside his scope of jurisdication'. (7I) 
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M.oreover, as the figures of the above table indicate, 

the strong desire to have the village changed into a better 

place coincides with refrai~' from active participation 

which often demands sacrifice with time, effort or money. 

If he has no choice but to participate, he resorts then to 

some witty means by which his participation is only countetl 

in form while he does not actively participate. With these 

unmodified attitudes it is easy to find an interpretation 

of the showiness that characterizes the execution of various 

schemes, particularly in the social field, and futility 

becomes unavoidable as in Mayfield's analysis: 

"In a community where the fahlawi personality predominates, 
it is easy to stimulate and attract people to the idea of 

starting a new school, a clinic or a youth clubhouse, but 

it is very difficult to make them follow through, to 

complete it, or, if by chance it is completed, to maintain 
it in good condition.,,(72) 

(f) Attitudes toward Government 

Two types of unmodified attitudes in the relation 

between the Egyptian masses and Government can be distinguished: 

the first of distrust and hostility, the second of excessive 

reliance. both types make it difficult to realiZe proposals 

for a modern political and economic system in Egypt. 

A state of mutual understanding between the Egyptian 

masses and the government has ever been lacking. Long 

periods of foreign rule since 525 B.e and long sufferance 
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at the hands of these rulers have left deep abjss . between 

'ruler' and 'the ruled' in Egypt to the present time. 

Hostility, sometimes overt, but most of the times hidden 

toward government representatives who were very cruel in 

co11eting taxes, especially under the Turkish rule 

(1517- 1914) could not be possibly altered in less than 

thirty years of nationalist rule since 1952. The apathetic 

attitudes towarctgovernment WQ~ accounted by Nasser to 

* sediments of the M~m~uk rule on Egyptian masses: 

"The Hamluk amirs had fought each other, and their 

horsemen had met in fierce battles on the streets, 

while the people would,stampede to their houses, 
locking themselves in, and thus avoiding a struggle 
which was not their concern.,,(?3) 

The prevailing hierarchical facily setting in Egypt 

has also its influence on the attitudes of the masses 

towards the government. Obedience to the father and to 

adults is strictly observed. The system of child rearins 

has its own impact on attitudes in later life. While 

cultivating a docile and yielding disposition, trickery 

and other evils grow with the child into adulthood 

affecting his attitudes towards. 'authority' in its general 

and broad sense. Ammar,(74) cared to trace the undesirable 

attitudes of Egyptian adults towards authority to earlier 

experiences during the process of child rearing: 

* The Ayybid dynasty which started in Fgypt in 1163 was 
supplanted by the Memluks whc ruled as independant sul;tans 
from I250 to I5I7. With the Turkish invasion in I5I7, thEif 
continued to rule under the nominal a~thorit of T rkish 
SuI tans until t10hammed Ali (I805-I848) ~ot ri~ of t~em. 
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Itvery little chance is given to the child to justify his 

misdemeanour, and hardly any effort is made to persuade 

him to avoid falling into the same error. Moreover, in 

administering punishment, there is no consistency or 

regularity; for the same offence the child might be beaten 

harshly, or his offence allowed to pass unnoticed ••••• It 

does not require any emphasis here to point out that the 

effects of these techniques of fear as forcing children to 

resort to lies and deception are reflected later in the 

prevailing atmosphere of adult life which is charged with 
suspicion, secrecy and apprehensiontt .(75) 

Indicators show that, until present, the Egyptian adult 

masses, particularly those in the rural areas, have no ready 

response to what the government suggests for their benefit. 

Lack of appreciation of government sponsored economic 

institutions such as banks of agricultural credit, was 

justifiable before I952, because it involved becominG 

implicated with government procedures, which faraers 

liked to avoid.(76) But, such attitudes, as Baer found, 

are still persistent in the I970 ' s.(77) Guides and 

specialists sent by the government to disseminate ne~ 

useful methods among peasants as regards the quality and 

amount of their crops, are often hampered by distrust, 

and sometimes hostility on the part of the peasants 

themselves.(78) This has recently been described by one 

Egyptian scholar that Egyptian peasant still fears 

the government representatives and uses all his cunning 

with them, and never givesthem his trust.(79) 
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Associated with the above attitudes, is the tendency 

to throw all reponsibilty and blame on the government 

and its machinery in an unsympathetic way. The burden 

has grown heavier every day, until the Minister of 

Planning announced in August 1977 that responsibilities 

thrown on the government have become too heavy for her 

to carry. These have extended to encompass the following: 

- Securing unconditioned employment and gaining for all 

Egyptians. 

- Responsibility for social welfare including housing, 

health, education and other services. 

- Responsibility for administering, conducting and 

maintaining almost the whole of the country's infrastructure 

and most of the productive units. 

- Responsibility of providing the masses with commodities 

whether basic or welfare. 

- Resp~nslbility for the availability of commodities and 

at reasonable prices which low incomes can afford.(80) 

When the responsibility of the common man is traced amidst 
is 

such responsibilities it/severely inadequate, being confined 

in most cases to criticism and complaint of the inefficiency 

of the government machinery. 

The above attitudes were also studied by Melaika in his 

above mentioned study. When his respondents were asked 

what could be done to solve the problems which they reported 

in their village, and who was to undertake such solutions, 
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a high percentage (34.38% in 1958 and 64.06% in I963) 

agreed that solving the problems was the responsibility 
(81) 

of the government. The rise in percentage from 34.38% 
~(~rS 

to 64.06% in fiveAis not without relevance to the inability 

to carry out various modernity proposals, especially ~n 

the ~ght of the decline in the percentage of those who 

believed that problems could be solved through self-help 

effcrts from 30.4Y~ in I958 to I4.06% in I963~82) To the 

writer of the present study, this signifies the aggravation 

rather than modification of anti-modern attitudes. Various 

response percentages are shown in the following table. 

Table 3.5 

Percentage of various responses to the question: Who, in 

your opinion solves the village problems(?3) 

Percentaee 
Type of response 

I958 I I963 
I 

The government 34.38 64.06 
The people (self-help efforts) 30.43 I4.06 
Joint (government and people) 2I.74 9.38 
Leaders and renowned people I3.05 I2.50 

In the light of the above figures, it is easily seen how 

the burden is apathetically thrown on the government. 

Inltiativeness and self-help efforts have a diminishing role 

which is better indlcated from the responses given to the 

question: Suppose the government did nothing to solve this 
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problem, is there anything to be done? 

Once more, the responses affirmed the existence ot the 

above anti-modern attitudes. 68.08% of the 1958 responses 

and 88.44% of 1963 stated that only the government could 

solve the problem. Those who believed in the value of 

self-help efforts declined in percentage from 19.15% 

in I958 to only 4.76% in I963 which is a significant 

decline indicative of aggravating prevalence of the above 

attitudes as is indicated in the following table. 

Table .3 .6 

Percentage of various responses to the question: Suppose 

the government did nothing to solve this problem, is there 
(B4) 

anything to be done? 

Percentage 

Type of response 1958 I963 

Only the government can solve 
the problem 68.08 88.44 
Se~hdp e!fo~ts undertaken by people 19.15 4.76 
The village leaders 12.77 6.I2 

(g) Attitudestoward change 

Egyptian masses, especially in rural areas, are mostly 

'tradition bound' on account of the passive attitudes with 

which they react to the new. They generally follow the 
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prescribed ways of their ancestors, sometimes out of 

ignorance and lack of information about the available 

alternatives, but most of the time out of what l-layfield 

found as "conflicting feelin~s of resistance to change. n (B5) 

No convincing justifications are given, on the ,art of 

the masses except that they follow the steps of the 

'good ancestors' (a1-sala~ al-saleh). 

Some sociologists argue that the Eeyptian peasant 
(86) 

is 'socially stagnant'. on the grounds of his reluctance 

to benefit by any chance offered for him to better his life 

if it requires some ch~ge in his habits. In a recent 

study, Abdel Rehim (I975) (87)ascertains the above vie.: 

by certain observations. Egyptian peasant still builds 

his home in the same old way of his forefathers, cultivates 

his crops in the way that the ancient Egyptians had used, 

maintains the same old habits of visiting tombs of his dead 

relations on feast days asking mercy for them, and uses the 

Coptic Calendar that had been in use for over one thousand 

years. He generally follows the same type of life that had 

been known since the ancient Pharaonic days in his clothing, 

his food, the upbringing of his children, and in his relations 

with his neighbours.(B8) 

Such insiste.nce on tradition and resistance to the calls 

for Chang~seVerlY limit his scope of aspiration within a 

narrow circle. It has proved difficult to arouse his 
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enthusiasm for the new, as he still holds high such old 

sayings as: "He who leaves his past gets lostlt.(89) 

Persiste'nce of the o~d anti-modern attitudes aggravates 

the country's inabi~ty to attain modernity. HabaShi,(90) 

a former Minister ot Commerce and Industry, interprets 

the country's economic backwardness on account ot the 

attitudes of the masses until present to use the tools, 

and tollow the techniques that have descended to them 

from their forefathers with no ~eal for their alteration, 

while the modern alternatives have now covered the universe 

tar and wide.(9I) These constraints to modernity proposals 

are what President Sadat meant in his speech before the 

members of the conference: 'Egypt in the Year 2000' 

(Cairo, January 1977): 

"Although our Egyptian farmer is one of the ablest in 

the whole world, I'm not harp), to have him. We still 
* have to irrigate the teddan with approximately 700 

cubic teet ot water despite the availability ot modern 

technological methods ot irrigation.,,(92) 

The President's remark supports what an American professor 

wrote in 1967 that, "Probably no more conservative man than 

the Egyptian peasant is alive today.,,(93) 

* * * * 

With the examples given of the interna~sed attitudes 

prevailing among the Egyptian adult masses, and which are 

* a feddan= I,038 acres or about 4,201 square metres 
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in disharmony with the proposals for modernity set by 

the leaders since 1952, a problem is at hand the outcome 

of which is that Egypt has failed to reach modernity 

whether politically or economically despite all the good 

and faithful intentions of its leaders. If we accept 

the previously quoted view raised by I~es and Sm·lth, 

that ta nation is not modern until its people are modernt~94) 

we have a clue to the solution to be proposed, that the 

attitudes of the masses have to be favourably modified 

to serve the cause of modernity which requires a certain 

type of man not yet found in Egypt. 
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Chapter Four 

Skill Inadequacy as Constraint to the Realization of Modernity Proposals 
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Other than the constraint imposed on the reali~ation of 

modernity proposals in Egypt by the unmodified attitudes of 

a great many among adult masses, skill inadequacy in both the 

quant~tative and qualitative sense, puts further limits on the 

success of modernization schemes. In quantity, there is 

imbalance between supply and demand on labour force which has 

given rise to bottlenecks in some sectors such as 'skilled 

labour' in which shortage is felt most, and adundance in 

the 'unskilled' sector w.ith overt and disguised unemployment 

ratio that amounts to I2.631-0f the total labour power in I976~I) 

In quality, lack of skill among the individuals involved in 

various modernization schemes has its bearing on the dropping 

rate of development at the 'national level from an average 

annual rate of 6.7.% during the period from I959 to I965 to 

3.5% for the period from I967 to 1973.(2) It is true that 

many factors may be involved in such a case including beside 

skill inadequacy, various others such as the availability of 

capital, the existence of markets, the tranport and communica~on 

facilities, •• etc., what Hoselitz (1966) recogni~es as a 

'whole set of institution"s and installations v.hich must be 

interrelated and co-ordinated in order to make this objective 

(reaching an effective production-oriented level) Possible.(3) 

However, quantitative and qualitative skill inadequacy are 

focused upon in analysing the inconsistency with modernity 

proposals. 
Quantitative Inadeguacy 

The 'unskilled' are taken to signify those who need no special 

training before engag~ent in jobs, while the 'semi-skilled' 
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are assigned jobs that do not require a high degree of skill, 

and must work under specific supervision. (4) Some studies 

tend to join both categories (unskilled and semi-skilled) in 

one, (5) while others 11:-·:e to treat both seperately. (6) The 

1960 figures by the Institute of National Planning found that 

the unskilled among the total labour force in Egypt were 

2.575.570, or 38.194 %, while the semi-skilled were 2.557.630, 

or 37. 928 ~~. Joined together, they form 76.122 %. Skilled 

labour, on the other hand, were only 751.268, or 11.141 % 

of the total labour force. As for technicians and foremen, t~J 

were 141.470, or 2.098 %.(7) Such structure is uneven in 

that the category of the least skilled encompasses the vast 

majority, while categories of skilled labour, technicians 

and high professionals form, by their riumbers, a very marginal 

position in the structure, as is indicated by table 3.1 

Table 4.1 

Egyptian labour force by occupational categories in 1960(8) 

Occupational category 11umber Percentaf'e 

I. r~anagers 56939 0.84~] 2.198 2. High Professional 91297 1.354 
3. Technicians and Foremen 141470 2.098 
4. Assistants 569234 8.441 
5. Skilled Labours 751268 11.14I 
6. Semi-skilled Labours 2557630 37. 928J 76.122 7. Unskilled Labours 2575570 38.19~ 

Total 6743408 100.00 
==========================:~================:=========~====== 
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Imbalance, however, has continued until present time, and 

is even projected to continue throughout the 1980's. Unskilled 

and semi-skilled categories together will represent 58.86% in 

1980, and 54,0% in 1985 of the total labour force while the skilled 

category will represent 27,585~~ in 1980, and 25.o;~ in 1985. (9) 

The whole projections are indicated in the following table: 
Table 4,.2 

Targeted percentages for the occupational structure categories(IO) 

Occupational Categories 19]0 19J.5 I9J.0 
I. l-1anagers 1.15 1.35 1.60 
2. High Professionals 2.30 2.75 3.21 
3. Technicians 4,97 6.30 7.52 
4. Assistants 8.00 7.70 7.60 
5. Skilled Labours 16 .. 21 18.70 21.21 
6. Semi-skilled Labours 31.65 29.62 27.585 
7. Unskilled Labours 35.90 33.58 31.275 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 

Even with the anticipated improvement, displayed by above 

figures especially as regards the rates of unskilled and skilled 

categories, the imbalance is expected to remain. Improvement in 

Skilled labour in Egypt takes double the time of other countries 

like the German Democratic Republic, for example. Skilled labour 

I~5 
1.90 
3.80 
8.90 
7.22 
24.18 
25.00 
29.00 

IOO.OC 

.~ 
in G.D.R.7has risen from 45.0% in 1964, to 47.45~ in 1966, then to 

52.5j1n 1970, a 7.5% in six years as shown in the following table: 

Table4 • .2 
Development ot structure of labour force in industry in G.D.R. (II) 

1964 
~ 

I9.ffi..6 1910 .-

Skilled labours 45.0 47.4 52.5 
Semi-skilled labours 43.0 41.0 37.9 
Unskilled(ordinary) labours 12.0 11.6 9.6 

Imbalance of skill in Egypt delays the accomplishment of 

modern econo~y due to what Harbison recognizes as abundance of 

unskjlled labour.{I2) Supply of unskilled labour exceeds demandby 
991.000 
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in 1970, 1.019.000 in 1975, and 1.620.000 in 1980, according 

to a study by the Institute of National Planning. In skilled 

workers, the shortage is seen to be aggravating from 139.000 

in 1970, to 267.000 in 1975, then to 759.000 in 1980. Even in 

the figure of the semi-skilled,sh.Drtage is seen riSing from 
(I2 ) 

433.000 in 1970, to 500.000 in 1975, then to 656.000 in 1980. 

The whole picture drawn by the above study is one of contrast 

between surplus in the unskilled, the clerks and the managers, 
till. 

met, on the other hand by shortage in skilled, the semi-skilled 

and the technicians. The figures, however, put it more 

strikingly as one of abundance among the • unskilled , and 

acute shortage among the 'Skilled', as is shown in the followinr: 

table: 

Table 4 .4 

AntiCipated Supply and Demand in Labour Force Require~ for 
(13) 

Development Plans in 1970, 1975 and 1980 
(in thousand",) 

1970 197; 1980 
Categories Demand' Supply + Demand Supply:; Demand Supply + 

Nanagers& 216 225 +9 256 277 +21 338 346 +8 Specialists 

Techncians ;13 300 -213 610 347 -263 780 407 -373 

Clerks 720 ;05 -21; 8;6 846 -10 1170 1330 +160 

Ski1led Labeu ~ 11;2 1013 -139 I370 1103 -267 1872 1113 - 7;9 

Semi-skilled 
Labours 2160 1727 -433 2568 2068 -;00 3510 2854 -656 

. 
Unskilled 
Labours 4239 5230 +991 5040 6059 +1019 5330 6950 +1620 
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Figure 4.I 

Skill di l emma in Egypt base d on abov e es t ima t e s unt i. l I 9 ,<3 0 
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Shortage and surplus in labour force in Egypt are related, 

and both are related with unemployment and potential unemployment. 

The size of unemployment, overt and disguised, has reached 

I ~79 .000 in 1976. (I4) 84% of the unemployed are adults in the 

productive age-group (I5-64) accroding to official figures of 1970.(I5) 

Distribution in shown in the following table: 

Table 4.5 . 

Percentage distribution of the unemployed by age-groups in 1970. (I6) 

I Distribution of I Rate of 

Age Groups the unemployed \ Unemployment 
c' I c· 
I4J 1.:1 

10- 15.0 4.1 

15- 27.0 5.3 

20- 30.3 2.9 

30- 12.0 1.2 

40- 8.0 1.1 

50- 6.7 1.0 

65 or more 1.0 0.6 

Underemployment, which is most prevalent in the a~ricultural 

sector, is related with the overall imbalance in skills in Eeypt. 

Along 166 years (1800-1966), the cultivable area could be 
• increased from 2.2 million feddans to 6 million feddans, 

that means 2.72 times. In the meantime, population has 

increased from 2.5 millions to 30 millions, that is t~elve 

times.(17) The imbalance of growth in both aspects has left 

its stamp on man/land ratio. From 0.48 feddans in 1901, it 

dropped to 0.41 in 1917, 0.39 in 1937 and to 0.364 in I952. 

• a !eddan is I.038 acres. 
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With continuous depression during the revolutionary era, 

the ratio came down to 0.207 'acres, which is hardly one 

tenth the ratio in a country like the United states.{I8) 

The actual holdings of workforce in agriculture are low 

even afte-rthe laws of land reform in 1952 and 1961. (19) 

72% of farmers in 1956 were found to have holdings less 

than one feddan. With large families in rural areas in mind" 

full employment is far from being accomplished.(20) 

Underemployment stems from the small holdings' inability 

to provide employment for all, or all the year round. 

It is estimated that lit of the present rural workers can 

be considered surplus in the sensa that their removal would 

not reduce total output, given the present techniques.,,(21) 

Besides, the average number of work days per worker per year 

has dropped from 230 in 1907 to only 144 in 1966.(22) This 

means that an average underemployment of seven months 

a year is current among adults in rural areas. The probleru 

tends to be one of skill in the first place, and the avail-

ability of chances of work in the second place. If some of 

the underemployed thousands of adults get some traininti, 

this will lessen the striking mal-distribution of skilled Qnd 

unskilled labour. 

When the age strucure of the Egyptian population is , 

considered, the 'dilemma of skill' turns to a severe 

challenge that has to be encountered if Egyptian economy 

is to become a modern one. Age structure is more in favour 
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of children at the expense of producing age-groups. In 1970, 

the category 15-64 years was only 54~~ of the total pOPulation~23) 

This is low, and evidently so even in comparison with the 

percentage of the whole developing countries which was 63% 

in I965.(24) On the other side, the rate of children in 

Egyptian community (under 15 years old), is found by the 

Central Agency for Public Mobilisation and Statistics (I973) 

to amount to 42.'l'~ against 23.3% only in each of France and 

Sweden, and about 29't6 in the U.S.A. As for the rate of adults 

in the same year, it was found to be 53.8% for age-group 

I5-64, against 62.6% in the U.S. A., 64.6% in France, 65. 7;~ 

in Italy, and 66.3% in S~eden.(25) The latest Eeyptian censu~ 

(November 1976) ascertains that the trend still persists 

which means that the 'skil~ dilemma' among adult population 

has to be solved urgently. To have 31. 6;~ of the total 

population in 1976 in the catego~y under 12 years throws 

a heavy burden on the economically active sectors, es-pecially .... ah 

a very low ratio of female participation of only 9.~~ 

among females six years and over.(26) 

Qualitative Inadequacy 

The reltion between the level of individuals' education 

and their performance, or productivity is difficult to 

ascertain unless a countless number of interrelated factors 
(~7.) 

are taken into consideration. However, Schultz (1962) 

argues that a certain kind of quantity of education must 
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be regarded as a necessary input to achieving rising 

development rates. He suggests that the acievement ot higher 

rates of literacy, specific vocational training, and trainin~ 

for intermediate and higher administrative and managerial 

positions, fall within this category.{2~) His line of 

argument draws near to another by Harbison and '~yers 

tha~ a~L developed countries have in common, certain 

educational characteristics. These were found to include 

accomplishment of nearly universal literacy, compulsory 

school attendance at least to the end of primary education, 

high ratio of educational enrollments in relation to 

respective age-groups. On the other side, they reported some 

one bilLion of the world's adult illiterates as residing in 

less developed countries.(29) 

The significance of the level of education as predictive 

of individual skill, and hence of productivity is reportee 

in many studies. Galal (I964) proposes th~roductiVity of 
~ 

the illiterate worker tOjless in quantity and quality than 

the literate one.(30) Hasanein (1970) (31) also observed 

that the increase in the productivity of workers due to 

education, amounts to an average of 30% a year. Productivity 

of literate workers was '43% higher than that of the illiterate 

ones.(32) 

When the case ot Egypt is seen 1n the light of the above 

studies, the 'low rate of worker's productivity' reported by 

the '70110w-uP and Evaluation Report on the First Five-year 
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(33) 

Plan (I960/61-1964-65)points to the low level of education 

and training among Egyptian adult labour force to which 

Harbison(34) attributed,. together with other factors, 

Egypt's economic underdevelopment: 

"Egypt.s most plentiful, if not almost limitless resource 
is uneducated, untrained and unskilled manpower. There are 
vast surpluses of underemp~oyed agricultural labor which, 
with few exceptions, are located fairly close to the centres 
where industrial establishments are concentrated. Moreover, 
in the already overcrowded urban areas there is an almost 
inexhaustiblf ~ool of unemployed and partially employed 
labor •••••• 3;) 

According to the 1976 census, the percentage of illitercy 

among the total population over ten years, is 71.~~ for females 

and 43.~~ for males, wit~ an average total of 56.5% for both 

sexes.(36) Furthermore, if the educational standard required 

by comple~ modern society is regarded to demand 

more than mere ability to read and write one's name, the 

picture becomes darker. To the above, is added an extrn 

25.1% (16.2% for females, and 33.~~ for males) who are 

enumerated as 'able to read and write'. The total percentage 

of illiterates and semi-illiterates in I976 is 8I.6% of 

the total population IO+. 

Such a condition is reflected on the country's labour 

force, the structure of which is characteri~ed by a very 

low educational level. Of the total work force in all 

productive units of the Public Sector, and which encompasses 

29.457 workers in the 'Agricultural Sector', 572.6oc in the 
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'Industrial Sector', and 266.216 in the 'Services' Sector' 

in 1972, those without any qualification represented 6~~. 

Those with qualifications less than intermediate represented 

4.~G. Holders of qualifications above intermediate together 

with those \~th intermediate qualifications represented 

35 %' , I9"..0 of whom were holders of intermediate qua1ifcations 

with varied specia1izations.(37) The whole distribution 

is indicated from the following table: 

Table 4 .6 

Distribution of work force in major divisions of the Public Sector 

according to educational level in 1972(38) 

. 
Wittou" Qualif. Interm. Qualif Unive' Above 

Qualif 
below Qua1if. above sity Unive ,... Total 
Interm Interm sity 

Companies 
I3857 901 10220 2231 2224 24 29457 of Agricu 

Sector 

Companies 
of 1ndust 407770 27920 I03792 8015 23771 I332 
Sector 

Companies 
I78196 10060 52626 3922 ~0473 &39 of Servic 

Sector 

Total D99823 t3888:L ~66638 ~4168 ~6468 g295 

Percentag ~ 69,0'..0 4.,;G 19.0% 16. Oi~ l5 4°' • /0 P.35~ 

When the 'Industrial Sector' 1s brought under more focus, 

as the one ~ith higher relevance to modernization schemes, 

572600 

266216 

S68273 

, 100% 
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the educational level of the work force of the industrial 

companies affiliated to the 'Public Sector' is generally 

lower than the overall picture drawn above. This is 

indicated in the following table: 

Table 4. 7 

Edu:cational level in Industrial companies affiliated to 

the Public sector Compared to the overall picture of 

Work force in Public sector(39) 

Overall Percentage Percentage of 
of Public Sector Indu~r~scompan 

Nithout Qualification I 69.O'fo 71 .3~~ 

Below Intermediate 4.5% 4.9% 

Intermediate 19.0% 18. 1~~ 

Above Intermediate .1.6'% 1.It?: 

University Degree 5.4% 4.1~~ 

Above University Degree o 3~1 • ,i;) O.c;; 

Total 100.00 100.00 

The findings of the above study which covered 73.5;~ of 

the total Egyptian labour force in 1972 explain what the 

Five-year Plan (1978-1982) recogniZes as 'sluggishness 

in rates of development in the early 1970's,(40) This 

accrods also with what gongi put before the Conference on 

Apprenticeship System (Cairo,March 1976): 

"The structure of the technical labour force in units of 
production in the Arab Republic of Egypt is extremely 
modest in terms of educational level and it is one cause 
for the deteriorating performance rate and low rate of 
productivity in many companies.(4I) 

I 

I 
I 
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A look at the categories of intermediate and below 

intermediate level, which encompass 92.5% of the work 

force included in the above study ascertains Mongi's 

conclusion. If qualifications are ~eft aside, it is pos sible 

to find a more detailed classification in terms of 

various specializations. Nongi classified the intermediate 

and below intermediate categories into ten sub-divisions 

as follows: 

Table 4.8 

Distribution of the Public sector work force intermediate 

and below intermediate qualifications in 1972 (42 ) 

r 
Males Females Total Perc entagel 

I 

Illiterate 154835 5760 160595 19.9;:· I Reads and writes 393138 15504 408642 50.8;-,: I 

other qualifications IOI3 1806 2819 0.4jv 
I 

Religious qualific. 815 8 823 o.r::: , 

Not indicated 29548 1038 30586 3. 8;~ I 

Industrial 53851 786 54637 6. 8;,: I 

Commercial 31649 13831 45480 5.6;.[. I 
Agricultural 7128 15 4143 o. 9~ ' 

General 45824 9912 55738 6.97: 
Primary 34891 3390 38881 4. 8~; 

Total 752692 52650 805342 100.00 

From the figures of the table, the above agrument is 

ascertained that the burden of executing the modernization 

schemes in industry, agriculture and services fall 

on a work force that is low in its educational and training 

level. The Follow-Up and Evaluation Report of the First 

Five-year Plan (I960/6I-I964/65) complained of the low 

increase rate of worker's productivity even below the 
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fn.crease in per capita w_g::es as is s hown in th e fol l owi ng t a bl e : 

Ta ble 4.9 

1 ~5~/60 

1 :~ (" !' ~' :'lS" r~ :" (' ~ n : :l :c 

S~c to:, 
1900/(;1 1~'1/(',2 1 '); .~/!o} :~} /"'" 

! :1 t :. () ~ , ~ c '" .. .. '0(. 

I!J~" rol\%' 
1~ : " /6 5 ! ~: ~I : ~, ' r , n ~~~ 

OVf ' : : ... 1". (, ?!.I t t. i c . r 
Yc"r ' '''-or ? .)~~ 

y .• ;.,. :~ 

.l :;:-ic·JJ.= .. 
J, 1 ;<?2 l ~· l . ? 15<. . '1 l 72.) 
B ;;0 .2 

1 f· ~ . 3 ~l ' . .!l .. . 2 22 . 4 
27 . 5 32 .5 ;4 . 6 } ~ .~ lW . ~ 14 .1 4Q .7 

!:;·j ·.l~t:! 
:. :605.7 1641. 9 1?64 . 7 18,:i: . 5 1 ~'04 . 8 1~!l . 0 1~ 2 .} 

!' 1'-7 .6 12 5. 3 1)2.7 172 .3 
6 .9 

17,. .9 1~1. 3 "} } . 7 22. 1:-

A. 1 >-'6.2 1':;7 ~ . 4 l~3.) . e 1S1" .1 1 c: 3.0 21i2 . 2 6,6 . 0 40 . 5 
Co=.s-:rJc~1on B 2Cl.? 251 .9 251.7 241.4 ~5!. ." 261.1 5? " 2 ~ .4 

A 551.9 605.4 5}6 .8 525.5 £'l?} ~4 . 9 - ::?7 .0 - 4.9 
O oc t r i city E 161 .6 1(;4.5 159 . ; l:;~ . l 1 ~:; .1 155.6 G. (\ - }.7 

~ul CO=""'JO- J. ~.9 4:i!;. .6 "97.2 5 57 . f , 5 ') .5 o" ~ .l e ~ .C 21. l 

dities ~~etor B 55 . 9 50 . 2 GC . 5 71 .4 75.G 82 .7 1<) . 0 ,,~ . <1 

,;'::-o::::;:ort we! ;, 61? ') 579 .7 " l'iO . 2 7}2.} 1'0,:, . 5 
C ~;:';lJliet.t!.O;';' 

G2', . - ~ ::'::' . :. 5~ .} 

B 17 : .8 171.3 lC:·.2 ! ':",5. 5 21 • • 6 2 2(" ;; 46 .7 25 . ~ 

!:MC.C ""~ A 2:;': ~' ;;' t.:·5.() 2 ~2 . 7 26; . 9 3~~ . 5 ~17 . 8 57 . 6 2 ~ .Z 

l'1r.o.!lce 3 llO .:' 116 . 0 120 .6 1~5.6 l!o ':' .l l}9 . '4 29 .0 26 .2 

;.. "750 . (\ "<"3.8 "411 .1 ""EO. 7 =>8 . 6 } 79.1 - !,,~2 . 9 - 2(0 . 9 
~ousi..~; II 62 .5 112 . , l i:: 5 . S <E ." 6~ .5 65 . 7 2} .2 }7.1 

? ..:.bl i e A 44J . 5 <:<;5 . 0 4'+6 . 5 .!.-!to.e ""-7 . 5 4~1. 7 51.2 11.6 

Utilities ;; 21".} 197 .5 217 .7 2 1c. .O 21;' . 9 2}1.0 15 .7 7.8 

.1 2S0 .2 27;. 6 275 .4 319 .1 }17 . 6 461J, . 6 1a:. ... 6 5. e 
Se rv~ecs II 167.1 104 .4 1G,) .} 16~.0 1'.'3 .5 201.} }4 . ~ 20.5 

~o~~ Sor:ice: ~ 35.' .:l }54.1 35;>.5 3 ~=- . c? 1;04 .6 ,, :'1.4 1~~.5 
..., ., ., 

~ector 14S.9 1 50 .0 l5} . ~ 1:;9.2 17'; .6 1&-< . 5 3 ~ .5 22 .9 

A ",",, 0. 6 4::'':' . 9 "~ .1 :<'5 .5 5;(\ .) 5:-.e .0 101.2 29. 5 
C:an.1 '!'ot:ll ;; 6 6 . 6 t~.5 6q. :: 1,,2 . '- ~:) . 7 115 .? 23 . 6 20 . 9 

In almost all sectors, productivity is seen to be below 

wages. It is not possible to determine precisely the share 

of the low level of education and skill among the work forc e 

in the unsatisfying level of productivity tha t official 

reports have complained of.(44) Yet, in the light of 

the above mentioned studies,(45) one ma y accuse the low 

level of education and training of being a ma jor caus e 

* A : value of production per worker 
..... ~ ... -. : .... , ........ t-.. -, .-. '~Twage-s·-- per-·wo'rker .. _ .. 
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of the unsatisfying level of productivity eventhough Mabro 

and Radwan(46) see the index of labour productivity growth 

as an outcome of a wide set of interrelated factors, of 
(47) 

which labour learning and skill form one. They studied rates 

of growth of labour productivity in Egypt and computed them 

in the following table: 

Table 4.IO 

Indices and average annual rates of growth of labour product1~ity 

in Egyptian industry (1939-1970)(48) 

Indices Average annual rates of growth 

Years 
Output per Output per Periods Output per Output per 

man man/hour man man/hour 

1939 100.0 IOO.O 
1942 II0.0 II0.0 
1945 I14.6 123.6 1939-45 2.3 3.( 

1945 100.0 100.0 
1954 156.2 153.3 
1962 205.0 222.5 1945-62 4.3 4.8 

i I 1963/4 100.0 100.0 
1966/7 85.2 72.1 I 
1969/70 79.0 71.0 1963/4-69/70 -3.9 -5.5 

I939 100.0 100.0 
1952 .151.5 163.4 1939-52 3.2 3.8 

1952 100.0 100.0 
1962 155.0 168.3 1952-62 4.5 5.3 

1959 100.0 . 100.0 
1964/5 99.1 112.7 1959/60-64/5 0 2.3 

The average rates of labour productivity growth in industry 

as shown from above figures are fairly high. Between 1945 

and 1962 the average of annual output per man was 4.3, and 
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that for output per man/hour was 4.8. Such increases were 

associated with considerable rises in what Mabro and Radwan 

recogn12ed as capital intensity which rose from index 100 in 

1945 to 232 in 1960 and 199 in 1962.(49) Yet, skill was behind 

that rise as well, which verifies our point of view as regards 

skill. Imrovement in skill-composition of the labour force 

due to the injection of some 200.000 skilled workers w~o had 

been employed by the Allied military estab~shement, and who 

came to join Egyptian industry after WarII was one decisive 

factor. "More skilled labour working vEith more and better 

capital equipment," say. Mabro and Radwan, "as well as shifts 

in the composition of industry towards activities where output 

per man is typically high, must have accounted for most of 

these increases.,~(50) 

If the injection of skilled labour after World War II 

has served to drive productivity of Egyptian industry 

forward until 1962, it is in the rush of thousand of unskilled 

labour to the field of industry since the 'Socialist Laws' 

(1961), according to which most industries were nationalized, 

that the picure of productivity has reversed into a much 

darker one.The level of output per man, and per man/hour 

after 1962 is seen 'in sharp contraot with earlier periodse,(51) 

Between 1963/64 and 1966/67 output per man/hour fell by 

28 per cent, and output per man fell by 15 per cent as 

is shown in the table above. Throughout the following years, 
I decine continued, though at a comparatively slower rate. 
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The decline in output per man, and output per man/hour 

after I962, partly because of skill inadequacy among 

labour force, and partly for other socio-economic reasons, 

is expressive of the staggering stride for modernity in Egypt. 

The- sudden turn in productivity ratio after I962 'accounts for 

the zero average rate of growth of output per man during 

the Plan, as earlier gains were wiped out towards the end of 

the five-year period. ,(52) 

The above defects have continued to hinder the realization 

of economic proposals for a modern state. Lessons of the I970's 

indicate that the rate of development in Egypt has dropped 

from 6.~~ (I956-I965) to less than 5% annually after that.(53) 

This was mostly associated with ~ilitary expenditure, and 

the delay of replacement and renewal whether in the essential 

utilities or production and service units.(54) However, 

productivity of 'man' that has severely declined since the 

early I960's seems to be a decisive factor that has to be 

carefully attended to if the required revolutionary chanee 

in development rate 6 which the Five-year Plan (I973-I982) 

proposes, comes true. To raise the annual development rate 

from less than 5 per cent to an average annual rate of 
(55) 

9-10 per cent is a highly ambitious proposal to be attained 

within few years unless the skill of the adult population 

is brought, quantitatively and qualitatively, in harmony 

with the aspired goals. 
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PART THREE 

FORNULATION OF POLICY PROPOSALS 
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With a problem already intellectuali ed, a researcher has 

to turn his attention to the formulation of policy proposals. 

Such formulation has to work for a situation in which the 

previously intellectualized inconsistency is resolved. It 

probes the situation in whicr. a clear basis of the solution 

is reached through the use of models. In other words, the 

'proposed po~cy formulation' represents the tteoretical 

basis for the solution.Later, a researcher has to examine 

the proposed solution, practically, i.e. in the light of 

specific conditions. 

Part three includes two chapters. Chapter five investigates 

'modernity' and various approaches for identifying it in 

ccntemporary thought. This reView levels the ground for the 

selection of a model of 'modernity' both in the political and 

economic realms •. It also facilitates the argument about the 

ideal typical models of 'man' and 'society' in modernity. 

Chapter six investigates the possible contribution of 

adult education to the realization of modernity proposals. 

In other words, the chapter attempts to investigate the extent 

to which 'adult education' forms a possible solution to the 

problem of staggering modernity. This is reached through an 

analysis of the impact of adult education on pre-modern 

attitudes and inadequate skills. 
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Chapter Five 

Modernity: Identification and Models 
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What 'modernity' is 

The nature of the term 'modernity', and its relatively 

recent introduction into scientific investigation have their 

bearing on its treatment as a subject of study. Some difficulties 

are associated with the definition given to the term. Until present, 

it has hardly got a convenient standerdized concept that might 

be accepted without argument, but has got instead, a divergent 

set of concepts expressing divergence in trends of identification. 

Nettl and Robertson{I) specify three difficulties as regards the 

definition of 'modernity'. In the first place, there is the major 

problem of "confusion and v~gueness".(2) The second is related 

with both explicit and implicit suggestion that modernity 

pertains to the characteristics of Western industrial democracies 

whether social, political or economic. The third is related with 

the rigid confinement of 'modernity' to certain moulds, what 

they express as "the suggestion that modernity represents a 

single, final state of affairs, namely 'the state of affairs' 

to be found in a number of Western societies which everyone 

should try to emulate, and which the most successful could reach_,,(3) 

In ordinary speech, ~modern' is frequently equated with 

'recent', or 'more recent· as distinct from the old or ancient. 

In the 'Oxford Illustrated Dictionary', it is given the meaning 

'Of the present and recent times·.(4) In this sense, a society 
be 

may/simply described as modern if it has exchanged its old 

ways for more recent ones. Compliance with contemporary 
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cultural triats of the age is what Ewais stresses in his 

definition.(5) He cares to point out to the relative 

changeability of the concept of 'modernity' with change of 

time. Our concept of what is modern in the second half of the 
\oO'C. 

t~entieth century is likely to differ from the one/may have 

in the 21st century.(6) 

In some other views, 'modernity' signifies a society's 

success to accomplish material flourish in accordance with 

certain measures or indicators. This, in turn, opens a wide 

door for the intermingle observed in many writings between 

a society's modernity and the successful execution of 
• f 
modernization and, sometimes, 'development' schemes. To a 

sociologist like Palmerf 7) 

"The terms "modernization" and "development" are generally 
synonymous, the exception being that "modernization refers 
to the process of moving toward the idealized set of 
relationships posited as'modern" by various social theorists. 
"Development" refers to the process or achieving parity with 
the world's most economically developed states in the production 
of goods and services." 

This seems in line with what Cyril Black accepts as a wide usage 

of the termtmodernity' as description of "the characteristics 

common to countries that are most advanced in technological, 

political, economic, and social development. II (8) 'modernity' 

in such a usage, is organically related with technological 

and other aspects 0 f advance, 'simply with the execution or 

modernization schemes. 

However, such adefinition might be critici~ed on account of 
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locking the term within the materialistic aspects regardless 

of the human factor. It is doubtful that one African country, 

for example,might be regarded as 'modern' only with a wealth 

of minerals that makes possible the execution of many 

modernization schemes with international or foreign aid. 

To the writer's way of thinking. 'man' has to be included 

in any definition of modernity. Definitions given by psychologists 

and social-psychologists tend to rill such a gap. 'Modernity' 

is seen rather as a state in which the norms and a~titudes of 

the people in a certain society are 'modern' in the sense of 

compliance with certain characteristics such as rationality, 

calculation, ••• etc. ·Moder~ty; to Lerner(9) is: 

"primarily a state of mind - expectation ot progress, 
propensity to growth, readiness to adapt oneself to 
change." (10) 

From such a conceptionpf modernity springs the high place 

that Lerner gives to 'empathy' and the acceptance of 

innovations on the part of individuals. Searchine for 

modernity characteristics within 'man' is the trend that 

Rudolph and Rudolph (1967)(11) follow, and may be seen as 

running, generally, with what Lerner accepts: 

"modernity" assumes that local ties and parochial pers~ctives 
give way to universal cocmitments and cosmopolitan attitudes; 
that the truths of utility, calculation a',.,d science take 
precedence over those of the emotions, the sacred, and the 
non-rational; that the individual rather than the group be 
the primary unit of society and politics; that the associations 
in which men live and work be based on choice not birth; 
that mastery rather than fatalism orient their attitude tow.Yd 
the material and human environment; that identity be chosen 
and achieved, not ascribed and affirmed; that work be separated 
from family, residence, and community in bureaucratic 
organizations; •••• (12) 
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The angle through which modernity is looked at, 

decides to an extent, the definition that individual thinkers 

give to it,hence the danger of having two such thinkers 

dealing with 'modernity' but with totally different views. 

Some economjsts and sociologists, having the whole society 

in the forefront of their thoughts, highly appreciate 

such aspects as industrialization, mass education, bureau-

cratization, ••• etc., which, in their totality, indicate 

modernity. Others take a different line with stress laid 

only on one or few aspects that are, to them, most 

significant in a modern society, giving but slight attention 

to others. The economic realm is stressed by some thinkers 

being the one in which modernity is most likely to be 

shown.(I3) To others, modernity is rather a sJritual 

phenomenon or a kind of mentality with little regard to 

what an economic or political system takes.{14) 

The above muddle of modernity definitions makes the review of 
t 

contmporary schools of thought and their broad trends 

of identifying modernity a necessary step. Five major 

trends in the identification of modernity can be distinguished 
~UA~ 

eachladopted by one contemporary school of thought. However, 

sharp barriers between each ot the trends and the others are 

not found. 
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Modernity identification throu~h contrasts 

Modernity may be identified through the notion of 

contrast that stems from the comparison of 'modern' and 

t tI:adi tional' socie'ties: the former representing the ideal 

model meanwhile the latter stands for the other extreme. 

Contrasts are, hence, models of rational structures set as 

instruments to facilitate the description and analys1s of 

the social status that characterizes each type. To Kahl: 

"Traditional society" and "modern society" are abstractions, 

~ental constructs that create simplified models in order to 

help us understand the central factors that explain the 

complextities of historical reality. They are "ideal types" 

in which a limited number of characteristics in "pure" 
I. (15) form are used to develop the theoretical model. 

The 'contrast' trend is favoured by many sociologists 

since the outset of the present century and even before 

in the discrimination they attempted to make between 'sim~let 

and 'complex' societies. 

One earlier attempt to explore modernity is Henr~aine's 

1L which he distinguished a society based on inherited 

social status from the other based on contractual relations. 
(16) 

Another is the 'Community' and 'Society' or the 'Gemenschaft' 

and 'Gesellchaft' types of societies made by T~~ies 

distinguishing the society dominated by elementary clan 
(17) 

relations and the one dominated by secondary contractual. 
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Robert Redfield, as well, contrasted the 'folk society' 
. (18) 

with the 'urban society'. The list may be expanded to 

include Howard Becker's contrast of 'sacred society' with 

'secular society', Durkeim's 'mechanical' and 'organic' types 

of society ••• and so forth. 

However, most. notable of all attempts included is 

Weber's with the three categories he postulated: the 

rational-legal, the traditionalistic and the charismatic(I9) 

His classification has, to a greater or lesser extent, 

influenced lat~r typologies as Parsons' and others. 

As for P"-rsons' typology, it is built on the well-known 

five 'Pattern Variables' he made of traditional and modern 

societies as will be elaborated later.(20) 

According to the views included tn the 'contrast' tre~d, 

underdeveloped societies of the present day have, in a sense, 

the characteristics of simple, traditional, or pre-civiliseo 

societies. Isolation, prevalence of elementary relations, 

family centricity and other non-formal controls, traditionalitJ 

and slow change, are all likely to be prevalent in them in 

one degree or another. Passive characteristics are generally 

isolated as signifying bac~wardness, whereas modernity is . 

associated with the other extreme. The modernization 

process is taken to signify the process that tends to eliminate 

such passive characteristics and acquire the ones of the 

modern model. 
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Useful as the above outlooks at modernity might be, 

in drawing distinctive lines between 'modern' on the one 

hand, and 'less modern', 'traditional' or 'backward' on 

the other, the actual conditions of societies are likely 

to defy such theoretical abstractions. There is, indeed, 

a great deal of interactions that allow a wide space between 

the 'black' and 'white' colours filled by an infinite number 

of graded shades. Hence, the severe limitation imposed 

on the practical use of the 'contrast' trend bringing it 

down to the provision of methodological instruments for 

the understanding of ana~ysis process. Besides, the trend 

encourages arbitrary judgements for, when contrasting 

concepts, there is always the temptation to attribute the 

positive value to the one, and -necessarily- a negative 

value to the other. 

Modernity identification thrOUGh indicator~ 

An indicator is taken in language as 'that which point~· 
(21) 

out or indicates'.' In SCience, it reflects, directly or 

indirectly the amounts that cannot be subject to direct 

measurement or observation hence, exceeding the significance 

of the 'index figure- which is mainly concerned with the 

changes in time and place to which a directly rneasura~le 
(22) 

amount is subject whether in itself or in practice. 
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Indicators of modernity may take the form of one 'core' 

that a thinker concentrates upon and to which he attac~es 

the greatest relevance in modernity. Levy, for example, 

judges a society to be modernized according to its capability 
oA 

to use 'inanimate' sources of power as well/the use of' tools' 

to multiply the effect of effort. To him, 

'A society will be considered more or less modernized 

to the extent that its members use inanimate sources of 

power and/or use tools to multiply the effects of their 
)>(23) 

efforts. 

To others, modernity is indicated by a number of 

cores that, in their overall form show the degree to 

which a society is 'modern' or 'traditional'. In such a trend, 

the notion of contrast might as well be included, thus 

modern and traditional societies are contrasted through the 

use of a number of indicators. A good example of a sociologirr 

who identified modernity that way is Kahl who gave seven 

characteristics the presence of which indicates modernity. 

I. The division of labour, namely the proportion of labour 

force engaged in agriculture. While traditional societies 

may have 70-80 per cent of their workers engaged in tilling 

the soil, the precentage in modern societies is less than 

IO per cent. Nonagricultural labour force may be divided 

into 'traditional sect~rl including artisans, priests and 

lawyers, .'while modern sectors _ might include industrial 
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workers, clerks in bureaucracies, and engineers. 

2. The state of technology related with the sophesticated 

engineering based upon the latest scientific researches 

chracteri'Zes a modern society \'!hereas the traditional one 

uses customary techniques of production. 

3. The degree of urbanization which Kahl builds on the rationale 

that 'Since modern agr·t~ultural technology permits a small 

proportion of the labor force to ieed the remaining of the 

population, using a low ratio of men to land, most of the 

i t b b ' (24) soc e y ecomes ur an • 

4. The economy. While the economy in a modern society is 

based on complex commercial markets unifying all parts of 

the nation, per capita production and c~nsumption are hieh, 

we find the traditional society, on the contrary, based on 

localized markets where the production is mostly for a 

meagre level of sUhsistence. 

5. The system of social stratification. Modern society i~ 

characterized by a range of statuses reflectinG the range 

of positions in the division of labour. These are many with 

no sharp distinctions between one and the other. 'The 

distribution of prestige, of income, and of power', states 

Kahl, 'become more equaliterian and the rate of mobility 
(25) . 

between strata increases'. The traditional society, 

on the contrary, is characterized by sharp division between 

landlords and peasants. 
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6. Education and communications. Modern society is literate 

with widespread secondary education that narrows the gulf 

between mass and elite. The whole system moves toward the 

technical and pragmatic. }lass media in a typical modern sod e ty 

cater to the bulk of the population shaping new images 

that replace customary symbols. As for the traditional 

society, it is on the whole illiterate, with only a few 

elite having a high level scholarship. 

7. Values. Modern values are, as Kahl states, 'rational and 

secular, permit choice and experiment, glorify efficiency 

and change, and stress individual responsibilityt.,(26) 

Traditional values, on the contrary, are compulsory in 

their force, sacred and stable calline for fatalistic acceptance 

of the world as it is and exaggerated respect to those 
(27) 

in authority. 

Parsons, as well, was concerned with contrasting 

variable tendemcies of ideal modern and traditional systems. 

His dichotomies were presented through his 'Pattern Variables': 

universalism-particularism, achievement-ascription, affecti~·ty-

neutrality - affectivity, specility-diffuseness; and 

collectivity-orientation -self-orientation. As will be 

elaborated in detail in this chapter, social systems and 

subsystems to Parsons, would thus be amenable to modernity 

if their goals significantly reflect five tendencies 

involved in the dichotomies: 
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a. General standards and criteria than particular cases. 

b. Judgement of action on the basis of what individuals do 

rather than what they are. 

c. The function favours long-term objectives rather than 

immediate ones. 

d. The operation of laws which are rationally de~ned, 

differentiated and changeable rather than diffuse and traditionally 

handed canons. 

e. Collective interest rather than self-interest.(28) 

Concerned mainly with the economic aspect of modernity, 

Hosslitz highly favours three only of Parsons' five variables: 

I. Universalism and particularism, that the individual in 

traditional societies is treated according to subjective 

norms. Performance judgement is, hence, made not on the 

basis of efficiacy and experience, but for personal and 

family considerations. In modern societies, performanc( 

judgements are decided according to general considerations. 

Posts, for example, are occupied mostly on the basis of 

ef~ciacy and/or experience. Individuals are ruled by 

well-defined criteria to which all are commttted. 

2. Ascription and aChievement, that backward economies are 

dominated b~ clan relations. The distribution of goods and 

services is made not according to the effort exerted~y 

individuals, buton the basis of family relations. O~ the 

other extreme, the effort and achievement become the criteria 

of such distribution: 
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3. Specifity and diffuseness, that division of labour is 

not applied in traditional societies and is both cause 

and effect of low peoductivity. In modern societies, 

specialization and labour division dominate, and every 

individual has a small, well defined task in the process 

of production in accordance with his efficiacy and 

technical Skill.(29) 

With this view of traditional and modern economy, 

it is easy to see how Eoselitz' view bears resemblance to 

Parsons'. 

Smelser made a similar attempt- in his analysis of the 

mechanisms of change and adjustment to change, as well as 
(30) 

in the the~rization of the process of modernization. 

He differs in view from Levy and some others in that he 

preaches the futility of the views that concentrate on 

the economic aspect disrgarding the social one. 

He criticized the economic theories that bear heavily 

on the interaction between economic variables such as saving, 

investment, productivity and organi~ation. Sociological 

variables, to him, are of no less importance including 

family systems, class stratification and political situation 

with their impact on the economic variables. While an aspect 

like saving, for example, is connected with .the 1e.e1s of 

investment it is in the meantime related with the'image' 

of investment. The former is affected by the level of 
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income and the costs of living, the latter is affected by 

the prevailing values and attitudes which might induce 

individuals in a traditional society to spend on boasting 

and showy consumption. 

Class positions are, as well, likely to affedt saving 

and investment. Scelser sees the social status 1n most rural 

societies associated with land possession, and so the 

ultimate hope of an individual in such societies centres 

round the increase of his possession of land. This directs 

the savings basically to the buying of agricultural land 

that is assumed to give the family a higher social prestige. 

As for the family s~stem, Smelser pOints out that 

rural and tribal societies vdth their social systems based 

on the family system, locality and religion stand in the 
(31) 

way of initiation. 

Hodernity identification throueh evolutionary stages 

tModernity' in this trend represents the highest stage 

in a series of evolutionary stages that societies are 

assumed to pass through. Throughout these stages, modernity 

has'developed in a series of historlcal protesses that took 

place first in Evrope and created not only new social 

structures and organioz.ations, but also what Eisenstadt 

calls a 'non-traditional great tradition', or a new type 

of civilization. (32) 
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stages are marked by dynamic events which might be 

of political nature, as those witnessed in the seventeenth 

and eighteenth centuries, while some stages are marked by 

more general and CIDflulative positions like the scientific 

revolution or the development of rationalization vbicn are 

assumed to have direct and streng connection with trends in 

economic development. But, casual events, however great, 

cannot,by themselves, be taken to manifest seperate stages 

of evolution unless they are marked by certain features. 

Of these are the transformation they accomplish of the 

nature and contents of the centres of society, of rules 

and patterns of participation and access to them, and of 

the relation between cultural and political centres on the 

one hand and the periphery on the other. The transformatio~ 

in the content of these orders takes, according to Eisenstadt, 

three phases: secularization, reconsideration of the givenness 

of these contents and emphasis on the active and autonomous 

participation of broader groups in the formation of cultural 

tradi ti ons. (33) 

The writings of Rostow and Wallace clearly favour the 

evolutionary trend, though the first is specifically concerned 

with the economic aspect, while the latter adopts a more 

general approach of cultural stability_ 

The 'stages of Economic Growth' is an analysis of 
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comprehensive and evolutionary stages which make possible 

the identification of all societies whatever their degree 

of growth as lying within one of five categories: 

I. The traditional,society. 

2. The pre-conditions for the take-off. 

3. The take-off into aelf-sustained growth. 

4. The drive to maturity. 

5. The stage of high-mass consumption. 
(34) 

The fifth stage is the one most likely to represent modernity, 

and is linked with the preceding one (the drive to maturity) 

in that, when maturity approaches its end, three remarkable 

~hanges are witnessed: 

The first is in labour power as regards its structure, wage 

level, outlooks and degree of skill. While before the 

'Take-off' 75% of the labour power worked in agriculture 

generally getting low wages hardly sufficient for 

subsistence, the percentage comes as down as to 40}~ near 

the end of the 'Take-off'. When maturity is accomplished, 

this latter figure drops to 20% only. Besides, the level of 

wages especially of technical labourers, rises, and workers 

organize th,ernselves in unions that look after the promotion 

of their conditions and living standards. 

The second change is in the nature of leadership which, 

moves from those who have founded their wealth through their 

ownership of factories, to the efficient enterpreneurs who 

undertake administration in various institutions. 
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The third change takes place in 'thoughts', aspirations 

and outlooks of individuals as the society generally 

suffers boredo~ and loses much of the zeal for the miracles 

brought about by industry. (35) 

The 'High-mass consumption' is the stage in which the 

role of leadership is moved to the sectors engaged in 

services and in production of cars, electric washing machines, 

refrigerators, radio and television sets, simply the lasting 

goods. The societies that r~se to that stage (the United 

states, Western Europe and Japan) witnessed two significant 

turns: 

a. The rise of the individuals' income to the extent that 

a great many of them have the alility to spend on 

consuming expenditure that surpasses what they actually 

need for food, housing and clothin~. 

b. A change in the structure of the working power when the 

percentage of the city residents to the population rose. 

The percentage of workers in offices and technical jobs in 
(36) 

factories rose subsequently. 

Apart from these changes, societies that have reached 

the 'High-nass consumption' devote an increasing amount 

of their resources for welfare purposes and social 

security. Not only do individuals enjoy the possession 

of lastin« consumer goods, but enjoy as well health, 

medical, cultural and recreative services. 
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Wallace, on the other hand, focuses the attention on 

the stages of 'social change' building on the notion that 

cultural diffusion is a basic factor in change and 

development. The cycle of change takes five stages: 

(a) The stage of stability which represents the preconditions 

for change, and is characterized by a state of integrity and 

balance between the prevalent cultural elements. In such 

a stage, the society allows all the cultural t~es to co

exist so long as they are capable of satisfying the 

reqUirements 0 f the indi,viduals and groups. 

(b) The growth of individual reQuirements 

The requirements of individuals grow while the prevalent 

cultural patterns prove incapable of satisfying the steady 

increase in the individuals' requirements, and hence, 

rises the need for some change in the current cult~aJ 

patterns. 

(c) The state of cultUral distortion 

When the prevalent cultural patterns fail to satisfy adequately 

the requirements of individuals, the society resorts to 

borrowing cultural types from other societies whiCh are 

thought to be capable of achieving development. However, 

contradiction soon arises between the new cultural patterns 

and the old ones. This results in difficulties in absorption 

and assimilation of the new elements and hence, lead to the 

'distortion' of the original cultural elements. 1'his represerrts 
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a major challenge to the society. 

(d) Revitalization 

The society attempts to balance itself through the 

revitalization of its old cultural elements ~eanwhfle 

it benefits by the new cultural elements that have proved 

from its experience, to be effective and fitting to it. 

Notwithstanding the many challenges encountered by the 

society during that stage, it can face them successfully 

by the elimination of the routine that stands against 

organization as well as by accepting the cultural elements 

i and trats that are useful to it. The process of cultural 

transformation is, hence, complete. 

(e) The new stage of stability 

When the society succeeds in achieving the balance once more 

between its cultural elements, it returns to its norm~l 

state and is, by then, dominated b~,· a state of stability 

different from the one it had witnessed before. By then, it 

had covered a good distance in the way leading to development 

or modernity. (37) 

Identification of modernity as a multi-dimensional, inte~rative 

whole 

This trend does not confine itself to one or even some 

sets of indicators through which modernity may be identified. 

It does not rely on a partial interpretation of development 
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nor does it recommend the outlo~ based on evolu'~ionary 
th~t 

stages/societies have to &0 through before they reach 

modernity. It rather follows a conceptual organic line 

based on the 'wholistic' view at society in terms of the 

interaction and interdependence between various social 

phenomena and systems. 

Sorokin suggested that the integrative concept of the 

social life phenomena be based on a set of items, some of 

which point to the nature of the current social conditions, 

others are related with the structural ingredients of social 

phenomena while others still express the image in which 

the social phenomena are interrelated. (38) 

The writings after the integrative line of modernity 

identification generally stress the various systems 

through which the integrative whole is identified. Nine 

such systems are frequently mentioned in one form or other 

namely, the demographic, the family, the educational, the 
ecologicat, the economic, the political, the 
normative, class structure,and health condition~ 

Myrdal suggests that the social system is affected by 

a set of economic and social forces. In case some change 

occurs in one aspect, the reaction caused as a result of 

that change does not take the form heading for a reverse 

direction of the old change, but rather it leads to the emergence 

of helping changes to the first, and hence, drives the 

system in the same direction that the first change has taken, 

and consolidates it. 
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Myrda1 affirms the contact between the economic and 

social variables severely criticizing the traditional 

economic theory. He rejects the traditional trend that disregards 

the non-economic factors. To be practical, he suggests, 

necessitates that the economic analysis takes into 

consideration all the relevant factors. In other words, it 

must concentrate on the causality cumulative principle between 

various factors in the social system. (39) 

One clear example after the inteerative trend which 

expresses the point of view of the developing countries 
~ 

may be d~uced from 'Essay of Socio-economic Typology in Latin 
(40) 

American Countries' where social and political variable~ 

are integrated. A set of five variables are introduced for 

the consideration of those who atte~pt to measure the degree 

of development. Such an effort bears some resemblance to 

wha t has already been enlisted under the "indica tors I trend It. 

The five variables are: 

a. The economic variable which includes a set of indicators 

such as the average income of the individual, the consumption 

of electricity, cement, the issue of newspapers, the calories 

that an individual gets, and the percentage of the labour 

force engaged in the agricultur~l sector. 

b. Social graduation which includes a set of indicators 

namely, distribution of population over urban and rural areas, 

and distribution of power over various productive sectors. 
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c. The cultural variable including indicators such as illiteracy 

percentage, the percentage of students in various stageG of 

education compared to the age groups, the individual's share 

in newspapers, radio sets and cinema seats. Other indicators 

are concerned with health level as represented in the number 

of physicians to every 100,000 of the population and the individual 

share in hospital bedding in addition to birth and mortality 

rates. 

d. The demogranhic variable which includes two basic indicators: 

the degree of homogerilty amons the population and the 

percentage of the foreigners to the nationals. 
The 

e:-Politiqal variable which is represented in the degree of 

parliamentary represnetation, the actuality of political ideas, 

the degree of integrity!.of the pressure gr.)oups or other 

groups influencing political life, and the degree of 

the representation of the electorates in the system of 
(4I) 

political parties. 

The~ntegrative bases for Moore, on. which the degree 

of modernity of a society may be identified are put in 

a classificatory system different from the above. They 

include: values, systems, organ~ation and incentives: 

I. Values It is necessary to have a framework of values 

that allows an easy mobility for the individuals, as well as 

an employment system based on technical efficiacy and 

capability of performance. Such a demand is seen by Moore, 
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as sometimes contradictory to a number of prevalent values 

in the society such as the inclination to prefer clans, 

and hence the change of the framework of values becomes 
(42) 

a basic condition of modernity. 

2. Systems Development is closely connected with a system 

of ownership, work and exchange as well as vdth political 

and economic systems. Work has to be mobile whether geographi-

cally or socially and employment should run in accordance with 

efficiacy with no regard to previous social status. A high degrp.e 

of political stability is a necessary prerequisite. A change 

in the educational system as well as in the public and 

private organizations that look after the promotion of educatio~ 

and technology is also a condition for the accomplishment of 

development. To Moore, some pioneer sectors of population should 

tend to put progrmmmes to identify the technical methods that 

should be borrowed or oriented as well as the new inventions 

that can be applied in unusual conditions. 

3. Organization As industrial advance is related with 

specialization and labour divisio~, there should be a 

systemati~ed administrative organization that makes decisions. 

4. Jv'lo-l,;v-o..fl.·,..,.. The more desire for a better life, dlles root 

-automatically- mean attaining it. Hence, change should be 

introduced in the prevalent social systems and organl~ations. 
(43) 
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The psycho-sociological trend tor modernity iden tl !icC'!. tion 

In this trend, modernity is identitiable by a group ot 

structural characteristics that distinguish the 'modern' society 

trom a 'traditional' one. On'the individual basis, modernity 

signifies a group ot attitudes, values and styles of teeling and 

work that active and clever participation in a modern society 

demands or ita individuals. 

To psycho-sociologists, Man's modernity precedes and is 

even a condition for accomplishing the modernity of social s~tems. 

Hence, psychological chsracteristics ot individuals and groups 

are concentrated upon as basic areas ot investigation. Their 

rationale .is that, to reach modernity, ,a state has to depend on 

an et!icient system ot bureaucracy, advanced science and technology, 

sound planning, ••• etc., the reali~ation ot which requires that 

individuals possess certain traits, values and attitudes. This 

explains why a good deal ot the etforts exerted by psycho-sociologists 

has been directed to the study ot the behavioural characteristics 

ot 'modern man', as may be deduced trom the work of tigures like 

Hc Clelland, Inkeles, Smith, Kahl which will be elaborated 

later. llw) 
The growing data obtained trom the empirical studies in the 

field seem to support many ot the views raised by the above 

figures, and many others as regards the individual traits of 

'modern man~. Xo.eyer, the trend, on the whole, is subject to 

criticism trom, at least, four angles: 
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I. That the differentiation made between 'modern' and 'traditional' 

or 'non-modern man' builds on arbitrary basis. This may be explained 

by the lack, until present, of universally accpetable characteristics 

of 'modern' man to rely upon. Accordingly, it is difficult to find 

a typical man whom we may call 'modern'. 

2. That most of the psycho-sociologists who have dealt with individual 

modernity are from the West. It is not strange, hence, to find that 

the characteristics of 'modern' man to them are unconsciously 

delineated with the traits they suppose to characterize Western man. 

As will later be shown,(45) linking modernity with Western outlooks 

and Western styles of life, however unavoidable, leads to some 

conclusions that do not accord with underdeveloped countries whose 

actual setting differs from the setting out of which the 'Industrial 

Revolution' and other great movements of the West have sprung. 

3. Because the cultural items vary from one underdeveloped country 

to another, it is hardly acceptable that one. set of behavioural 

characteristics may work for all of them. It has to be recognized 

that behavioural characteristics and traits may interact in a way 

that varies with the variation of cultures. The natural outcome 

is varied characters and varied types of societies. 

4. That the measurement of behavioural characteristics is not 

reliable until it builds on accurate means of measurement. Great 

as the efforts made in this respect, the available measures, as 

Hassan believes, 'is still in need of great orientation and 

development if a high degree of reliability and stability 

is to be attained'. (46) 
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Other than characteristics and traits of 'modern' man, the 

role played by individual and social values in the accomplishment of 

modernity is another n:eld of interest of such psycho-sociologists 

as Lerner, Me Clelland, Hagen and others. 

In 'The'Passing of Traditional, Society', Lerner stresses the 

importance of exposure to 'communication' in the process of 

modernization. He was concerned with the degree of 'empathy' of , 

individuals as the crucial variable intervening between mass media 

exposure and modernization effects. In this way, 'modernity' is 

associated with 'empathy', the latter taken to si~nify the capacity 

to see oneself in another fellow's view.(47) 

In his field research perf,ormed on six Middle Eastern countries 

(of which Egypt was one), Lerner interviewed approximately 1,600 

individuals. His interviews included nine items designed to test 

the individual's ability to project himself into the position of 

another, and express a judgement as regards what he would do or 

feel if he ~ere the other persons. Three of these items called upon 

the respondent to give ~ opinions, not those of others. These six 

form the nonrole-taking items in Lerner's empathy scale. The 

respondent was asked: 

I. what he missed by not getting a newspaper, 

2. how people who attend movies differ from those who 

do not, 

3. in what other country he would like to live, 
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4. what he would like to know more about that country, 

5. what problems people like himself face in life, and 

6. what people like himself can do to solve these problems.(48) 

Lerner then presents a cross-classification of the individuals 

interviewed in accordance with four considerations: 

(a) empathy whether they scored high or low scores i~ empathy. 

(b) media-participation: wh.ether they participated much or little 

in the use of modern com~unication media (radio, newspaper, movies, •• ) 

(c) urbanization: whether they lived in a city or elsewhere. 

Cd) literacy: whether they were or were not literate. 

The table below presents what Lerner could reach; a classification 

into modern, transitional and traditional on the basis of scores. 

The 'plus' signs in the table show a high degree of the characteristic 

indicated, a 'minus' sign indicates a low degree:(49) 

Type Literacy Urbanizatioh media Empathy 
Participation 

Modern ••••••••••••• + + + + 

Transitional A ••••• - + + + 

B ..... - - + + 

C ••••• - - - + 

Traditional •••••••• - - - -

It is clear trom Lerner's table above how empathy among the 

individuals is the first step towards the accomplishment of modernity. 

First, an individual becomes emphatic, then he becomes urban, and 
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~O~ : a in tern ~ of i t s bei~c the c au r ~ l i~i ti ~ ti n c fa c ~ or 1 . t~ c 

(50) 

of tho pr:cho - ~ J c i o oeica l ~re~ d , CGr . entra t~ s o~ t h ~ r ol e 

ar: d s o c -:" C1. l d 9vel c:?'::.ent t La t f1 c n',.; p. tr:.: re ,:tchcG . He i '! t r r: du ,: [:ci the 

' Achievement !·;otivat.ion' or ':!hAt wa ::; te r oed ' . p."d "" chi cv e:::c;:. t! (y ' 

' n Ac hi evemen t' t hat sig~i~cs , ~ certa in way of t~i~~i ng ~hat ~~~ 

r elativ el y rare blt, whi ch , \' ho1: i t O ~81lT'('n jn ::l n i n(l:' v:Ld ual , ': 0!' cie>d 

t 'J make hb behave in a !=,a r ticu l arly ene:-ge: :' c VI .... ~, ! • 
(51) 

McCl elland ' ~ examina t i on o f Weber 'c g ene r a l hypot~e ~i~ (52 ) th~ t 

Protestan ti s!.:l led to an ec o~o ::1i c development a nd perhe ps t c a :-; 

increase in achievement mC'ti.vation or certain va lues as s oci a ted 

wi th Protestantism in the Wes t, drove him to ask if the i nd euend enc e 

and the 'early mastery tra ining' produce hi gher n Achievemen t 

only in the West, or in other areas of different cultures as veil. 

If the high n Achievement was associa ted with Protestantism: 

"wha t about Japan, whose economic development seemed quite rapid, 
but ~8uld in no way be attributed to the Protestant Reforma tion? 
Was it higher n Achievement that led to economic developm ent 
in Japan and if so what parental values produced it there?". (53) 
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With these enquiries in mind, McClelland wa s driven 

to test his ovm hypothesis that there was a connection between 

n Achievement and economic development on a large scale tha t 

surpassed the limits of 'Christianity' and 'Westernism'. 

Depending on the analysis of 25 folk tales and stories chosen 

randomly from the texts used f~r teaching at the second, third 

and fourth grade levels of primary schools in twenty-three 

.countries and which were published in the I920's (also the same 

in the I950's), formed his base for the judgement of 

national n Achievement level. The level of economic growth for 

each nation was judged by the per-capita constmption of 

electricity in Kilowat-hours. 

The result of McClelland in so far as our present study 

is concerned, has rev ealed that countries ",':i th hi gher s c or e 3 

of n Achievemen t in the 1920's showed more r a pid economi c crn~t" 

later on than those with lo~er s cores 6f the n Achievencnt in 

the same period. For the 1950 period, which includ ed a larger 

(54) 
number of countries, he Go t al~ost the sam e res ult. 

Most important of Clelland's findings is tha t a prec ondition 

for the achievem ent of modernity in a country, p3 rticula rly 

in so far as econol!lY is concerned, is the cha ng e in t he people. 

Econorric gro\ th can be promoted only when the value s and mo tivm 

of individuals are successfully changed, \'I h~ t he likes to pu t ~s : 

"The shortest way to achieve economic objectives might 
turn out to be thr::>ugh chane;i ne; people them selve~". (55) 
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:.~lha t is f'ie ant by 'cha nging peor- l e themselves ' i s th a t th ey 

be c ome mo re acht eve~ent or j ented. The ~a y t h j s cha nge is br ou~h t 

abo u t is : 

"by pe rsua s ion or educat i on, by introducinG chanGes in th e 
s oc i al sys tem a nd by e.:l r l y cha r.a cter tra. ini ng ." Of these 

three approaches , th e tl:ltrd "is by all od cl s the one mos t 
1i1:e1y t o succ eed ••• " (56) 

Hag en ' s line i n mo d er ni ty iden t ifi c:..t j_on b "ar::; 0 0 m 8 

r e s<'>::'ib1anc e t o r-'c C1 el land ' s . Ha Ce il \,:a8 :,:_.qinl.:; C on c c 'n~d \'!i th 

a questio~ t o ~hich t e a tt e~ n t e d t o CiY ~ ~n an ~~er ~h~OICh 

hiG t heory of ' S~ cial Cha ng e' ( I962). (57) 

"Why h a. 'le the p~ o:tJJ e o f ::; omc s ·') cicti e s ent p. r ecl c 2 ('I 
tA chn logi ca l proc rc" s r."o r o 0 f:e c t .~vc . :/ t h t !': n tt pl~ ::: ?" . 

r r~ati ~ ~ a nd t h e soc i al c~ n d i l i o !': s 
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Western Nodel as Expressive of Modernity 

The contemorary thoughts about modernity reviewed above 

serve to give a clearer vision of how 'modernity' is 

identified by various thinkers. However, they raise a question 

as regards the institutional and normative forms that modernity 

takes, and whether they are necessarily 'Western'. The 

transformation of traditional, medieval lifestyles into 'modern' 

ones in Western Europe, has, not without cause, been the main 

source of inspiration before economists and sociologists 

who dealt with modernity. The age of Exploration, the 

Renaissance, the Reformation, the French Revolution, the 

Industrial Revolution in England, have all been great landmarks 

from which stemmed various Western outlooks about modernity. 

Hence, 'modern' has currently been used as a synonym of 

'Western'. To an eminent sociologist like Shils, 'modern' 

means: 

"being Western without the onus of dependence on the West. 
The model of' modernity is a picture of the West detached 
in some way from its geographical origins and locus •••• (59) 

A similar trend may be pOinted out in Eisenstadt's writings, 

where 'modernization' is histroically looked at as the process 

of change towards social, economic and political systems 

of Western Europe and North America from the seventeenth 

century to the twentieth century. (60) While the difference 

between 'modernity' and 'modernization' is not overlooked, 

the ideal type to him is clearly a Western one. 
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To a third, like Lerner,(6I) the Western model is applicable 

anywhere in the world, for "it is only historically western; 

sociologically it is global.,,(62) 

But, equating 'modernity' with Western institutions 

and lifestyles locks it within narrow confinement that may 

overlook the aspirations and experiences of underdeveloped 

countries in other parts of the world. Such a view is 

advocated strongly by Frankel~63) who argues that: 

"The problem is not to wipe out the slate clean in the 
underdeveloped countries, and to write our economic and 
technical equations on it, but to recognize that different 
peoples have a different language of special action and 
process, and, indeed have long exercised, peculiar antitudes 
for SOlTing~he problems of their own time and place; aptitude~ 
which must be further developed in the historic setting of 
their own past to meet the exigencies of the present and 
the future." (64) 

The Western model is best suited to certain'place' at a certain 

'time'. Blind application of Western standard of values to 

the citizens of the underdeveloped countries is seen 

as 'totally inappropriate' for researchers carrying out 

cross-cultural studies.(65) To see modernity only fro= 

the Western persepctive, is, to Bernstein,(66) associated 

with colonial p3rspective, and can hardly be accepted as 

innocent of ethnocentricism.(67) 

As for the intellectuals of the underdeveloped countries, 

they seem to be tortured between the Western type, which they 

see working well, and between their own traditions which 

cannot be easily discarded; in other words the conflict is 

between • borrowing' and 'orlginality,.(68) 
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Western civili~ation, to many of them, should not be regarded 

as the ultimate end that the whol.e humanity should strive to 

reach, but rather a transitory phase. Hence, the growing call 

far models of modernity adjustable to the economic, political 

and social conditions of the underdeveloped countries.(69) 

An eminent Egyptian thinker classifies the reaction of Arab 

intellectuals to ideals of modernity into tpree divisions: 

(a) Those who reject the spirit of the age, and lock themselves 

within the limits of tradition (al-turath). They take an 

extremist position towards the recommendation of strict 

application of religious rules in organizing life affairs, 

regardless of what is suggested by others as 'modern'. 

(b) Those who accept all waves of 'modern' thought coming 

from the i'iest without question. Whatever might be the contras t 

between what is 'modern' and the 'tradition' that has been 

with the Arabs for hundreds of years, the latter is always 

to be sacrificed on the alter of change. 

(c) Those who represent the greatest section of contempor~ry 

intellectuals and whose adherents are increasing every day. 

They adopt a line in between the two extremes trying to form 

a compromise within· which 'modern Arab culture' true to 

Arab conditions may be established meanwhile the spirit of 

the age is not rejected.(70) 

To see whether the Western model is applicable to 

the underdevel.oped countries, two·points have to be 

taken into conSiderations 
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Firstly; that associating 'modernity' with the Western model 

can only be regarded as'lethnocentric' in case a successful 

alternative raised by the underdeveloped countries is 

available. So tar, this alternative has not been found. 

What the intellectuals of the underdeveloped countries aspire 

to realize, as will later be seen, accords in one way 

or other, with the Western model. 'Political Democracy' 

based on parliamentary representation, political parties, 

free press, periodical executive power, •• etc. is the core 

of the Western model from the political angle. In the economic 

realm, the benefit of the fruits of science and the promotion 

of technology in the form of wide-scale industrialization 

are the main bases. Both of the two can hardly be exa~ined 

apart from the western experience. Refusal to consider the 

Western model, by some sectors, does not indicate a defect 

in the model itself, but is rather dictated by bitter 

feelings towards Western coloniZation. Ghandi's call to 

reject the railway, the telegraph, the hospital and other 

phases of Western culture, can only be seen as one of this 

type.(72 ) The agrument against the Western model is not 

because of the 'content' but because of the 'form' which 

only leads, in the view of one Egyptian scholar, to seclusion 

from the world around, not for the sake of reaching truth, 

but out of bias to the old.(72) The argument of the above 

sectors seems to be what Lerner meant in his study about 

'The Passing of Traditional Society' (1958)(73) which he made 

on six Middle Eastern countries, that "Middle Easterners more 

than ever want the modern package but reject the label 'made in 
U.S.A." (74) 
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Secondly; it is not sound to regard the Western model 

as wholly the contribution of the Western world. The impact 

of the Egyptian as well other cultures on the Greek 

civilization cannot be denied.(?5) AIGxandria, at the time 

of Alexander the Great (332-323 B.C.) became a great source 

of cultural radiation that influenced the Greek culture as 

well as the cultures of the peoples with whom Egypt contacted. 

When Europe contacted the Greek civiliZation during the 

Renaissance, it was, in fact, benefiting indirectly from 

the outcomes in which various cultures had contributed. 

Politically, the Western concept of democracy can be traced 

to the ideals of great re+igions and ancient philosoPhies.(76) 

The ideals found affirmation in the Greek practice through 

political organi'Z.ations of Athens. From them, Western 

democracy got its origin. Although some claim that the idea 

of democracy to the Greeks was not the same as the modern 

one adopted by the West, the historical significance of the 

Greek experiment and its impact cannot be ignored.(7?) 

Borrowing is, hence, not something to be ashamed of so 

long as it is based on assimilation and careful selection. 

Vndle adopting the Western technological culture, it is 

not desirable that the underdeveloped countries should 

copy the whole Western structure, for this might prove 

more harmful than benefiCial, but rather as El-Biblawy 

(I972) puts it: 'they have to select what they see fitting 

and reject what is not.,(78) If 'Political Democracy' and 

'Industrialization' are the main phases of Western modernity 
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in political and economic realms, it is reasonable that 

they have rational aspirations towards the Western model 

at this present stage of development, what Shils and others 

have found. (79) 

Shils and Modernity Proposals in the 'New states' 

The writings 0 f Edward Sh1ls·~ particularly his 
(80) 

'political Development in the New states' (1968), and 

'Scientific Development -in the New states' (I966),(81) 

~~t of special help to the argument about the case of Egypt 

in the light of four considerations: 

I. The basic concern of Shils' model, which is systemic, is 

with the 'aspirations of the new states to mOdernity,(82) 

which helps to identif~the gap that actually exists between 

the high aspirations for modernity in such states against the 

lower valuations, or what they are capable of accomplishing 

of these aspirations. 

2. Shils adopts the integrative approach in identifying 

modernity. While giving special significance to the political 

aspect of modernity, other aspects are not disregarded. 

The brevity ,vith which the economic aspect is tackled, which 

must be expected of a sociologist like Shils, does not prevent 

the writer from supporting Shils' views .7.1th the contributions 

made by other thinkers that run along the main line. 

3. The Arab Republic of Egypt is mentioned as one of his 

'new states,(83) which have the follo~~ng common features: 
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(a) They have recently gained independence following a 

substantial period of foreign rule; therefore their 

indigenous machinery of government is of quite recent origin. 

(b) Their social strucutres and cultures are, on the whole, 

highly traditional. 

(c) Significant sections of their elites are concerned 

to modernize their social structure, their culture as well 

as political life and outlook.(84) 

(d) Amidst what Dahl recognizes as Ita flood of 'typologies' 

or proposed ways or classifying political systemslt~85) 

Shils' typology is highly favoured by sociologists on the 

grounds that it, ttfacilitates the comparison not only of 

the emergent nations but of most political systems in the 

modern world. U (86) 

I. Political Aspect of Hodernity 

The association between 'modernity' and 'political 

democracy' is recogni~ed both by advanced and underdeveloped 

countries alike. To Shils, ttHodernity entails democracy, 
(87) 

and democracy in the New states must above all be equaliterian." 

He presents a typology of five-alternative course of political 

development which include: 

a. Political democracy 

b. Tutelary democracy 

c. ~~odernizing oligarchies 

d. Totalitarian oligarchies 

e. Traditional oligarchies.(88) 
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From all five, Shils accepts 'political democracy' as the 

~deal model that could be aspired for by the new states. 

He raises a question the answer to which expla~ns his 

views: 

tI'Nha t is the predon:1nant, visible model which commands 
assent by its actual achievement and by the prestige of 
the power and ascendancy of its earthly embodiments? 
It is the model of a regime of c~vilian rule through 
representative institutions in the matrix of public 
liberties, those three components of a modern conception 
of democracy." (89) 

These components of 'political democracy' bear resemblance 

to what is suggested in Western thought about democracy. 

One definition that sums the Western outlook runs as follows: 

Ita modern state is generally a territorial nation, organifJed 
as a legal associat~on by its own action in creating a 
const~tution (such action being in some cases, as in Great 
Britain, a process along a line of time rather than an act 
at a point of time), and permanently acting as such an 
association, under that constitution, for the purpose of 
maintaining a scheme of legal rules defining abd securin6 
the rights and duties of its members." (90) 

The 'legal rules' as regards democratic institutions as 

Parliament, parties, franchise r~ghts, free press, ••• etc. 

are well defined and carefully adhered to, in most cases. 

The high esteem that 'political democracy' has gained 

among the leaders ot the new states, or underdeveloped countries, 

is no less remarkable than in the West. Such a condition is 

attributed by Shils to, -Their hunger for modernity, the 

liberal auspices of their independence movement, their 

general tendency toward Populism".(9I) However, some 

other considerations make these countries ready to introduce 

substantial admixtures of oligarchy, but still the position 
remains evidently in favour of 'political democracy' as 
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the ideal model to be aspired for. Shils clearly states 

that : 

(fno regncwt elite .in the new states of Asia and Africa 

believes that its ultimate aspirations would be 

adequately and definitively realized in any of the 

latter alternatives or that any defections or variants 
are anything but second best." (92) 

Comnonents of Political Democracy 

Shils recogni~es four such componenets in a modern 

political system, namely the legislative, the executive, 

the political parties and the independent judiciary: 

I. The focal point in 'Political Democracy' is, in Shils' 

view, a legislative body periodically elected by universal 

suffrage. It is empowered to initiate legislation through 

its individual members or committees and through the 

leadership of the executive branch which may be seperably 

elected (as in the U.S.A.) or selected from members of 

legislature (as in Great Britain). Legi61atively, this 

assembly is supreme and has the right to accept or reject 

MY proposals put to it by the. executive, and no bill can 

become law without its consent. 

2. The executive carries out its policies through a 

hierarchically organi~ed bureaucracy which is ultimately 

answerable to its political head or ministrr under whose 

guidance it operates, and who, in his turn is answerable 

to the legislative. 
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3. Political parties are an integral part of the system. 

Candidates for election as legislatures do so in association 

u"cl with"as the candidates of.one of the parties. It is thus 

that pOlitical parties are, to Shils,a necessary component 

of political democracy. The party which wins the largest 

number of seats dominates the legislature alone, or it does 

so in coalition with other parties or with dissident number 

of other parties. 

4. The existe~ce of an independant judiciary,anG the recoenition 

of all political actors that their conduct must be circumscribed 

by the provisions of the constitutiona1,conventional and legal 
(93) 

limi ta ti ons. ' . . 

Political power in a modern political system is held 

for a comparatively short period of time, and the conditions 

for maintaining it must be fairly precisely defined. Periodically, 

the electorate is given the opportunity to choose anew betweer. 

the contending groups for political office. 

In case the government is dismissed through the loss of 

a vote of confidence in the legislature, or through the loss 

of general elections, the tr~ly democratic system curbs 
. ·:(94) 

any tyrannical or arbitrary power.' 

What Shi1s meant to give a great stress is, that political 

democracy is not a matter of institutions to be founded. 

Rather it needs a certain number of conditions without which 
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the effective and continuous functioning of the institutions 

of political democracy, and hence, politi~al modernity, will 

not be attained. It is for this that he recogni~es five 

preconditions for political democracy: 

(a) Stability, Coherence and Effectiveness of the Ruline Elite 

i. The government must have confidence in its own practices 

and in the support which it will receive. 

ii. The continued acknowledgement of the govern~ent's 

authority throughout most of the society. 

iii. There must be political leaders who are attached to 

the representative inst~tutions. 

(b) The Practice and Acceptance of Opposition 

The effective and continuous existence of political democracy 

requires a fairly coherent and responsi~le opposition to thp 

ruling party working within the rules of the parliamentary earr:c. 

This opposition should not simply_interest itself in the 

obstruction and depreciation of the majority. 

(c) Adeouate Machinery of Authority 

This requires, in Shils' view, competent civil service 

with training and organi~ation well enough to carry out the 

measures taken by the legislative or executive leadership. 

Shils sees that it must be sufficiently detached in its own 

political orientations and sufficinetly loyal to any 

institutional government, to make the effort to carry out the 

policy decided by the political elite, and sufficiently independent 
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to be capable of offering assessment to the measures which 

the government is proposing. 

(d) The Institutions of Public Opinion 

An. important factor in the preconditions to political 

democracy is related with the existence of a self-confident 

and self-sustainin~set of institutions of public cpinion 

including press, universities, civic interest associations, 

trade unions, local government bodies, ••• etc., which, in 

Shils' view, have to be widely spread throughout the different 

classes and regions of the country. This entails an autonomous 

set of institutions for gathering, interpreting and diffusing 

informatio~o the public as well as to the government. It 

entails as well, the freedom of expression together with 

associations whether to individuals or bodies for the study 

of the cause of ~ents. This, in tUrn, requires three thincs: 

a. a corpse of journalists, publicists., and university and 

college professors who are honest and forthright in their 

expression, 

b. a group which upholds the symbols and programs of modernity 

other than the class of professional army officers. There ia 

thus a need for modern civilian intelligentsia, a fairly 

numerous, moderately educated and reasonably politically 

concerned sections of thefopulation. Those constitute in 

Shils' view: 
(, 

The reservoir from which the leaders of public ouinion come 
tbelaudience fO;L t hQ6e leaders, and the resonance which ' 
W1J. maRe l.~seJ.rg,udlble (in a variety, (It: ful ) 
to legislators and administrators."(· (95) peace ways 
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c. a fairly dense and elaborate system of private and 

volunatary associations which have their rmle in the 

arena of public opinion meanwhile talk on behalf of their 

members. Shils gives examples of such voluntary 

associations as: trade unions and employers' associations, 

professional associations, cooperative and private 

corportations which produce and distrib~te commodities, 

autonomous universities and research institutions. The 

expected results of having adequate and active institutions 

of public opinion on the political life is interpreted, 

in Shils' words as follows: 

"By the performance of such functions, an Tinfra-ntructurp' 
of decision and authority is constituted which reduces 
the amount of decision exercised and of decisions made 
by the state. By membership in snch bodies, the 
citizenry, at l~ast that significant section which 
makes up the elites of the 'infra-structure', beeo::-. .: 
trained in the exercise of authority and the makine of 
decisions. Even more important, they become j~alouR of 
their rights to exercise authority and to make decisions, 
and they become attached to the symbols of their autonomy~C96) 

The activities performed by the institutions of public 

opinion drive the cause of political. - ~moderllity forward 

in that they put limit to the power practised by the state, 

especially that directed to the checking of inimical 

attitudes to the regime of civilian rule. 

(e) The Civil Order 

Of the five major preconditions to political democracy, 

this one is hiGhly significant to the intellectualization 

of the problem at hand. In the first place, the solution 
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of the major crises encountered by the new states in their 

struggle for modernity, is associated in one way or other 

with the civil order. Political modernity proposals will 

ever remain unfulfilled unless an actively participant civil 

order undertakes its responsibility. Institutions of political 

democracy must, in Shils' view, rest on a wid-ely dispersed 

civility which should embrace: 

a. A sense of nationality which Shils exrlains by , a fi~ 

but not intense attachment to the total community and its 
(97) 

symbols'. ' 

b. A degree of interest in public affairs that is likely 

to impel most of the adults to participate in the politic~t 

affairs as represented in the elections, the attentive 

and watchful follow up of what is goin~ on ik th~ 

country as a whole, and a reasonable ability to judge the 

quality of the candidates. 

c. Acceptance and affirmation of the lecitimacy of the 

country's political order. 

d. That the individuals should have a sense of their own 

dignity, rights and obligations 'on which must rest their 

interest in maintaining their own private sphere, free from 
(98) 

arbitrary intrusions of authorityl~ , 

e. An adequate degree of agreement upon values, institutions 

as well as practices to accept limits that the country's 
(99) 

interests may require on their own self-aggrandizing tendencies. 
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The above qualities need not be either equally or 

universally shared, yet fulfil a minimum requirement, 

that of being 'common enough to serve as a leaven in the 
(100) 

society at large'. . Only when the preconditions are 

fulfilled and th~~~omponents of 'Political Democracy' 

are found, that a modern polity is at hand which, 

Aberonthy described as 'an independent nation-state, 

composed of citizens who are equal before the law and 

at least nominally able to participate in the selection 
.tJ..c. 

of .zuling elite; its government is relatively centralised, 

accepts some responsibility for the welfare of the citizens, 

and efficiently deploys its human and material resources 
(101) 

in the solution of pressing policy problem~'. 
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The Economic Aspect of Modernity 

'Modern' versus 'Traditional' economy 

Modern and mobilized economy is characterized by certain 

features that put it in contrast with the traditional types. 

Such features of modernity are asscociated with aspects 

like the economic units, the use of technoloeical innovations, 

capital, equipment, manpower, ••• etc. The characteristics of 

both types of economy are indicated in the following table: 

Tab] e 5.I 

Characteristics of Modern and Traditional Economic Systems(I02) 

Modern T~aditional 1 
: 

Unifunctional or limited-function ~:ultifunctional units poorly I 
units, clearly differentiated and differentiated and possessinc I 
autonomous from other societal minimal autonomy from othetfoocietall 

units(banks,corporations,unions) units(families, clans, tribes) I 
Primarily industrial Primarily agrarian, nomadic 

High per-capita income and Low per-capita income and 

consumption consumption 

High surplus capital and Low surplus capital and 

production· production 

Well-developed economic Minimal infrastructure 

infrastructures (dams, roads, development 

monetary systems) 
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The above contrasts of the characteristics of modern 

and traditional economic systems serve as indicators 

but are too general to give the minimum discrimination 

required for the identification of modern economy. 

A more specific attempt for the identification of the 

characteristics of a modern economy covers a wider range 

including technological application, labour division and 

specialization, manpower skill, capital, production, innovation 

and initiation, high level of material well being, the shift 

tm manufacturing industries, the spread of wage labour principle; 

and the minimized natural hazards. The characteristics included 

in the above attempt run as follows: 

(fI. "increasing application of technology, and of inanimate 
energy, to enlarge and diversify the production of goodG 
and services per capita; 

2. a growing specialization of labour and subdivision of 
productive processes within and among firms, indu~tries, 
occupations, and territories, and an increasing interdependence 
and mobility of individuals and groups within a networ~ of 
widening impersonal markets; 

3. a conco~itant improvement in human skills and economic 
efficiency, especially at the higher technical and manaeerial 
levels; 

4. an accumulation of capital goods in more productive forms 
and in growing amounts per Vlorker, financed by a complex of 
financial institutions that characteristically divorce the 
savings from the investment process in order to pool liquid 
resources for the growing stream of investment; 

5. production, transport, marketing and finance organised 
on an increasingly large-scale, with concomitant tendencies 
to the concentration of decisions over economic life; 

6. as the dynamic force behind the above processes, a society 
increasingly oriented to the pursuit of innovation and growth 
infused (especially within the elite) by a spirit of innovati~n 
and growth, and incrreasingly rational in .its choice of 
techniques and allocations of resources to achieve its 
economic goals; 
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7. as a result of these processes -and despite a characteristic 
increase in population- a rise in the level of material 
well-being, usually a widenine of the range of personal choice, .. 
and sooner or later, a rduction in the range of economic 
and social in~qualitiesj 

8. as incomes rise, a shift in the balance of employment and 
production from the extractive industries to manufacuring and 
the services, within a concomitant urbanization of the labour 
force; 
9. the spread of wage labour as the chief ~orm of gainful 
employment, and commonly the seperation of ownership and 
management; and, 

10. the replacement of natural hazards (e.g. weather) as the 
main source of insecurity by technological change, the 
uncertainties of the market, and the bargaining disadvantage (103) 
of the individual in relation to his employer and the state~, 

Ideal Typical Modern Economy to the] eaders of the New states 

Though the leaders of the new states arc generally 

committed to the cause of economic development, which is clear 

in their concern with the search for more physical resourceG, 

the increased efficiency of processing resources, the 

accumulation of capital through various means, yet their 

motives for the accomplishment of a modern economy are found 
(IOlt) 

to be multiple.' Many are driven by the hope to raise the 

standard of living of their people. The image of modern econo!1!Y 

to them is that of industrialized, rationalized and economically 

advanced. Others are after· self aggrandlsement whether politicallt 

or materially regarding economic development as a useful 

instrument for the accomplishment of the aims in mind. But, 

whatever the variation between the leaders of new states in 

this concern, the view of the masses to modern ecomomy is 

strikingly less • According to Shils'. analysis: 
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~There is, however, little evidence that there is an 

intense and persistent demand for economic progress from 

the mass of peasantry. The industrial working class is too 

neelibible in most of the new states for its members' views 

to constitute a major factor, although their trade union 

leaders- who have tendeq to be middle-class intellectuals

are very strongly for economic development, as long as ~t 

causes no additional hardships to their constituents~ (I05) 

A modern economy as conceived by the leaders 0 f the ne",,' 

states is associated, as in ~hils' writings, with three basic 

phases which we do: .not fail to find in the wri tines of 

contemporary thir~ers dealing with modernization and modernity 

from the point of view of the underdeveloped countries. The 

three are: 

a. The diversified economy throueh indastrialization. 

b. The economy that is arraJ:1ged in accordance with plans. 

c. The rationally directed economy, i.e. scientifically 

oriented. 

On these three, concentration is made as the most salient 

aspects that characterize the modern economic system from the 

point of view of the leaders of the underdeveloped countries. 

a. Industrialization 

In almost all the writinGs about modernity, industrialization 

is given a distinguished position. Levy, for example, 

measures the degree'of a country's modernity according to 
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tthe extent that its members use 1nani~ate sources of power 

and/or use tools to multiply the effects of their efforts!(ro6) 

Palmer and stern, as well, regard industrialization as the 

basic feature of modernity in the aspirations of the leaders 

of underdeveloped countries. To them, indusrrialization remains: 

"the most visible distinctimn between the developing and 

developed areas today. For the modernizing leader, 

industrialization has hecome both the means and the 
.. (107) 

symbol of modernity •. 

Robert Ward follows the same line. He lists ten characteristic~ 

the presence of which makes economy modernized, most salient of 

the ten are: 

I. intense application of scientific technology and inanimate 

sources of energy, 

2. hi~h specialization of labour and interdependence of 

impersonal markets, 

3. large-scale financing and concentration of economic dcciF.i~~ 

making, and 
(lOS) 

4. rising leyels of material well-being.' 

The first and most important of Ward's list pertains to 

industrialization to which Sils, as well attaches similar 

importance. 

Shils, expressing the aspirations of the leaders of the 

new states for modernity justifies the unique position attache1 

to industrialization in modernity: 
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trThe proponents of modernity assert that no country can claim 

to be modern without being economically advanced or progressive. 

This is the very center of dynamism. To be advanced economically 

means to have an economy based on modern technology, to h~ 

industrialized, and to have a high standard of living~(I09) 

It is thus accepted by the leaders of the underdeveloped 

countries that industrialization is one major phases pf 

modernity as we11 as being a prerequisite for economic expansion 

and social welfare. A scholar from one such underdeveloped 

countries (Egypt) asserts that industrialization today 

'symbolizes the aspirations of the developing vountries, which 

are most often predominan~ly agricultural'. (IIO) 

But taking industiralization as the emobodiment of modern 

econo~y, cannot be accepted without reservations. On the one 

hand it might lead to an underestimation of the value of th~ 

htm~ element whether as regards skill or internalised attitudes. 

It is this consideration that urges Foster to use the ter~ 

'socio-technological' instead of 'technological'. His view is 

that: 
If Associated with every technical and material change, there 

is a corresponding change in the attitudes, the beliefs and 

the beltaviour of the people who are affected by the material 

change. These non-material changes are more subtle. Often 

they are overlooked and their significance is underestimated. 

Yet the eventual effect of material or social improvement 

is determined by the extent to wbich the other aspects of 

culture affected by it can alter their forms with: .. a minimum 
)1.1 

of disruption. ·,-111) 
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On the other hand, other aspects of economy have not 

to be disregarded or underestimated. r-{ier fears that the 

exaggerated importance attached to industry is likely to be 

at the expense of agriculture. He gives ~ basic justifications 

for the rejection of the exaggerated place of industry in 

ec onomic develoP'ment:. 

First, the concentration of a large percentage of production 

in the primary sector cannot be accepted, in itself, as the 

cause of the poverty of most developing countries, for, the 

low productivity in agrtculture may be the cause. 

Second, that progress in industrialization depends, to a gre~t 

extent, on agricultural development. He warns the devalopin: 

countries that ·~~thout the necessary support of improvementr. 

in primary production, the p.i:llicies of industrialization will 
. . (II2) 

be severely hand~capped.' . 

Third, tha t economic de'i~lopmentfMeier' s vie",v, as well as B1D.cl~'::: 

( II31 in 'Dynamics of Modernization' s much more than the simple 

acquisition of industries, but requires of no less importance, 

the attai~~ent of a number of modernization ideals such 

a rise in productivity, social and economic equalization, modern 

knowledge, improved institutions and attitudes together ~~th 

a rationally co-ordinated systems of policy measures capable 

of remaining undesirable conditions in the social system. (114) 
... 

Papnek holds a view similar to Mier's in that he affirms 

the place of agricultural expDllsion in econonic developl!Jent 

side by side with industrialization. Agricultural and rural 



production can be raised rapidly with little capital aE is the 

case, for example, with doubling crop production or raising 

crop in previously uncultivated areas. Besides, as in the 
~ s 

third of Hier's j~tifications above, Papnek postulates that 

agriculture is necessary for the flourish of industry and 

lessening the probable side-e ffect 0 f industriall~ation. (1I5) 

Johnston and Mellor give evidence to the view that increased 

agricultural output and productivity contribute to the overall 

economic growth. The rationalization of their view builds on 

five points as follOWS: 
(( 
(I) Economic development is characterized by a substantial 
increase in the demand for agricultural prmducts, and failure 
to expand food supplies in pace with the growth of demand 
can seriously impede economic growth. 

(2) Expansion of exports of agricultural products may be 
one of the promising needs of increasing income and foreian 
exchange earnings, particularly in the earlier stages of 
development. 

(3) The labor force for manufacturing and other expan1in~ 
sectmrs of the economy must be drawn mainly from agriculture. 

(4) Agriculture, as the dominant sector of an underdeveloped 
economy, can and should make a net contribution to the 
capital required for overhead investment and expan~ion of 
secondary industr~. 

(4) Rising net cash incomes of the farm populatiQ~ ~ay be 
important as a stimulus to industrial expansion~(II6) 

It is thus accepted that indl1strialization, while indica:tint; 

a modern economic system, has to be complemented with 

agricultural expansion both vertically and horizontally_ 

Together, they form a major phase of modern economy. 



b. Planning 

'Planning', in its general sense, me~~s 'target setting, 

determination, and a mechanism of mobilizing resources. In this 

sense~planning is a necessary precondition for accelerated 
err?) 

growth'. To be advanced economically, requires, according 

to Shils, economic plannin~ accompanied by the employment of 

economists and statisticians, conducting surveYE, controlline 

the rates of Saving and investment, controlling imports and 
{lIB) 

foreign exchange, constructine new factories, building roads,etc~ 

In traditional societies, the components of economy are 

so fitted that the spontaneous interplay of economic forces 

keeps the society in a stat~ionQry state. Putting the system 

into dynamic action requires the introduction of three element~ 

that Hosney put in short v:ords as: an objective, a drive, i.e. 

a determination to achieve specific objectives; and a 

mechanism for collective mobilization of resources.'(I19) 

Planning, is associated in the minds of the leaders of 

the new states ~~th policies of governmentally controlled 

econoreic (fevelop::ent which are imposed by the conditions of 

such states. Examples of the conditions are seen by Shils 

in the increasing size of the civil service and the large 

increase in its powers particularly the powers of the 

politicians and high civil servants responsible for economic 
(120) 

development. 
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c. Chanee Directed throueh Science 

. 
Shils states that, 'To be modern is to be scientific'~ 

and relates it indirectly \';i th economic procress as in the 

following argument: 

"Science is today part of the regalia of national greatness; 

it is linked, in popular opinion, with a complex ( _ ) 
J, I.:: 1 

technology and hence ostensibly with economic progress;' 

The dynamic modern elites in the ne',': states aspire to 

direct change in their countries through the use of science. 

The first a~ong the principles is settine face againnt 

guidance of policy whet-ber in econo~y or other sectors, by 

the old traditional procedures as astrolocy, ~agic3l practice 

and the like$I2~) Apter explains the zeal on the part of 

the leaders of the new states to direct change throuGh 

science in much the same way as Shils did. The le~~ers 

beleieve that only through science, they are c~p~blG c: 

m~ting up for the long backwardmess. Science, as they 

believe, gives the great push needed for the present 

the future alike. Such leaders, as in Apter's words, 

n .... rl 
(;r. •• _ 

"share an ursent a.'ld understandable desire to ma}.:c a 

gigantic leap across time, to bypass slower and core 

'natural' proce~ses of economic and scientific growth 

and place science at the service of an immediate 

technology -a technology of improved agriculture, of 

industrial expansion, of health sanitation, and of 

startling new methods in education and training~(I2J) 
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One more consideration with.,which Shils interprets 

the trend toward science, is that the economit development 

requires the prospectine and appraisal of resources. Soil, 

minerals, ~arine, animals, water resources, •• etc., are 

all matters of importance that any plan for economic 

development has to take into account. However, Shils adds 

that, 'in all these ma~ters, a country which aspires to 

economic development must know where it stands, what it can 

count on, and what it must reckon with. It is the first 

task of almost every new state to organise its survey 

machinery and to staff' it with competent persons'. (I25) 

Shils tends to believe that modern economy to the new 

states of the underdeveloped world is related with 

the advancement of scientific knowledge which 1s capable 

of making their land reveal whatever secrets. This 

makes scientific research a matter Of relevance to 

their schemes of economic development. 

However, Shila raises a question as regards the type 

Of scientific research needed. He strongly argues in 

favour of the view that these states, in their struggle 

for reaching modern economy in short time, need not start 

from the zero point in which most of them find themselves 

at the present time, but rather trom the point to which 



advanced countries have already reached. Hence, he assures 

that the first priority in the new st'ates is to be given 

to the organization of 'survey machinery' amd its 

adequate stafting. From this, he proceeds to specify the 

particular type of research needed amidst their particular 

conditions: 

'~his does not require original research of a fundamental 
character. The techniques have already been formed in 

the advanced states, and most or the colonial powers 

and their business adjunts had made some progress 

in the conduct or geological, zoological, entomological, 
hydr~10g1cal, and, other types of surveys. The pattern of 

organization is well established, the skills required are 

fairly well defined, and the techniques are avai1ab1e. n (125) 

The type of research that the new states require 1s the 

'adaptive research'; that which is after adapting to their 

specific conditions an industrial or agricultural process 

already known and applied in advanced countries. What these 

aspiring countries urgently need. is not the original 'research 

of ~damental character, but rather the upgrading of the 

skill or their manpower. 
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Ideal Typical ~an in Modernity 

A model for the norms of man in modernity signifies 

that such norms stand as antithetical to those of traditional 

man. The latter is narrow-minded, apathetiC, possessing few 

individual opinions, excessively cautious and suspicions, 

fatalistic, living entirely to the 'now' with exaggerated 

respect for the sacred past. In otber words, he is non-rational 

(126) and highly superstitious. J.1odern man, on the contrary, 

is open-minded towards others as well as towards situations, 

rational and emphatic. }!odern man, as Apter suggests, may 

be judged on the criterion of 'rationality-activism',(I27) 

which is taken to mean his orientation toward the future with 

an outlook at change as the norm rather than the exception, 

self-consciousness about his own thinking processes, and 

placing a premium on scientific modes of explanation.(I28) 

With Parson's typology previously mentioned, modern 

man is seen as baving clear inclination to 'universality'. 

Opposite to traditional man, he bas no special regard to family, 
~ 

clan, tribe, class or ethnic group. He basI excessive 'particillarity' 
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such as the one that directs the behaviour of the individual 

in a traditional society and which urges the latter to 

consider the members of his own family, clan or claSG as 

deserving particalar and favoured treatment. 

The achievement versus ascription index of norms would 

require a modern man to favour the granting of status and 

authority to others, not on the basis of ascription, but 

rather on the basis of demonstrated ability. A modern man 

hence, bel~eves in accomplishment and qualification as 

essential criteria for recruitment into social roles and 

positions. Such rationalist-positivist criteria make of him 

skill-oriented, ingenious and a man of the world. 

contrary to the tendency of the tradition~l individual, 

whm is generally inclined to view other individuals in 

emotional terms heavily coloured by personal values and with 

an absence of 'mental status' of things, a modern man is 

seen as 'affectively neutral'. in.terms of his willingness 

to perceive other individuals and institutions as neutral, 

disinterested, fair-minded and unbiased. 

SpeciIity, which is included as one of the characteristics 

of the modern man, is exemplified by t\re precise and 
e . 

specific nature of modern legal and contr~tual systems. 

In these, specific obligations are codified and sharply 

defined. contrary to these, are the 'diffuse' roles, 
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obligations and 'ties' prevalent among indivldualG of 

traditional societies. The interaction between individuals 

in a modern society is regulated by.internalised norms 

that direct the attitudes and modes of behaviour rather 

than by explicitly defined codes. 

I1 Parsons' concept of individual modernity builds on 

the five contrasting variable tendencies of the ideal 

'modern' versus 'traditional', which will later be applied 

to society in the present chapter, Mc Clelland builds his 

concept of individual modernity on what he called . 
I 

'need achievement', a 'mental ~us' that a modern man comes 

to possess. By 'need achievement' is meant~ not the need to 

attain a certain station in life, but station ~at~sfaction 

in the process of achieving. It is a need distinguished 

sharply from the feeling that one has a duty to accomplish. 

Mc Clelland sees it as a 'certain way of thinking that \'ia~ 

relatively rare, but ,','hieh, when it occured in an individual, 
(129) 

tended to make him behave in a particularly energetic way'.' 

Lerner, on the other hand, represents a sli~ht deviation 

from the 'contrast' dichotomous typologies of 'modern' versus 

'traditional' individual in that he recogni~es the existence 

of a third group of individuals in between the two extremes 

and y,hom he called the 'transitionals'. This latter group 

is classified under several categories. While the 'moderns' 
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are cosmopolitan, urban, literate, generally well-off and 

seldom deviant, the traditionals, representing the other 

extre~e, have opposibtcharacteristics. The 'transitionals' 

share some of the empathy and psychic mobility of the moderns 

meanwhile lack the essential components of the modern style.( 130) 

The hi~h 'emphatic' capacity is what Lerner gives 

due attention in the identification of typical individual 

modernity. He is interested in empathy as the inner mechanic~ 

which enables newly !ltoblle persons to 'operate efficiently' 
(131) . 

in a-changing world •. Empathy, as he defined it is: 

-the capacity to see oneself in the other fellow's situation. 

This is an indispenRable skill for people moving out of 

traditional setting:'(I32 ) 

The degree of 'empathy' an individual has is associated with 

his education. The more edacated the individual, the more 

emphatic he becomes, i.e. the gre~ter his readiness to offer 
(I33) 

opinions in response to the challenges encountered. 

Together with 'empathy', Lerner's stress in the 

identification of individual modernity is laid on the 

'mobile personality', a ter~ often used by other thinkers 

as signifying modernity. Lerner distinGuishes a mobile 

person by: 
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Ita high capacity for identification with new aspects of 

his environment; he becomes equipped with the mechanicms 

needed to incorporate new demands u~on himcelf that arise 

outside of his habitual experience:(I34) 

These meah~~isms for enlarging a man's identity operate in 

two ways: 

I. projection which facilitates identification by assigning 

to the object certain preferred attributes of the selt 

(others are 'incorporated' because they are like me). 

2. interjection which enlarges identHy by attributing to 

the self certain desirable attributes of the object 

(others are 'incprporated'because I am like them). 
t 

Lerner uses the word 'e~pathy' as shorhand for both these 

mechanisms. It is thus that empathy is given a high value 

on the erounds of being the inner mechanis!:1 which enables 

newly ~obile persons to operate efficiently in a chancir.~ 
(135) 

world. 

The properties attributed by Lerner to a 'mobile person' 

bear clear resemblance to the findings of modern recent studies. 

e Inkles and Smith, for example, support the concept ot empathy 

in their'definition of the modern man', particularly 

wha t they include in qualities number I and 2 namely, . 

openness to new experience and the readiness for social 
(136) 

change. 
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Yet, a difference in the statement of individual modern1tJ 
e. 

has to be pointed out. If individual modernity to lru,les 

a~d Smith is similar in som, respect to those sueeested by 

• t. 
Lerner and some other sociologlsts, Ink-les and Smith prefer 

to see it, not as a single-quality type, i.e. single traits, 

b~t rather a syndrome or complex of qualities. They developed 

a long list of 'the~es' each of which might reasonably be 

reflected in the attitudes, values and beh~viour of the 

'modern' ~an. Their list was subject to a further step until 

they eventually nominated t":enty-four 'dimension} of individual 

Jr.odernity as fo110\'ls: 

I. Active public partiCipation 

2. Aging and the aged 

3. Aspirations 

4. Calculability 

5. Change orientation 

6. Citizenship 

7. Consumption 

8. Dignity 

9. Efficiacy 

10. Family size restrictions 

II. Growth of opinion 

12. Identification with nation 

13. In forma tion 

14. Kinship ob1igat ien E~ 

15. Mass media 

16. New experiences 

17. Pla!:ning 

18. Religion 

19. Social class stratificatio~ 

20. T~me 

21. Technical skill 

22. Understanding production 

23. Work com:-r.itl!lent 
(137.) 

24. Women's rights 

e 
The selection of these t!:e::Ies by IrJ¥es and Sci th was euided 

by three perspectives: the analytic, the topical and the 
(1,38) 

behavioural •. 
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It is true that there are very few studies that tackle 

individual modernity from the angle of underdeveloped people, 

but two stand as distinguished examples. The first is Kahl's 

study (1968) in r.hich he concentrated on individuals from 

Brazil and Mexico (139) and the other, is the previously 

mentioned study by I~~es and Smith who concentrated on 

individuals from six underdeveloped countries: Argentina, 

. (140) Chile, East Pakistan, India, Israel and Niger:l.a. . Their 

findines are, hence, mmst likely to serve the pur~ose of 

the present study. 

Kahl described 'the ideal typical modern roan' by the 

ans\'!ers he cave to the i tens in seven core scales that 

included: activism, low integration with relatives, preference 

for urb~n life, individualism, low community st~atification, 

high mass-media participation; a~d low stratification of 

life chances.,( I4I bn these seven we throw some liCht. 

A typically modern l:1an is activist in the sense that 

he believes in making plans in advance with a sense of 

confidence in his ability to bring such plans to fruiticn. 

In that, he is in contrast with the fatalistic peasant who, 

according to Kah1, 'follows the routines of life and 

shrugs his shoulders to indicate that l!:uch of what happens 

will be beyond his control,.(I42) 

The second of Kahl's cores is indicated by the 
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modern man's willineness to move away from his relatives 

dependine on his ~~ initiative in order to carry out 

his plans. He refuses the burdensome responsibility of 

nepotism, and is characterized by a high degree of 

individualism. The ideal typical modern man, thus, 

"avoids extreme identification with people in his own 

work group. Therefore, he says that he would prefer 

to 1Jxpress his o ..... n ideas and make his own decisions 
JI (I43) 

even if his peers disagree. 

The modern man, besides, prefers the open scene of 

the big city for carrying out his plans finding strong 

stimulation and better opportunities in the urban life. 

Contrary to the traditional man who perceives himself 

as per.nanently stuck in an uncontrollable life which does 

not change putting thus severe limitation on his exrectatio~ 

to gain and drive him to seek security through personal 

ties, the typical modern man has a clearly different 

perception: 

" he perceives the wotld around him and its opportunities 

far himself, and through the way he chooses which paths 

to follow, is a man who seeks to control his life, plan 

his future, climb up a bit in the status of hierarchy, 

and improve his material circumstances -because these 

ends are desirable and also because they are seen as 
obtainable.reI44) 
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To the above major characteristics of the ideal 

typical modern man, Kahl adds some others which . 

are termed 'subsidiary characteristics' on the gDounds 
(145) 

that they appear with less frequency. These include 

the modern man's willingness to let his friends and 

relatives enter into the secrets of his life, his trust 

in others, his reeard to manual work as a worthy contribu-

tion to life, his willin~ess to take risks, and his 

acceptance of ~ore freedo~ to be eranted to women and 

children!I46) 

The ideal typical no~s of modern man are, to Kahl 

concentrated round rationality-activis~ with a great deal 

of openness to others as well as to new experiences. 

e 
The ~odern personal qualities as presented by Inkles 

and Snith form another good basis for the present areument 

due to their rejection of the personal qualities that 

have heavy bearing on the Western viewG. The approach they 

adopted takes the differences into consideration streSSing 

the trends sprin~ing fro~ underdevloped countries, culture 

and individuals. 

The concept of a modern man's character that they 

developed encompasses four major areas: 

I. The informed participant citizen. 

2. The one wiL~ marked sense of personal efficiency. 
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3. High independence and autonomy in his relation to 

traditional sources of influence. 
(I47) 

4. Open-mindedness and cognition flexibility. 

The list of norms of modern man that In~es and Smith 

put, and which the present study favours as the moat 

expressive of ideal typical individual modernity, includes 

twelve the~es that cover a wider range than what Kahl included 

in his study. These twelve the~es can easily be seen as 

e 
the develop~ent of the nine ones that Ir~les had sugeested 

in 1966. (I48)A review of'the twelve themes serves the 

argument of the present chapter and present the chosen model 

of the ideal typical norcs of man in ffiodernity. They include: 

I. Openness to new experience. What counts in this respect 

is the psychological disposition rather than the specific 

techniques or skills that l!1an passes. 

2. Readiness for social change which is related to, but goe:::: 

beyond the openness to new experience. Differentiation, 

however, is cade on the grounds that the latter asks 

something for oneself whilst the former allows it to others 

a6 well. In the light of this, a modern man is: 

4'One who more readily acknowledges- the process of social 
transformation taking place around him and who could 
more freely accept the changed opportunities \':hich 
others, previously more restricted ~~ght now be enjoying. 
He is,in a sense, less rigid, less anxious about allowine 
others to do thi RC6 in a new way, in sum, less rooted 
in tradition·"·(I49) 
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3. Similar to what has already been mentioned 'IS regards 

Lerner's regard of 'empathy' as expressive of individual 

(I50). . ~~ 
moderni~y; , Inkles and ~~~tnfook a man to be modern 

if he had a disposition to form or hold opinion on a large 

number of thints. They measured such a quality in the 

individuals they interviewed in their study by the nu~ber 

of times each of the individuals responded to their question 

by saying, 'I don't know', or II ~ever thought about that', 

as well as the number of themes he introduced in reply to 

question about his views·coccerning cational, local and 

family problems. They also judGed an individual to bp. modern 

according to three other criteria they put: 

Ca) if the degree of awareness he showed of the diver~1t~ 

of attitude and opinion round him is high, i.e. if h~ 

acknowledges differences in bpinio~J 

(b) if he does not automatically accept the opinions of thoe: 

above him, or reject the opinions of those below him, and 

(c) if he is less likely to evaluate opinion in a strictly 

autocratic or hierarchical way. (I5I) 

4. The measure of information. Being modern meant not merely 

having opinions but basing themonfacts and information that 

are energetically acquired. 

5. Time. More modern man would be oriented to the present 

or the future than to the past. 
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6. Efficiacy. Efriciacy of the modern man may take the 

following forms: 

(a) tha individual's belief that man can learn how to exert 

considerable control over his environment, 

(b) the belief that care will help prevent accidents, 

(c) the belief that human nature can be changed. 

It can thus be taken that 'the modern man's sense of efficiacy 

would express his confidence in his ability, alone nnrl i!" 

concert with other nen, to organize his life so as to 

master the challenges it· presents at the personal, inter
(152) 

personal, and even the internatic~al levels'. 

7. Planning. Man is rated as more modern accordine to hir, 

orientation toward long-term planning both in public affair~ 

and in his personal life. 

8. Claculability or trust. Modern man is seen as the on~ 

who has more confidence that this Vlorld is calculable ar"j 

that the institutions around him can be relied upon to 

meet their obligations. He is more inclined to trust a 

stranger than a traditional man does. His belief in fate 

contributes to the consideration of his degree of modernity. 

Accordingly, a modern man, 'would not agree that everything 

is determined either by fate or by the whims and the inborn 

character of man. In other words, he believes in a 

reasonably lawful world under human control' •. (153) 
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9. The valuine of technical skills or the decree of shift 

in the individual's preference from skills which are more 

valued in the ·traditional village setting' to those 

which are 'technical' or more requir~d in the industrial 

world. 

ro. Educational and occupational aspirations. The more 

modern man is defined as having interest in and placing 

higher value on formal education and schooling in cuc~ 

skills as reading, writing and arithmetic rather than the 

concentration on religious teaching. In matters of 

occupation, the modern man prefers to see his son le~vc 

his occupation sanctioned by tradition, to one more closely 

associated with new ways of doin~ things. 

II. Awareness of, and respect for the dienity of others. 

12. Understanding prediction, i.e. how far man grasr~ 

the logic underlying decision makine at th~ basic lev~J 

of production in industry •. (154) 

The above'analytic perspective' is supplemented in 
~ 

the same study by what Irilles and Smith called 'The Topical 

perspective', which calls the attention to many matters 

that other thiruters stressed as well in their concern with 

individual modernity. While many of the items of 

the 'topical perspective' were widely accpeted, some were 
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regarded as 'counter to popular impression'. However, the 

striking thing observed as regards these was that nearly 

all of them 'had been the object of very little systematic 

research'. (I55>rhe items of 'topical perspective' include 

the attitude of the individual toward the following: 

I. Kinship and family. 

2. Woman's rights. 

3. Birth control, or restriction to family ci~e. 

4. Religion. 

5. Aging and the aged. 

6. Participatio~ in politics. 

7. Commnnication media, mass and non-mass. 

8. Consumption or ·consumerism'. 

9. Social stratificatir'l • 
. (I56) 

10. Work co~ffiitrnent. 
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Ideal T'ypicrll Norms of Modern Sncic>ty 

Adopting the same argument previously followed in 

dealing with the norms of man in modernity, the norms of 

the ideal typical society in modernity can be taken as the 

ones that run counter to those of the tradition~l society. 

In the same way that the five famoun variables of Parsonn 

were adopted for the differentiation of a 'modern' man 

from a 'traditional' one in terms of affcctive-netttrnlity, 

'collective-orientation, ~niversalic~, achievement, and 

specifi ty characterizing the modern. man, as aeainst the 

affectivity, self-orientation, particularism, accriptinn, 

and diffusion of the trnditi~nal man, co micht be the 

case with 'modern' and 'traditional' societies. The 

prevalent attitudes and ~odes of behaviour of individualG 

eventually determine the ranking of society in modernity. 

Looking at universalism-particularism from the 
It 

societal perspective induced W~seman to pose several 

questions that are likely to throw licht on the ideal 

typical norms that govern a modern society: 

II Are the laws applied without regard to person? do 

the judges operate according to the "rules of the 

game"; or do particularistic factors such as family, 

kinship or social position enter into such 

relationships? Are all the people treated according 
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to the same standard, e.g equality before the law 

or according to their personal qualities, or 

thei~rticularship in a clans or group? Are value 

standard highly generalized or are they sienificant 

for a particular actor in a p~~ti~ular relation 
. ' " (157) w~th partlcular objects •••••• 

Thus, while the traditional societies tend to be 

'particularistic' in the sense that the members of one 

clan, family, or ethnic group have special position 

and deserve particular and favoured treatment, the nor~;, 

of modern society that sums the whole argument is put by 

palmer in the single statement: 'All people are equal 

. the f·th I ,(I58) In eyes 0 e aw. 

Likewise, Vii th "achievement-ascription" \'l:i{e.seman 

directs the attention to the way status and authority are 

granted in a society. A society is inclined to mode~ni:=' 

if selection at various levels is made on th8 basis of 

achievement. Th~ contrast within the above pair 

e. indicates what W~emaIl sees as 'the difference between 

ability or performance; or achievement on the one hand, 

and race, birth or social status on the other,~I59) 

In It sp eei fi ty-di frus eness", the modern soc iety· is 

of specific nature which is exe:::plified by modern legal 

and contractual systems. The distinction between modern 

and traditional societies in this respect is explored 
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by w1~eman's questions: 

hIs the relationship bounded by the obligations of 

contract strictly limited to specific obligations 

or by a limited scope of interest in the object 

with no obligation beyond the scope indicated in the 

contract?; or is there an undefined range of obligations 

as those between close kinship roles? How are the votes 

granted to candidate and how is he judged by the voters? 

What kind of relation is there between ministers, 

civil servants as well as between local administrators 

and the public thev serve? and what part d~p$ the f':tmily, 

caste, tribe etc. have in s~ch relations?~(I60) 

When the attitudes and behaviour patterns of a modern 

society are seen against a traditional one, it is possible 

to get a number of themes that Palmer coul~ compile 

in the following table. 

(161) 
Characteristics of ideal traditional and modern societie~' 

Attitude and behaviour patterns 

Nodern 

High ego development 

Rational scientific reasoning 

Other directed 

High demand and expectation levels 

High demand of human volition and . 
efficiacy 

High empathy 

Traditional 

Low ego development 

Superstition 

Tradition directed 

Low demand and expectation levels 

Low evaluation of human 

volition and efficiacy 
Low empathy 
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Long-range time perspective 

Minimal identification with 
secondary symbols 

Short-range time perspective 

High sense of civic responsibility Low sense of civic responsibility 

High innovation rUnimal innovation 

But it ~hould be noted that the ideal typical norms of 

modern society are, by themselves, not enough indicators 

for the explanation of differences between 'modern' and 

'traditional' societies."When the abstractions of 'modern' 

norms are applied to actual conditions of societies, they 

take the shape of what is termed as the 'evolutionary 

universals'. There are three such universals: social 
(I62) 

mobilisation, social differentiation and social integration. 

These were seen by J:1sanstadt as 'providing the mo~t gener':'t}. 

and pervasive force of change in the modern ar.d 
. (163) 

moderniz1ng world'. 

The idea of 'evolutionary ~niversals' as explanation 

of the road from traditionalism to modernity is accepted 

~ 
by other sociologists though under different names andja 

less number. Palmer, for example, expresses them in terms 

of 'disintegration' and 'reintegration'. (I64)He distin:uishes 

between the two in that: 
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~Disentegration involves reducing the utility of 

effectiveness of traditional institutions, beliefs 

and behavioral patterns. Reintegration involves 

inducing the individuals to accept a new set of 
~ institutions, beliefs a"d behav~r patterns radically 

~165) 
different from the old. 

The previously mentioned 'evolutionary universals' 

are initially intended to explain the 'modernization' 

process. However, they are relevant to the argument of 

the present chapter in so ~r as they throw light on how 

the already stated abstractions of 'modernity' are applied 

to actuality and a society becomes eventually a modern one. 

(a) Social mobilisation 

Eisenstadt highly appreciates Karl Deutsch's definiti:~ 

of social mobilisation as 'the best over-all summary of 

socio-demographic indices of modernization! (166) . Deutsch 

defined social mobilisation as 'the process in which major 

clusters of old social, economic and psychological 

commitments are eroded and broken and people become 

available for new patterns of socialization and behavior.~I67) 

He gave it certain main indices such as exposure to aspects 

of modern life through de~onstrations of machinery, 

buildings, literacy and so forth. (i68) 
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(b) Social differentiation which is concerned with the 

continuing process of the separation of tradition-bound 

roles from the ascriptive ~orings, and the growth of 

social organizations that house them in order to enable 

modernizing societies to adopt the changes affecting their 

environmentsft69) Eisenstadt identifies two aspecto in 

v:hich differentiation affects a modernizing society: the 

occupational and the institutional. As for the first, the 

person possessing a particular role is not autmmatically 

entitled to engage in others in whatever sllhere. As for 

the latter, it is characterized by the emergence of 
o"es 

distinctive units int%rganized around the goals specific 

to each sphere wi thout being fused with !lersonal base~: 
(I70) 

f~ilial, kDnship or other. 

The relation between social 'mobilisation' and 'differentiation' 

denotes several processes developing side by side with basic 

structuring Changes\n all major institutional phases of 

social life of modern or modernistic societies. (171) 

(c) Social inteeration in which kinship, tribe, trade guilds 

and other organizations are duly differentiated and brought 

together to form a part of a larger aggregateJ172) Thus, 

the s'ocie!),", as in Palmer's words steps [rOI:! disintegration 
(173) 

to reintecration; 
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Such step from disintegration to reintegration by which 

a society enters the stage of modernity, is neither 

immediate nor automatic, as it hits with the enchnntmcnt 

that the individuals have towards traditional ways thus the 

stride for modernity is slackened. However, when a society 

successfully eliminates such impediments, it is assumed to 

have moved from 'traditionality' to 'social integration', 

a state in which: 

(( the individual ties with local, reeional and other 

intermediate structure are reduced at the sam~ time 

that his ties with the larger and more diftuse urban 

and industrial network are strengthened. This shift 

in relationaships gives the individual the advantaees 

of gr~ater opportunities in a more flexible society 

and a larger share in the distribution of resources in 

terms of education, consumer goods, and a variety of 

services ••• !' (174) 

* * * 

Having dealt with 'modernity' and how it is identified in 

contemporary thought,it was possible to see how 'modernity' of 

politics and economy is likely to be. A step further was to 

deal with the ideal 'typical 'modern' man'and 'modern society'. 

The whole arg~ment induces a researcher looking for fitting 

'solution policy proposals' to ask whet~r adult education 

has got a role to play in the realization of modernity 

particularly in terms of attitude modification and skill upgrading 

ot its clientele. Such role is elaborated in chapter 6. 
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The concept or causation in education has been taken by many 

educationists as 'dangerous and difficult'. (I) This imposes 

certain limitation on the argument of the present chapter. 

On the one hand, the assumption that adult education serves a 

social cause the result ot which is change in society, may not be 

accepted without reservation. The social functions that adult 

education has, are not independe.nt of other social processes 0 f 

society. One may be induced to argue that education per se has 

no separable social effect. On the other hand, one can raise the 

view that adult education is not mere education, any education, but 

rather education with a social mission in mind. In line with this, 

the Third International Conference on Adult Education (Tokyo, 1972)(2) 
I)-S 

takes an adult educator not as an ordinary tEacher, but,an individual 
I 

who operates in the community as a 'catalyst •• (3) 

With the complexity ot interrelations that charactertze the social 

setting, only few researches could verify the impact of adult education 

in other than mere inference.(4) The few that are available, mainly 

deal with the significance of 'literacy' acQUisition.(5)ln case of 

'adult vocational education', one has to consider the complaint raised 

by Staley concerning the rarity of researches undertaken on the impact 

of vocational education on attitudes and personality traits.(6) staley's 

view is recalled by Thompson who stresses the inseparability of the 

impact ot vocational education from the impact of other institutions 

and, hence, the uncertainty of findings. He puts it unambiguously that: 

"We cannot ident1.fy with a high degree of assurance all the specific 
institutions and situations that influence the outcomes of vocational 
education. Nor can we measure the exact influence that a specific 
institution has had or does have on vocational education." (7) 
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Besides, investigating the impact ot adult vocational training 

on the upgrading ot individual skills hits with semantic barriers. 

It is admitted that 'skill' is very complicated and ditficult 

to be measured. It depends on many tactors as education, experience, 

aptitude and ability to work.,CB) One mid-way is to estimate skill 

through the pace with which the worker performs his work.(9) In one 

way or other, worker's productivity is involved. 

The argument ot the present chapter tocuses on the possible 

contribution ot adult education on the creation ot apt indiv1duls 

tor carrying out the modernity proposals. It attempts to probe 

its possible impact on attitude modification and skill adequacy. 

Both are dealt with in some detail. 

I. Adult Education and Attitude Modification 

a. The impact ot literacy 

Gaining literacy exceeds the mere ability ot adult individuals 

to encode and decode messages, i.e. reading and writing. It 

facilitates an adult's orientation to social and other changes 

around him. The U.N.E.S.C.O. takes the provision ot literacy 

programmes as one tool tor 'promoting man's adjustment to change, 

so that he may become both agent and the object ot development.' (10) 

The Experimental World Literacy Programme (EWLP), carried out 

in thirteen underdeveloped countries (1965-1972)(11) has, 

despite its ~ort duration, yielded positive results that 

U.N.E.S.C.O. experts pOinted out especially in the case ot Tanzania, (12) 
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th S d (13) and India (14). e. u an, 

The changes that experts could measure are expressed in 

the form of 167 indicators or indices retained after 

methodological refinement of six out of the eleven projects (15) 

and which represented 85.9% ot the participants of the EWLP. (16) 

At the level ot the three dimensions which the UNESCO experts 

put including: insertion in the milieu, mastery over the milieu, 

and transformation of the milieu, the overall picture is a 

positive one as indicated in the following table: 

Table 6.1 

Changes related with the DV~ at the level of the three dimensionJI7) 

Insertion in Mastery over Transformatior 
the milieu the milieu of the milieu 

in percentages 

Positive influence, 
possible or plausible 39 53 38 

Positive influence, 
uncertain or concomitant 33 35 48 

No influence, 9 3 3 

Negative influence, 
uncertain or concomitant 13 9 8 
Negative influence, 
possible or plausible 6 0 3 

The evaluation of the positive changes in so far as attitude 

modification is concerned, indicates that through participation 

in functional literacy programmes, many adults havG become more 

!rational-activist', open minded, ~ith better attitudes toward 

science, technology and coll-ective work. These have been 
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reported by UNESCO experts in the three dimensions cited above: 

(A) Insertion in the milieu 

i. Functional Literacy Programmes incite individuals to 

pursue a rational type of behaviour. 

ii. Such programmes encourage the development of future-oriented 

behaviour. Adults participating in them have adopted modes of 

behaviour related with savings accounts, fami11 planning, etc. 

more frequently than illiterate adults. 

iii. Adult participants seek the advice, counsel and technical 

assistance from competent organizations or individuals, more 

readily than illiterates. 

iv. Adults with functional literacy training can better locate 

problems of everyday life and seek their solution in the 

community. 

v. Adults who have undergone functional literacy participate more 

frequently in collective activities (professional, cultural, 

confessional, leisure organizations, etc.) than illiterate adults. 

(B) Hastery over the milieu 

i. Workers with functional literacy training have a lower rate 

of absenteeism than illiterate ones. 

ii. Better quality of work habits and higher level of technical 

knowledge linked to production. 

iii. Higher level of knowledge and understanding of techno

productive practices. 

iv. Higher degree of adoption of techno-productive practices 

and better techno-economic behaviour~ 

v. Adoption of more rational techno-productive norms. 
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(C) The Transformation of the milieu 

i. Exposition of adults to functional literacy programmes 

leads to more orientation toward economic and social change 

and development. They are more highly conscious of the 

rational needs required, of their role, and more open to 

the scientific approach of problems. Their concern with the 

quality and qualification of work is better than in the case 

of illiterates. 

ii. Orientation toward the desert of traditional values and 

order. Their orientation toward change and innovation is 

stronger than in the case of illiterates. (18) 

studies by individual researchers indicate the existence 

of a corr~/lation between literacy acquisition and the 

attitudes of individuals. In their study on cultivators 

and factory workers in East Pakistan (I967), Schuman, 
~ 

1nk1es and Smith found every reason "to expect literacy to 

be significantly and strongly associated with many attitudes 
(I.9) 

and values." The findings of their study, which will 
(20) 

be mentioned later in the chapter, generally indicate 

that literate adults in East Pakistan have got more modern 

attitudes than illiterate ones. 

Likewise, Lerner (1963)(21) in his study on six 

Hiddle Eastern countries highly appreciated the role of . 

literacy acquisition as people move from traditional to 

a modern outlook in life. He sees liter~cy operating as 

"the pivotal agent in the transition to a fully participant 
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(22) 
society." At the national level, he recognized the 

existence of a joint interacting growth in urbanization, 

literacy, mass media participation and political partici-

pation. From this, he came to a mode1 which he regarded as 

"applicable to all modernizing societies on all continents 
(23) 

of the Vlorld regardless of any variations." Each of 

these mentioned above was found to form one rung in a chain 

leading to the other and the eventual outcome is the 

turn to a modern society bOth politically and economically. 

If we take Lerner's argument into:acount, literacy is 

one essential step that a traditional society has to reach G"YI ',t, wt>; t. 

modernity, for, as in Le~ner's conclusion: 

"Everywhere, •••• , increasing urbanization has tended to 
raise literacy, rising literacy has tended to increase 
media exposure: increasing media exposure has "gone with" 
wider economic participation (per c~~ita income) and 
political participation (voting)." l 4) 

SiI!lilar consequences of literacy have been verified 

in Rogers' empirical study on Columbian peasants (I969)$25) 

He made a three-division classification including: antecedent, 

process and consequence. Literacy, as one antecedent, 

facilitates the process of mass media exposure, and the 

final outcome is illustrated by rise of 'man' on the indices 

of modernity. He becomes more emphatiC, achievement-oriented, 

innovative, etc. as is shown in the following diagram: 
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Antecedent --------~) Process 

L1teracy~ 

education ) Mass Media 

~~~~!s--~/-4 Exposure 

Age~ J 
Cosmopoliteness 

--------~)Consequence 

----

Empathy 

knowledge 

~ Achievement motivation 

Edu ca tional and 
Occu pa tional 
aspirations 

The focus on the relation between functional liter~cy and 

individual modernity as illustrated by empathy, innovativeness 

and the like shows Rogers' findings to be in line with 

the already mentioned o~es by UNESCO experts. On each of 

Rogers' eight modernization indicators, functional literates 

(N=78) had higher average scores than the functional illiterates 

(N=I77) in the five Columbian villages of his study. The 

results are displayed in the following figure: 
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Figure 6.:[ 

Difference between 'functional literates' and 'functiona l illiter8 te s ' 
(26) 
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Attitude modification that may be attributed to the acquisition 

of literacy is evident particularly in three areas: openness to 

change, empathy and familism, the three are given special attention. 

I. Openness to Change 

& 

In the study by Schuman, I~les and Smith, mentioned above, 

it was suggested that literacy "makes men more open to ch:l.nge, to 
(27) 

new information, to different goals." The same is reported by 

Fakoury (.1973) (28) who builds his argument about the psychological 

aspects of literacy programmes on that intormation which people 

get about technological development, for example, is indirectly 

related with literacy via mass media communication. Such information 

leads them to more awareness of the disparity between their standard 

of living and that of the technologically advanced countries. This, 

along with the prospect for a higher standard of liVing, "will 

change the attitude of the people toward their environment." (29) 

In this way, it may be argued that literate adults are more on en 

to new techniques. 

Awareness of the need for change, and openness to chance, often 

result in more acceptable modes of behaviour. 'Family planning', 

which has fer long been the major source 0 f concern in the 

underdeveloped countries struggling for modernity, is one realm 

in which adult literacy has a role. As previously mentioned, this 

Was indicated by UNESCO experts evaluating the ENLP.(30) The 

t same was reported in the study of Schuman, Irutles and Smith 
(31) 

mentioned above. A difference was recorded in the response of 

their literate and illiterate respondents to f~mily planning 
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schemes in terms of limiting the number of children in a family. 

A difference of I2% was found between illiterate and literate 

workers, though in the case of cultivators such difference was 

non-existent, as indicated in the following table: 
Table 6 • .t 

Views of literate and illiterate cultivators and factory workers 
(32) 

as regards their approval of family planning 

Cultivators Factory Workers 

Response (a) (b) (a) ( b) 
lliterate literate differenc 1111t literate. 

.e erate 

( N=I03) (N=74) b - a N=I80) (N=205) 

Agrees that 
3OC!o 30% limiting the q'j 3cr,j 42~~ 

number of chil-
dren in a famU: 
may be necessarj 

However, the reseatchers could not accept to negate the impact ~ 

literacy on the cultivators, but rather argued if the urban 

industrial setting generated perceptions, interests and knowledge 

reflect.ing the socio-economic relationship of workers and their 

contact vdth modern technological world. A question was raised 

Differ 
ence 

b - a 

I2% 

whether certain social psychological changes are related both ~ith 

literacy and urban industrial experience. Relating their findings 

with the time in which their study was carried out (November I963 

and J.1ay I964). they suggested that until that time birth control 

was not propagandi~ed in East Pakistan and none at all in most 

rural areas. Only in some cities there were advertisments which 

promoted contraceptiou besides the availability of contraceptive 
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devices in urban market areas. Such conditions have their 

relevance, but the impact of literacy cannot be negated. 

One result reached was, hence, that, "It is only acong the urban 

literates who have moved both physically into the city and 

intellectually into the symbolic realm of new ideas that a change 

seems to occur." (33) 

2. Empathy 

An individual adult acquiring literacy is likely to be 

~ore emphatic than an illiterate one. From this angle, literacy 

contributes to the creation of 'modern' individuals. The argument 

as regards the relation between 'literacy' and 'empathy' shows 

how control over a ~ormal language is followed by changes in 

an adult's power to see himself in the role of others, which, to 

use Lerner's terms, "gives people access to the world of vico.rious 

experience and trains them to use the complicated mech~nism of 
(34 ) 

empathy which is needed to cope with the world." The 

correlation was ascertained in Lerner's study on the responses 

of 248 Syrians and in which empathy, semi-empathy and non-empathy 

were related with the degree of literacy which was classified 

in three levels: illiterate, elementary or less, secondary or 

more. The percentage of empathetic individuals within each group 

was positively correlated with the degree of education as shown 

in the.followJLng table: 

Table6 .3 (35) 

Correlates of empathy with educction among Syrians in Lerner's ltu"dy 

Emphatic Semi-em.l'ha tic Non-emphatic 
Illiterate !f;~ 21% 74% 
Elementary or less 145~ 4~~ 41% Secondary or more 39% 4?1~ 19% 
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A comparison of the 'non-emphatic' among each group shows 

how the percentage drops from 74% in the case of illiterates 

to 4I% then 19% in accordance with the rise in the educatio~:al 

level. 

Other than Lerner's Hiddle Easterners, variation between 

literate and illiterate Rousa men was no less evident. A study 

by Doob (1961) (36) showed how literates were better able than 

illiterates in their reply to the question about what they would 

like to know about what they did not know. While this might not 

be a measure of empathy after Lerner's style, it, nevertheless 

shows that literates are less 'apathetic' toward objects in 

the world around.(37) In the same way, functional literacy, 

mass media exposure, and cosmopoliteness are, to Rogers(38) 

important antecedents to the development of emphatic abilit~· 

as expressed in the following paradigm:(39) 
ANTECEDENT )0 INTERVENING VARIABLE ~CONSEQUENTS 

Functional literacy ~ 

Mass l!edia exposu7 Empathy 

Cosmopol1teness 

Innovativeness 

Achievement motivation 

/ ~Polit"iCal knowledgeability 

~OPin10natedness ; -
~ Opinion leadership 

Aspirations 

Rogers' words sum up the whole argument about the relation 

between literacy and individuals' empathy: 

"The relationship between empathy and literacy thus appears· 
to be positive and independent of factors such as age and 
social status. Empathy and literacy are positively related! 
With the development of literacy skills an increase in the 
~~tr~a~~~'~n~~~~l (0 empabthize with ;oles outside of his 

n can e expected. Perhaps literacy 
facilitates exposure to the larger SOCiety and hence develops (40) 

empa tit y." 
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3. Familism 

The exaggerated bonds between an individnal in a traditional 

society and the family is embodied in what may be put under 

'familism'. The question raised in this respect is, whether 

literacy contributes to the shift of adult masses to more modern 

attitudes toward family. ~nd class. On the individual basis, the 

fundamental shift required is that the individual thinks of 

himself "primarily as a member of the recently formed political 

state.nC4l ) 

In the above study by Schuman et al (I967), they tended to 

discover if literacy could have an effect on familism in East 

Pakistan. They asked each of their adult responde.nts whether 

he regarded himself "first and foremost as a Pakistani, 

a Bengali (language-ethnic group), a man of (R.'s) district, 

or a man of (R.'s) village. Literates in each of the two eroups 

(cultivators and factory workers) formed a higher percentage 

in considering oneself first and foremost a Pakistani as is 

indicated in the following table: 

Table 6 • .it 
(42) 

Positive effects of literacy irrespective of occupation 

Cultivators Factory Workers 

Response (a) ( b) (a) ( b) 

lliterate Literate Differ- Illiterate Literate 
kN=I03) (N=74) ae!!Ee (N=I80) KN=20.5) 

Considers self 
first and fore- 36% .58% 22% 4.5% 62% 
most a Paklstar ~ 

Differ .. 
enc b a -

I7% 
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The conclusion reached in the study ascertains the view that 

literacy makes adults more 'modern' in their attitudes as 

they desert, at varying degrees, traditional attitudes toward 

family and clan. Schuman et al interpreted the figures they 

got in their study in that "literacy is an important and highly 

correlate of this variation. Whereas urban versus rural occupational 

setting produces only a 6.5xdifference on the average, literacy 

accounts for nearly a 20 per cent change in the level of a 
·(43) 

man's political identity." 

b. The impact of adult vocational education 
As for 'Adult Vocational Education', many, like Radwan, (%4) 

believe in the double purpose of vocational education: skill 

upgrading together with lithe ,insight, understanding, knowledge 

and spirit of adventure necessary to establish the~selves in 
·(45) 

business and industry.rt But, this double impact throughout 

adulthood is, in some views, controversial. By the time an 

individual reaches ad~lthood, his personality traits are seen 
of ch .. ,,-,t 

as "fairly well set", 
(46) 

though the possibilityiis not, 
(47) 

altogether, discarded. There is, as Staley states: 

"some plasticity, and there is reason to believe that education 
and training programmes can be devised which have a signifi~ant 
impact on at least some of these traits." (48) 

Ezz el-Din (I970) (49) chose three issues to see whether 

vocational training of adult workers has effect on attitudes: 

I'. Respect of punctuality and awareness of the value of time 

in the process of production. 

2. Discipline-orientation within the firm. 

3. Accuracy in the productive processes. 

He could see a part of each of the three related with the 
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'behavioural aspect' while the other part is related with 

technical skills of performance that workers have. From 

this, adult vocational education and training may be 

said to have its impact both on the attitudes and skills 

of adult workers though both aspects are interrelated. He 

sees the regard for punctuality. the awareness of the value 
u 

of time and commitment to discipline within the firm,types 

of workers' behaviour rather than expression of their 

technical skill. Likewise, accuracy in the productive process 

is mostly an indicator of ski11 and technical efficiency 

more than it is a mere pattern of behaviour among workers. 

Nevertheless. he dirferent~ates to a certain degree. between 

the process of modifying behavioural patterns, and developing 

skills regarding the means in each case to be different. The 

conclusion he reaches is that the development of workers' 

regard for punctuality and their commitment to discipline, 

is likely to be realized thr-ough proper supervision. good 

example of rational leadershiP. and through effective contact 

between workers and supervisors. As reagrds the development 

of precision in the productive processes, it basically depends 

on good selection, proper induction into work, continuous 

vocational training as well as implementation of a good 
(50) 

system of incentives. 

The extent to which adult vocational education and 

training :contributes to the modification of behavioural 

patterns among workers, is a controversial issue. On the one 

hand, Ezz Erdin denies that direct instruction or technical 
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skill has got direct role in behavioural adjustment.(5I) 

Ezz el-Din could only accept such a role to be found when 

any of the following three occurs: 

I. the rise of income through the rise of wages or the 

promotion of services provided. 

2. the promotion of a worker's social status. 

3. the vertical upgrading of a worker to supervisory level.(52 ) 

Putting the argument this way he did, and making modification 

subject to certain conditions, Ezz el-Din fails to give 

an unambiguous answer to the question he attempted to answer. 

S.C. Kelley,(53) on the other hand, argues strongly in favour 

of the possible role ot education in the change of social and 

cultural values. His study. presented before the 'International 

Conference on Education as a Factor of Accelerated Economic 

Development' (Istanbul, 1966)(54) puts the role of education 

in develo~ing skills and expanding scientific knowledge only 

in a second place to the task of value orientation, to the extent 

that he even denies that the development of skills and scientific 

knowledge is -the principal contribution of education to economic 

development." (55) The whole issue of economic developmer.t is 

seen in the light of capability of institutions of value 

orientation. Economic development, as he declared, "is a function 

of the social capacity to adapt its institutions and values to 

particular requirements of industrial oreanizations and 

technological change." (56) Hence, what is needed, in the first 

place, is the adaptation orr.,orkers' values and personality 

traits to accord with technological change. Vocational education 
",;Ui( of 

and training is in theiorientation task mostly needed in 

in a modern technological society, as Kelley indicates: 
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If I.! a society is to use rather than be used by technical chang e, 
it must possess an adaptive capacity that permits role fulfilment 
in a context of coincidence between individual and social values. 
The capacity depends upon the development of a set of institutions 
which are concerned with the shaping of values, attitudes and 
perceptions. While ducation is not the sole receptient of this 
responsibility, it must assume a primary role in a condition 
in which other value-Producing and sustaining institutions, 
the family and kinship group, are losing their relevance and 
authori ty." (.57) 

The capability of vocational education and training to 

modify attitudes has, as well been raised by a report by 
(58) 

Arab Labour Organization (A.L.O.) in 1976. . The rationale 

on which the argument goes, is based on the notion that mastery 

of onels profession or vocation generates inherent feeling 

of self-confidence and self-capacity, which have their bearing 

on other aspects of one's behaviour. Besides, the broadening of 

knowledge and experience related with onele vocation, is to 

the Director - General of the A.L.O.,associated with resistance 

to the monotony of mechanical work and with self-accomplishment. (59 ) 

Vocational education and training is taken as a means "to imnlant 

in a citizen, through enlightenment and understanding of his 

role in society, feeling of work-value, and work-dignity 

especially the high ranlting of vocational belongingness." (60) 

The impact on individual workers by vocational programmes was 

put, in the above report in pOints, of which the following are noticeable: 

I. Development of abilities, whether physical, mental or behavioural. 

2. Self-confidenceJ ability to find fitting ~olution to work problems, 

and more accpetance to shoulder responsibilities. 

3. Increasing ai1areness of work-dangers and how to protect oneself. 

4. Development of collective spirit among workers. (61) 
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c. The imIact of adult civic and political education 

Adult political and civic eudcation, which is part of the 

overall socialization process, has its impact on adult acquisition 

of knowledge, skills and dispositions that make them able members 

of society. The purpos~ of adult education, in this respect, is 

defined in terms of society's purpose and serves in the process 

of transformation of "the raw material of biological man into 
(62.) 

a person suitable to perform the activities of society." 

A 'modern' society, based on political democracy, tends to 

make its individuals more 'apt' for democratic practice, i.e. 

active participants. This involves on the part of the individuals 

concerned both perception and adaption. These two form the basis 

of the socialization process. 

An individual acquires an understanding of the recognized 
(63 ) 

statuses in his society. He learns what Brim calls, the 

names which enable him to locate other individuals in the social 

structure, ~d learns, as well, role participation and role 
(64) 

behaviour associated with different positions.' Ad~lt 

education has been trusted, in this respect, as one agent. 

'Fundamental Education', that was strongly advocated by UNESCO 

in the I940's and I950's was directed toward the realization 

of specific objectives, of which democracy was one.(65) As 

one form of the 'education of adults, Fundamental Education was 

advocated as process of transmitting the minimum knowledge, 

training and attitudefthat man ~n 'backward' areas needs to better 

health, to profit by the chances offered to him foreducation 

and to be prepared to fulfil the duties and exercise the rights 
becom. 

of a free citizen andJproductive individual in his community.(66) 
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Through this transmitted knowledge and training~an individual 

adult perceives and understands. With understanding, comes 

mental effort which is essential complementary to an adult's 

goodwill for the formation of sound political democracy. 

The 1919 Report on Adult Education in Great Britain, (67) highly 
P 

regards this com~ementarity: 

lilt is not the lack oi good will that is to be feared. But 
goodw1l1~ without mental effort, without intelligent provision, 
is worse than ineffectual; it is a moral opiate. The real lack 
in our national history has been the lack of bold and clear 
thinking ••••• " (68) 

But, understanding and goodwill are not the ultimate goal 

that adult citizens are required to reach. The matter is more 

than one of allegiance to a particular government or political 

setting. Bergevin, (69) adds'active and constructive partiCipation 

in various social institutions. This, involves the inclination 

to participate actively, which in turn needs motivation. 

Motivation may come through education as well as throu~h so~c 

other means. The individual adult may," thus, be adapted to 

democratic practice. It is lack of adaption that many traditional 

societies suffer from as a great many of their adults re~ain 

with passive attitudes toward participation in political action, 

i.e. within the circle of 'marginality'. This is another real~ 

in which adult education has got a task. Bergevin strongly 

argues that: 

"With proper continuing education, many marginal citizens can 
be helped to carry a share of the social load, even if it is 
a very small share. Everybody can do something, and the 
greatness or smallness of the contribution is not as important 
in this instance as the fact that each of us is continuing to 
learn how to share, how to play his part. It is equally 
important that each of us learns that we have a pnrt to play, 
that we are needed." (70) 
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2. Adult Education and Skill Adequacy 

The'human capital theory' in economy gives special regard 

to the worker himself in terms of his capacities whether physical, 

intellectual, etc. Productivity is seen as an aggregate of 

various factors some of which may be improved through 'investment 

in man,.(71) Such investment includes among others, facets of 

the individual worker such as his information, education and 

technical capacities. But, recent thoughts about lifelong and 

recurrent education seem to add more dimensions to the above 

theory. Investment gives yield, not only to a specified age, 

as traditional economists used to think, but rather throughout 

the whole adult life. Hence, economists are, more than ever 

before, in favour of what we may call 'lifelong vocational 

education'. This is supported by the words of Scultz: 

"that not all of the economic capacities of individuals are 
given at birth, or at the age of I4 when some of them enter 
work, or at some later age when some complete their schooling; 
but th'at many of these capabilities are developed through 
activities that have the attributes of an investment ... (72) 

Thompson's views in this respect run in line with those of 

SChultz~73) The age-range of occupational development to him 

is broad enough to include the period from the age of 18 to 65.(74) 

Accoriing to Thompson's classification, an adult continues 

to grow and mature occupationally through five SUb-stages: 

I. Transition in the typical age-range of 18-21 during which 

the individual converts a generalized choice that he has made 

at an earlier stage of his life, into a specific choice. He makes 

a final commitment to it by embarking on specialized and training 
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programme, or by taking a job. 

2. Trial (little commitment) during the typical age-range IE-23 

during which he implements the choice. The period witnesses the 

individual's transition from 'general' to 'specialized' education, 

or from 'school' to 'employment'. It is likely that the adult 

during this period shifts from one occupation to another. 

3. Trial (commitment) - in ~ the typical age-range 21-30 during 

which the adult is settled on one occupational area. However, 

'job change' rather than 'occupational change' may occur. 

4. Advancement, during the typical age-range 30-45 when 

establishment in the occupation is reached and it is likely that 

the job provides security and comfort. 

5. Maintenance, In the typical age-range 45 until retirement 

during which the major concern of the adult is to maintain his 

material and prestig~us status.(75) 

With the above classification, Thompson is induced to adopt Geiger'~ 

view that since the early years of adulthood, and until the age 

of retirement, an expanding programme for adult vocational 

education 1s essential.(76) In other words, both seea to favour 

a 'lifelong vocational education' trend 'which w1ll exploit 

every possible device for making men think, for making the~ 

sensitive to authentic and imperative problems, for enriching 

the making of a living so that it becomes more than a carefully 

neglected instrument.' (77) 

It should be noted, however, that Thompson's classification 

accords more with the American SOCiety and other similar 

advanced 'countries than with less developed ones, as the 

case with Egypt, for example. 
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On the one hand, the inability to ac~omplish universal 

primary education for the whole children of a . nation deprives 

a great number of individuals (that varies from one nation·to 

another) from getting even the minimum base on which further 

development of their education and training is built. Besides, 

the low quality of what is provided to accepted children, and 

the high drop-out and wastage rate,aggravate the problem. 

The outcome, in most cases, is prevalent illiteracy among the 

adult population. Vocational education at the 'transition' 

stage is not provided, unless an individual imitates what the 

elders do. This, in turn, reinforces the continuation of the 

traditional techniques. It is thus, that adults in rural Egypt 

for example, suffer the drawbacks of the absence of Thompson's 

'Transition' which is reflected both on their skills and, 

accordingly, on the national economy. 

It is difficult to think of Thompson's five sub-stages ap~ 

from a clear mission to be undertaken by 'adult education' if 

the smooth move of the individual adult throughout his lifetime 

is maintained, and if the society keeps the skills of its adults 

continually upgraded. It was thus, that 'Vocational improvement' 
f • 

was recognized by the Second World Conference on Adult Education 

(Montreal, I960)(78) as part of the mission of adult education 

to undertake in its programmes for the accomplishment of fou,'oalS 

namely, economie preparation, vocational improvement, public 

responsibility and liberal education.(79) In so far as the first 

two are concerned, we quote the report·s words: 

"I. Economic preparation.-- This component of the learning 
experience will be concerned with the preparation of adults 
to meet their responsibilities as citizens and workers in 1 
whatever society they live. It will be primarily a remedla 
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program to provide training not secured during youth. It 
will include night and day courses which can permit men 
and womet1to continue their education after work. It will 
provide literacy and vocational training for adults who 
never had the opportunity for such training during their 
youth. This programm will also, where required, include basic 
education in health and citizenship. It should have as its 
objective the preparation of all adults for useful and 
productive work in community life. It should be carrle~ut 
by public education systems. It should be entirely underwritten 
by the government. 

2. Vocational Improvement. -- This component of the learning 
experience will be concerned with continuing technical and 
vocational education which will provide adults, throughout 
their working lives, with the new skills and ideas necessary 
for effective operation as workers or as members of a 
profession. It will be looked upon not so much as a remedial 
program but as a program to admit adults to keep up with the 
essential technological and scientific developments which 
occur during their life span and which they must know about 
to be effective workers or professionals ••••••••••••••••••• 
Some provision for contribution by the individual involved 
might be included. Its objective should be the maintenance 
of the knowledge and techniques required for the continued 
effectiveness of workers and citizens in a rapidly changing 
democratic society." (80)" 

The last statement above is related with the quick rate of 

technological progress at present times, and which serves to 

make equipment and machines obsolete in short duration even 

before the instructors themese1ves gain complete mastery over the~. 
h 

This points out~the special position that is given to 'adult 

voc~t1onal education' in the age or 'modern technology'. 

Competltion in such an age becomes more acute, and it is in 

fields like new processes, machinery, procedures and universal 

solutions that one firm wins, or loses. Hence, the above fields 

are kept as secret, carefully guard~d. This represents, to 

Fawcett·s way or thinking, an .invitation for non-public 

agencies to make up for t~e lag of public vocational agencies 

behind current vocational practice. CSI) This led him to state 

that 'This line of reasoning inevitably leads to the suggestion 

that it is the non-public agency that should bear the prime 
responsibility for vocational education.' (S2) 
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Skill dilemma from which many underdeveloped countries suffer 

is also a matter in which adult vocational education is jnvolved. 

Balance between supply and demand on Skilled manpower is not 

determined solely through planning for formal education. Shortage 

in same sectors and surplus in many others cripple the atte~pts 

to build 'modern' economy from two angles: 

a. 'Skilled' manpower available do not cover the requirements of 

various industrialization schemes. Hence, the difficult choice 

between two alternatives: either to accept to employ unskilled 

or semi-skilled workers in positions that have to be tilled by 

skilled ones, which means the sacrifice with productivity; or 

to resort to foreign skilled labour which may prove highly 

uneconomical. 

b. Abundance in 'unskilled' labour whose number exceeds the 

actual needs of 'modern' economy. This gives rise to various 

kinds of unemployment which stand in the way of attainine 

optimum benefit of human resources. 

It may be argued that the satisfaction of the needs of 

industrialization schemes of skilled labour is possible through 

technical secondary and intermediate schools and centres. However, 

one has to take into account that, in most cases, the capacity or 

such institutions ·is far behind the actual needs, as is the 

case with Egypt mentioned earl1er.(83) Hence, unskilled (and 
s 

to an extent semi-skilled) labour is reprted to,especially 

in the transition trom 'traditional' to 'modern' economy. 

Furthermore, the development of the 'modern' sector cannot, 

however, be unlimited. It uses modern technological means 

that require less numbers. In other words its capacity to absorb 

the unskilled labour surplus is limited. 
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Agriculture, as the traditional sector in most underdeveloped 

countries, has also to be developed in order to satisty the 

increasing needs tor tood. The modernization of the rural 

economy requires that the skills of adults have to be upgraded. 

In the light ot these, adult vocational education has a big 

taSk at three levels: 

I. Upgrading the s~ll ot the adult population who will continue 

to work in agriculture in the way that allows the accomplishment 

of the following goals: 

i. developing agriculture to the extent that tacilitates 

specialization, concentration and mechaniz'ation; 

ii. farmers reach a degree ot awareness and progress that allows 

their adoption of modern technological methods; 

iii. developing agricultural co-operation to the extent that 

allows the organization ot production on the basis of 

concentration and specialization; 

iv. training the technical cadres necessary for various 

activ1ti.es related with rural development; and 

v. finding surplus labour power to be made use of in other 

sectors.(84) 

2. Upgrading the skill ot semi-skilled and unskilled labours 

now working in the industrial sector. This is designed to 

solve the bottlenecks that impede the industrial expansion. 

It has to be remembered that 'The semi-skilled category is the 

immediate shortage of underdeveloped countries in the 

transitional stage to modernity.' (85) On the other hand, 

it will lessen the ratio ot 'frictional unemployment' that 

accompanies quick technological tranSformation and Which 
threatens many workers with the loss, not only of their jobs 
but ot the profession itself. 
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3. Training the higher cadres whether administrative or 

technical including agricultural engineers, sCientists, 

veterinarians, and indeed leaders and specialists with knowledge 

and skill necessary to keep in line with the ever developing 

technology. 

Functional Literacy and Skill Adequacy 

The move from 'verbal' to 'functional' literacy was eS~K:id!l'y 

witnessed in the I960's. As one form of adult education, literacy 

was to be directed toward the acquisition of skills that facilitate 

the adults' involvement in their community, and their participation 

in solving its problems. The Second World Conference on Adult 

Education (Montreal, I960) recognized this'functionality' as 

an immediate need of the underdeveloped countries: 

"The rapidly developing countries 1n Asia, Africa and Latin
America bave their own speCial problems. For them, adult 
education, including education for literacy, is an immediate 
need, a need so overpowering that here and now we must help 
adult men and women to acquire the knowledge and the skills 
that they need for the new patterns of community living 
into which they are moving. The developing countries have (86) 
few immediately available resources, and great demands on the:::" 

HeftCe, functional literacy programmes are envisaged to have 

vocational implications fitted to solve the problems of skill 
r 

inadequacy from which underdevelo.ed countries suffer (see 

chapter 4 for the case of Egypt). 

From the perspective ot the individual adult, 't~nctional 

literacy' programmes are designed to make him more apt to 

live 1n a modern society. Apart from the 'communication skills' 

that he acquires from learning to read and write, he gets 

those kinds of skill needed tor successful interaction with 
~ 

his community. In line with, William S. Gray takes a person 
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to be functionally literate when he haa acquired the knowledge 

and skill in reading, writing and notation, which make him 

more apt tOfngage effectively in all those activities in which 

a normal person in his culture or group is assumed to engage.(8?) 

If the Montreal Conference was the starting point for the 

new approaches or literacy work, the Tehran World Congress of 

Ministers of Edu'cation on the Eradication of Illiteracy (1965)(88) 

combined literacy acquisition with the accomplishment of development 

activity distinguishing thus between 'functional' and 'traditional' 

literacy. Functional literacy came eventually to be 'not only 

a method for acquiring skills but also a process for the development 

of the personality; it is not basically and exc~usively a method 

of making the written or printed word accessible. ,(89) 

The Third International Conference on Adult Education (Tokyo,I972) 

went with the belief in the capacity of adult education programmes 

to upgrade skills, SOme steps further. It recognized adult education 

as one specit1c and indespensable education that an individual gets 

throughout his l1fe.(90) Amidst the new look, evident stress is 

laid on the ability or adult education, whether through literacy 

or· other programmes, to provide the adults with various skills. 

In clear words, it is stressed that the availability of apt man 

for the realization of development is increasingly accepted as one 

task of adult education: 

n ••• , adult education has been increasingly concerned to foster 
the development or the individual's productive capacity by 
training and refresher-training courses, to contribute to the 
development of human relations and to the respect of human ri1.hts, 
and to assert the ideals of peace and international understariing. t1 (91) 
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The argument ot the presentt chapter has shown adult 

education to be capable, to a certain extent, of in!luencing 

the attitudes and behavioural aspects of the adult masses 

to~ards 'empathy', 'open-mindedness', 'innovativeness', 

'achievement motivation', and 'rationality-activism'. On the 

other hand, adult education has got the capacity to upgrade 

skills whether in the purely 'technical' sense through 

adult vocational programmes, or in the 'comprehensive' one 

through tunctional literacy programmes and others. 

Seen in the light ot the 'problem intellectual1sation' 

dealt with in chapters 2, 3, and 4, adult education may be 

seen as one solution to th~ staggering modernity in underdeveloped 

countries caused by the inavailability ot 'modern' individuals 

in terms of attitudes and skills. It seems that, through a 

sound policy for the expansion ot adult education opportunities 

to penetrate as many adults of these countries as possible, 

that the inconsistency between the 'high modernity proposals' 

on the one hand, and the 'inaptness' of adults on the other, 

may be solved. 
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The 'contextual analysis' proceeds further with the foundation 

already laid in the 'proposed policy formulation'. The 'Problem 

approach' suggests that the choice of one policy solution rather 

than another is related with its ability to realize certain objectives 

that reflect aspirations. This can only be reacbed by giving 

specification of the circumstances under which the solution in one 

country has worked, but has not been so successful in another. 

In the present study, reconstruction ot ~~~t War II had damaged 

in England economically and politically, coincided with the need to 

establish the British version of the 'welfare statel. Variation 

between the conditions of Post-War England and Post-I952 Egypt, is 

not underestimated. However, dealing with political and economic 

proposals in England after War is a necessary ground on which to see 

how adult education policy was designed amidst these proposals. 

This is dealt with in chapter e~ght. Two adult education policy trends 

are of special relevance to the argument of the present study, namely 

the integration of adult education in the national system of education, 

and the 'fourfold partnership' between the Ministry of Education, 

L.E.A.'s, universities and the W.E.A. 

On the other hand, adult education policy in Egypt since I952, is 

analysed in chapter nine. The argument in the chapter shows how 

the marginality of the adult education sector, and its alienation 

from the national system of education have left serious stamps on 

the ability to disseminate it among the adult masses at large. 

Horeover, adult education was not dealt with comprehensively, but 

rather in a fragmental manne~vithin which each adult education type 

has to plan for itself separately. The outcome of the efforts made 

is inadequate for a country aspiring for modernity. 

With these two defects that have characteri~ed the adult education 

policy in Egypt since I952, in mind, the choice of the English model 
for comparison is justifiable, and a clearer view of the solution 
is reached. 
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Chapter Seven 

Political and Economic Proposals in Post-I944 England 
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Before the World War II ended, Government bodies, 

political parties and various pressure groups in England 

were all enthusiastically involved in drawing the broad lines 

ot the policies that would be iIJplemented after War. Six years 

of war have, in a sense, evoked new aspirations both political. 

and economic. However, the new policy trends were not solely 

the ferment of war conditions, but rather consistent with 

issues that have remained with the society in the inter-war 

years and even before. The call for 'effective democracy' that 

was brought into focus after war is hardly separable from 

the democratic application both of the immediate past under 

the emergency war conditions, or the distant past since the 

Chartist l·!ovement (1832-1848). Likewise, in the economic realm, 

industrialization was more keenly attended to in post-~var 

policies. On one hand, this may be seen consistent with the 

concern initially felt since the Great Exhibition of 1851 

and the fear that Great Britain might lose its industrial 

supre~acy. On the other hand, acute shortage of labour, 

inadequacy of 1~vestment in mass-production machinery during 

the inter-war years intermingled with scarcity of basic 

~aterials and the deterioration of production in some major 

industries during the ~ar years.(I) Accompanying the two 

lines of 'effective democracy' and 'industrialization' was 

a. third one which has long been with England eversince the 

Great Industrial Revolution namely, the intense conflict 

between classes which made urgent the attempt to find a more 
Iff 

peaceful forfLlla that would eliminate the existence of 'two 
nations'. (2) 
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I. Effective Democracy in post-War II Proposals 

That the democratic application in England until the 

outbreak of World War II was 'inadequatet,gained general 

agreement on the part of political parties themselves. The 

Labour Party's Declaration of policy (Bournemouth, 1940)(3) 

took as a starting point of its argument that "Our Democrac.y 

is stil~ an incomplete DemOcracy.,,(4) The Declaration linked 

this with the inadequate standard of living of millions, and 

the incomplete educational opportunities. Inequality, however, 

was the gravest of all the defects to which the Declaration 

pointed out. The general evaluation given was that, "Even 

if there be a deeper social conscience than in the past, our 

society sti~ remains, in its essential outlines, acquisitive 

and une"1Ual.,,(5) The Conservative view was not far from that 

of the Labour Party, though with less severe criticism.(6) 

The need felt for more effective democracy was not to 

negate that, long before the Second World War, El'lgland had 

institutionally, accomplished modern political structure. 

The franchise rights have been broadly extended since the 

Chartist Movement especially in the peaks of 1842 and I848. 

The two Gladestonian Reform Bills of 1884 and 1885 further 

extended the vote to agricultural workers and redistributed 

Parliament seats in favour of smaller towns. The I928 Act 

eventually removed all anomalities in the male franchise, 

extending the vote to the vast majority of women as well. 
Accordingly, 9~~ of the population aged 20 and over have 
become actual voters.(7) 
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As for 'political parties', the arrival of the 'Labour 

Party' on the stage of politics has been a remarkable landmark. 

Its solid base was the growing Trade Union movement, although 

the Trade Union Congress was joined in its creation of the 

Labour Representation Committee, by the Fabian Society (founded 

in 1884), the Independent Labour Party (fouded in 1893) and 

th~ Social Democratic Federation (founded in rB8I). Since its 

victory of 1906, the party has eversince been the Labour Party 

in Parliament. 

In parliamentary institutions, the twentieth century 

witnessed the growing consolidation of the power of the 

House of Commons, while the House of Lords sank into a much 

less activity and importance than before. The former strongly 

became the true focus of legislative power. It changed 

fundamentally its electoral base and became more openly the 

organ of public opinion. 

Various pressure groups were allowed to undertake their 

role in parliamentary democracy. By 1900, trade union 

membership in Britain had reached a top 0 f t\70 oillion workers 

including a mass of skilled and unskilled labour. In the 

meantime, working class movements were also gaining strength. 

The Co-operative ~ovement also flourished. In I903, the 

Workers' Education Association (W.E.A.) emerged, and since 

then has been welcomed by other partners and pressure groups. 

It is thus, that, at least in form, democracy in England 

has got by the advent of the Second World War an 

institutionally modern political structure. 
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The call for 'more effective' democracy was associated 

with discovered slips in application rather than with the 

institutions themselves. This was sharpened by stronger 

belief in democracy and insistence on it as a way of life 

since the outset of the present century. The growing lack of 

faith in religion that came to affect ordinary Eng1ish~an 

through acceptance of philosophies of relativism and 

uncertainty, was not without relevance to the cause of democracy. 

Livingstone (943) lamented the 19th century England when 

Christian philosophy was strongly adhered to, only giving its 

place to athiesm and immora1ity.(8) The Conservatives (1959) 

ad~itted the existence of great difficulty, far beTond the 

power of statesmen to solve,represented by the erowing 

confidence in the power of science and technology that coincid.es 

with 'disturbed religious beliefs,.(9) Weakened belief in 

spiritual values has, indirectly,yielded stronger belief in 

democracy and freedom. It is no odd thing in ottawaY's(IO) 

analysiS that this lack of faith among the English pOTIu1ation 

is associated with the growth of their belief in democracy, 

and from this he comes to a conclusion that: 

"The strongest faith is in democracy and freedom, however 
differently or vaguely these words may be interpreted. 
Democracy and fre3dom are not ends in themselves, yet they 
are held as important val~es by the majority 0 f the 
English people." (II) 

From this angle, it is easy to interpret the louder call that 

grew in England in the 20th century for sounder democracy 

and which came in the post-WarII era to form a major core 

of policy trends. It. centred round three issues: individual 

freedom, social freedom and equality of opportunity. 
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(a) Individual Freedom 

strong interference, and even 'control' that the 

governmen~ practised over the activities of citizens 

during the War years, was justified on the grounds of 

emergency conditions.(I2) Atlee admitted that some of these 

were necessary, but "very irksome.,,(I3) While the economic 

measures were more likely to be accepted by the Labour Party's 

Declaration (I945), the extension of restrictions on 

personal freedom was strongly condemned.(I4) The Conservatives 

were no less critical of the violation of individual freedom 

under whatever mask, not even 'the interests of the state': 

"Had it not been for the War, the British people would never 
have allowed the power of the state to encroach so far upon 
their freedom. The ~rrender of their liberties in 1939-I945 
went very far indeed much further than in 1914-19IB." (I5) 

The policies after War went further in asserting the importance 

of individual freedom. 

Participation of commorn man was not seen in seclusion 

frorn his freedoms. The trend that gained support from 

political parties and individual thinkers highly valued 

the extension of . common man's active participation in 

politics as a gurantee for nore effective democtatic applicatic~. 

Shearman (I944), cared to explain that it is notbeneficial 

that government remains the sole concern of sp~ialists 

whether bureaucrats or statesmen, but, "must be studied and 

rEflected on by ordinary men and women engaged in the affairs 

of life.,,(I6) The policy that the Labour Party adopted was 
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included in its statement of Policy (1945) which was later 
(17) 

affirmed in.I949. Effective democracy in the former was 

associated with with keeping and enlarging freedom of 

worship, of speech, of the press and other civil liberties~I8) 

In the latter, effective democracy was envisaged as the one 

in which the whole people would participate. In a definite 

way, it was put that, "There can be no advance without the 

participation of the people. II (I9) As the 'remote' and 'impersonal' 

feature of control over apparatus of common life w~s reinforced 

by previous indifference to common man, it was suggested 

after 1944 that bringing comEon man to participate was 

essential. 

The Conservative policy, while approving the above broad 

lines, gave stress on the way the individual uses his ballot 

rights. Sound democracy was to be attained through the electorate 

who should be strong enough to control Parliament. Parliament, 

on its part, must control Government and not r,overned by it. 
of 

The trend was expressed by }:arquisl Salisbury in 1949: 

"We must ensure that this free and independent electorate 
keeps a firm hand on Parliament, and through Parliament on 
the Government. We must make it our business to restore 
the control of Government by the people." (20) 

In this way, the individual becomes the means of sound democracy 

as he is its ultimate goal. The Conservative trend embodies 

the clash over the increasing role of the State at the expense 

of individual freedom and to which the Labour Party has shown 

leniencY,as will later be elaborated.(2D In 1965, twenty years 
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after the end of War, the Conservative policy in this concern 

was unchanged. Their content has ever remained not to let the 

physical aspect of reconstruction outweich the human. One 

report of theirs put it· strongly, though vaguely that, 

'society was created for the individual and any plan or 
(22) 

political party that ignores this will suffer and deservedly so.' 

What the country needed most was independent and responsible 

citizens working for the public good "not slaves but free 

men - the~~~~ters of their country.II(23 ) Such trend was recalled 

by Cr.urchil in that the people should not be reduced to a 

'mass of State-directed proliterians' controlled by an 

aristocracy of privileged officials whether party leaders or 

trade union bosses.(24) 

It was thus that individualism which gave new dimensions 

to the cause of personal freedom and participation represented 

a controversial issue between Labour and Conservative policies. 

However, no tendency was there on either part to deprive the 

State of its responsibility toward the whole community 

eventhough the Conservatives were more sensitive to the growinc 

role practised by the State. The trend to create balance between 

both within the framework of a 'welfare State' came to be one 

major issue in post-War policies. Such balance was strongly 

advocated by Marsh_I: 

" •• if we put individualism first, we must put collectivism 
second. The Welfare state is the responsible pro~oter and 
guardian of the welfare of the whole com~unity, which is 
something more complex than the sum total of the welfare of 
all its individual members arrived at by simple addition. 
The claims of the individual must always be defined and 
limited so as to fit into the complex and balanced patte 
of the welfare of the community, ••• " (25) rn 
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Marshal's way of thought was midway between, on the one hand 

Labour policy geared in the first place to protect the interests 

of the State, and the Conservative po~cy which, though inclined 

to protect the individual's intiative,accepts some sort of 

equilibrium between both 'state' and 'individunl'. They admit 

that the conflict between central authoritarianism and the right 

of individual choice is a danger, yet "if the individual is 

given the background and true facts upon which to base his choice, 

coupled with bold and imaginative leadership from Government, then 

the choice is likely to be a wise one • .,(26) 

(b) Social Freedom 

The attempted balance between 'individual' and 'state' in 

post-War England was not only a matter of supporting individual 

f"reedom that was, in a sense, pressed under War emergency 

measures, nor the activation of common man's participation in 

political actio~after some neglect in the inter-war years. 

'Freedom', as one basis of British democracy was to take a r:e',': 

role. Apart from the already recognized forms as freedom of 

worship, of speech, of opinion, etc ••• , there emer[ed what ca~e 

since the Beveridge Report (1942)(27 ) to be termed 'Social Freedom9. 

These are the types of freedom demanded in the interests of 

social justice. They' -are envisaged in post-War policies as 

essential component of 'sound democracy'. Beveridge associates 

'social freedom' with 'democracy' on the grounds that without 

the former, the latter can hardly be complete even in peace 

time. His argument is made clear in the following quotation: 
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"I came to realise the intense interest of the citizens 
of this country in the problem of security after the war. 
I had a lesson in democracy, and of what is needed to make 
a democracy wholehearted in war. Democracies make war for 
peace, not war for its own sake. They fight better if they 
know what they are fighting for after the war." (28) 

Social freedom was dictated as well by humaniterian 

outlook at man in a 'welfare strue', and who shoUld be freed 

from shakles of want, disease, poverty, ignorance and squalor.(29 ) 

Such freedom, as the Beveridge Report recommended, has to be 

comprehensive if it is to accord with sound democracy. The 

umbrella of 'social fre~dom'was designed in post-war policy, 

to shelter not some sectors of the population, nor even the 

majority, but necessarily al~ citizens of both sexes irrespective 

of any consideration&. The line could even be seen clear in the 

Whi te Paper (I943) which recogniozes that,. "It is right for all 

citizens to stand together, without exclusions based upon 

difference of status, function or wealth ... (30) Such 

comrehensiveness gives what the Paper saw as "concrete expression ••. 

to the solidarity and unity of the nation, which in war have been 

its bulwarks against success in the fight against want and 

mischance.,,(3I) 

The policy of social freedom was vigorously supported 

by great sectors of the people, as well by the political 

parties and pressure groups.(32 ) As for the Government, it 

received it, at the beginning, rather cautiously and even 

0001y.(33) Some views of individual thinkers and men of 

politics were not much in favour of the policy of social freedom. 
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On the one hand, automatic provision was fee red to corrupt 

self-reliance among citizens, demorali~e the family, and 

magnify the Government. However # it was inseparable 

for some, to envisage a welfare state without an ega1iterian 

social POlicy.(34) 

The policy of 'social freedom' did not take long before 

it was put in legislations that were described as a 'social 

revo1ution,(35) The National Insurance Act and the National 

Health Service were passed in I946. According to these, every 

unemployed or sick individual was entitled to receive what is 

enough for his bare essentials. Free medical services were to 

be provided for all. Old Age Pensions were to be paid by State 

to men at the age of 65, and single women aged 60, in csse of 

giving up work. Although these measures were modified after 

I948, they underwent no radical change. 

(c) Equality of Opportunity 

The call for an equaliterian society,. rose to the top amor.::

trends of after-War policy. Such a call \'las stirred both by 

a positive passion for equality, as well by a negative ~assion 

for the removal of inequalities that characterized the inter-war 

English society. To post-War Labour 1eaders,the major aim was 

to make sure that England would not slip back into what they 
o-J ldp~-.44.4 

called "the degradation/of the twenty years between the wars.,,(36) 

The classless society that Tawney preached in 1931, and in which 
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the people would enjoy similar standards was, to many of 

the Labours, the base on which the new policy should be founded. 

Fruits of victory have to be distributed fairly among various 

classes of the one nation.(37) Lawson (1945)(38) saw such 

equali terian distri bu tion to be in the formrJ, "Homes for All, 

Jobs for All, Social Security for All, Full Education for All.,,(39) 

In such a call, he se~~s to favour the equality of all, hardly 

recognizing various forms of discrimination that have to be 

regarded in order that equality may be genuine. The inequalit!es 

of the inter-war English society haunted the mind of common man. 

Sympathy with the call for equality was clear in the thought 

of Professor Lasld. (40) The danger, to him, has exceeded the 

boundaries of unjust distribution of privileges, to affect the 

unity of the nation with all that this might represent to its 

survival. Writing on 'The War and the Future' (1940), he was 

induced to shift the focus of attention from the pressing 

conditions dictated by War, to the cause of inequality which 

had far more reaching impact. To him, 

"The enemy at the gate is the privilege of a class-society 
which fears the extension of democracy. r·:en live so differently 
in our nation that they think differently too. The unity we 
may establish if they had an equal share in the co~on good 
is attainable so long as the claims of the common people 
are sacrificed to the vested interests of privilege." (41) 

Laski's vision of equaliterian democracy came to form the 

basis of the Labour Party's argument. The defects that Laski 

pOinted out were crystallized in the Labour Declaration of 

Policy (I940)~42) The diagnosis made in the Declaration 
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was prelude to the socialist planning policy adopted by the 

Labours, and implemented during their post-war government_ 

To them, 'irrational privileges', which used to disfigure 

the order had to be abolished, thus giving place to more justice 

and more active participation on the part of all regardless of 

class. "Genuine equality and a high level of educational 

opportunity" were stressed as first hand priorities. Justice 

that was enjoyed only by a few, had to be made responsive to 

the needs of the majority, if not all.(43) 

The post-war Conservative policy was declared to be 

against inequality and class strife. However, the concept they 

adopted for 'equality' was not the same as the one adopted by 

the Labours. Equality, in the Conservative sense, is "to secure 

a better opportunity for our children. A fair and free 

opportunity for women and children and for family life ere 

first priorities_,,(44) stress, which is easily seen to be laid 

on the extension and promotion of opportunities rather th~n 

on 'equality', has always remained one principle on which 

the Conservative policy in the post-war er~ is founded. 

On the other hand, the Conservative policy was com~itted 

to eliminate class strife. Explaining the Party's policy 

(Hay 1949), Churchil declared the condemnation of class strjfe 

that might rise from blowing the trumpet of one class only 

however big the number of its members. Nor did the Conservative 

policy show leniency toward the 'aristocracy of the state,.(45) 
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Privileges have, hence, been under attack meanwhile the 

intitiative of the British people has to be preserved by 

all means: 

"We declare ourselves unsleeping opponents of all class, 
all official or all party privilege which denies the 
genius of an island race its rightful career and reward.,,(46) 

The dispute over 'equality of opportunity' left its 

stamps on the policies of post-war England so long as 

the chance given to each of the two big politic~l parties to rule 

was accompanied by attempts to embody their concept of the term 

into legislations and implementp.d policies. A society of 

equal opportunities was what Atlee, Bevin and other Labours 

vigorously dedicated themselves during the 1945-1951 

govern~ent through the 'Social Policy' adopted in health, 

education, insurance. As for State intervention in economy, 

nationalization was corn~itted to as a policy associated with 

the application of the principle of equality. The coal, gas 

and electricity industries, the railways, inland waterways 

and the Bank of England, were all brought under public 

ownership during the six years of the Labour Govern~ent· as 

will be elaborated in detail later.(47) Wh~t concerns us in the 

present respect is their policy declaration of 1949 which 

states: 

"Our aim is that every person with ability should have an 
equal opportunity to rise to the highest posts." (48) 
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The Conservative policy that came to be followed in their 

government (I951-1964) was more in favour of 'opportunity' 

rather than 'equality'. As a term, equality was almost 

rejected on the grounds that it is 'a drab slOganJ~49) 

The need for an 'Opportunity state' to match and sustain 

the 'Welfare state', was the focus of the debates 

especially by the Right-Wing of the Party.(50) More 

opportunities in all realms, education, employment, hODsing, 

••• etc. was- vigorously supported as a principle. Yet, the 

hierarchy of statuses and status-groups seems to be unavoidable 

and does not necesarily involve inequality or injustice. 

The comparison between 'Labour' and 'Conservative' post-war 

policies gave Kogan (I978)(51) to see the former confusing 

'greater opportunity'with'greater equality! yet "increasingly 

moved towards the~trong' version of agaliterianism,"(52 ) 

meanwhile the latter "concentrated on those social objectives 

which aim to produce an efficient work-force and a stronQ 

social fabric. It (53) 
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2. TndustridlizatiQn in Post-War II Proposals 

Immediate challenges that initiated proposals 

Problems of Post-\'/ar Brittain are 0 ften seen as 'endemic 

problems' ot twentieth century Britain, and Thompson's view(54) 

seems plausible that, t~f war had been avoided in 1939, Britain 

would have to face tasks of economic overhaul and social 

reconstruction resembling those which confronted the Government 

in 1945.,,(55) However, this does not negate that the Second 

i'lorld War's impact on British economy was far deeper than the 

impact of World War I in at least three respects: 

(a) The Second War had a greater effect in terms of affectine 

the whole people, rich and poor, from all social classes. 

',Vomen were influenced by war conditions in matters of Vlork and 

e~ployment in a~ost the same way as men. This accounts for 

the 'totality' of the Second War that some thinkers find no 
u,.;tl. u-.1,MJ- t 

sound basis tor comparisonr. "The first World War never was, 

but the second soon became, after a shaky-start a 'total war,.(56) 

(b) The \I;ide-scale evacuation due to air bombing was far 

greater in the Second War. In September 1939, 1.500.000 

evacuees were received in the reception areas.(57) The number 

rose and fell according to military considerations with 

whatever bearing this had on economic, social and other 

apsects of British life. 

(c) Government expenditure represented a great challenge that 

strained economy. It ran at £ 20 millions a week at the outbreak 

of War. Within six months, it was at £33t millions weekly. To 
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cover the increasing expenses, Great Britain had to rely on 

overseas investments half of ":hich went for war. In later 

stages, War cost Britain 5:. 12 millions daily.(58) It was thus, 

that a higher proportion of the national income was absorbed 

by the war effort than it was-in the First War.(59) 

When industry is specified, the call for a new policy 

for that sector was inevitable on ac~ount of the impact left 

by War condition~aswell as by growing difficulties since 

the outset of the present century amidst unfavourable conditions. 

By 1943, the \vhi te paper 'EdUcational Reconstruction' was cle::lr 

in admitting the need for a new policy for industry. In the 

words of the Paper: 

"The initial and natural advantages that gave this country, 
almost for the asking , its place of pre-er..inence in Yforld 
manufacture and Vlorld markets, have long been fading. t-10re 
and more in the future will it be necessary to rely on the 
capacity, adaptability and the quality of our industrial 
and commercial personnel." (60) 

It is likely that one of the 'natural advantages' meant by 

the Paper was concerned with 'basic materials' which VIas 

turning against Britain's favour. Import of such materials 

from other countries has been with Britain for a long time, 

but a big change has been brought about by the two ',"lorld Wars. 

To get them, "we shall have to pay for them by the export of Ollr 

goods and services. For as a result of two world wars, we have 

had to sacrifice by far the greater part of the foreign 

investments which we built up over many years when we were 

the leading creditor country of the Vlorld.,,(61) 
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When one economy starts to depend largely on the quality of 

exports, the cause of industrialization naturally comes to 

top in economic policy, as will later be shown. 

But, industry was first among economic sectors that came 

to suffer due to War conditions. }!odernization of British 

industries or replacement to capital equipment, which was 

due by 1939, had to be delayed.(62) Capital formation represented 

another challenge. The annual net non-war capital formation 

in Great Britain fell from £ 2I4 millions representing ~~ of 
""ill"s 

the net national income in I938, to about - £ I.OOO millions 

(capital consumption) in I940-I945 represneting _I~~.(63) 

This, was reflected on capital formation in the industrial 

sector, which was diminishing in war period. 

}!anpower, was another great challenge. Between mid I939 

and September I943, Britain mobilized 8.500.000 insured personG 

or I8~j 0 f the total vlorking population for the Forces, the 

auxiliary Forces and the munitions industry. To these are 

added 400.000 \'/orkers of- post insurance age, tlany thousands 

of im!i1igrants and refugees, 224.000 War prisoners as well as 

I60.000 from Ire1and.(64) This, was not vdtbout significance 

to manpower in industry which declined during 'Nar years from 

I7.920.000 in I939 to I7.I2I.000 in I943, and continued to 

decline in the first years of peace to reach I6.209.000 in 

June I945.(65) Decline may look meagre, but was ~~th striking 

effect on many British industries. Half the manpower in some 

major occupations as pottery, textiles, clothing, building 
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and reconstruction, retail distribution was lost. Some 

other civilian industries as furs, and carpets faced a 

more acute shortage.(66) 

Labour productivity declined in the War years, whether 

qualitatively or quantitatively. On the one hand, there was 

the impact of shortage in basic materials, and the delay 

of equipment replacement. On the other hand, there was the 

impact of n:anpower shortage and the distribution of male 

workers between several industries in accordance with 

priorities, or between more or less essential industries. 

Men workers had, according to such distribution, to work 

for particular firms regar.dless of the distances from their 

homes. Similar action was taken with female workers. Narried 

wo~en were called up for industrial service on account of 

their previous experience in paid work(67) The outcome of 

all these VIas, "simpler styles, plainer finishes and, often, 

lower quality, and, in some cases, as in clothing and furniture, 

these became the "utility" grade, supervised by the Board of 

Trade.,,(68) However, poor performance \~'as found to vary 

from one industry to another and, as a general rule, the 

resort to female \~'orkers was one factor among many that was 

notable for the decline in productivity. Pollard, (68) 

accepts Maddison's estimate that the decline in output 

per man-hour in industry during the War years was as high as 

85'~ for the period I939-I946. (69) But, it was also noted that 

as the influx of unskilled and female workers was repaired 

by the return or more skilled male workers, the decline \'lould 
be stopped or even reversed. (70) 
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Industry and state in Post-\'/ar Proposals 

Public direction and control that dominated the econoffiic 

policy during War II, was dictated by the need to plan 

effectively which could not be entrusted to private enterprise. 

such a line was strongly supported by the Labour Policy for 

the Post-\'lar England. Their Declaration of Policy (1940) 

condemned all previous measures ta~en in this respect as 

hesitant and characterized by avoidable delay. It lamented the 

non-existence of forms of bold, effective and carefully 

prepared Planning.(7I) Therefore, the programme they proposed~n I945 

was clear in adopting a strong line of nationalizing industries: 

II The Labour Party submits to the nation the following 
industrial programme - public ownership of the fuel and 
pouer industries •• ~ Public ownership of inland 
transport • • • Public ownership of iron and steel • • • 
Public supervision of monopolies and cartels • • • • (72) 

Their argument was founded on the fact that industry, on 

which the future of Britain lies amidst ,,{orld ch<3.llenges, 

requires the direction of investments the way that best 

served public interest. Nation~lization of coal and power, 

together with the basic forns of transport, was seen as of 

utmost relevance to the economic reorganization most needed 

after ~ar. Those industries to be left in private hands, 

have to plan their structure and methods, "for the nation 

can no longer tolerate the grotesque waste of man-power and 

wealth which arises from unregulated private ownership. 

Individual initiative and ability must not be restricted, but 

l:!ust be directed to the service of the community.n(73) 
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The above line of policy of the Labours was also strongly 

advocated in their 1949 Declaration(74) though it began to use 

a less sharp tone possibly due to the modest outcomes of 

their earlier attem~ts as ~ay be deduced from the above document.(75) 

The Conservative policy for post-War was seen in contrast 

with with the Labour policy. One report which analyses the 

Conservative discussion group in which 1092 members took part 

(1949) condemned the Labour policy in this concern as one 
( 76) ~Vt. -v-il<: 

leading Britain to slavery. It quotes Belloc in "The S~ti~ 

state" in that, "if we do not restore the institution of 

property, we cannot help but restore the institution of 

slaVery.,,(?7) The report ~ooks upon property ownership as 

the only sure shield capable of protecting individual freedon 

fro~ encroachment by state or by neighbours. In this way, 

the policy of" bringing industries and other economic institutions 

under state control was refuted on three grounds: 

I. The institution of the family is in danger of being destroyed 

with the destruction of individual right to acquire property. 

2. Public ownership or nationalization is not a happy solution 

for whatever problems simply because it denies the individual 

and f~ily the type of security for which they yearn; it is 

a 'totaliterian' rather than 'democratic' in both conception 

and effect". 

3. It kills initiative and responsibility among indiViduals. 

Refering to the nationalization of industries, David Eccles 

was clear in stating the Conservative fears that: 
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"The power of the individual is weakened and the people 
must study the mood of the Government, toe the line 
if they wish to keep their jobs, and seek the permission 
of the Government before they. do anything."(78) 

0-
The sacrifice of 'private property' at the alt/r of the state's 

interests is seen in the Conservative report cited above, 

as improper. Private property has to be maintained if 

productivity is to be raised. The angle through which the 

Conservative policy looks talt.es private ownership as essential 

for British society as it, "teaches a sense of responsibility 

and thrift, and, at the same time, is nn incentive to hard 

work. Through it, men and women are enabled to give full 

expression to their potentialities.,,(79) It is thus that 

private industries are stronGly supported by the Conservative 

policy. state monopoly was seen as worse than private monopoly 

and their declared policy condemns both public and private 

monOPoly.(80) The hu~an factor in industry, which they 

highly regard, represents the cornerstone of their policies. 

Macmillan declared in 1948 that the Conservatives are after 

incentive, opportunity, partnership, security of employment, 

or in his short-cut words: "Our policy is to humanize not 

nationalize.,,(8l) 

As for the Liberal Party, the nationalization of 
wd 

industries/reservedly taken but with agreement on it as a 

policy. The nationalization movement was seen in their 

declaration of 1964 as still in need to be designed in a 

way that makes the nationalized industries more efficient, 

to enable them to serve the consumer and the Public better, 
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and to maximize competition and lower costs.,,(82) 

In implementation, the policy followed by the Labour 

Government (1945-1951) turned their ideals into legislations. 

Five major legislations were passed including the acts of 

the nationalization of the Coal Industry (1946), of 

ElectriCity (1947), of Transport (1947), of Gas (1947) 

and the Iron and Steel (1949). This last one was delayed by 

House of Lords before the Conservative Government succeeded 

to denationalize Steel after I95I. 

The policy of nationalization that was vigorously 

pursued by the Labour Govern:;lent between I945 and 1951 

was reversed by the coming of the Conservatives to rule. 

In the latter's election manifesto it affir~ed its 

co!!!:::itment "to undo much of the Socialist legislation of 

the !>receding six years, which involved the nationC:.lizcd 

industries.,,(83) In assesment, the Liberals, on their part 

saw that the nationalization of industries was not quite 

successfu1.(84) The matter is not solely to bring industries 

under public ownership or control, but whether such 

nation~lization is yielding financial results. Figures show 

that under nationalization, only slight improvement in financial 

profit was accomplished and in some industries it even 

went down as indicated in the follovdng table: 
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Table 7.1 

Financial results of the Nationalized ·Industries- Profit and loss in 
£. million (85) 

1947-52 1952-3 1953-4 1954-5 1955-6 1956-7 

*Coal -5.6 -8.2 +0.5 -3.5 -19.6 +12.8 
Gas +2..9 +2.3 +2.1 +2.5 +0.5 +3.8 
Electrici ty +20.8 +7.3 +13.2 +18.8 +12.2 +11.7 
Civil Aviation: 
B.O.A.C. -27.5 -0.8 +1.1 +0.3 +0.1 +0.3 
B.E.A. I -10.2. -1.5 -1.8 +O.I +0.6 +0.2 

*Transport: 
Railways -43.1 +3.? -2.4 -21.5 -38.2 -57.5 
Other +3.6 +1.8 +6.6 +9.7 +7.6 +3.1 

1957-8 1958-9 1959-6C 1960-1 I 1961-2 1962-3 
: 

*Coal -5.3 -3.5 -24.0 -21.3 -15.0 +1.4 
Gas +2.8 -1.5 -2.4 +2.0 +3.3 +4.9 
Electricity +16.1 +27.3 +26.7 +16.3 +26.9 +42.5 
Civil Aviation! 
B.O.A.C. -2.8 -5.2 -0.8 -2.5 -19.9 -12.2 
B.E.A. +1.1 +0.2 +2.1 +1.5 -I.5 -0.3 

*Transport: 
Railways -68.1 -90.1 -84.0 -112.? -I35.9 -159.0 
Other +4.6 +1.1 +0.1 +11.7 +13.9 +15.3 

Sngland and Wales * Calendar Year 
~ 

Industrial Production 

With the growing realization tl:at the country's econo~y 

depended more than ever on the quality and quantity of its exportR, 

industrial production became an excessively important issue in 

post-War proposals. Unfavourable conditions in terms of co:npetition 

wi th other industrial countries and the growing difficulty in 

getting industrial ~~sie materials were seriously considered 

in arguments about post-War policies. In 'Employment Policy' (1944),(86) 

in the Percy Report on Higher Technological Education (1945)~87) 

and in the Barlow Report on 'Scientific Hanpower' (1946)(88) 

the challenge of production in post-Var policy was given due concern. 
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The Labour Policy statement (1949), while still in rule, 
t..~ 

gave production the first priority as did their/Declaration 

of Policy of 1940.(89) The only hope for Britain to stand 

challenges and continue in its ambitious programmes for a 

'Welfare state' was through production as the 1949 Declaration 

states: 

"Britain's future depends on higher production. The wealth of 
Britain in only what we ourselves create. Unless we continue 
to increase production as we have done in the last four years, 
we cannot improve or even maintain our present stand~rd of 
living; our people cannot be fed or clothed or rehoused; 
the social services cannot advance or even survive; and our 
national freedom and independence cannot continue. 1I (90) 

The Four-Year Plan drawn by the Labour Party in 1949 was after 

an expansion of output by ohe-third by 1952 above pre-War 

figures. Their diagnosis of economic difficulties and 

international challenges led to the sugeestion of three bases 

that would help Britain raise production: 

I. That economic planning is essential for economic advance 

in order to ensure that public interest comes first. This is 

supposed to be implemented through 'deJ.:locratic planning' ,';hich 

is taken to mean "continuing consent and co-operation of the 

people in the objectives and methods of the' plan.,,(9I) 

2. That there should be effective partnership bet~een 

Government and industry. Rather than hampering, the machinery 

of government has to stimUlate enterprise. 

3. Participation of the people is essential for advance. Whether 

in politics or economy, extension of people's participation 

is recogni2ed as the most effective means to end remote and 
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impersonal relations between the authorities which control 

" the apparatus of common life, and the masses. As a rule, . 

the Labours defend their policies against the attacks by 

stating their firm belief that, "For democracy to thrive, the 
(9Z) 

Government must a.t all times take the people into its con fidenc e." 

The Conservative Party had its own diagnosis despite 

a broad agreement on the challenges that necessitate raising 

industrial production in Britain. They give special concern 

to present and expected changes in industry.(93) The nnture 

of industrial society in one Conserv:ltive report (I965) suggests 

a new outlook at British industry. The shift in emphasis, from 

heavy industry (e.g. shipbuilding) to lighter industry 

(e.g. electronics, plastics) and the big increase in service 

industry (e.g. garages, hairdressing) has to be tru{en into 

consideration in any plan for industrial development.(94) 

The second core in the Conservative policy is by attending to 

the 'individual worker'. If Britain is to stand the industrial 

challenge, the. way is through stimulating individual initiative 

(\95) not eliminating it under the guise of the community int~rest. 

On the other hand, the Liberal Party was no.less critic~l 

about Britain's economic lag behind other countries of the ~'lest. 

The responsibility for this is laid on both the Conservative 

and Labour Gover~ents who failed to untap the country's great 
... ~. 

potential of economic resources an4r "have put vested or class 

interests before the interests of the countryo,,(96) 
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Comparative fieures with other industrial countries have 

convinced the Liberal Party that, in production, Britain 

has failed to accomplish a proportional rise. Britain's lag 

is shown best since 1953 and until 1963 during which its 

production has gone up only by 37 per cent compared with 

275 per cent in the case of Japan, 138 per cent in the case 

of Italy, and 107 per cent in the case of West Germany as 

indicated in the following table: 

Table 7.2 

Industrial Production in United Kin~dom and other Countrics(97) 

(1953=100) 

1955 1956 1957 1958 1955 1960 I961 I962 I963· 

Japan 116 144 166 168 208 262 312 338 375 

Italy 119 128 138 143 158 182 202 222 238 

w. Germany 129 139 147 152 162 180 190 199 207 

France II7 I28 139 145 150 167 175 185 205 

E.E.C. 122 132 140 144 153 I71 181 193 204 

Netherlands 119 124 127 127 139 157 160 166 171 

Belgiur.1 116 123 124 116 122 129 135 143 152 

Sweden III II5 119 122 129 I41 147 150 152 
Canada 110 120 120 120 129 130 134 144 151 

U. S •• \. 106 109 110 103 116 119 120 130 138 

U.K. 114 J 114 116 114 120 129 130 131 137 
* 3rd quarter 

To the Liberal Handbook (1964), which builds on a study by Allen 

(1964)(98) underemployment is what the British efforts should 

collaborate to wipe out. In this respect the Liberal document 
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strongly stands against three indicators ot deterioration 

ot productivity in Britain, and which Allen's study 

states as tollows: 

"I. For each person to produce a ton of steel in America 
three are required in Britain. 

2 .. In the maintenance engineering activities of the two 
British chemical industries there are four people to 
every American worker. 

3. Ships could be constructed with about 40 per cent 
fewer men if labour were employed efficiently." (99) 

The policy trends raised by the 'Liberal Party' in the 

face of the above challenge suggested an immediate attempt 

to be undertaken to make up tor the slow British industrial 

production since the early 1950's, or else 'France and even 

Italy will soon have drawn level with the British standard 

of living. By the fourth quarter of the twentieth century 

.Britain at the rate ot growth achieved by the Conservatives 

ot 2.4 per cent per annum will have so declined as to be 

among the less advanced countries ot Western Europe, unless 

we do considerably better than hitherto. ,(100) The goal is 

likely to be achieved through more attention to be directed to 

scientific research undertaken within a t.1rm rather than 

'State-sponsored research •• (IOI) Exaggeration in the adoption 

of the 'nationalization' trend was seen as more harmtul than 

beneficial to the industrial development that Britain is seeking. 

1tis the conviction of the 'Liberals' that: 

"industry can be helped ovet the 'development hump' by 
public bodies like N.R.D.C. - whose capital they would 
like to see increased, but unlike the SOCialists, we 
consider that this can only be achieved through persuading 
industry that partnership in a venture is worthwhile and 
that if a project is a success that industry (including the 
employees) will reap attractive profits." (102) 

• National Research Development Corporation. 
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Industrial Training 

The industrial challenge that England met after the end 

of World War II was, in one of its phases, a challenge for 

more and better trained workers. Amidst various challenges, 

drawn policies by the Government recognized that 'More and 

more in the future will it be necessary to rely on the capacity, 

adaptability and quality of our industrial and commercial 

personnel.,(I03) The call was once more expressed by the 

'Barlow Committee on Scientific Man-Power' (I946)!I04) 

Concerning itself with the need for more sCientists,it went 

far as to call for the relea~e ot qualified scientists from the 

Forces in order to attend to more uDgent task, reconstruction.(I05) 

Only a tew months after the issue of the 'Barlow Report', the 

Ministry of Education repeated in a similar tone that 'Today 

there is a palpable need for fully trained citizens • • • • 

The need is implicit in the responsibilities ot a democratic 

society.,(106) Furthermore, it considered training as 'a vital 

challenge to our educational system.,eIO?) 

The need was no less emphatically recognized in the policy 

declarations of the political parties. The Labour Party's 

statement Policy (1949)(108) took the need for the training of 

more technicians, draughtsmen, scientists of all kinds not only 

from the narrow local angle or satisfying the increasing needs 

of British industries, but for the development ot great 

resources of overseas terrltorles.(I09) Hence, it tavoured 

the trend of pressing ahead ot the poliCies undertaken since 1945 
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as regards fundamental research in universities and state-aided 

institutions, and the establishment of technical colleges in 

the main industrial centres allover Britain. Moreover, the 

Labour policy admitted the inadequacy of research applied in 

practice by industry where the gravest weakness seemed to 1ie.(IIO) 

Labours' apparent content with what had been accomplished 

in the field of industrial training during their rule (1945-1951) 

turned later into criticism of progress under the Conservatives 

who succeeded them. In the~ 'Plan for Progess: Labour's Policy 

for Britain's Economic Expansion' (I958){III) they put training 

on the top of their policy items declaring unambiguously that: 

"Our first task must be to increase the total supply of (112) 
trained personnel and to devote larger resources to research." 

Their outlook was influenced by the severity of competition that 

British products were facing in the world market for, 'If we 

fall behind in research and the application of research in 

industry, our competitive position in world markets will be 

seriously undermined. Compared with both the U.S. and the U.S.S.R. 

we are currently spending far too little on industrial research 

and training far too few scientists and technologists in our 

. educational system.,(113) 

Training skill was taken in their 'Policy for Education' (1958)(114) 

as one compelling argument. One policy statement assures that 

'Without sllll, the nation cannot, in such an age, maintain its 

standard of life •••••• skill which enable us to get what we 

want, •••••• (115) It was taken that the capability of Britain 

to produce skilled technologists was far less than the U.S. 
respectivel! 

and U.S.S.R. whoJprodaced 2i times and 5 times technologists 

in proportion to population as Britain did.(II6) 
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On their part, the Conservatives were in the same line. 

Their stress in the 'Responsible Society' (1959)(117) was 

on Britain's urgent need for meeting 'the rising demand of 

science, industry and technOlogy,.(118) Specialists, and all 

kinds of. 'exceptional men' well trained and best motivated to 

give the utmost for their country was, to them, the utmost 

need of Britain.(II9) Recognition of such need meant, 

to British Conservatists~·· providing adequate training 

'not only for boys and girls but for workers of all ages; not 

only for long courses in skilled occupations but at least 
(12.0) 

a short induction course for every employee.' The bitter 

feelings after the fire of Sputniks drove them to quote 

S~lin burne I s line: 

"Glory to Man is the highest l for Man is the master of things". 

The implication of such mastery to industry is through 'A big 

increase in industrial training • • to meet the need for more 

skill. at all levels of management and production. It can only 

provide wider opportunities for promotion, 80 acting as a 
~Jtp.~ ( I2I ) 

direct incentive to individual responsibility andAambition.' 

The feeling of defects in providing adequate numbers of 

skilled manpower for industry, reached cUlmination in the 
(122) 

early 1960's. The 1962 White Paper 'Industrial T~aining: 

Government proposals,(I23 ) pointed out to these inadequacies 

and that 'ever- since the War industry in the country has been 

short of skilled labour.(I24) More important still is the 

Paper's contession that such shortage has atfected the 

rate ot economic expansion.( I25) In so tar as the standard of 

training is concerned. the Paper admitted the existence ot 
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wide variations. However, the judgment it gave was expressive 

of qualitiative deficiency: 

"At its best, the standard of training in this country is 
high; unfortuna~ely this is by no means universal. Much is 
barely adequat~d some definitely unsatisfactory." (126) 

The White Paper included new trends in training that it saw 

capable ot eliminating past detects and providing for better 

economic expansion in future: 

'~o bring about economic expansion, there has to be skilled 
manpower and this means an increase rate ot industtial 
~ining. Whether or not we decide to join the Common Market 
our exp~ts will be faced with increasing competition. Our 
overseas competitors, particularly in Western Europe have 
paid great attention to the need to maintain an adequate 
supply of well-trained labour. We must be quite sure that 
our own arrangement~o not tall too tar behind. 1t (127) 

Lack or co-ordination was conceived by the Paper as contribut1~g 

to the 'training dilemma' and so it called tor better 

arrangements in tuture: 

"A serious weakness in our present training arrangements is 
that the amount and quality of training is left to the 
unco-ordinated decisions of a large number ot firms. They 
may lack the necessary economic incentive to invest in 
training people who, once trained, may leave them for another 
firm. While the benetits of training are shared by all, 
the costs are borne by only a few." (128) 

It has to be mentioned that the policy statements raised 

by the 'Liberal Party' in 1964 were also atter better arrangements. 

It called on the government to take three specific measures 

in this respect: 

I. Promotion of re-training schemes. 

2. That Trade Unions and employers accept the prinCiple of 

treedom ot entry for qualified adults into skilled trades. 

3. That a system of national trade proficiency certificates 

to supersede fixed periods ot apprenticeshIp, has to be Initiated~I29) 
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The 'Industrial Training Act' was issued in I964 with the 

aim of ensuring an adequate supply of well-trained working 

power at all levels in industry and commerce. The Act initiated 
s 

the 'Industrial Training Boards'. Among other taks, they 

'provide or secure the provision of such courses and other 

facilities (which may include residential accomodation) for the 

training of persons employed or intended to be employed in the 

industry ••• 
I (I30) They also look after the integration of 

further education and training which are seen as complementary. 

Thus, the new training policy in Britain is built on the 

training 0 f workers in industrial firms. Thoughthe training 

is not obligatory for all firms, they all have to contribute 

to the cost of training in their particular industry. Thus, 

problems ot finance are dealt with in a co-operative manner. 
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Indicators of Change in Adult Education Policy 

The overa11 educationa1 po1icy in Eng1and was under 

consideration in the c10sing years of the World War II and 

immediately atter its end. As one sector among many, adu1t 

education was invo1ved in the process of reconsideration. 

New aims and princip1es have been inc1uded in such official 

and semi-official documents as the 'White paper' on Educational 

Reconstruction (1943),(1) the Education Act (1944), t~e report 

of the Committee appointed by the B.l.A.E. under the 

chairmanship of Lord Sanky, and published under 'Adult Education 

After the War'(1945),(2) th~ Ministry of Education's regulations 

and trends expressed in works as 'Further Education' or 

Pamphlet No 8 (1947), the Ashby Report (1954)(3). But, due to 

the nature of the field, and the amount of attention directed 

to it, the particu1ars of the policy are rather implicitly 

deduced than explicitly declared in such documents. The Sanky 

Report mentioned above, recorded with pleasure that great many . 
i- d.... ~ 1 o.Au.Lt u..-.cJ"'l 

proposals were raised about education in general, yet'A'only 

a few give any detailed attention to its purpose and its 

organization.,(4) This brief and implicit expression of an 

adult education policy should not conceal the existence of 

what Professor Wiltshire (1976)(5) call~ 'a fairly coherent 

group of new trends in post-war adult education which are 

hardening into policy and which imply clear if unexpressed 

purposes and principles.,(6) 
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The way by which this 'group of trends' of post-I944 

adult education policy in England is identifiable has 

something to do with the 'past' and 'future' dimensions. 

The weaknesses of the older practice during the inter-war 

period were at the baCk of the minds of the educationists 

and policy-makers especially in so far as the penetration 

of the adult masses is concerned. Meanwhile,adult education 

was envisaged to have a new role in the real1~ation ot the 

proposals for the setting up of the British version of the 

'Welfare state'. The outcome of both was indicative ot the 

new plans raised for the sector. 

Among the favoured aims, two stand as significant .. The 

first was concerned with ending the sector's alienation 

from" the national educational structure. Such integration 

would likely call more public attention to the marginal 
a-

sector and, accrodingly,fairer share in public finance 

to extend its service to greater numbers of the adult 

population. The second, which may also be taken as one means b.y,",hich 

adequate extension would be reached, was concerned with the 

re-organization of the structure of the sector and its 

providing institutions in the way that would generate the 

enthusiasm for more adequate service, what Shearman (1944) 

identified as the 'close co-operation between the Board of 

Education, the universities, the Local Education Authorities, 

and those vOluntary bodies whose main purpose is !4~cationa~,.(7) 

Thus, adult education after the War was heading for a closer 
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~ntegrat~on within the overall educational structure, and 

the consolidation of the spirit of partnership between 

its major providers oft called by British adult educationists 

the 'fourfold partnershiP,.(8) 

Past Defec·ts as Indicator of Policy Change 

Recognition of the educational defects of the inter-war 

per~od served to define the new path for the post-War policy. 

The McNa~r Committee on the Supply of Teachers (I944) was 

quick to note the public demand for educational reform and 

that 'the nation as a whole has woken up to the deficiencies 

of its public system ••• We are now witnessing one of the 

most widespread and insistent popular demand for, its reform •• (9) 

Other reports echoed the same theme of the need for a new 

educational policy different from the one before the War, 

though one has to admit that the angles through which the 

need was looked at was not necessar~ly the same. The Percy 

Report on Higher Technological Education (I945)~IO) and the 

Barlow Report on Scientific Manpower (1956)(11) exemplified 

as well the urgency of educational reform. In the former, 

a warning signal was loudly raised that the leading position 

ot Great Britain as an industrial nation was 'endangered by 

failure to secure the fullest possible application of science 

and industry, and this tailure is partly due to: deficiencies 

in educat~on.,(I2) The plausibility ot the argument could 

easily be appreciated in the ~ght of the staggering position 
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ot British industries during the inter-war period in the face 

ot growing difticultiea. Holmes (I956){12) saw a grave defect 

in the inadequate resources invested in education and pointed 

out to three kinds of deficiency in education within the li~ts 

of its resources. The first, he saw, was concerned with the 

structure ot the system that allowed mal-distribution or young 

people leaving school and the impact of such a case on the 

industrial and economic needs. The second is related to the 

inability of its structure and subsequent distribution effect 

to improve human relations within industry. The third is 

concerned with 'content' and 'method' that affected the move 

or young people-to industrial and adult 11fe.(13) It was thus 

that a need was clea~ly felt that the overall educational 

structure was not functioning as it should. Reconsideration 

was the task that the 1944 was to undertake. 

From the adult education perspective, severe criticism 

was launched on its ineffectiveness in extending its services 

to the majority of the adult population masses.{I4) Academics 

like Livingstone bitterly lamented the meagre educational 

chances op~ after the end of compulsory learning. This, he 

saw, was the cause of the steady cultural deterioration at 

the national level. or the 347.096 children leaving elementary 

schools in England and Wales in 1937/1938,284.372 (81.9 per cent.) 

left to take up employment, 12 per cent. proceeded to secondary 

schools, and 5 per cent. to junior technical schools or other 

full-time educational lnstitution.{I5) He saw little prospect 

of the nation's future so long as 70 per cent. of its children 
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were 'entirely withdrawn from any educational influence 

at the age or 14.,(16) It is possible to raise a counter 

argument that the ratio of children in all schools as 

proportionate of the total age-group 15-18 was steadily 

rising from 1.5 per cent. in 1911, to 3.2 in 1921 then 

(17) 6 to. 6.6 in 1938. still,6. per cent. could not be 

accepted as adequate for England and Wales in the closing 

years or the 1930's. 

The upward trace ot educational continuity showed no less 

defects. The provision ot adult education for the 18+ was 

practically ditficult to come by adequately notwithstanding 

the bright glimpses in the growth of the institutions providing 

adult education service inc~ud1ng the emergence ot the 

W.E.A in 1903, and the vigorous growth of the University 

Extension after the Oxfor~Conterence (1907).(18) Reflection 

o~ the figures of the years immediately preceding the War 

showed that out of a potential tield of recruitment comprising 

18 million adults, the service as calculated by D~t(I9) could 

only reach a traction of about half a million adults whom 

he tound to be 'undertaking·any form of organized education; 

and of the half-million three-quarters or more were dOing so 

for strictly utiliterian reasons. ,(20) Furthermore, the W.E.A 

was only reaching unproportionate numbers lafter nearly 40 years 

of indefatigable crusading on behalt ot cultural study.,(2I) 

Its total class enrolment in 1938/1939 was only 66.966 

which Livingstone judged to be inadequate for an island the 

total population of which amounted to forty five mill1ons.(22) 



The conclusion reached by Livingstone and Dent that the 

adult education service had to be extended was echoed in 

the Sanky Report mentioned earlier and which accused adult 

education service of failure to reach the majority of the 

masses. A graver defect to which the report pointed out was 

the confinement, until the War II, to what the report called 

the 'converted' or the 'seekers' meanwhile the 'indifferent' 

are negle~ted despite their great numbers. The conclusion 

thus cared to declare that the vast majority of the adult 

population could Dot be attracted by any of thCexisting 

movements 'which have, on the whole been preaching to the 

converted, or the seekers, and have produced little impression 

on the indifferent and the uninterested.' (23) Failure to 

undertake such an important mission justified the call for 

a new policy that would take into account the judgement 

passed by the Sanky Committee on adult education as 'still 

only at the beginning of its task.,(24) 

The need for more adequate adult education provision was 

associated in the minds of many British thinkers with the 

grave defects in the society until War II. On the one hand, 

there was the declining cultural condition which Livingstone 

cared to warn the government and the people against its 

continuation.(25) From the economic perspective, there was 

also the warning signals raised by such reports as the Percy 

Report (1945) and the Barlow Report (1946) mainly dealing with 

the impact of the inadequacy of formal education provision 
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on Britain's present and future economic situation. But, 

they might have as well stirred some minds to question 

the comrehensiveness of the national education structure 

and the validity of alienating adult education from the 

overall picture. More important still was the reflection 

upon the growing defects of the democratic application 

which was not seen in seclusion from the cultural standard 

of the adult population. The 'physical impossibility' of 

democracy that Herbert Read (1943) raised built on the 

possibility of getting government ~ the people, and even 

government ~ the people 'but never for a moment government 
. (26) 

by the people.' Such a view seems plausible in so far 

as the ability of voters to discriminate and choose the right 

candidate is concerned. Livingstone's reflection on the case 

of Britain was consistent with Read's argument for '80 per cent 

of the voters of the country will vote, as far as education 

is concerned, with the knowledge they have been able to glean 

in the first fourteen years of their 1ives.,(27) The bearing 

of an unextended adult education service in England was 

thus seen as destructive to the democratic experiment • 'True 

democracy', as the Sanky report emphasized 'cannot exist where 

the individual members of the community are ill-informed or 

uninterested •••••••••• Indeed, we are so ill-equipped as 

a people at present, that it is a question whether any form 

of democrati~ machinery can hold its own effectively against 

the growing tendency to mass regimentation in one direction 

or another unless we have an immediate and widespread 

development of adult education.I(28) 
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Future Aspirations as Indicator of Policy Change 

'Reconstruction' as the immediate task in which many of 

the people in England were engaged while the War was still 

raging evoked a new interest in man and his education. 

Man seemed to be the common link between 'past', 'present' 

and 'future'. New belief in man as pivot for reconstruction 

plans was intermingled with a desire on the part of policy

makers and pressure groups to build by him and for him the 

promised 'Welfare state'. In so far as the Government is 

concerned, a three-dimensional look at man was standing 

behind the proposed pollcie,s for reconstruction: as a maker 

of victory, a designer of the plans for peace and welfare, 

and executor of whatever policies are to be agreed upon for 

reconstruction.(~9) Political parties, on their part, had 

their commitment to reconstruction dictated by similar 

drives. The Labour Party Declaration (1945)(30) laid stress 

on the heroic role played by the people who 'deserve and must 

be assured a happier future than faced so many of them after 

the last war. Labour regards their welfare as a sacred trust. ,(31) 

Parliamentarians highly appreciated man and his position. 

To a Conservative member as Fraser, 'Man was what Britain 

fought for in the two wars,.(32) The object envisaged as 

capable of transforming words into action was 'to trust the 

people and set free and encourage their initiative and reward 

their virtues •• (33) 
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setting free the initiative of man implicitly meant the 

involvement of education which has to be adequately provided 

for him. From this angle, the challenge of post-war England 

was in reality an educational one. Its success in real±Zing 

the set goals tor peace and reconstruction was conditioned 

by sucoess on the educational tront, or as Vickers (1940) 

rightly put: 

It ••• the new society of which both politicians and common 
men are beginning to talk, wil~ not come by itselJ. It 
must be created by the wisdom, the courage and the selt
sacrifice of men •••• 
Peop~e are challenged to choose within the ~mits of the 
possible the conditions of lite which they must want 
to preserve or create; and in this process education has 
a double part to play. It can clarify the choice, and it 
can enlarge or narrow the limits of the possib1e. tt (34) 

Such an argument must have been clear in the minds of 

policy-makers. Churchill ,for example, was aware of the link 

between 'man', 'education' and 'modernization' when he raised 

in 1943 the call that 'You cannot conduct a modern 'community 

except with adequate supply of persons upon whose education 

much time and money has been spent.,(35) In a much similar 

way, Ernest Green, General Secretary of the W.E.A. cared to 

show how 'of all the constructive tasks on which the nation 

is engaged, modern education offers scope for the most exciting 

adventure and promises the greatest social gain for the effort 

and expenditure involved.' (36) 

The aspiration for the completion of the British version 

of the 'Wel-fare state l was not deV'oid of relevance to the 

post-war adult education policy in England. The 1944-1946 
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enactments bore relevance, however implicit or indirect. 

The 1944 Education Act recognized adult education as part of 

the third stage of education 'Further Education' following 

universal secondary education for all children of the nation. 

other acts created an atmosphere amidst which the provision 

of adequate adult education was more of a necessity than 

a luxury. The National Insurance Act, the Family Allowances 

Act, the National Health Act, the Fulll Employment Act, all 

were embodiment of the need recognized by the Beveridge 

Report (1942)(37) to provide social security for all sectors 

of the population against the five ills. The impact of putting 

the social revolution legislations into practice,on the 

provision of adult education was evident. With affluence 

rises the need to foster the intellectual occupation of the 

adult mind. Social security and income rise as indicators of 

affluence give rise to the value of leisure time preoccupation 

and a stronger need on the part of policy-makers to provide 

the means for the use of such time fruitfully. The actual 

weekly working hours for the manual workers in the United 

Kingdom dropped from 50 hours in 1943, to 48.6 in 1944 

to 47.4 in r945 to 45.2 in 1947.(38) The Ministry of Education, 

on her part, gave full support to the intellectual invest~ent 

of leisure time. In its Pamphlet No 8 entitled 'Further Education' 
it 

(I947),gave the green light. for a new pollcy in this respect 

stating t~at 'We must make constructive use of our leisure, 
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for on the degree of maturity we achieve in our lives depends 

in the last analysis the quality of our civilization.,(39) 

Educationists like Dent were no less enthusiasts for a new 

policy that better caters for leisure time. The adequacy of 

any scheme of universal adult education in a democratic 

community depended, in his view, on four bases first among 

which was leisure time provision.(40 ) 

Effective democracy that was aspired for in post-War England 

turned into an argument for more adequate adult education 

provision. The cause of effective democracy was linked ~ith 

education,in that education for democracy is essential for 

the achievement of democracy, and that 'The democratic way of 

life cannot be lived save by some democratically minded 

community, and this is the last type of community the present 

set-up (in Britain) however much mOdified, could be expected 

to produce.' (4I) Such an argument is of more significance to 

the adults in terms of their age, degree of maturity and 

responsibilities toward democracy than is the case with 

youngsters. Bence, the fuller realization of a 'modern democntic 

SOCiety' for post-war England was Been by Shearman (I944) as 

a task that adult education, in the first place, has to 

undertake. Adult education was rightly taken as the profoundest 

motive service to democracy.(42 ) Likewise, the Sanky Report 

(I945) ran in almost the same line(43) af!1rming Shearman's 

view that the achievement ot effective democracy was depending 

on the success to provide a sound system Of education for 

English adult. (44) 



Agreement among acadendcs and policy-makers alike on a 

vigorous role to be undertaken by adult education for the 

rea1tzation of post-War aspirations represented the pressure 

tor a new adult education policy. In the 'Future ot Education' 

(1943) and 'Education tor World Adrift' (1942), Livingstone 

went further than the mere statement ot the dilemma that 

the country was heading tor. He investigated as well what he 

called 'The Way Out' represented in a new outlook at adult 

edacation where 'the solutions of our educational problema 

must be tound.,(45) This beliet in arlult education was highly 

appreciated by Shearman (1944) regarding it as a 'most welcome 

teature' ot post-War era.(46) 

Other than academics, policy-makers at the highest level 

got similar views which were implicitly and explicitly 

expressed. At nearly the same time when Livingstone published 

his 'Future in Education', Churchill affirmed to the nation 

the value ot the 'highly advanced races' for its pre-eminence 

in peace and survival in war.(47) Nor was it mere coincidence 

that the Yndte Paper on Educational Reconstruction (1943) 

quoted Desrael1's dictum in its very first lines reading: 

'Upon the education of the people of this country the tate of 

this country depends. ,(48) Education that the dictum meant 

was for the adults and the young alike. 

Amidst such an atmosphere, winds ot change began to blow 

on the place that adult education should take within the 

national educational structure as ot similar importance to 
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formal education. At least nominally, the belief was ever 

repeated that adult education is a vital sector of the national 

education. Churchill held on his viewFuring the confrontation 

between his Minister of Education and the Trade Unions as 

regards the cuts in the 1953 budget. He strongly affirmed that: 

"There is, perhaps, no branch of our vast educational system 
which. should more attract within its particular sphere the 
aid and encouragement of the state than adult education. How 
many must there be in Britain, after the disturbance of two 
destructive wars, who thirst in later life to learn about 
the humanities, the history of their country, the philosophies 
of the human race, and the arts and letters which sustain. and 
are borne forward by the ever-conquering English language? 
This ranks in my opinion far above science and technical 
instruction, which are well sustained and not without their 
rewards in our present system." (49) 

Such high sounding words may work as indicators of adult education 

policy statements though words about adult education are,often~ 

much louder than action or what Lowe (1970) regards as , 
l1lustrative of 'disgenuous attitudes' on the part of policy

makers towards adult education. I (50) 

The outcome of the whole argument shows how the adult education 

policy in England was directed towards the realization of 

a comprehensive service for the adult population, what Dent 

expressed in clear-cut words: 

"after the war we must build in this country a system of 
adult education adequate to meet all the needs which have 
so far been manifest, and probably many others which have 
not yet emerged." (51) 

The notion was gradually discarded that the reform of formal 

education alone was all that England needed in the post-War 

era. It some educationists imagined th t th 
a e decline ot the 
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cultural standard until War II was to be remedied solely 

by raising the school leaving age to 15, or 16 or even 

in part-time to 18, and for a picked few to the age of 21 or22, 

it might work a solution but not the radical one that the 

British academics aspired tor. Good as these partial solutions 

might be, continuity of education throughout the adult life 

was regarded as the solution which 'rightly conceived might 

do'something to meet· the most serious danger to our 

civ11isation •• (52 ) To have the masses in England educated 

was not to come by through post-primary education, but rather 

as Livingstone put it 'it can only be solved by adult education'~3) 

In the context of the indicators of change in policy since 

1944 which have necessitated a more adequate adult education 

service to penetrate greater numbers of the adult population, 

it is possible to point out to the two major trends that have 

characterized such a policy: 

I. Integration ot adult education within the national system 

of education. 

2. Consolidation of the partnership between the major adult 

education providers, i."e. the D.E.S., the L.E.A.' s, the 

universities and the W.E.A. 

In the following pages both the policy trends are analysed 

in detail. 
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Official structure of Adult Education 

Dealing with the policy trends in some depth requires 

a brief comprehensive picture of the official structure. 

In so far as planning and decision-making in the English 

education system are concerned, the role of the central 

authority and the Parliament are of prime importance. 

Tbe central Government is concerned with the issue of acts 

of Parliament that deal with the organization af adult 

education. It may as well issue Education Whi~Papers that 

reveal the acceptable policy trends at the national level. 

The Central Advisory Council for England assists the 

Secretary of State with the development of the policy. 

It can take the initiative in advising the Secretary of State 

both in educational theory and practice. 

The ¥~nistry of Education (Department of Education and Science 

since 1964) has its dapartment of 'Planning Organi~ation' 

Through the steering committee, the Planning unit and policy 

groups, the relations with the Local Education Authorities 

can be regulated. 

Parliament, on its part, enacts legislations which lay down 

the national policy for education as regards central adminiB~ 

tration. Th~ annual full day's debate on education in the 

House of Commons mainly centres on the report that the 

Secretary of State makes annually to the Parliament including 

how he has used the duties and right conferred on him as well 

as the work of the Central Advisory Councils. Figure 8.1 

indicates planning and deCision making in English education. 
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It is to be noted that the role of the L.E.A's and other 

adult education providers will be dealt with in detail 

later in the chapter.(54) 

Figure 8.I 
(55) 
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As for the of!icial structure of adult education from the 

pOint of View of provision and associated relationships, 

it is shown in figure 8.2 

Figure 8.2 

ADULT EDUCATION IN ENGLA.''',m AND WALES-:-THE OFFICIAL STRUCTURE( 56) 
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I. INTEGRATION OF ADULT EDUCATION WITHIN THE NATIONAL 

SYSTEM OF EDUCATION 

Adequate penetration of the adult masses as necessary tor 

the realization of post-War aspirations could not be thought 

ot while adult education remained a marginal activity within 

the overall national system of education. Such marginality 

was indicated by the separation between the 'formal' education 

at primary, secondary or higher level, and 'adult educ~tion' 

striving for recognition but still remaining the poor relation 

of the system. LaCk of continuity of education after the 

end of compulsory education was leading until War II to the 

confinement ot the educational horizon of most people to 

the end of primary education. On the other hand, extending 

the scope of adult education to cover the 'indifferent' 

who formed the vast majority of the English adults, required 

a reconsideration ot the map or provision. No more was it 

acceptable that adult education remains an etfort largely 

undertaken by voluntary bodies meanwhile the state takes 
~s 

it/an essential service tor reconstruction and the setting 

up of the welfare state. A new balance of power between the 

major providers was essential. The state had to be involved 

more heaYily in the provision of adult education. In the 

third place, agreement among academics was growing that the 

adult education service should become varied as it is 

comprehensive. Sensitiveness to the needs of ' adults in each 
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local area suggested that a new role was to be undertaken 

by Local Education Authorities. It these could look atter the 

provision ot adult education in their areas in a similar way 

to the one they did with formal education, this might serve 

double purpose. On the one hand, adult education might be 

helped to integrate more with the national system of education 

bringing it into closer contact with formal education. 

In the meantime,adequate provision that fits the varied needs 

of adults in each area was to be ensured through the 

leadership ot the L.E.A. 

The integration of adult education within the national 

system ot education in post.-War England may, thus, be seen 

in the light ot three principles brought forth by the 1944 

Act and which comprise the progression or continuity ot 

educational stages, the re-detinition ot state responsibility 

in adult education and the consolidation ot the role 

undertaken by the loval education authorities in provision. 

(a) Integration ot Adult Education through Progression of 

Educational stages 

The 1944 Act recast the structure ot statutory system ot 

public education. According to the old structure, education 

was organ12ed in two parts: elementary and higher education 

the latter including all forms ot education other than 

elementary. This was replaced by a new one that better serves 

the interests ot the youth and the adults as well as children 
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through the principle of 'continuity' or 'progression'. 

Section 7 ot the 1944 Act recogntzed the statutory 

system of publ1c education in th~e progressive stages: 

primary, secondary and Further education. 

The dividing line that used to s~parate 'elementary' and 

'secondary' at the age of II was, until 1944, a strong 

impediment before progression. After the end of elementary, 

education was allowed only to about 20 per cent in the 

maintained secondary schools for children eligible by age, 

and junior technical schools for less than'one per cent. 

This represented, to Dent, 'a grave inadequacy of educational 

opportunity for young adolescents.,(S7) With the issue ot 

the 1944 Act, the principle of continuity between primary 

and secondary education for all children of the nation after 

the age of II was established. Furthermore, the fees or 

grammar schools were abolished. Thus, the Act went even 

further than what a figure like Tawney had claimed in I92q 

who argued that 'the only policy which is at once educationally 

sound and suited to a democratic community is one under 

which p~imary education and secondary education are organi~ed 

as two stages in a single continuous process. t (S8) To policy 

makers at Tawney's time, turning such a dream into fact was 

too dlf!1cult to be thought of. When President of the Board 

ot Education (1924) was asked in the House of Commons if 

the Board of Education intended to make a statutory provision 

that all children ot the nation have appropriate secondary 

education, his reply was 'We could not do that, it would be 

perfectly impossible at present time.' (59) 
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What the Hadow Report (1926)(60) and later the Spens Report 

(1938)(61) strived to preach, was the recommendation of 

education in England to be along lines of progression 

for all children of the nation from infant stage up to the 

end of secondary school period. 

Such lack of continuity between primary and secondary 

until 1944 should not be ragarded as devoid of relevance to 

the place of adult education within the national system. If 

formal education, to which special attention was directed 

was faced with such difficulties, adult education must, 

by and large, be content with its share of the cake, however 

small. 

What actually represented true shift in the place of adult 

education after 1944, was recognition of the principle of 

of progression to cover post-secondary education. The need 

for 'Continuation Schools' that had been stirred by the Lewis 

Report (1917)(62) urged the adoption of part-time schooling 

for youth. The 1918 Act was an attempt to drive matters in 

the direation of progression, yet it was unluckily born 

dead'due to subsequent financial and other difficulties. 

The report of the Adult Education Committee of the Ministry d 

Reconstruction (1919)(63) preached that education should no 

more be locked within the age Of youth, but rather that 

education be a process continuing throughout 1ite.(64) 

However reasonable was the call, time was too,'early to think 

ot its practicality while the country was just coming out of war. 
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The call tor continuity was there among some educationists. 
btt~c~ 

and England was sutfering a contlictl'ideals' and 'reality'. 

The ~p between universal primary education and youth education 

remained until 1944 an unsolved problem with whatever bearing 

such a separation had on the marginality or both youth and 

adult education within the national system. 

With the I944 Act, continuity ot post-secondary education 

was recogni~ed within the realm ot 'Further Education l .(65) 

Adult education was the tirst to benefit by such recognition 

that was met with evident support from both academics and 

pressure groups alike. Ernest Green, General Secretary of 

the W.E.A. saw as essential for the building ot sound 

democracy in post-War England 'that education should be 

a continuous process and that provision should be made tor 

the adult.' (66) In no less emphatic words, the Labour Party 

expressed its conviction that the years 15-20 tormed 'an 

integral part ot the educational process •• (67) Proposed 

continuity by the 1944 Act went further than mere extension 

ot education to the age ot I5 or I6. More vigorously than 

ever betore, compulsory part-time education was advocated 

to continue to the age ot 18. In this respect, the gap 

between school life and the independent responsibility of 

adult l1te, where problems of adjustment arise and important 

decisions have to be taken, is likely to be bridged 

effectively in a consistent line without drop. 
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In the section of 'Further Education' in the 1944 Act, 

answers to many enquiries about post-secondary education 

(including adult education) are made. Further Education 

covers all education beyond the compulsory leaving age. It 

embraces the continuous education for adolescents by 

commercial, technical and art education side by side with 

the ~iberal education for adults. Such a broad range is 

defined in the Act as: 

"Full-time and part-time education for persons over 
compulsory school age", and 

"Leisure-time occupation, in such organized cultural 
training and recreatiYe activities as are suited to 
their requirements, for any persons over compulsory 
school age who are able and willing to profit by 
facilities provided for that purpose." (68) 

Progression between educational stages in the way that 

the 1944 Act proposed serves the cause of integrating 

adult education within the national system in that it ends 

the deep-rooted separation between 'formal' and 'adult education'. 

This was what the Education Sub-Committee of Nuffield College 

(1946)(69) highly appreciated in so far as the post-War 

educational policy is concerned. The report stressed the 

abolition of differences between the education of adults 

and t~e education in general in so far as purposes are 

concerned, which is stated to be the enabling of individuals 

to live full and interesting lives. Hence, 'formal' and 

'adult education' are no sep~rate entities but rather 

complementary within the overall educational structure.(70) 



The 'County College' that the White Paper of Educational 
(71) ... M 

Reconstruction (1943) proposed and whichtlater adopted 

by the 1944 Act, represents the envisaged link in the 

educational structure between 'seconaary education' on the 

one hand, and the 'adult non-vocational education' on the other. 

The scope ot tasks attributed to it reveals the nature of 

such a link. The tasks include three major ones: 

I. Training in clarity ot expression and understanding ot 

written word. 

2. Atfording opportunity for the development ot technical 

and vocational skills as well as looking atter a wide range 

ot vocational interests. 

3. Educating in the broad realm of citizenshiP.(72 ) 

Retlection on such a range ot tasks shows the possibility of 

filling the gap between ·technical colleges' and 'adult 
~,<\ ~):# 

education organizations' andfthe weak spirit of partnershiP.(73) 

The 'County College' is likely to fill the gaps of educational 

progression after the end of compulsory schooling, and the 

whole picture draws nearer to what Lowe(I970) recognizes 

as the 'ideal cycle' from school to County College, from 

County College to youth clubs, and trom youth clubs to 

adult classes.(74) 

Another trend relevant to the cause of integration, is 

that 'formal education' is conceived in the post-War 

educational policy as baving duties ot orientation towards 

~dult education'. Further still, the success ot primary and 
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• secondary stage is, to the Wh~e Paper of Educational 
, 

Reconstruction (I943) conditioned by the orientation they 

make to the minds and abilities of children to proceed to 

the third stage institutions. From this angle, the place of 

adult education in the national system is raised • Its flourish 

is an evidence of the successful implementation of the 

preached orientation. The White Paper put it clearly that: 

'~ithout provision for adult education the national system 
must be incomplete, and it has been well said that the 
measure of the effectiveness of earlier education is the 
extent to which in some form or other it is continued 
voluntarily in later 11fe. It is only when the pupil or 
student reaches maturer years that he will have served 
an apprenticeship in the affairs of life significant to 
enable him fully to fit himselt for service to the 
community. It is thus within the wider sphere of adult 
education that an ultimate training in democratic 
citizenship must be sought." (7.5) 

(b) Integration of Adult Education through Re-definition 

of state Responsibility 

By its text, the 1944 Act represented a further step 

towards integrating adult education within the national 

system ot education through defining a more influential role 

to be played by the state in the provision ot adult education. 

This was expressive of change in the relation between the 

nb b.J 
Government an~dult education, and whichAremained rather 

fluid until the end of War II. Looking back in the history 

of English education,one finds that the Bryce Commission (I895)(76) 

vigorously supported the Laissez-Faire policy that was 
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dominant at that time, accepting only 'little direct executive 

power' to be allowed to uniried central departments'(??) 

Adult education, which remained the whole of the 19th century 

mainly a voluntary service was first to suffer from the 

confinement of state responsibility. The Board of Education 

Act (1899)(78) hardly defined any specific tasks by which 

President of the Board would deal with the adult education 

sector as responsibility of the state. His duty was rather 

defined as 'the superintendence of matters relating to,education'J79) 

The conception of the role to be undertaken by the central 

authority was as weak as stimulation, guidance, supply of 

information and maintenance of balance between conflicting 

interests can allow. However, four decades were enough to 

show how adult education in England suffered from such 

marginality in state consideration. 

In a sense, the 1944 Act is an attempt toward the re-definition 

of state responsibility toward adult ~ducation in the direction 

of more positiveness. The duty of the Minister as stated in 

the Act is: 

" •• to promote the education of the people of England and 
Wales and the progressive development of insitutions devoted 
to that purpose, and to secure, the effective execution by 
local authorities, under his control and direction, of the 
national policy for providing a varied and comprehensive 
educational service in every area. 1t (80) 

It is thus, that 'superintendence of matters relating to educ~tion' 

in older legislations has given its place to a more specific 

responsibility to be undertaken by him, and so wide as to 
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include the promotion o! the education o! the people o! 

whatever age. Out o! this stems the redefined responsibility 

towards the adults and their education. It is true, as will 

be later shown when assessing the extent to which the policy 

has worked, that such responsibility is not entirely devoid ot 

vagueness and inspeci!ity especially in so far as words like 

'varied and comprehens~ve service' are concerned. Yet, it 

should be appreciated that the Minister (secretary o! state 

tor Education and Science) has been given power to secure 

an adequate adult education service. Through the powers 

conferred on him by the 1944 Act, he is required to ensure 

that the local education authorities comply with the Government 

policy. More important still, is that it is within the realm 

ot his powers to force local education authorities to discharge 

the duties placed upon them by the Act. C8r) He has also the 

right to force backward authoritiesko come into line if any 

of them acts or proposes to act 'unreasOnably •• (82) Such strong 

position has been dictated by two considerations that Lester Smith 

(1966) explained as: 

I. a belie! that equality of opportunity in education is 

difficult to come by unless someone is able to force local 

education authorities and all promoters o! voluntary schools 

to observe and maintain certain standards. 

2. the !air distribution ot available manpower can hardly 

be reached unless the Minister has an effective voice in 

planning as well as priority determination. (83 ) 
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But, the Minister's authority of taking decisions is not 

left without control. His judgement of technical matters 

is enlightened, in so far as England is concerned, by the 

'Central Advisory Council for Education' the duty of which is 

"to advise the Minister upon such matters connected with 
educational theory as they think fit, and upon any 
questions referred to them by him." (84) 

There are certain responsibilities placed on the Minister 

of Education, and which are common to education whatever 

the sector might be. It is his duty to make sure that 

educational facilities and auxiliary services are adequate 

in quantity and varied. AuXiliary services have to be well 

managed, equipped and staffed and maintained, and he must 

be satisfied with their standard. He 100ks after the 

freedom of.teachers, parents and other parties in educational 

matters. Besides, charged fees, rewards and allowances are 

subject to his control together with the provision of 

educational premises.(85) 

(c) Integration of Adult Education through Consolidation 

of L.E.A' s Role 

The 1944 Act brought with it consolidation of the 

role. of local education authorities in the provision of 

adult education. Since the education service in England 

is locally administered, integration ot adult education 
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with the national system of education is principally 

envisaged through attachment to the realm ot work of local 

councils. Local authorities had some involvement in adult 

education provision since the Technical Instruction Act (1889) 

and the Local.Taxation Ac~ (1890)whicn gave County and 

Borough Councils permission to establish evening classes for 

children who left school. Yet, it was only with the Fisher 

Act (1902) that the responsibility for adult education was 

laid on local administration. Local authorities were 

empowered tto take such steps as seem to them desirable ••••• 

to supply or aid the supply of education other than elementary, 

and to promote the general co-ordination of all forms of 

education.,(86) The 1919 Report on Adult Education was much 

in favour of activating local authorities to assume more role 

in adult education provision suggesting that they should 

'take a large and important part in the development of adult 

education,' and regarded such a role as 'an integral 

part of their activities.,(8?) Under Section 86 ot the 1921 

Act, local authorities were granted comparatively wider 

powers for the provision of adult educatio~O! a great variety.(88) 

However, in practice, local authorities remained in the 

inter-war period content to look atter formal education, 

primary, secondary, technical, etc. leaving the' provision 

ot non-Tocationa~ adult education largely to the universities 

and voluntary bodies.(89) This complaint was clearly recorded 

in the Ashby Report (1954) that 'Local education authorities 
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are so pre-occupied with primary, secondary and technical 

education that they have not yet had the opportunity to 

give full attention to liberal adult education.,(90) 

It was thus, that wide variation characteriZed the response 

of local authorities to the proposals raised by the 1919 

Report mainly the establishment o·f non-vocational or evening 

centres for humane studies, raising their financial 

assistance to the universities and voluntary organizations, 

and setting:up Area-Adult Education Sub-Committee which 

would undertake the provision of non-university, non-vocational 

adult education.(91) Financially, the L.E.A.'s responded 

indirectly by affording mqre financial assistance to 

universities and voluntary bodies. Only in few cases such 

as the West Riding of Yorkshire that assistance reached full 

responsibility for all one-year and tutorial classes. 

Lowe (1970) estimated the response to be, on the whole, weak.(92) 

Fear was justifiable that, it such a trend continued 

meanwhile educational opportunities are on the threshold 

of expansion year after year, that time might come when 

complete negligence of adult education activities would turn 

into accepted status quo. The main problem was not recognition 

of the prinCiple that local education authorities have got 

some role to undertake in the provision ot adult education 

as they did with formal education. The problem was rather 

with the 'leniency' and 'vagueness' by which their 

responsibility toward adult education provision was defined 

under existing legislations. Partly because of such a defect, 
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and partly because of the lack of financial and other 

facilities, adult education remained a marginal task 

undertaken by the L.E.A.'s meanwhile primary and secondary 

education enjoyed increasing attention. Such differentiation 

was reflected on the whole picture of the adult education 

provision , and turned into a challenge for the post-War 

policy of education. To the Sanky Report, published under 

'Adult Education after the War' (I945), the elimination of 

such differentiation in the treatment of 'formal' and 

'adult education' should be the cornerstone of the suggested 

policy. Continuation of such differentiation after the War II 

would only lead to one result, more and more marginality 

for adult education within the national system of education, 

or as the Report put it: 

"The very fact that whilst one section of the educational 
system is obligatory and the other is permissive, suggests 
that the second is of minor importance and is consequently 
less urgent. It is indeed an invitation to neglect." (93) 

What is more, is that the system might still work under the 

notion that 'education ends with childhood,.(94) 

The post-War II policy has differed significantly from 

the one before. The 1944 Act added more to the role undertaken 

by the local education authorities than was tke case under 

the Acts of 1902 or 1918. The old 'enabling power' which 

the authorities were reluctant to use actively for more adequate 

adult education provision in their areas, has now been turned 
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into 'duty' 'to secure the provision for their area of 

adequate facilities for further education.,(95) Moreover, 

their leading role in the provision of adult education bas 

since the War II been an accepted principle in various 

documents. The White Paper of Educational Reconstruction 

(1943), while considering the special contribution that 

universities and the Workers' Educational Association might 

make to adult education, it made it clear that: 

"Local Authorities wil~ undoubtedly be called upon to 
playa larger part than heretofore in this field." (96) 

The leading part to be undertaken by the authorities was 

as wel~ accepted by the universities themselves, which saw 

as natural that 'the ultimate responsibility for securing 

adequate provision should rest on the local education 

authorities, and we do not wish to claim any monopoly or 

suggest any precise delimitation of sphere of action.' (97) 

On her part, the Ministry of Education defined the whole 

realm of 'Further Education' as 'a community effort in 

which the authority must play the leading part.,(98) Again 

it was thrown on the local authorities, in so far as 'Further 

Education' is concerned, the responsibility 'to assume 

leadership in the co-operative enterprise of community 

education. ,(99) Thus, in post-War policy, the local education 

authorities were put definitely before their responsibilities 

as regards adult education, a responsibility from which 

escape 1s much more difficult than before. They were even 

invited to respond to the Ministr's call 'to plan boldly and 

comprehensively.' (rOO) 
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II. PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN BODIES INVOLVED IN ADULT EDUCATION 

PROVISION 

Partnership as an Adopted Policy for Post-War Adult Education 

The need was clear after War to extend the base of adult 

population covered by the acult education service to encompass 

besides the 'seekers' or the 'converted' the vast majority 

whom the Sanky Report (1945) called the 'indifferent' or 

the 'un1nter/ested •• (IOI) Recongn1tion ot the White Paper 

on Educational Reconstruction (1943) of the organic link 

between adult education and the function ot the system as a 
Without 

whole, and that~the fuller opportunities ot adult education, 

the whole system would remian incomplete,(102) represented 

an indirect pressure on the adult education providers to 

co-operate. In the meantime, there were certain considerations 

that made co-operation between providers essential : 

I. The inability or voluntary organizations to undertake, 

by themselves, the task ot penetrating the adult base 

unless co-ordination with other providers is made possible. 

2. The possible failure ot the statutory authorities alone 

to meet the needs of such an important sector ot the population. 

The conclusion which the Sanky Committee reached was that 

'There is ample room tor both, provided always that they work 

in co-operation and not in competition.tCIO) 
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On the other hand, the consolidation of the partnership 

spirit was seen as a condition for the success of the future 

expansion schemes of adult education. In this respect, 

partnerShip was expressed in a rather impelling tone which 

left but little room for argument about its validity. The 

closing lines of the Report were unambiguous: 

fl •••• the development of adult education depends on the 
willing co-operation of the statutory authorities, the 
universities and the voluntary organizations concerned. 
Each of them must carry out its duty to the adult 
community in the fullest co-operation with the other 
agencies working in the same field, and to the same 
general end." (104) 

The Ministry of Educatipn, on her part, went even further 

than what the Sanky Committee had gone. It used all the weapons 

available to her in pressing the partners , mostly in an 

indirect manner, to co-operate. Partnership between the adult 

education providing agencies was raised by the }linistry as 

'The first need ••• ,(I05) Mainly through partnerShip, it is 

possible, in the Ministry's argument,to 'quicken the cultural, 

artistic and social life of the community.,(l06) The argument 

for partnership was hardly refuted by any of the academics 

of policy-makers. If it was acceptable that in the old days 

when the adult education service was still in its infancy, 

and the involved organizations few and the scope of work not 

so clear, that duplicated effort was little feared and the 

development of the work of each partner attainable without 

much regard to what others were dOing, the case after War 

was different. A new formula of partnership had to be put 
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into effect, and 'the various organizations concerned should 

come to agreement not on "mandated territories" or "spheres 

ot influence" but on the particular contribution which each 

of them is specially fitted to make to the educational needs 

ot the community_,(I07) 

Academics, on the whole~ were no less supporters ot the 

trend. The base of post-War adult education policy which 

Shearman (1944) could think ot, revolved round the major 

suggestion; the 'close co-operation between the Board ot 

Education, the universities, the Local Education Authorities, 

and those voluntary bodies whose main purpose is educational!CI08) 

By the time the Ashby Report (1954) was published, some 

drawbacks of the policy ot partnership were beginning to rise 

to the surface including the inevitable burden resultins 

from the more administrative complexities than was the case 

with other types ot Further Education. There was also the 

'smooth working ot partnership' depending on cordiality of 
(109) 

relations between partners and 'which was not always to be tound' 

Merits and demerits ot the policy ot partnership were refle~ted 

upon by the Committee, but the conclusion reached was much 

in tavour of the continuation of partnership between providers: 

ItAtter considering all the evidence we are unanimously ot 
the opinion that at present the merits ot the partnership 
outweigh its drawbacks and that we should make recommenda
tions which preserve it, at any rate during the present 
period ot transition in British education." (110) 

Ashby's appreciation ot the validity ot the partnership policy 

was echoed in no less vigour twenty years later, when the 

Russell Committee put it on the very top of its list of 
recommendations. (III) 
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Types of Post-War Partnership 

By 'partnership' is meant all forms of co-operation 

between the major providers of adult education service. 

Peers (1972) (1I2) recogni'Z.ed partnership as covering 

many areas, but s aw it largely financial in character.(1I3) 

It is possible to locate three types of partnership in 

adult education in England namelYJfinancial, consultative 

and in teaching service. The following figure illustrates 

a typical regional organization as expressive of partnership 

among providing bodies. 

Figure 8.3 

A Typical Regional Organization and its Financial Links(I14) 
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I. Financial Partnership 

The complex organization that characterizes adult education 

in England has induced the Ashby Committee (1954) to describe 

the finance system as 'obscure , .(I15) However, a look at the 

past regulations of finance makes the present financial 

partnership comprehensible. As a principle, financial 

partnership has been found in the adult education provision 

before War II in the form of grants paid, either directly 

from the Ministry of Education (Board_~of Education until 1944) 

and the W.E.A. districts, or indirectly as awarded by the 

L.E.A.'s towards the administrative costs of responsible 

bodies. 
(1945) 

The Further Education Grant Regulations in accordance with 

the 1944 Act, as well as the 1946 regulations stand as 

indicative of change in the financial relationships 

when compared with the previous ones of 1938. According to 

the 1945 Further Education Grant Regulations, no distinction 

was made between university and non-university programmes 

except in the case ot the three-year tutorial classes 

which are eligible for grant only in so far as they are 

provided by universities, university colleges or joint 

responsible bodies. 

Another aspect ot comparison with the 1938 regulations 

(Chapter II) the 1945 regulations represent an easier path 

to financial co-operation between the Ministry ot Education 

and the responsible bodies. The term 'responsible bodies' 
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has continued since the 1924 Grant Regulations to signify 

the combination of organizatioms recogn~ed by' the Board 

of Education as providing liberal adult education. These 

include the universities or university colleges and approved 

associations. Regulations 22 (1) of 1946 maintained former 

distinctions (under 1924 and 1938 regulations) in dividing 

responsible bodies into three classes. Included in the first 

class are universities and university colleges, while approved 

associations fall under the second. The third type of responsible 

bodies created by Regulation 22 of 1946 reads: 

"A joint body ••• for the maintenance of facilities for 
a specified area",' consistinj of "representatives of 
other Responsible Bodie~. • • whose activities relate 
to that area together'with representatives of the(i~~~ority 
or Authorities concerned with that area •••• " . 

The rigidity imposed on the direct grant by the Ministry 

of Education to responsible bodies according to the 1938 

Regulations specified six types of courses conducted by 

university responsible bodies, and three types of courses 

conducted by approved associations.(II?) Detailed requirements 

as regards class work and written work as well as maximum and 

minimum numbers of students in each type of course found 
l .. ti,r 

no place in the 1946 Regulations. These,cared to ensure that 

the programme submitted demanded serious study on the part 

of the students. As a condition to approve the programme of 

a responsible body, the Minister of Education (Secretary for 

Education and Science) had to be satisfied that reasonable 

provision was being made for one or more of the following: 
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I. Tutorial classes lasting for a period of three educational 

years, with twenty-four two-hour meetings each session; (Reg. 24(a) 

2. Sessional courses lasting for one educational year, with 

not less than twenty meetinga of at least one hour-and-a halt 

(Reg. 24 (b» 

3. Terminal courses of not less than ten meetings ot at least 

an hour-and-a-halt. (Reg. 24 (c». 

It was made obligatory that universities and jOint bodies 

should provide at least one of the three. As tor other 
o"e 

responsible bodies, at leastAof the last two was required. 

Only when this obligation is discharged, it was made possible 

tor the responsible bodies to seek approval for grant • 

4. Shorter courses ot-less tormal character. (Reg. 24 (d» 

5. Training courses for teachers and lecturers for adult 

education. (Reg. 24 (e» 

In so tar as the assessment ot the grant to be awarded 

is concerned, the complicated details of I938 and previous 

regulations were partly amended as the Ministry of Education 

undertook to repay to responsible bodies not less than 

75 per cent. ot the approved cost of the renumeration ot 

the teachers or lecturers employed •• (Reg. 27) 

As recepients of financial aid by the Ministry (D.E.S~, 

they must satisty its requirements in three basic matters: 

aceeptability of their constitutions, efficiency of their 

organization and teaching statf, and the adequacy ot their 

facilities provided for stUdents. Also through the 
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direct grants, it is of importance for the Ministry to 

be satisfied that the adult education service is provided 

to individuals without discrimination. Recepients have 

not got the right to exclude any person from their courses 

on other than reasonable grOUnds.(IIB) 

Reflection on the financial partnership between the 

Ministry ot Education as representative ot the central 

authority and the responsible bodies providing an adult 

education service raises two points: 

Firstly: There is a mutual commitment between both sides 

within a frame of rights and duties. However', it is clear 

that the financial aid in the form of grants is rather 

a tool in the hand of the central authority to ensure, 

to a certain degree, a comprehensive and good standard 

service in a way that allows it to curb excessive 

undesirable competit/ions between various partners. 

Secondly: The direct grant from the central authority 

to university adult education towards teaching costs, 

administration and accomodation, represents only one source. 

They are entitled to receive indirect share from the university 

itself through the University Grants Committee. This is one 

type of financial partnership which we may term 'internal' 

as it is granted within the university scope. Besides, there 

is also finance through students' fees as well as the L.E.A.' s 

grants. In a somewhat similar way the W.E.A. has its other 

sources of finance as well. 
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Whether the financial system of awarding grants, specially 

to universities, is the most fitting one, has been a 

controversial issue among the universities themselves since 

the 1950's. Amidst the approval expressed by the Ashby 

Committee (1954) of the financial co-operation of the central 

authority with the responsible bodies, there was an implicit 

view raised by some university men that such type of 

financial affiliation was not the ideal one. Yet, many 

favoured the view that it was undesirable that the Ministry 

of Educatio~should withdraw its direct grants to universities 

for the support of adult education service. The Ashby Committee 

saw some dangers that extra-mural work would remain 

indefinitely as a 'protected'actiVity content with what is 

received from outside. The Committee suggested that: 

uUnless adult education fights its own way for recognition, 
unless it establishes its right to~share of the university!s 
finances it will never become an accepted part of university 
work in the sense that psychology or dentistry are accepted.,,(119) 

As for the financial partnership between the central authority 

and the local education authorities, a clear change has been 

made by the 1945 regUlations. Following the issue of the 

1944 Act, it was natural that the adult education financial 

regulations be incorporated in the Further Education· 

regulations. With this change, it has become difficult for 

the local education authorities to sep~rate the provision 

of adult education from their" traditional sphere of 

operations, i.e. liberal from non-liberal studies.(120) 
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The local education authorities undertake their duties 

in accordance with the policy set by the Ministry (D.E.S) 

but with what Lowe (I970) recognizes as 'a great measure 

of latitude •• (I2I) They are eligible for a block grant 

from the }11nistry that represents slightly over 60 per cent. 

of their total expenditure on education, and which they have 

wide freedom in the allocation of proportions. BeSides, 

they have other means by which they can give more financial 

aid mainly through the allocations for education from 

levied rates.(I22) 

On their part, local education authorities have their 

contribution to adult education provision in both direct 

and indirect ways. But, it must be remembered that diversity 

characterizes every aspect of the adult education provided 

by the L.E.A.'s. On the one hand, types of adult education 

such as the Evening Institutes, Adult Education Centres, 

Further Education Institutes, or Adult Institutes, are all 

directly looked after by the local authorities. Non-vocational 

courses for adults as well as a wide range of courses covering 

vocational interests are as well directly provided and 

administered by them. 

On the other hand, there is the indirect contribution 

by L.E.A.'s to adult education in their areas. Authorities 

foster, side by side with their own direct provision, courses 

for liberal education for adults thrpugh the aid to responsible 

bodies. Giving financial aid to universities has been one o'f the 
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trends that the 1919 Report strongly recommended.(I23) 

Authorities may. as wel1. award financial aid to 

independent voluntary organizations sometimes called 

'community associations' such as women's organization, 

music and drama groups, old people's clubs and other 

social organizations. Bringing these into the local 

structure of adult education 

'of prime importance~.(I24) 

has been regarded as 

Both direct and indirect 

provision by the local education authorities in so far 

as finance is concerned, are shown in figure ~.2. 

Indirect contribution of the local authorities may vary 

from mere financial aid in the form of grants, which 

confines partnership within a narrow Circle, to what 

may be called 'positive co-operation' through allowing the 

use of their own resources, equipment, buildings, manpower 

for adult education service in the areas.( I25) The principle 

on .which financial grants by the L.E.A.'s to responsible 

bodies are awarded may take more than one single type. 

In some cases, it takes the form ot grants per-class as 

supplement to what the D.E.S. pays for the teaching 

cost. Sometimes, it takes the form of block grant in 

participation of the cost of administration usually to 

the W.E.A. district. 
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2. Teaching-Service Partnership 

The general form of the flow of teaching services 

between major adult education providing bodies in Engla nd 

is illustrated by Figure 8.4 which illustrates as well 

the cycle of finance. 

Figure 8 .. 4 

Flow or Teaching Services and Money between Major Adult 

Education Providers in England(I26) 
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The expansion of the adult education service, which 

was highly favoured in the post-War policy was Been by 

the Sanky Committee as dependent on 'the availability and 

selection of a suf!icient number of competent men and 

women to carry out the work.,(I27) One way suggested to 

to secure the availability of the required numbers was 

. through closer association with the educational system as 

a whole. To the Committee, 'If there were more fluidity in 

the teaching service; it it were possible for a teacher in 

any one br~nch of education to pass over to full-time adult 

education, whether organized by the statutory authority, 

or by an approved voluntary body, without loss of 

professional status or of salary and superannuation benefits, 

it would probably be found that not a few teachers 

in other branches would find themselves attracted to, and 

would be suitable for, adult work ••• ,(I28) But, this line 

ot thought representing an appreciation of 'external 

Partnership' in matters of teaching service, could not 

be envisaged by policy-makers as the sole outlet for 

getting the required numbers of teaching staff for adult 

education expansion. The co-operative action between adult 

education partners, which we may call 'internal partnership' 

was recogn1~ed by the Ministry of Education (I947) as 

a need for the expansion ot adult education provision. 

Local education authorities, universities and voluntary 

organization$of every kind were called upon to respond 
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to the framework put by the Ministry for effective 

partnership, what is strongly advocated in the Ministry's 

'Further Education' (1947) as follows: 

"We need a close and confident relationship between 
those teaching" bodies, and the organizations, whether 
for adults or for young people, which provide an 
environment wherein things of the mind and spirit can 
flourish. There is an opportunity to advance, if we 
march together.' (129) 

The local education authorities were asked to provide 

adequate teaching-service to their own adult education 
-

institutes through their own JUll-time and part-time teachers. 

However, this was stated as only one partial fulfilment of 

the security of adult education provision thrown upon 

authorities by the 1944 Act. Opportunities for active 

partnership with other providers in the supply of teaching 

service were suggested by the Ministry to cover four 

specific spheres: 

I. To provide a range of teaching services from their 

own institutions some of which operating extra-murally 

as one token of partnership with adult and youth voluntary 

organ1zat~ons. 

2. To provide what they can towards the ensurance of 

'close working arrangements' for the provision ot 
b 

lieral study courses by universities and other 

responsible bodies. 

3. To encourage provision of adult education service 

through strengthening such local organizations with broad 
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purposes and potentialities as the Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A., 

Community centres, •• etc. 

4. To exercise general initiative within the community 

through conferences, training courses and all other ways 

of focusing attention on particular problems or recent 

developments worth stUdy.(130) 

On the other hand, responsible bodies were similarly 

requested to co-operate in the provision ot teaching 
~ services. This was included in the overall scqrne of 

co-operation raised by the Ministry which preached an 

elastic method of interchange of staff 'from teaching in 

school to teaching ad~lt audiences; from teaching 

undergraduates to teaching in extra-mural classes; from 

employment by an authority to service in a university or 

in a voluntary organization, •• ,(131) 

The leading position ot universities in teaching-service 

partnership has been an acceptable trend in the post-War 

adult education policy. The Ashby Committee (1954) observed 

with inherent content that the '~ain burden for providing 

adult education in England and Wales bas been assumed by 

the universities and university colleges:(132) and that 

the university staffs 'are the most important source of 

tutors both for Workers' Educational Association and 

extension classes.,(I33) Figures of the Ashby Report 

showed how in I95I-I952, 21 university departments of 

extra-mural studies provided tutors for 80.000 out of the 

total I5O.oo0 adult education students. (I34) 



The case of the W.E.A. represents a different position 

from that of the L.E.A. or other providers in that it has 

got no other educational activity. The vital unit of the 

Association is the 'branch' which has the responsibility 

of organi~ing its own programme of studies, recruiting 

its members and raising money by its own efforts to meet 

many of the incidental expenses of its work.(I35) 

Branches are grouped into districts. The latter are 

autonomous w~th wide range of freedom to determine their 

own pol1cy.(I36) As far as the teaching service is concern~d, 

districts and branches have three main activities: 

Firstly, they organize tutorial and sessional classes for 

which the local university provides tutors. In these 

classes, co-operation with the university staff is more 

important than is the case with other types of classes. 

Secondly, they organize other classes for which the districts 

themselves are responsible for providing tutors. 

Thirdly, in case of week-end school and day schools, either 

under their own auspices or under those of W.E.T.U.C. 

they are responsible for arranging teaching servises. 

other than the major providers, teaching-service 

partnership was called upon from both minor adult education 

providers as wel~as out-of-the-field agencies. 

Co-operation on the part of the Armed Forces was seen both 

desirable and possible through the utili~ation of the 

educational work that had developed under War II conditions. 
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Appreciation of such a source was evident in the Sanky 

Report. It built its argument on the value of using the 

interest, skill and gift of leadership men of the Armed 

Forces have. To ensure that their interest in adult teaching 

was maintained after their mobilization. a recommendation 

was raised that tSteps should be taken now, while men are 

in the Forces, to make the opportunities known to them, 

and to arrange for such special training as may be desirable.,(I3?) 

On the other hand, the Ministry suggested that the field 

of adult education should benefit from the possible teaching 

efforts of a wide range of interested individuals whether 

in the field of commerce, ,industry, law,policemen, clerks 

and even artists, doctors and nurses.{I38) In this way, 

states the Ministry, 'it may be possible to build up a 

tradition of adult education among a much wider circle of 

people than are usually drawn into this field.,(I39) 

3. Consultative Partnership 

The main theme behind emphasis on the consultation 

between adult education partners in post-I944 policy seems 

to be associated with the attempt to achieve, a diversified 

and complicated set ot relations, a greater deal of 

co-ordination in the adult education service provided. In the 
, 

1945 and 1946 Regulations, consulation is stated as a 

condition for the award of financial grants whether to the 
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\0 
local education authorities orAthe responsible bodies. 

Domination of anyone partner over the service, disregarding 

the views and interests of other partners has been taken 

- as a hindrance for the attainment of maximum adult education 

service within the available potentialities.(140) 

Responsibility for leadership of adult education services 

was laid, accordipg to the 1944 Act, on the local education 

authorities which have to 'secure adequate provision of 

Further Education in their areas. ,(141) But, two regu~ations 

were put by the Act to organize the way the L.E.A.'s 

might practise such leadership. Care is given to prevent 

them from assimilating the type of work undertaken by 

other fellow partners. On the one hand, the L.E.A.'s 

are not given the right to ignore the efforts undertaken 

by other partners. Section 42 (4) of the 1944 Act states 

that the local education authorities: 

"shall, when preparing any scheme of further education 
have regard to any facilities for further education 
provided for their areas by universities, educational 
associations and other bodies •••• " (142) 

The way by which such 'regard' is envisaged to come by 

has been defined in the same section of the Act through 

consultation of any such bodies as well as other local 

education authorities fro~djaCent areas.(143) The Ministry 

of Education emphatically appreciated such regard on the 

part of local authorities as a Iduty,.(I44) In such a way, 

arrangement of the protection of interests of the universities, 

the W.E.A. and other partners from being assimilated by 
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local authorities. 

Consu1ation is supposed to cover a wider realm than 

the provided programmes. It includes as well other aspects 

related with full-time tutors, tutor organisers, buildings, 

equipment, •• etc. Consultation of the academic nature 

is recommended by the Ministry of Education (1947) to 

come by through conferences and common courses for tutors 

which are seen 'of great value,.(I45) 

The task of the appointed consultative committees for 

adult education in the local education authorities is to 

bring the consultation suggested by the 1944 Act into effect. 

Con6u1tation in such authorities described as 'the more 

en1ightened,(I46) takes the form of established adult 

education committee with broad representation to include 

beside the Further Education sub-committee, the universities~ 

the W.E.A. as well as other' voluntary bodies that are 

interested in the provision of adult education.(147) This 

doe not conceal the fact that the alternative to which 

many ot authorities ot the 'less enlightened' type resort is 

through'informaY consultation with the partners concerned 
~, 

which depends, in the first place, on personal or cordial 

contact. 

While the responsible bodies are'safeguarded from the 

domination of the local education authorities, they are 

not left to practise their adult education activity 

disregarding the views of other partners. The direct grant 

they are entitled to get from the Ministry (D.E.S.) is 
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conditioned by their presenting an assurance 'that steps 

have been taken to cDnsult other responsible bodies and 

local education authorit~es in the area.,(I48) To this end, 

some local education authories are directly represented on 

the extra-mural boards. However, such representation may 

be indirect through the joint committee or the university 

extension committee where these exist separately. 

Consulation ~ween the universities and the W.E.A • 

• especially in so far as the W.E.A.sdemand for tutorial 

and other extra-mural classes is concerned, is to be 

undertaken through the Central Joint Advisory Committee 

on Tutorial Classes. Since 1958, this has bee~replaced 

by a joint consulatative committee of the W~E.A. and the 

U.C.A.E. The Ashby Report (1954), however, observed that 

most of the responsible bodies are in agreement on their 

programmes through consu~ation both formal and informal.(I49) 

Internal consulation between universities was to be 

undertaken until May 1947 through the Universities' 

Extra-Mural Consulatative Committee. The need for consul-

tation based on a broader base was suggested to come by 

through the above mentioned Universities' Council for 

Adult Education (U.C.A.E.) • As for representation, 

expansion was made possible through the inclusion of 

representatives of university senates together with extra-

mural officers, a new arrangement that was not found in the 

older 'Extra-Mural Consultative Committee'. Its sphere of 

interest was also broadened to encompass other than 
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extension courses, all the other matters associated with 

extra-mural teaching. Such a council looks after the 
of 

co-ordination/policy between universities. It recommends 

a 'common service' to be undertaken by adjacent universities 

or that competition should alternatively be avoided in the 

development of extra-mural departments.(I50) Its recent 

reports harp not only upon partnership between universities 

but have moved over to broader areas of partnership. Its 

1970 report on 'University Adult Education in the later 

Twentieth Century' strongly argues that 'The effectiVeness 

of the future contribution which adult education makes to 

the national system of education is likely to depend to 

an increasing extent, on the effectiveness of collaboration 

between the providing bodies.,(I5I) The principle on which 

necessity of partnership is insisted upon rises from its 

conviction that 'No single type of providing body' will be 

able to expand adult education service to the required 

adequacy unaided by others:(I52) It is, hence, easy to 

prove how consulation has got a higher tone in the post-I944 

adult education policy both at the external level, i.e. 

between one provider and the others, and internally, between 

the units of the same major provider. 

Role of NeT.A.E. in Consultation 

Consultation in adult education policy on the national 

level was envisaged to come by through theCNational 

Foundation of Adult Education'establ1shed inI946. With 
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its amalgamation with the British Institute of Adult 

Education'(B.I.A.E.) in 1949 under the'National Institute 

of Adult . Education' (N.I.A.E.), consultation on the 

national level was to take a different form. The N.I.A.E. 

has got the task of promoting consultation among the great 

many providers of adult education by bringing them together 

into a single organization. Kelly (1970)(153) could see 

its mission as both of consultation and co-operation 

among the local education authorities, the responsible 

bodies, the interested government departments, and volunta~ 

organizations such as the National Centres Association, 

the National Federation ot CommUnity Associations, the 

National Adult School Union, the National Federation ot 

Women's Institutes, the National Union of TowJwomen's 

Guilds, ••• etc. Its 'Adult Education' which is 

published quarterly is another important means by which 

the views of various partners as well as researches 

in the field are to be exchanged. Through these, 

academics and policy-makers alike are given the chance 

to reach common grounds on various issues. The Institute 

publishes, as well reports of special enquiries related 

to adult education. Among these are 'Adult Education After 

the War' (1945), being the report of a committee appointed 

by the B.I.A.E., 'Liberal Education in a Technic31 Age' (1955), 

• Accomodation and Sta ffing'(I963), and 'Recruitment and 

Training of Workers in Adult Educatio~ (1966). These 

have proved of considerable influence on post-I944 adult 
education policy. (154) 
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The Extent to which the Integration-Partnership Policy 

Has Worked 

The provision of an adequate adult education service 

capable of penetrating the wide base of adults in 
bJ 

post-War II England was envisaged to come/through two 

major policy trends, nrumely, the recognition of adult 

education on the map of the national education structure 

as similar to other forms of education; and the activation 

of the providing agencies involved in adult education 

provision within a framework of co-operation and co-ordination. 

Judgement of the outcome of such a policy has to take into 

account the lack, until present, of one agreed upon 

comprehensi¥e conception of 'adult Education' among academks 

and policy-makers alike. This, opens the door wide before 

the varying estimations of success that has been reached. 

The implicit and explicit satisfaction expressed by the 

Russell Report (1973) of the progress so far achieved 

wit~eve1 of attendance reaching two mi111ons,was taken as 

a demonstration of 'great adaptability' ~nd responsiveness 

to local demands.(I55) In clear-cut words the Report states: 

"Our evidence shows that adult education has proved rem
-arkably adaptive to changing conditions, so that much of 
present practice still operates satisfactorily ••• " (156) 

Rogers and Groombridge (I976),{I57) on their part, express 
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their deep dissatisfaction of what the adult education 

service has sunk to until present. Taking as plausible 

the assumption that ommission of any strategy or policy 

which might be relevant is a serious mistake that governme~ts 

might tall in, they argue that 'British governments have been 

and still are guilty o~ such a sin ot omission, by not having, 

by never having had, a policy for promoting adult learning •• (I58) 

Lowe (1970) has got his strong reasons for dissatisfaction 

with what has been achieved in adult education in England 

mostly because of the unfounded separation between vocational 

and non-vocational education in a most unconvincing manner; 

and the marginality of adult education, the latter defect 

is a consequence of the former.Pro~ress in the field, has hence, 
.bte ..... ~.:-,J~ Q..4 " ~a-.r ct-..4 ~~t.'-1 ~~."( ,~,) 

Such sharp contradictions in the judgements passed on 

the post-I944 adult education policy may be attributed to 

the very complex pattern in which ad~lt education provision 

is undertaken by a great many formal and informal organizations 

with a wide set ot internal and external relationships. In 

the absence of ahomprehensive survey of the whole field. 
I 

the matter has become of utmost complexity 'of a proportion 

equalled only by the Table of Kindred and Aftlnity which 

occupies the final page of the Book of Common Prayer. ,(160) 

Furthermore, attempts to generalize judgements based on 

fragmental investigations may turn to be oversimplified 

and unrealistic. However, the present study attempts to 

build judgements on the available stUdies both inclusive 

and partial with focus on the outcomes of each of the two 
policy trends, namely integration and partnership. 



I. Policy of IntegratiQU 

Whatever might be the drawbacks in implementation, which 

will later be elaborated, it.is plausible to suggest that, 

in theory, the policy of integration has shown considerable 

success associated with the ability to introduce adult 

education as one recognized component of the overall national 

educational structure. Previous alienation of that sector 

until 1944 could be easily pointed out from the exaggerated 

attention directed to formal education whether in matters of 

finance, administration •• etc meanwhile adult education 

had to be content with very little interest as a poor relation 

of the system. Throughout the whole of the 19th century, the 
dependent 

adult education service remained almost entirely~on voluntary 

efforts ~~th only reluctant and feeble interference on the 

part of statutory authority. The position was slightly bett~r 

since the establishment of the Board of Education in 1902. 

To judge the validity of the integration policy, three 

defects that continued to characteriZe the adult education 

service until 1944 have to be taken into account: 

i. Lack of progression or continuity between 'secondary' 

andfpost secondary' education, the latter comprising adult 

education. 

11. Lack of adequate interest in adult education on the 

part of the'Board of Education'whose commitment was only 

fluidly stated as 'the superintendence of matters relatin3 

to education.'C16I) With the notion, not yet weakened until 
the first decades of the century have elapsed, that education 
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should mostly be obtained at earlier age, primary and 

secondary education naturally occupied the attention of 

planners and policy-makers at the central. level, at the 

expense of the adult education service. 

iii. Exaggerated attention of the local authorities to 

ensure the adequate provision of formal education in their 

areas while their responsibility towards adult education 

provision was leniently undertaken as a second task. 

Once the policy of integration was introduced through 

the I944 Act, progression from secondary to post-secondary 

and adult education was made smoother through the assumed 

'County Colleges' leading naturally to adult education 

activities. New organi2ation was made for post-school 

education including 'Higher' and 'Further' education, the 

former being the concern of universities, Colleges of Education, 

Colleges of Higher Education, Polytechnics, •• etc. whic~ 

are financed by direct and indirect grant from the D.E.S. 

or from the L.E.A.'s. These institutions concentrate 

on full-time courses.'Further Education', on the other hand, 

comprises a great variety of institutions with a wide range 

of courses which are financed and controlled by L.E.A.'s. 

Theoretically, the I944 Act opened better channels of 

progression from the first ,stage of education to the second, 

and from the second to 'Further' and 'Higher' education. 

This must be regarded as success to the policy of 

integrating adult education with the national education 

structure and ending its previous alienation, as might be 

shown from Figure 8.5 
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Figure 8 .5 

Links between Various stages of Education in 1944 Act(I62) 
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The progression, together with the expansion in enrolment 

since the end of War II in all stages have yielded evident 

change in the overall shape of English education. Comparison 

between such a shape in 1935 and 1965 shows how the narrow 

unproportionate neck ot post-school sector has given place 

to a more symmetrical one, as is shown in figures 8 •. 6 and 

8.7 . 
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Figure 8.6 

Public Educational System in England and Wales in 1935(I63) 
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On the other hand, the first sector to benefit from the 

increasing responsibility ot the Ministry ot Education towards 

the promotion and expansion of all educational services is 

'adult education' Which had before been used to struggle for 

its existence. What it longed tor.is secured through the 

principle of integration. H.M's Inspectors undertake the rollow-

up process ot the adult education classes.in almost the same 

way they do with other institutions of Further Education. 

In the third place, adult education has been brought to 

the focus of local education authorities. The provision of 

adult education service in their areas is, as the case with 

primary and secondary education, not a matter of 'may' but 

a matter of 'must~ much to 'the satisfaction ot a previously 

alienated sector. Through the leadership of L.E.A.'s, the 

spirit is likely to prevail in the provision ot responsible 

bodies or voluntary associations. 

It the policy or. integration is theoretically successful, 
"tt~ been 

have the outcomes, when~implem~n.ted,(in accordance with aims? 

In the case of post-I944 England, the policy of integration 

has partly benefited the place and functioning ot adult 

education within the national tramework. The previous 

confinement within the narrow circle ot non-vocational liberal 

studies has, in a sense, persisted even atter putting the 1944 

Act into effect.(I65) Yet, through the impact of the 'integration' 

policy, the situation is not the same. It has evidently changed 

for the benefit of adult education, which could break the 

barriers ot non-vocational interpretation. It has found a place 
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in many 'further' and 'higher' education positions as a result 

of its inclusion within 'Further Education'. This is proved 

in a recent study by Ellwood (I976)(I66) by the concern 

given to the adult student and needs in the schools, the 

polytechnics and the media which have re-oriented their 

activities. One conclusion reached by that study, is that 

'Adult education in its various forms, organised and 

unorganised, penetrates every part of the educational system 

and flows out into the community.,CI67) Furthermore, the 

educational functions have simultaneously been redistributed 

between the formaledncational system, the family and other 

agencies in informal provis.ion as is shown in the following 

figure. 

Figure 8.8 

Adult Education as Part of Further and Higher Education(I68) 
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This, however, shou1d not be taken as enough judgement 

that the imp1ementation of the integration p01icy has been 

a complete success. Reflection on what the L.E.A.'s could 

so far achieve shows that the outcomes are still modest in 

comparison with the sought goa1s. While they are supposedly 

the bearers of the greatest statutory responsibility toward 

adu1t education, they haTe actually maintained that sector's 

marginality amidst their preoccupation with so many 'more 

important' tasks. One evidence given by Professor Wiltshire 

to the Russel1 Committee affirmed the above judgement. 

"They are multi-purpose educational bodies, so that for 
most of them NVAE is a very minor and marginal part of 
their total educational responsibility. If it were all 
to disappear overnight, 'City Hall and County Hall would 
remain unshaken, edudational policy and provision would 
remain in al1 important respects unchanged, and the money 
saved would be swa110wed up in larger enterprises 
unnoticed. So although the stake of the LEAs in NVAE . 
seems 1arge, their commitment to it is small; ••• " (169) 

It is thus, that integration, which was thought to come by 

through equal concern given to adult education similar 

to the case with other forms of education, is good in theory, 

but in application by the L.E.A.'s,has not yet given 

proportionate outcomes. In the order of priorities that 

the L.E.A.'s stil1 have, adult education has maintained 

the last position in their list. A complaint was raised in 

the 1960's that they take the matter of adult education 

provision rather lightly for, ' ••• they have many other 

things, and much more important things, to think about: first 

schools, then further education and teacher training, and 

then (if there is any interest or money left) what the Ministry 

ot Education calls "Other Further Education" ••• n (170) 
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In this respect, two grave defects have to be taken 

into consideration: 

Firstly, that as yet, no clear-cut definition has been given 

to the 'varied and comprehensive service of education', stated 

in the 1944 Act as regards what the L.E.A.'s a~e supposed to 

undertake. Such elastic words may give some of the authorities 

the chance to provide whatever they like so long as they see 

it 'varied' and 'comprehensive'. The Russell Committee (1973) 

was induced to recommend as an immediate measure that the 

Secretary of State should make specified statement of policy 

defining what is meant by 'a varied and comprehensive service 

ot education in so far as adult education is concerned.,(I7I) 

Moreover, the coordinating task of the work of other partners 

through consultation was stated by the 1944 Act but was, 

likewise, left to the discrete of local authorities. These 

requirements, as has been found by the Russell Committee, 

'do not add up to a duty or a right to coordinate, but the 

local education authority is expected to take the intitiative 

and also, presumably, the blame if adequate provision •••••• 

is not secured.,(I72) 

Secondly, that until the present time, diversity exists 'in 

almost every aspect of local education authority adult 

education.,(I73) Such diversity must be admi~ted as related 

with available potentialities for each authority including 

beside material resources, the personal telationships of 

the counCillors. Besides, the effectiveness is found to be 

in many cases, below what is required. In the 1970 Survey 
'. 
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by the N.1.A.E., 16 per cent. of all L.E.A.'s Which responded 

to the enquiry were not making special provision for the 

disadvantaged adults in the sense of individuals unable 

to participate in the no~ally produced programme of courses 

and activities. These are abstracted by Clyne (1972)(174) 

in the following table: 

Table 8.I. 

Local Education Authorities which Offered no Special Provisi&!75) 
(Population: OOO's) 

Counties County Boroughs Greater London 
Boroughs 

England 5 12 I 

Wales I- I 

Under 50 I I 
50-100 I 7 
100-200 I 4 
200-500 3 I I 

On his part, Clyne analysed, in his study on 'The Disadvantaged 

Adult' ·(1972) 71% responses from County Local Education 

Authorities, 84% from County Boroughs, and 8~~ from Greater 

London Boroughs. Wide variation in response to various needs 

of the disadvantaged/and the neglect, on the part of some 

authorities are shown in table -B.? 
Table 8".2 

Percentage of L.E.A.'s making Special Provision for Disadvantaged 
Adults (176) 

Nat;.rre of Provision Cou~ies CountY%B.'s G. LO~. B.'S Tot~ls ,0 
Adult illiterates 61 40 75 52 
Remedial Education 44 40 56 44 
Mentally i11 32 3 6 13 
Mentally handicapped 39 19 37 28 
Physically handicapped 30 23 50 29 
~On-EngliSh speaking immig~ 2~ 37 62 ~~ iifidai~dh~A~t£Ali~a~tifitedlt 27 !? 4 II 
Elderly 27 I7 31 23 
No'P~ I~ 

" 
(" 16· 
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If such is the case with the L.E.A.'s on whom the greatest 

share in the responsibility of integration falls, it induces 

one to appreciate the conclusions reached by Lowe (I970);(I77) 

Ruddock (March I974)~t78) Rogers and Groombridge (I976)(179) 

and others in that the marginality of the adult education 

bas persisted notwithstanding the policy trends since 1944. 

In, at least, three realms ot the integration 

policy, the outcomes are not in accordance with aims. These 

are finance, planning and administration. 

Finance 

From the financial point ot view, the outcomes of the 

integration policy,~plemented since 1944,have not been 

in accordance with the sought aims. Practice has shown that 

adult education is the first sector to sutfer whenever 

the economic conditions of the country impose cuts. This 

cannot be seen separate trom the ability to extend its 

service to cover more numbers of adults. For this, policy-

makers may be accused otcontradicting themselves. 

Unjustifiable contrast between 'words' and 'action' in so 

far as the tinancial support by central authority is concerned, 

has left its impact on adult education expansion. Churchill's 

reply to the resolution sent by Trade Union Congress (March I953) 

must have cuased the envy of other forms ot education for 

the priority given to adult education: 

"There is, perhaps, no branch ot our vast educational syst"em 
which should more attract within its particular sphere the 
aid and encouragement of the state than adult education." (180) 

UnlUCkily, this was only followed by sharp stagnation of 

expenditure on adult education according to the cuts on whim 
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the Ministry insisted. The exaggerated alarm by which the 

Minister in Churchill's Government noted the rise of 

expenditure on the responsible bodies which trebled in 

six years, may be taken as an indicator of the extent to 

which, contrary to the Prime Minister's own words, adult 

education was actually regarded not as a necessary service 

for which funds have to be raised by all means, but rather 
(181) 

as Lord Eccles regarded it as some sort ot 'luxury'. 

Not only was standstill imposed on grants for 1952/1953 

but there was, in addition, insistence,on the Ministry's 

part,to reduce 1~~ of the estimates far 1953/1954. When 

the cuts are reflected upon, they seem to be too small to 

have an effect on the country's financial s!tuation. The 

total grants awarded for that year were only £ 330.000 

and the 10% reduction did not exceed £33.000. 

The strict policy of expenditure was carried on to the 

1960's as the Wilson Government (1964) was even more worried 

about economic difficulties. So parsimonious was the 

Government that the Joint Consultative Committee of the 

Universities and W.E.A. thought of publishing a manifesto 

declaring that the annual contribution by the Government 

to responsible bodies was only £ 700.000 'rather less than 

a single mile ot motorw1-,.(I82) The gsneral picture of 
wM ~ DI.1~c,.\..&....t - P.c- (Q6o', • 1'1 C!. -- O~ 4~st 

the I970's~ Respon e to the inspiration by thetReport in the 

first half of the decade(183) mostly without Government 
. 

involvement was soon followed by cut-back in public 

expenditure. Adult education was the first to sufter and the 

case is vividly described by Bill Toynbee (1976) that: 
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'the ensuing cut-back in public expenditure has again taken 

from those who have little, the little they have, with the 

result that the adult educa~ion service is once more fighting 

for survival.' (184) Figures for the fianc.ial year 1968/69, 

the last yea~fOr which the Russell Committee (1973) could g~ 

complete figures, show that the net expenditure on adult 

education bare1y represented I per cent of the nationa1 

education budget making, in the Committee's estimate, less 

than £. 10 per year for each of the two million adult:studeni1s 

attending adult education classes. (185) An urgent need has, 

hence, been expressed to raise local education expenditure 

in the proposa1s for the next five to seven years in order 

that the student number might be doubled,from £. 16 millions net 

to a total of £. 38 mill1o~net, and the D.E.S. expenditure 

from £. 1.4 milliow to 2.65 million~ Even with this proposal, 

the average net expenditure per student would barely exceed 

£. 10 a year. The proposals, however, represent only 'a very 

modest rise in total expenditure.' (r86) 

It is possible to see how·the policy of parsimony by which 

adult education provision has been treated since the early 

years of the 1950's has held back its expansion. Enrolment 

in adult education classes, whether of the responsible bodies 

or the L.E.A.'s has been until the 1960's been below what 

was expected. The sharp drop in the early I950's was not 

overcome until the first half of the 1960's as is clear 

in figures 8.9,8.10 and 8.11. 
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Figure '8.9 

in Grant-aided Courses of Responsible Bodies 
and Wales) 1925-67- Fip,ures for 1939-1945 

are conjectural (I87) 
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Enrolled Students in Extra-Hural and W.E.A. Courses (England 
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Figure 8.11 

Students in Evening Institutes (England and.Wales) 1925-67 (189) 
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Close examination of Figure 8.11 ,which illustrates the 

enrolment in the L.E.A. classes,may be taken as illustrative 

of enrolment trends until the late 1960's for all major 

providers. Adult students in L.E.A Evening Institutes 

rose dramatically in the period immediately following War II 

reaching a peak during 1950-1952. This was only followed by 

decline reaching a severe point in 1961. Since then, it has' 

steadily risen exceeding the 1950-1952 peak" with a toal 

enrolment of 1.400.000 in 1966, 1.419.765 in 1967, 1.394.742 
. (190) 

in 1968 and 1.352.552 in 1969. . Due to the difficulty 

that the Russell Committee (1973) mentioned when attempting 
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to get statistics at the national level, its figures 

had to stop at the closing years of the 1960·s.(191) 

However, a recent study by Wiltshire and Mee (1978)(192) 

indicates a decline trend. The tendency to decline that is 

seen from the 1969 figures in comparison with the year 

before is linked to a recent trend to shrink the financial 

aid that the L.E.A.'s receive from the D.E.S. Besides, the 

Administrative Memorandum nQ. 15/67 has encouraged ~he 

raising of class fees in 1968. (Y93) With the D.E.S Circular 

no. 14/75, another rise in fees was suggested to be at 3~~. (194) 

studying the statistical figures of seventy-four authorities 

for November I975 and I976, and revising the findings 

against statistics collected by a group of H.M. Inspectors, 

a remarkable effect of fees raising on enrolment is found. 

The two scholars used data from fifty-one authorities to 

examine the relation between fees and student numbers. Their 

findings ascertain the existence of a correlation 

between the rise in fees and the number of students as is 

shown in Table 8.3 

Table .8.3 

Fees and Student Nuwbers I975-76 to I976-77 (195) 

Percentage No. of No of Student 
rise in authorities authorities numbers 21+ 
Fees showing rise showing fall aVe percentage 

in students in students change 
21+ 21+ 

33i and under 14 17 -4:8 
40-75 2 15 -13:2 
150 - I -19:8 
200 - I -49:6 
500 - I -71:1 
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The continuation of the fee-imposing trend can be deduced 

from a recent D.E.S. Circular (1/77) which recommends further 

increase in fees. Unless limits are made to curb such a tre~ 

further drop in students will be inevitable and the complaint 

of adult education marginality will be raised higher as 

the sector 'will no doubt again rind itself suttering cuts 

which are proportionately much larger than those imposed upon 
(196) 

other educational services." . 

Plannin~ 

In a critical survey published by the 'Council for 

Educational Advance' (1972) adult education in England is 

referred to as ' ••• the almost forgotten poor relation 
(197) 

of the system.' It is true that twenty years after the 

Ashby Report (1954) the planning for adult education at 

the national level indicates the persistence ot the marginality 

by which adult education is looked at by policy-makers at 

the highest level. In the White Paper by the Secretary of 

state tor Education (December 1972) entitled: 'Education: 

a Framework for Expansion' adult education is nowhere in the 

assumed plan for expansion. For this, the O.E.C.D. report 

(1975) on 'Educational Development strategy in England 

and Wales' sarcastically took the official report to be 

rather IA Framework £! Expansion tor certain pre-selected 

areas.' (198) As the White Paper states that it 1s 'deSigned 

to provide a framework for future actionfl99) " it is Possible 

to look in it for a clue to see how adult education has 

actually been integrated within the national service of educatiun. 
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and the future prospects in the following years. However, 

the Paper arouses frustration for the writer of the present 

study. The problems of the areas of education chosen are 

dealt with in clear terms, but strikingly enough 

adult education is almost omitted on acannt of confinement 

to 'aspects which acquire close attention at the present 

time' • ,(200) It is no convincing justification that adult 

education was excluded as the Russell Committee was still 

dealing with the area. The rationale ot choice is not 

convincing to the writer, nor to the O.E.C.D. study, 

mentioned above which seems to attack the focus of attention 

on certain areas 'without adequate explanation of the 

selection criteri~nd procedure.' (20I) 

Likewise, the Russell Report concerned itself mainly with 

'opportunities for men and women to continue to develop 

knowledge, skills, judgment and creativity throughout adult 

life by taking part, from time to time, in learning situations 

which have been set up for the purpose •• ,(202) The concept 

that the Committee seemed to adopt envisages a society in 

which the whole lifelong learning needs of all citizens 

would be taken as the field with which the national system 
(~o3) 

is concerned in its planning, structures and expenditure. 

The adult education strategy that the Committee recommended 

is 'a comprehensive and flexible service •••• broad enough 

to meet the whole range of educational needs of the adult •• ' (204) 

But, could the strategy suggested by Russell move further 

the prinCiple of a lifelong educational service ? 
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The Report, taking into account present financial ~nd other 

difficulties that stand in the way of putting the new 

strategy into operation,. favours the preservation of 

the status quo~205) Stopping at the point of recommending 

reorganization and gOing no further, is one defect in the 

report that has been waited for since the Ashby Report in 

1954. Professor Kelly criticizes the 'high sounding phrases' 

that characterize the report, and hence, concludes that 

it is not decisive in predicting the future of adult education. 

To him, 'Cautious realism is the key note, and fancy ideas 

such as permanent education are relegated to an indefinite 

future.' (206)While the Russell Report succeeds in arousing 

the interest of many peop~e in support of continuing education 

throughout the whole adult life, a plan for the intended 

reorganization to take place is left unattempted.It is no 

convincing justification that the nature of the report 

imposes this, being 'evolutionary' rather than 'revolutionary'. 
(207) 

To Woods (I975) , it not understandable why no identity 

is proposed for suct... an education, nor an organizational 

structure within which the system of adult education could 

develop.(208) 

Continuation of the unfounded distinction between 'vocational' 

and 'non-vocational' adult education until present forms another 

weak point that planning adult education 1n England has fa~en 

into since the I9I9 Report. The false distinction has evers1nce 

been preserved, and carried over to the Russell Report. Five 

decades, and more, have not been enough to reconsider the 

compre~ensiveness of adult education. Kelly, shared by almo~ 
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all British· eminent adunt educationists like Lowe(1970),(209)~~ 
(210) 

Wiltshire (1976~agree to condemn this. The distinction 

bas weakened the Russell Report which assumes itself to be 
(211) 

'A Plan for Development ••. Th~_ execlusion of 'vocational afult 
I -education from the Committee's term~ of ~efer~nce is unsound. 

'Non-vocational adu+t education'is a phrase that has never 

been suscptible to precise definition, and nowadays it merges 

at the one end into·leisure activities and at the other into 
(212) 

vocational education.' . Wiltshire (1976) lucidly echoes 

the same view of Kelly negating any possibility of taking 

the two as radically different and that 'since there is an 

infinite range of shades of green between yellow and blue, 
(21.3 ) 

yellow and blue must be the same colour.' As it is 

impossible to locate precisely a position at which the green 

ends and the blue begins, all distinctions between vocational 

and non-vocational do not exist, and have hence, to be eras~d. 

Confinement of the Russell Report to non-vocational adult 

education blurrs any attempts at comprehensive planning of 

that sector. The task could not be undertaken by the Russell 

Committee, and the dilemma is still unattempted in the 1970's. 

The only solution that Kelly could think of is 'another rep~rt 

which will deal with all those things which have been left 

out ot the present report- post-experience cOU/rses, part-time 

degree and diploma courses, external degrees, CNAA degrees, 

the Open University, and so forth - and try to bring the 

various elements into some sort ot sensible 'relationship with 

each other:(214) 
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As for Lowe, he.hardly differs with Kelly. He sees as a solution 

that the continuing education of adults be planned for as an 

integrative whole comprising vocational, non-vocational, 

general, formal, informal, •••• etc. as constituent parts. (2I5) 

Administration 

Act 
The 1944/made adult education one component of 'Further 

Educatio~~ the institutions of which are financed and controlled 

by the local education authorities. Adult education falls under 

the non-vocational sector sometimes called leisure-related. 

Within the non-vocational Further Education sector, it is 

possible to distinguish youth service and adult education 

service. The former, 1s addressed mainly to youth of the 

age I4-20. The ~atter, which is designed for adults, has no 

restrictions for age, and accepts students at whateyer age 

above I6. From the administrative point of view, the 

integration policy advocated by the 1944 Act has tended to 

form close organic relations both within 'Further Education' 

components, and between 'Further Education' as an entity 

and the Hinistry ot Education (D.E.S.). However, in two 
},a! 

aspects, the outcome of the integration policy not been in 

accordance with the sought aims: 

Firstly, that within the 'Further Education' sector itself, 

some distinction has grown since I944 between 'Further' and 

'Other Further Education', the latter signifying adult education. 

The distinction was originally one of vocationally oriented 

work and non-vocational education. Separation was claimed 
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(216) 
by the D.E.S. as purely administrative. H.M. Inspectors~ 

until 1968, were concerned with either of the two types. 

From hence had grown a complaint of unfounded separation. 

Educationists, like Lowe (1970), saw that: 

"in an exemplary society all further or post-school 
education would be both broadly based and liberally 
concerned. Given the prevailing utiliterian climate, 
however, it is likely that if there had been a unified 
administrative structure since last war, the claims of 
liberal adult education would have been squeezed out 
altogether. "(217) 

Now that both 'Further Education' and 'Other Further Education' 

have been merged together (since 1968) with inspectors 

undertaking their task for both sectors without 

differentiation, the problem is solved though only partially. 

still there are fears that inspectors who have for long been 

responsible for Technical, Commercial and Art Work, may well 

find 'Further Institutes' more satisfying in terms of beinb 

better organi~ed together with the merit of receiving more 

generous financial supportS 218 ) Amidst such a condition, 

nothing ensures that, even after the amalgamation of 'Further' 

and 'Other Further' education together, that adult education 

does not fall into marginality once more. Such fears have 

given rise to the recommendation by the Russel~ Committee 

'to ensure that H.M. Inspe~tors are to allocate adequate time 
(219) 

to adwt education.' BeSides, the need has also been 

expressed to enlarge the H.~r. Inspectors to an adequate 

number who should have substantial knowledge of the adult 

education characteristics.(220) 
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Secondly, that the heavy weight by which the D.E.S. would 

support adult education service was, nominally, a great 

success for the integration of the sector in the national 

system of education. Practically, the D.E.S. has remained 

reluctant to involve directly under the guise of 'autonomy' 

that has to be left to the L.E.A.'s to lead and that voluntary 

associations have to be encouraged to continue. This led to 

the shrinkage of the D.E.S.'s role to a narrow circle of 

granting financial aid, offering advice and, sometimes, 

co-ordinating the activities. The responsibility given to the 

Secretary of State by the 1944 Act is, indeed, strong. Through 

his responsibility, it is possible for him to secure a 
(221) 

reasonable adult education provision in England. 

However, the problem is not to give him more responsibility 

toward securing better adult education service, but rather 

that he has the impulse to use the responsibi1~ already 

given to him. Lack of impetus may be indicated by his 

reluctance, until present, to give even a rough definition 

of how much adult education provision there ought to be 

nor has he attempted to specify the particular developments 

expected of the local education authorities in so far as 
(222) 

adult education is concerned. 

2. Policy or Partnership 

Some indicators show partial success of the policy of 

partnership between the major adult education providers in 

ingland. The aims behind such a policy have been to create 
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closer co-ordination and co-operation between them for a 

more adequate adult education service. If the role of the 

central authority, represented by the D.E.S.,is left aside 

on account of being mainly financial, which has already 

been elaborated;(223)it is possible to point out to the 

success so far achieved in what may be called 'dual' and 

'threefold' forms of partnership. 

Dual partnership is, in one of its aspects, between 

universities and the W.E.A. There are 21 W.E.A. districts 

in England and Wales with a total of 955 branches tor the 

whole country. Partnership between the W.E.A. districts and 

the universities has contributed to make the whole country 

covered by districts each working within a university extra-

mural area, although, in some cases, one W.E.A. district 

may work with more than one university. The whole situation 

is shown in the following figure: 

Figure 8. 12 

Boundaries of W.E.A. Districts and Universities in Adult 
Education Service (224) 
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Despite variation in the nature of partnership between both 

from one area to another, a general rule has, nevertheless, 

been reached in the distribution of the types of course 

betw~en the universities and the -W.E.A. The W.E.A. normally 

provides the shorter and less demanding courses leaving 

the universities to concentrate on the three-year tutorial 

classes, generally the longer and more demanding courses. 

From the technical and administrative points of view, such 

IMAGES REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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distribution is sensible for the promotion of partnership. 

It shrinks away from the extremist views which have since 

the 1950's claimed for the liquidation of W.E.A.'s role 

ignoring its place as a national organization of about three 

quarters of a century old and with unique experience and ability 

for the recruitment of thousands of workers.(225) 

The close partnership that has grown between universities 

and the W.E.A. has also extended into threefold type as both 

the universities and the W.E.A. work more or less closely with 

local education authorities in the areas that they serve. 

Since 1944, favourable waves of change have blown on the 

L.E.A.'s attitudes to work in closer collaboration with the 

responsible bodies. The extension of years of schooling since 

1947 has started to show its effect on an increasing popular 

demand for adult education. In response, the L.E.A.'s have 

attempted to develop better attitudes toward the activation 

of 'varied and comprehensive' adult education service that 

they _were called upon by the 1944 Act to secure. Such change 

in the L.E.A.'s attitudes is seen as 'a lasting one which will 

leave them more fully committed to adult education than most 

of them ever have been before.' .(226) 

Though partnership has not yet been investigated on the 

national level, the extent has been estimated by Peers (1972) 
(227) 

as 'close'. The picture, is, nevertheless, characteri~ed 

by complication. On the one hand, in each area may be found 

a number of borough and county authorities, the trace of 

partnership among whom may require close examination of each 
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case separately. On the other hand, one extra-mura~ 

department may serve a number of counties, and hence, extra-

mural boundaries are very often across county boundaries. 

In some cases, the reverse happens with one authority 

dealing, as Peers has found, \nth several universities and 

W.E.A. districts. (228) The boundaries of the new local 

education authorities (after 1973) are shown in figure 8.13 

Figure 8.I3 

The Boundaries of the New Local Authorities of Education (229) 

IMAGES REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
IMAGES REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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Positive threefold partnership is found where progressive 

L.E.A.'s are found~his might be illustrated by the close 

partnership between various partners. The extended committees 

that have been established by some L.E.A.'s are such that th~y 

include the membership of Further Education sub-committee 

together with representatives of the universities concerned, 

W.E.A. as well as voluntary bodies!230) Another bright 

outcome of the partnership policy is the rising movement to 

establish multi-adult education centres in which all types 

of adult education can find a home, with common-room facilities 

and provision for light refreshments and accomodation for 

necessary activities~23I) This is especially found in 

East Midland counties of Derbyshire, LincolnShire and 

Nottinghamshire where positive partnership between L.E.A.'s 

and responsible bodies is evident. While the L.E.A. maintains 

the premises, the teaching costs are shared by responsible 
. (232) 

bodies. University adult education tutor acts as warden. 

However, reflection on what has actually been achieved 

in co-operation and co-ordination between partners indicates 

that the outcomes do no fully realiZe the sought aims. On 

the one hand, location or areas of functioning for various 

partners to cover the whole country by adult education service 

is far from being achieved. Confusion still reigns in so far 

as the boundaries between the local education authorities, 

the universities and the Workers' Education Association 

districts are concerned. Uneven distribution and overlapping 

boundaries m~y be deduced from Figure 8. 14. 
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Figure 8 .. 14 

(233 ) 
Existing Boundaries of Major Providers of Adult Education 

Such condition has cinvinced Ellwood (1976) that, 'In the case 

of the three major providers there is need for re-assessment of 

adequacy of provision and spheres of influence. At present there 

is patchy development and overlapping of interests which is the 

result of 
. (234) 

ac~~dental growth .. ' 

IMAGES REDACTED DUE TO THIRD PARTY RIGHTS OR OTHER LEGAL ISSUES
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However, prospects of a better organization in the future 

are not lacking. According to the new 1973 local government 

organization the number ot tbe L.E.A.'s in England and Wales 

1s about balf. their previous number. Also there is a possibility 

that in tbe case of W.E.A. districts and extra-mural departments 

which followed county borders before the above-mentioned 

re-organization, will possibly adjust with changes. Of the 

universities that have 'rationalised their own extra-mural 

boundaries' are Manchester and Liverpool, Newcastle and 

Durham. (235) 

Consultation between the major providing bodies is one aspect 

in which partnership has not been fulfilled adequately. For 

the financial role towards ~he responsible bodies, the L.E.A.'s 

are actually represented on extra-mural boards. Besides, many 

of them have established joint consultative committees for 

adult education which comprise in their membership representatives 

of university, W.E.A. and voluntary bodies together with 

Further Education Sub-committees. Such committees mainly work 

for co-ordination. However, three reservations have to be taken 

into account: 

I. That not all local education authorities have adopted the 

consultative machinery mentioned above. 

2. That where consultative committees do exist, meetings are 

sometimes infrequent and formal. 

3. Tha~ consultation depends, in the last resort, on personalities 

and personal relationships • Hence, it is tar from being a rule 

objectively observed by a~. (236) 
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Partnership between the L.E.A.'s and the responsible 

bodies has not run through the way that was hoped for. 

Each side has hissuspicions in the intentions of the other 

for driving the policy of partnership forward. Vfuat is more 

important, is that the conflict is illustrative of differences 

between the individuals in each sector who have two basical~y 

different modes of thinking.(237) The still existent conflid 

between the L.E.A.'s and the reponsible bodies is associated 

with three types of difference which have served to prevent 

the accomplishment of close partnership between the two: 

Firstly, there is the unfounded variation in the financial 

arrangements under which workers in each type are treated. 

Evening institutes' principals have their stipends and even 

reputation considered by the number of students enrolled 

and the fees collected. The character of what is provided 

is consequently affected as the arrangement serves 'to load 

the scales in favour of quantity rather than quality, to reward 

those who stick to popular subjects and undemanding tutors 

and discourage those who want to develop and maintain minority 
(238) 

interests and high standards of work.' The case on the 

other front is widely different. A tutor affiliated to the 

responsible bodies may be paid three or four times as much as 

the one afriliated to the L.E.A. classes, though Wiltshire 

states that the difference i~/~much narrower' than before. (239) 

Financial arrangements that do not treat partners in the same 

task with equal measure must:be assumed to.have their influence 

on the policy of evening classes, on the workers in them, am 
on the partnership policy between the L.E.A~and responsible bodies. 
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Secondly,there is the difficulty of bripging together two 

partners with different patterns of organization. In so far 

as the partnership between the L.E.A.'s and the W.E.A. is 

concerned, dif!1culties have been, until present, unsolved. 

The W.E.A. basically differs in its organi2ation from the 

L.E.A. in that the former is not only a providing body 

but is also an organ1~ing body and a national educational 

movement. Its partnership with the L.E.A.'s is conditioned 

by settlement of organisational matters like student fees and 

allegiance of students which are more difficult than the case 

with university. The argument is licidly given by Professor 

Wiltshire: 

lilt (W.E.A.) cannot be expected to relinquish its claim 
on students' fees without some compensation, for fee 
income is an important part of its budget as a voluntary 
organisation. It cannot be expected to relinquish its 
claim upon the allegiance of students, for it is natural 
and propoer that it should seek to bring class members ida 
active participation in the WEA at branch, district and 
national level. Can this allegiance to the WEA be allied 
to allegiance to the local institute?"(240) 

If we move to problems of partnership within the responsible 

bodies themselves, aims of policy cannot be achieved meanwhile 

the seeds of competition be.tween providers have grown since 

1944. It is true that consultation between universities and 

the W.E.A. has been looked after through the university joint 

committee organization. However, in most cases, consultation 

has been effective only in so far as the W.E.A.;demand 'for 

tutorial and other extra-mural classes are concerned. In other 
~.J-J; 

types of courses, conSUltation is evidently ineffectivejfor 

the ones provided independently by each partner$24I) Enough st~«;eS 

on such a point have as yet not been made, but it is significant 
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to quote what one Director of Extra-mural Department has 

reported as regards the effectiveness of cmnsultation in 

some regions: 

"We have a regional committee, on paper such a committee 
is indispensible, joining together the W.E.A., the L.E.A. 
and the university. In practice it is absolutely futile, 
all such co-ordinating and regional bodies tend to be ruled 
by the particularism of the constituent members - each bit (242) 
takes care that such a committee will not reduce its autonomy." 

This spirit of 'particularism' is giving rise to undesirable 

competition in areas where the relationship between the 

universities and the W.E.A. is not so close. Indicators do 

exist that, whereas many W.E.A. districts are anxious to 

maintain their provision jointly with the universities, they 

could not resist the sharm of .having as much independent 

programmes as possible, a trend which Peers attributes ~artly to 

their attempt to justify the grants they receive from the 
(243) 

W.E.A. and partly for prestige. This trend may be 

shown from table 8.4. 

Table 8.4 

Types of Courses Provided by Universities and the W.E.A. 

1968-1969 (244) 

Tutorial Shorter 
(incl. 1I8 Sessional Terminal (3 meetings 

2-year to 6+) 

Universities 760 2.662 1.702 1.563 
W.E.A. -- I.154 2.240 I.481 

The close partnership between the universities and the W~A., 

that was envisaged by policies since 1944, has not fully 

reached the aspired for aims. This is caused by difficulties 

that, so tar, could no be overcome on both parts. 
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On the one hand, a change to the worse is recorded by 

some academics in so far as the universities' zeal for 

adult education. is concerned~245)·Their leading role 

until the 1950's, which was blessed by the Ashby Committee 

(I954) seemed to wane afterwards, what Wiltshire expressed 

in that 'they no longer feel for adult education the sympathy 

and interest which they once did. ,(246) Whether this waning 

has stemmed from academic changes and the shift throughout 

the last fifty years, in British universities, from the 

domination of humanities to science and technology; or 

to the loss of the strong drive that they had felt before 

1944 of their responsibility to do justice to those who were 

unfairly denied their rights for education, the matter that 

concerns us is that the spirit of partnership bas been affected 

by these together.It is plausible that 'the sense of obligation 

which impelled the Universities into extension and extra-mural 

(24"" activities between 1870 and 1945 is weakened or destroyed.' (I 

On the other hand, the W.E.A., after 1944, could not 

give ample orientation to its scope of work in proportion 

with the change in educational opportunities by the 1944 Ac~. 

It failed throughout the I950's and until present to agree 

on a specific definition of the sectors from which it draws 

its clientele. ThiS, in turn, has been assmciated with its 

inability to define the term 'worker'. Change was urged since 

I948 when the Shrewbury Branch called upon the annual conference 

of the W.E.A. to consider that in the present SOCiety, everyone 

may be taken as a 'worker' and that by its present areas of 

interest, the W.E.A. assumes to foster education among all 
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sectors of the community irrespective of the way by which 

they earned their liv1ngS248 ) The distinctions made by 

Professor Raybould (I948) in interpreting the term 'worker' 

included, besides the broad 'universal' definition that 

takes 'worker' to signify one who works, two others: the 

institutional and the educational. The former defines a worker 

in terms of membership to trade unions, co-operative societies 

•• , etc. The latter which is echoed by the 1948 annual 

conference, takes worker as 'educationally underprivile.ged' .(249) 

The types ot work that are undertaken by the W.E.A. as a 

provider and organiser ot 'non-vocational adult education' 

give the chance to many, mostly from the university, to 

accuse it of stagnation and inability to cope with the SpiI-!t 

of the age. To Roy Shaw (1959);250) it tries to justify 

its existence by using a variable definition of 'worker' that 

best suits circumstances. For assuming allegiance of trade 

unionist education, it raises an 'institutional' definition. 

When the case is concerned with the education of other people, 

it sticks to the 'universai, detinition~251) It is hence 

understandable that competition with the universities 

is turning into a conflict affecting partnership between 

responsible bodies providing adult education. Professor 

Cole's warning has to be reflected upon by the W.E.A. it 

active partnership is to be driven forward: 

tI •••••• The W.E.A. cannot have it both ways. It cannot 
be general adult education provider and at the same time 
the educational representative ot the working-class 
movement." (252) 
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